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ABSTRACT
The design of cities formed an important part of the programme of the new Turkish
nation-state. Initially, the Republic built a new capital at Ankara, but increasingly in the
1930s the attention of politicians and city planners shifted back to the old Ottoman
capital, Istanbul. The mid-20^ century reconstruction of Istanbul falls into two phases.
Initially in 1936, the experienced French urban designer Henri Prost was invited by
President Atatürk to prepare a master plan for Istanbul. Parts of Prost’s plan were
implemented over the fifteen years, and he continued to revise and develop the plan in
ways that are described in the thesis, until in 1950 following the victory of the Democrat
Party in the elections, he was dismissed. This marks the beginning of the second
phase of the reconstruction of Istanbul: responsibility for the city plan was put in the
hands of Turkish nationals, who revised Prost’s plan. In 1956, Prime Minister Adnan
Menderes took over personal responsibility for the reconstruction and there followed in
the next four years, until his fall from power, a period of intensive road building, street
widening, demolition of old buildings and construction of new ones.
This thesis provides a chronological account of these events,.and puts forward three
main arguments about them. Firstly, it shows that although the second phase from
1950 was presented as free from the influence of foreign experts, and under the
direction of Turkish nationals, there was in fact much continuity between Prost’s plan
and works carried out under Menderes. Secondly, it argues that the motive for the
reconstruction of Istanbul in the 1950s came from a desire to assert Turkish leadership
in the Eastern Mediterranean. Thirdly, it shows that the form of Prost’s plan, and of the
reconstruction carried out under Menderes closely resembled Western European and
American town planning models, and indeed were largely derived from them,
nonetheless that within the Turkish context they took on specifically Turkish meanings.
The works carried out under Prost allowed the politics of secularisation pursued by the
Republic to be made visible in the city. Over the works carried out during Menderes’s
premiership, there has been a controversy as to whether these were part of a policy of
creating a distinctively Turkish form of modernity, that included the weakening of the
power of the ethnic minorities, traditionally forming the largest part of Istanbul’s
population. However, using new research from cadastral records, the thesis shows that
there is no evidence that building demolitions or the creation of new streets favoured
Turkish nationals, or disadvantaged ethnic minorities.
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The past remains integral to us, individually and collectively. W e must concede ancients their place.
But their place is not simply back there, in a separate and foreign country;
it is assimilated in ourselves, and resurrected into an ever-changing present.
Lowenthal, 1993:412

CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION: arguments and methodological
considerations

This study describes the story of the Rebuilding of Istanbul after the Master Plan of
Henri Prost, a French urban designer (1874-1959), and its long implementation
process from 1936 to 1960. It aims at investigating the radical transition that took place
from the 1940s to the 1950s in Istanbul, a process that turned the 2,700-year old
imperial, cosmopolitan capital into a homogeneous metropolis.
The design of cities formed an important part of the programme of the new Turkish
nation-state after 1923. Following the proclamation of Ankara as capital in the same
year, Istanbul, formerly capital of three empires, dominating both politically and
geographically the Balkans and the Middle East (Eastern Mediterraean), ceased to be
the centre. The intangible aura that surrounds capital cities and acts as a magnet for
commerce was transferred to Ankara (as were the National Assembly and Ministries,
the Headquarters of the Armed Forces and the Diplomatic Corps, and the headquarters
of the banks). It was the first time that Istanbul, with its cosmopolitan character but
without the seat of government, found itself outside the mainstream of Turkish politics.
In the 1930s, Istanbul was the former imperial centre with a cosmopolitan population of
700,000 inhabitants (one quarter of whom were non-Muslim), the largest harbour in
Turkey and a commercial and industrial centre. Between 1923 and 1933, Istanbul was
governed by an appointed §ehremini (Ottoman mayor), between 1930 and 1957, by an
appointed governor-mayor, and then, the offices were separated. However, as a result
of the ethnic segmentation of the city, during the 1940s and 1950s when the transition
from a cosmopolitan multi-ethnic and multi-faith city to a Turkish one took place,
contact between the ruling structures and the economically active population became
increasingly remote.
Yet, increasingly in the 1930s, the attention of politicians and city planners shifted back
to the former Ottoman capital at Istanbul. The mid-20*^ Century reconstruction of
Istanbul falls into two phases. Initially in 1936, the experienced French urban designer
Henri Prost was invited by President Mustafa Kemal Atatürk (1881-1938) to prepare a
master plan for Istanbul. Parts of Prost’s plan, characterised by Haussmanian
boulevards and a powerful visual aspect reproducing images of Europe, were
implemented over the following fifteen years during the one party era of Cumhuriyet
Halk Partisi (CHP- the Republican People’s Party, 1923-1950), and Prost continued to
11

revise and refine the plan in ways that will be described in the thesis. After World War
II, with the globally changing circumstances, Turkey moved towards a multi-party
system. In 1950, following the victory of the Democrat Party (DP) in the national and
municipal elections, Istanbul became the stage for more governmental activities, and
Prost was dismissed. His departure marks the beginning of the second phase:
responsibility for the city plan was put in the hands of Turkish nationals, who revised
Prost’s plan. Then, in 1956, Prime Minister Adnan Menderes (1900-1961) took over
personal responsibility for the urban reconstruction and there followed in the next four
years, until his fall from power, a period of intensive road building, street widening,
demolition of old buildings and construction of new ones. Thus, although Prost’s plans
were apparently superseded in 1950, in fact they formed the basis of urban planning
for over two decades. And, in some respects, Prost’s proposals have continued to be
the guiding principles in the old city and the Bosphorus until today. However, amongst
Turkish planners and architects, the Istanbul Master Plan of 1937 has been generally
ignored, or mentioned only to be disparaged. Neither Prost’s role in the Turkish
urbanisation process (except for a couple of practical solutions for the townscape and
the preservation of the city walls) nor in the urbanisation of the French colonies were
mentioned in the architecture faculties in Turkey (at least during my student years at
Istanbul Technical University-ITU, between 1986-1990). It has always been PM
Menderes who was described as primarily responsible for the crucial urban demolitions
and transformations of Istanbul in the 1950s.

Urban Historiography
Corresponding to the rise of revisionist urban history, particularly that of Benevelo,
Tafuri, Frampton, and Kostof,^ and the critiques of modern architecture in the context of
Western urbanisation,^ and new discussions on postwar urban reconstruction,^ the
decade of the 1990s witnessed a new reading of Turkish national history. Scholars from
various disciplines (history, sociology, anthropology, geography, economics, politics and
cultural studies) have contributed to à new understanding of crucial issues that were
never part of the public agenda nor in the school textbooks. As a result of this process,
modern Turkish history is deconstructed and re-constructed. Nothing remains taboo

^ Leonardo Benevolo, History of Modem Architecture, 2 volumes. Mass: MIT Press, 1977; Manfredo Tafuri,

Architecture and Utopia, London: the MIT Press (1976) 1994; Kenneth Frampton, Modem Architecture, London:
Thames and Hudson, (1980) 1994:210-223; Spiro Kostof, The City Shaped, Urban Pattems and meanings through
history. London: Thames and Hudson, 1999.
2On the urban reconstruction of Paris, see David H. Pinkney, Napoleon III and The Rebuilding of Paris. Princeton:
Princeton University Press, 1972; also Norma Evenson, Paris, a Century of Change, 1878-1978, London: Yale
University Press, 1979; her "Paris, 1890-1940," Metropolis 1890-1940, Anthony Sutcliff, ed. London: Mansell,
1984:25^288; on the uftan reconstruction of New York, see Robert A. Caro, The Power Broken, Robert Moses and
the Fall of New York. New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1974.
3See Martin Wynn, ed. Planning and Urban Growth in Southern Europe. London: Mansell, 1984; Jeffry M.DIcfendorf,
ed. Rebuilding Europe’s Bombed Cities. London: MClC Milan, 1990.
12

anymore. Especially crucial transition eras such as the early republican years and the
role of the founder Elite, the transition from the one-party era to a multi-party democracy
in the 1950s, and its crucial ending by a military coup on 27 May 1960, the second
military coup of 1972 and the radical transition of the mid-1980s following the latest
military coup in 1980, have all been intensively studied by foreign and Turkish scholars.
In comparison to studies in other fields, the modern urban history of Istanbul has not
attracted many scholars. The existing literature on Turkish modern architecture and
planning continues largely to define modern architecture “in terms of its own official
claims, formal canons and universalistic assumptions.’"* Modern Turkish Architecture
(1983) has been the only reference in English on architecture and urban planning in
Turkey^ is generally un-critical, but provides descriptive historical accounts. In fact
despite large numbers of publications on its Byzantine past, Ottoman Istanbul had
remained neglected for a very long time. Two studies in the urban field for 19**’ century
developments are important to mention: Rosenthal’s The Politics o f Dependency,
Urban Reform in Istanbul (1980) analyses the extraordinary transition of the Pera-

Beyoglu district using the economic dependency theory developed by Latin American
scholars®; and Çelik’s The Remaking o f Istanbul (1986) focuses on the grands projets
of the 19**’ century for the imperial and cosmopolitan city of Istanbul, giving a
Summersonian approach to its urban history - using the urban artefact as evidence.^
For the republican era, Turkish scholars preferred, in general, to give a chronological
and progressive description of the urban modernisation of Istanbul (see Chapter 3).®
On Prost, UŒ uvre de Henri Prost, Architecture et Urbanisme (1960) still remains the
most detailed study covering the background of the designer.® However, it is important
to mention Protsenko’s master thesis (1988).*° The study, concentrating on the
contribution of Prost’s Plan to Istanbul’s landscape, briefly describes the role of the
French designer. Similarly, Auffret (1994) gives an ideological and chronological
description of the modernisation process in the Ottoman and republican eras in
Istanbul and a critique of urban development,** where-Prost’s plan assumed a wider

^ Sibel Bozdogan, “Architecture, Modernism and Nation-Building in Kemalist Turkey,’ New Perspectives on Turkey,
issue 10, Spring 1994:37-55, here 37.
5 Renata Holod and Ah met Evin, eds. Modem Turkish Architecture. University of Pennsylvania Press, 1984.
®Steven Rosenthal, The Poiitics of Dependency, Urban Reform in Istanbul. 1980.
^ Zeynep Çelik, The Remaking of Istanbul. Seattle: University of Washington Press, 1986.
®For a reader in Turkish, Kuban’s study on urban structure is a must: Dogan Kuban, “Istanbul'un Kentsel Yapisi,’
Mimarlik, issue 5,1970:26-48; on chronological development, see N.Duranay, E,Gursel, S,Ural, “Cumhuriyet’ten bu
yana Istanbul’u Planlamasi.” Mimarlik, issue 7,1972:65-115; on administrative evolution and legislative procedure,
see llhan Tekeli, “Development of Urban Administration and Planning in the Formation of Istanbul Metropolitan Area,’
Development of Istanbul metropolitan Area and Low Cost, Housing. Istanbul: Istanbul: Municipality of Greater
Istanbul, 1992:3-111.
9L’Œuvre de Henii Prost, Architecture et Urbanisme. Paris: Académie d’Architecture, 1960.
Michel Protsenko, “Henri Prost” Master Thesis. L’ Institut Français d’Urbanism de Paris, 1988.
” Cyril Auffret, Istanbul, Fin de Siècle. Grenoble: Université de Pierre Mendes, 1994.
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role with its description of features and execution. In her doctoral study, Bilsel partly
describes Prost’s role as an adviser in the preparation of the Master Plan for Izmir (the
third largest city of Turkey on the Aegean coast) in 1924 by René Danger.^^ Apart from
these studies, in a series of articles, Aron Angel, Prost’s assistant, gives features of the
Master Plan, and chronologically describes the process as well as recent publications
of the 1990s (see Chapter 3).
Like the accounts on Prost’s role, the urban history of the city in the 1950s remains
almost un-touched. Articles by Boysan, Bozdogan and Keyder open crucial debates
about the decade. In a revisionist framework in the urban field, articles by Boysan
introduce crucial urban history, the massive urban demolitions which radically changed
the traditional urban pattern in the core of the imperial city.^^ Boysan investigates the
role of the

political power -

Menderes’s responsibility,

in particular,

in the

transformation of the daily lives of Istanbulites and the traditional neighbourhoods. As
an answer to the main question of why the DP government chose Istanbul as the stage
for its activities, Boysan claims that urban reconstruction of Istanbul was part of the
government strategy to reach the masses before the general elections in 1957. But he
did not consider the relationship with the Prost Plan. Rethinking Modernity and National
Identity in Turkey (1997) is a collection of critical inter-disciplinary articles on the

Turkish modernisation, including the architectural and planning fields.^"* In terms of
position, all authors maintain “a distance from both the self-righteous authoritarianism
of Kemalist nationalism and the anti-individual and anti-modern authoritarianism of
certain aspects of Islamic p o litic s .W ith in this controversial framework, Bozdogan’s
article is a critical overview of three important transition eras in Turkey, identified with
the charismatic politicians President Atatürk, PM Menderes, and PM (and later
President) ôzal.^® Writing about the 1950s, Bozdogan focuses on the liberal economic
policy of the making of a middle class in the new built environment. The motto of
creating “one millionaire per neighbourhood” with aspirations to becoming "the Little
America” was represented by the adoption of High-Modernism in upper middle class
residential areas and in international hotels, such as the Hilton. Istanbul, Between
Global and Local (1999) is the most recent publication of a collection of articles edited

by Keyder. In “A Tale of Two neighbourhoods,” Keyder claims crucial links between the
political and urban history in the city of Istanbul in the 1950s, and argues the possible
12Cana Bilsel, “Cultures et Fonctionnalités: Evolution de la Morphologie Urbaine de la Ville de Izmir aux XIXe et XXe
siècles.” Ph.D. thesis, University of Paris X-Nanterre, 1996a.
13 Burak Boysan, “Menderes Donemi Imar Hareketleri.” Arkitekt, issue 7,1991:78-85; "1950 Ôncesi Istanbul’unun
Geçirdi^i Evrim.” TÜSlAD, issue 9,1993; and "Bir Halkla lli§kiler Stratejisi olarak Istanbul’un Imari." Istanbul, Issue 4,
1993, no page number on the copies.
1^ Sibel Bozdogan and Re§at Kasaba, eds. Rethinking Modernity and National Identity in Turkey. Seattle: The
University of Washington Press, 1997.
15Bozdogan and Kasaba, 7.
15Bozdogan, "The Predicament of Modernism in Turkish Architectural Culture," Bozdogan and Kasaba, 133-158.
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connectedness between the massive urban demolitions in 1956 and attacks against
religious minorities in 1955 in Istanbul/^ The argument is based on personal
recollections rather than any factual data or evidence. The questions of whether the
urban clearance programme was part of a systematic ethnic purification remains un
answered. Despite all suggestive crucial questions, these studies give no explanations
of political intention, nor as to who was the real policy maker for the urban
reconstruction, nor about the strategy, the project and the process of the rebuilding of
Istanbul. By focusing on the responsibility of Menderes for the massive urban
demolitions and radical transformations in the city, none of these studies consider the
relationship of the Prost Plan of 1937 to the changes of the 1950s.
Considering the existence of this gap, the thesis offers an account of the events
surrounding the execution of Prost’s Plan between 1937 to 1960 while putting forward
three main arguments to explain them: First of all, the study claims that there was a
continuity of the Prost Plan from the 1930s to the 1950s, accompanied by a shift in its
meaning and political representation. It shows that, although the second phase, from
1950 onwards was presented as free from the influence of foreign experts and under
the direction of Turkish nationals, there was in fact much continuity between Prost’s
plan and works carried out under Menderes. Secondly, it argues that the motive for the
reconstruction of Istanbul in the 1950s came from a desire to assert Turkish regional
leadership in the Eastern Mediterranean. Thirdly, it shows that the form of Prost’s plan
and of the reconstruction carried out under Menderes, closely resembled Western
European and American town planning models, and indeed were largely derived from
them. Nonetheless, within the Turkish context, they took on specifically Turkish and
even Islamic meanings. The woii<_s_earned o^

allowed the politico of

secularisation pursued by the Republic to be made visible in the city. Regarding works
carried out during Menderes’s premiership, there has been controversy as to whether
these were part of a policy of creating a distinctively Turkish idiom of modernity, that
included the weakening of the power of ethnic minorities, who until this time constituted
the majority of Istanbul’s population. Using new research from cadastral records, the
thesis shows that there is no evidence that building demolitions or the creation of new
streets favoured Turkish nationals, or disadvantaged ethnic minorities.

Çaglar Keyder, “A Tale of Two Neighbourhoods,” Istanbul: between the Global and the Local, Keyder, ed. London:
Rowman & Littlefield, 1999:173-186.
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M ethod

The traditional approach to urban study developed in Britain by Dyos was based on the
analysis of land ownership.^® Although this gave certain information about the
economic development of cities, it provided little information about the actual
experience of living in cities. In later works, Dyos recognised that the way a city is
perceived is no less essential a feature of it than the economics of property ownership,
and that for a comprehensive understanding of cities, it would be necessary to give
equal attention to the city’s image. This image is more difficult to research, for it exists
in the minds of its inhabitants; and yet it is also something that is projected through
various representations of the city. Research into the city’s image also made it more
possible to see the city as a political creation, an object created to fulfil political
ideologies. This aspect of the city has been made evident by, especially, the rebuilding
of Paris of 19^^ century, and it was the historical analysis of Haussmann’s Paris that
largely provided the first experiences of studies that were concerned with the city’s
image and role as political object.
This doctoral study is an attempt to connect the two approaches to the study of the city:
the image on the one hand, and the cadastral on the other. Prost’s Plan and its
implementation process were accompanied by a series of events. On the one hand, the
material for this study is based on official publications, official speeches, and a series of
interviews conducted with planners, architects, and bureaucrats who took part in the
rebuilding or wrote on the process. This data may help reveal how the rebuilding of
Istanbul was represented in the 1940s and, in particular, in the 1950s. The
representation of the city of Istanbul and its master plan becomes the core of the study
in Lefebvrian terms.^® With relation to the cadastral research, it is important to mention
that the lack of evidence and objective data and the loss of archival material create
huge difficulties. Though use of the cadastral archives in Istanbul, has made it possible
to question the connection between the massive urban demolitions of 1956 and the
political attacks against the ethnic religious minorities in 1955 in Istanbul. Following the
combination of cadastral research and image analysis, my study uses the urban fabric
itself in terms of evidence - like many urban historians (Summerson, Kostof, and
Kuban) have done - in order to reveal the changes which effectively took place in the

HJ Dyos studied in depth the Victorian city; see Victorian Suburb: a Study of Growtti of Comberwell. Leicester:
Leicester University Press, 1973; and The Victorian City: Images and Realities, Dyos and Wolff, eds. London:
Routledge, 1976.
Henri Lefebvre, The Production of Space. Oxford: Blackwell, 1991.
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city of Istanbul as a result of Prost’s Plan and its implementation. Although the study of
representation, in other words rhetorical analysis of the discourses of Prost and
Menderes and the Turkish press, is one of the central objects of this study, the urban
structure becomes of primary importance to shed light on the urbanisation process of
Istanbul, and on the issue of how far the city of 2,700 years of existence was
transformed into a Turkish metropolis by the end of the 1950s.
Chapter 2 introduces The Republic of Turkey as a nation state transforming a Muslim
community into a secular society. Following a description of administrative and cultural
reforms, it reveals Ankara, the new capital, as a symbol of the nation-state. And it
explains the Turkish urbanisation process in the former imperial capital in the pre-Prost
era.
Chapter 3 includes a literature review in depth, focusing on Prost. It describes the
Master Plan of 1937 and its main features through the report and notes of the designer.
A structural analysis reveals difficulties in understanding the Master Plan. This part
introduces the close relationship of the Turkish modernity project with the urbanisation
process of Istanbul, and focuses on the secularisation of public space in Istanbul
induced by Prost’s Plan. Its rhetorical analysis unveils the secularising aspects of the
project and its ambitious aims to transform Muslim subjects into citizens of the secular
Turkish nation-state.
Chapter 4 describes the general political, economic and social transformations in the
1950s, and focuses on the immigration and emigration issues in the city of Istanbul.
This part introduces the origins of the concept of Turkification in economic policy, and
asks to what extent it can be used to interpret cultural activity in general - and
urbanism in particular. The archival research in terms of land and property ownership in
the demolition areas in Istanbul, Aksaray, suggests that there is no direct link between
the economic Turkification policies and massive urban demolitions. This approach
might be helpful in discussing the revision process of Prost’s Plan - in other words the
process of making it more Turkish,
Chapter 5 investigates the shift of meaning and representation of Turkish urbanisation
in the Menderes era by means of Prost’s Plan. Following an analysis of the
representation of populist ideology and urbanisation, this part introduces quantitative
terminology of the political discourse on the urban works. The Menderes Trial of the
early 1960s is used to describe the making of a negative stereotype of the Menderes
work and Prost’s Plan. This description also helps in explaining the implementation
process and the agents responsible for it in the 1950s.
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Chapter 6, focusing on the urban pattern itself, presents the radical urban
transformations in the built environment, the wide boulevards, in particular. This shows
how a new network of roads transformed the historical, spontaneously developed
urban pattern into a new structure. This is exemplified by two case studies; the
Barbaros Boulevard at Be§ikta§, and the Marmara sea-front road (the Kennedy
Avenue), between Sirkeci and Atakôy in the historical peninsula.
Chapter 7 gives the main results of the study.
The focus on urban planning and rhetorical aspects allows for an investigation of the
ideological and cultural dimensions of the 1940s and 1950s in Turkey. An investigation
of Frostian urbanism in the 1930s and the 1940s may inform our understanding of the
cultural, ideological and socio-economic transformations between the two eras, from
the twenty-seven-year rule of CHP towards a multi-partite one in Turkey in the 1950s.
The insistence of the secular state on making Istanbul become “a civilised and
contemporary city” paved the way for the transformations of Menderes. Thus, one can
gain a broader understanding of the urban and architectural forms of the 1950s and the
construction works carried out by PM Menderes through an analysis of Prost’s Plan.
Furthermore, the investigation

contributes

to studies in the urban histories of

modernism in general.
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“The biggest break in the Turkish social history cam e not with Atatürk’s reforms,
but earlier with the departure of the Christians, on whose skills the country had long depended.
Atatürk’s republic was indeed a new Turkey, but the essence of its newness was that for the first time in its history
it was a homogeneously Muslim country.’
Mango, AtatOrk, 1999:10

CHAPTER 2.

ISTANBUL IN THE REPUBLIC OF TURKEY: from the
Cosmopolitan Empire to the Nation-State

After the proclamation of Ankara as the new capital of the nation-state (13.10.1923),
Istanbul’s illustrious history as the capital of three empires came to an end.

And,

Ankara, in the middle of Anatolia, became the physical and symbolic theatrical stage
for all governmental activities and a series of secularising cultural and administrative
reforms. It was always Ankara, the new capital planned along the lines of the Jansen
Plan of 1928, encased in a German architectural vocabulary, which was represented
as the symbol of the Turkish nation-state.^° The urbanisation of Ankara became the
priority for the authorities. Ankara represented both ideologically and physically the
modernity project of the Turkish nation-state.
The connection between the modernisation process and the setting up of nation-states
in Third World countries, as mentioned by Gellner, is suggestive when one comes to
investigate social transformations in T u r k e y . T h e rise of nationalism resulted in the
foundation of nation-states after the decline of the Ottoman Empire at the end of WWI.
The modernity project combined with the nationalistic claim had always been the basic
political tool for the leaders, who used them both to unite, empower and develop the
country. Both Owen and Migdal (1997) established a comparative analysis of Middle
Eastern leaders in the 20^ century, including Atatürk.^^ Owen compared Atatürk with
Reza Shah of Iran, David Ben-Gurion of Israel, and Habib Bourguiba of Morocco.^^
Following a classification of the modernising schemes, Owen describes all four as
pursuing ^a common desire to find a place for themselves and their peoples within the
larger community of independent nation-states.”^

Similarly, Migdal presented the

Middle East as the best example of where “the project of modernity and those outside
its walls have intersected and transformed one another,” and connected this to Atatürk

20 Bemd Nicolai, Moderne und Exil, Deutschsprachige Arcfiitekten in der Turkei 1925-1955. Berlin: Verlag fur
Bauwesen, 1998; Inci Asianoglu, Eiken Cumhuriyet Dônemi Mimarligi (Architecture of the early republican period),
^kara: ODTÜ, (1980) 2000; see also Afife Batur, “To be Modem: Search for a Republican Architecture," 68-93; and
Üstün Alsaç’s “The Second Period of National Architecture," 94-104; both in Holod and Evin.
21 For a connection between nationalism and modernisation in the Third World, see Ernest Gellner, Nationalism.
Ithaca, NY: Cornell University Press, 1983; also David Lowenthal, “Nations and Homelands,” unpublished paper
presented at the ASEN Conference, Territory and Nation, LSE, 23.03.2001.
22 Roger Owen, “Modemising Projects in Middle Eastern Perspectives,” 245-251; and Joel S. Migdal, “Finding the
Meeting Ground of Fact and Fiction, Some Reflections on Turkish modernisation,” 252-259; both in Bozdogan and
Kasaba. The top-down theory of Turkish society and state relations has been challenged by an American
anthropologist, Michael E. Meeker’s A Nation of Empire: The Ottoman Legacy of Turkish Modemity (University of
Califomia Press, 2002) where he shows how national elites are closely interlinked with and derived from local ones.
23Owen, 245.
24 Owen, 245; one may question whether these counties had another altemative.
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and other Middle Eastern leaders (Ben-Gurion, Reza Shah, and Gamal Abdel Nasser
of Egypt):
"Powerful, often charismatic political leaders have merged the project of modernity and a
fiery nationalism into their personal programs of rule. These leaders all sought to present
the project of modernity not only as inevitable end in its own right but also as theTneans to
revive the nation. Indeed, (^tionalism janajT|odern]tyJnave been the odd couple of the last
two centuries -one parocmàrahd''ëxclusive, Tïïë other cosmopolitan and universal. Key
leaders and social classes have used them to sustain each other. The powerful tools of
modernity - technology and rational organisation - have been harnessed to empower
nations.” ^

Within this context, for Turkey, Bozdogan mentioned:
“What distinguish the early Republican period from the preceding era is the radicalness and
totalising character of the civilisational shift that Kemalism sought to accomplish, from a
traditional Ottoman / Islamic society to a thoroughly westernised, modern and secular

one.”^®
Among the fifty-one Islamic countries, Turkey has been unique in creating the only
secular state. The Ottoman Elite had tried to bring a renaissance to their country by
military reforms in the 18*^ century, and by technological and administrative reforms in
the 19*^ century. However, the lack of a radical social and cultural program, a project of
modernity, aiming at, in the words of Appleby, Hunt and Jacob, a “freely acting, freely
knowing individual whose experiments can penetrate the secrets of nature and whose
work with the other individuals can make a new and better w o r l d , w a s one of the
main causes of their failure.^® In the Republic era from 1923 onwards, Turkey
continued the formal and scientific developments of Western Modernism, but
surrounded by an “anti-imperialist, anti-orientalist and anti-colonialist expression of
independence and an identity” for the new nation-state.^® It would be the new capital
Ankara, that would represent the new republic and the national identity in Turkey.
In the ideological atmosphere of the national setting up, both the Elite and foreign
scholars started to identify the urbanisation of Ankara with the success of the new
Republic. Lewis observed that the choice of a new capital aimed at “symbolising and
accentuating the changes that were taking place. The new state was based not on a
dynasty, an empire, or a faith, but on the Turkish nation.”®® Very similarly, Toynbee
wrote that the deliberate choice, as the capital, and of a city located in the middle of
25Migdal, 255.
26 Bozdogan, “ 'Sihhatll, Konforlu, Kullani§li Evler’: 1930’lar Mimarligmda Modemlik Soylemi,’ (hygienic,! comfortable
and functional houses: the modernistic discourse in the architecture of the 1930s), Osmanli’dan Cumhuriyet’e.
Istanbul: Tarih Vakfi, (1998) 1999:344-352; here 314.
22Joyce Appleby, Lynn Hunt and Margaret Jacob, Telling the Truth about History. New York: Norton, 1994:221.
28 For the achievements and failures of Ottoman Westernisation, see Justin McCarthy, The Ottoman Turks, London:
Longman, 1997:283-324.
28Bozdogan, 1997:133-156: Although the nation-state was represented as a radical break from the Ottomans in the
official history writing, the Turkish state has borrowed, in particular, administrative, economic and military structures
from its predecessor state; see Erik J. Zûrcher, Turkey: a Modem History, London: IB Tauris (1993) 1995; also his
unpublished paper "Continuity and Change from Ottoman to Turkish Republic,” presented at SOAS, 2001.
86Bemard Lewis, The Emergence of Modem Turkey. New York: Oxford University Press, (1961) 1968:261.
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Anatolia (the Asiatic and under-developed part of the country) and far away from the
imperial centre was to indicate that “the new Turkey was the common national
patrimony of the whole of its now predominantly Turkish p o p u l a t i o n . I n this respect,
Toynbee affirmed that the transfer of the capital from Istanbul to Ankara was a “striking
symbolic act” as it was “a signal to the Anatolian Turks that they had ceased to be
Ottoman subjects and had become citizens of a Turkish national state.”^^ Ankara
symbolised, in Ahmad’s words, “the ambitions of the republican elite, the expression of
its desire to create a new culture and civilisation of the ruins of a decadent imperial
past”.^^ The new nation-state simply wanted to make sure that it ceased all relations
with its own past. In this respect, choosing the headquarter of the independence war as
the national capital was not a coincidence.^

In terms of legitimisation of the ruling

political power. Vale presents the ideological purposes of the transfer of the capital and
mentions that the proclamation of Ankara as the new capital “could be seen as a
decisive break from the more Europeanised and cosmopolitan ties of Constantinople to
a place which could become somehow more independently Turkish while reducing the
political influence of the semi-colonial major port cities.”^® In this respect. Vale observes
that Atatürk saw this policy “as a kind of cleansing action from the corrupting effects of
vested economic ties in the major metropolis, a viewpoint certainly shared by founders
of new capitals both before him and s i n c e . T h e result would be for the development
of the national economy and bourgeoisie as well as an exemplary and modern city in
the middle of Anatolia. In this regard, the Ministry of Reconstruction’s publication on the
occasion of the 50^^ anniversary of the Republic, presented Ankara as a unique Turkish
city that had an urban reconstruction program based on a master plan in the preWWII
era.^^ It was the urbanisation process of the capital that became the national model for
the development of the Anatolian cities. In this respect, Atatürk declared: “every
inhabited Turkish place would be an example of hygiene, cleanliness, beautification
and civilised culture.”^® PM Ismet Inônü expressed similar ideas in 1935: “under the
efficient guidance of the municipalities, our citizens will see a civilised life.”^®

31 Arnold Toynbee, Cities on the Move. New York: Oxford University Press, 1970:97-98.
32Toynbee, 97-98. '
33 Feroz Ahmad, The Making of Modem Turkey. London: Routledge, 1993:91.
34 Tekeli, “Ankara’nin Ba§kentlik Kararinin ülkesel Mekan Organizasyonu ve Toplumsal Yapiya Etkileri Bakimindan
Genel bir Degerlendirmesi” (a general evaluation of the impacts of the proclamation of Ankara as the capital on
national spatial organisation and social structure), Tarih iginde Ankara (Ankara in history), AT Yavuz, ed. Ankara:
ODTU (1984) 2001:317-335; here 320.
35 Lawrence J. Vale, Architecture, Power, and National Identity. London: Yale University Press, 1992:97-103.
36Vale. 97-103.
37 50 Yilda Imarve Yerlegme (Reconstruction and settlement in fifty years). Ankara: Imar ve Iskan Bakanligi, 1973.
38 The Address of President Atatürk on the anniversary of the Republic's establishment on 29.10.1934. Cumhuriyet,
30.10.1934.
38 Ismet Inônü’s address, Belediye Mecmuasi (municipality review), Istanbul: Istanbul Belediyesi, issue 7,1935.
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Thus, in Turkey, with the passion for the civilised life of the modernisers, the
architectural and urban fields have become major arenas for the modernity project and
modernisation following the West. Like the politicisation of the architectural domain as
described by Tafuri and Frampton in a Western European context for the 1920s and
1930s,"*° in Turkey, architectural and urban fields became major arenas for the
visualisation of ideological aims in the early republican years - i.e. Halkevleri (people’s
houses) and examples of temporary architecture for national celebrations.'*^ In this
respect, monumental public buildings, mainly designed by German-Austrian architects,
were a symbol of power for national identity and the reflection of the modernity
project.'*^ Whereas in small-scale buildings, Kübik ev (cubist house), reminiscent of the
Corbusian house, became the main architectural vocabulary symbolising inkilâp
mimarisi (architecture of revolution) in Turkey; "Turkish architects of today abandoned
domes, floral ornaments and tile decoration. They are marching on a new and logical
path."'*^ For the modern houses in the 1930s, Bozdogan writes:
"Modern and contemporary {asri) were used synonymously to designate all the novelty,
progressiveness and desirable qualities of the new culture of living in western-style houses
and apartments with their new concepts of plan and spatial lay-out replacing the
functionality undifferentiated rooms of traditional houses."'*'*

She adds that “the modern house and domestic interior was posited as a progressive
agent of civilisation with a pedagogical mission to educate the entire nation in matters
of modern living.’"*® The aspiration of a new and modern life, derived mainly from the
West, was thus framed with inkilâp mimarisi. And the Turkish state deliberately used
architecture in the visualisation of the modernising reforms.'*®
In the urban field, the Turkish state recognised the urbanisation process as part of the
shift for civilisation and subsequently for an urban bourgeois life, and urban planning
became one of the main duties of the nation-state in the 1930s in order to accomplish

See Frampton, 1994:210-223; Tafuri, 1994:50-77.
41 Ne§e Ye§ilkaya, Halkevlen: Ideoloji ve Mimarlik (people’s houses: ideology and architecture), Istanbul: lletisim,
1999:13-55; and Zeynep Yürekii, “Modemle§tirici Devrimlerde Geçici Mimarlik ve Türkiye ômegi,” (temporary
architecture and the example of Turkey in modernising reforms), master thesis, ITU, 1995; for a general discussion of
ideology in the Turkish context, G.Tümer and others, eds. Sempozyum: Ideoloji, Erk ve Mimarlik (symposium:
ideology-power and architecture), Izmir: Dokuz Eylül üni. 1996.
42 See Asianoglu, “1928-1946 Doneminde Ankara'da Yapilan Resmi Yapilarin Mimarisinin Degerlendirilmesi,*
(evaluation of official buildings’ architecture in Ankara between 1928-1946), Yavuz, 2001:271-286.
43 For Le Corbusier’s Villa Savoye, see Behçet and Bedrettin, “Mimarlikta Inkilâp” (revolution in Architecture), Mimar
3, issue 8, 1933:245-247; for the making of a “new architecture” in the Turkish context, also see their “Turk Inkilâp
Mimarisi” (architecture of Turkish revolution), Mimar 3, issue 9-10,1933:265.
44 Bozdogan, “Living Modem: The Cubic House in Early Republican Culture,” Housing and Settlement in Anatolia,
Yildiz Sey, ed. Istanbul: History Foundation, 1996:313-328; here 315.
45 Bozdogan, 1996:315.
45 The earliest architecture in Ankara was quite “oriental”, or in Bozdogan’s words, “Ottoman revivalist national style”;
as far as the state started the reforms, foreign modernistic architects were invited in the making of Inkilâp Mimarisi
with the young graduate Turkish architects. Bozdogan, Modernism and Nation-Building, Turkish Architectural Culture
in the Early Republic. Seattle: University of Washington Press, 2001:59-60.
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the social reforms that carried a new and modern way of living to T u rk e y /^ In this
respect, not only the administrative, legal, and cultural reforms but the im ages of urban
contem poraneity for the new Republic were m ostly drawn from the W estern capitals,
Berlin, Paris, and Vienna in the 1920s and 1930s; whereas in the 1940s, they were
mainly from the United States and reconstructed British towns.'*® Soon, a series of
principles (public health, hygiene, effective transportation, zoning, etc.) derived from
modern urban planning in the Western context were reflected in the urban plans of the
Turkish capital and cities as well as in Cumhuriyet Koyleri (villages of the republic). The
sim ilar projects of villages, applied nationwide out of topographic-geographic context,
not only embodied the concept of a hygienic, healthy, beautiful built-environm ent of the
1930s nationwide, but also symbolised both the success and the direct physical
appearance of the nation-state

(FIG.2.1).

m

Fig. 2.1. Villages of the Republic.

Holod and Evin, 1-8; Zürcher, 1995:194-203.
48 Holod and Evin, 3.
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Hence, Turkish and foreign experts'*® were not only charged with the program of
reconstruction after the war o f independence (1919-1923) following the WWI, but also
with the project of creating a modern and civilised society, essentially fashioning the
image of the nation-state, starting from Ankara, then in the Anatolian cities.
This chapter aims at presenting the goals and objectives of the new nation-state and
describing its administrative, legal and cultural reforms. It presents urbanisation as the
physical reflection of the state’s ideology. It also introduces the issue of the shift of
mainstream politics from Istanbul to Ankara, and describes the imperial Istanbul in the
early republican period. Thisj

provides

a background for the understanding of the

later urban developments in the Prost era and in the 1950s.
Section 2.1 analyses the transition from a multi-ethnic and multi-faith imperial
community to a secular society. It presents the objectives of the Turkish nation-state
and briefly introduces secularising reforms in the administrative, legal and cultural
fields.
Section 2.2 gives a general account of republican urbanisation as social secularisation
and concentrates on the making of Ankara as the capital of the nation-state.
Section 2.3 introduces the pre-Prost Istanbul. It describes the cosmopolitan and
Mediterranean urban pattern and briefly refers to the urban proposals of the second
half of the 19**^ century. Focusing on the situation in Istanbul following the proclamation
of Ankara as the new capital, it also describes the urban design competition of 1933.

2.1. OBJECTIVES OF THE REPUBLIC: from a religious community into a secular
society
The president’s declarations have been basic sources revealing the ideology and
objectives of the new Turkish nation-state and how to transform a Muslim community
into a c/V///sec/society. Atatürk affirmed:
"We cannot think that we live in another world far away from others. We cannot keep our
country within a border and live without any relation With other countries. We are going to
live as a civilised and prosperous nation in muasir medeniyet seviyesi {contemporary
civilisation level, where he refers to modernisation), in an infrastructural sense and an
ideological one. The aim of the revolutions which we have been and now accomplishing is
to bring the people of the Turkish Republic into a state of society entirely modern and
completely civilised in spirit and form.’’“

Atatürk did not point to the west as the only place of civilisation, and declared that “this
life can only be created by knowledge, science and technology. We are going to take

^9 In Turkey, the first department of urban planning was established in the Academy of Fine Arts (Istanbul, 1930); the
second one in Middle East Technical University- METU (Ankara, 1955).
50Cited in Lewis, 1968:410.
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these, as they are and put them in the mind of every citizen”.®^ In February 1924, he
affirmed: “Countries are various. But, civilisation is unique; and in order to develop and
improve, any nation should participate in this unique civilisation” and added: “Turkey
would live as an advanced and civilised nation in the midst of contemporary
civilisation”.^^ As the founder mentioned in 1924, “the real guide of life is science”.®^
How was it possible to transform a Muslim community into a modern society? What
kind of process was necessary to create a secu/ar society?
In this respect, Mardin identifies three ideological aims of the new Republic.^"* First, the
nation-state aimed at creating a new and regenerated society based on constitutional
citizenship, where all members were equal and had the same rights, and at giving a
new cultural identity to its citizens while making them aware of their national identity; in
other words, it aimed at “liberating the individual from the collective constraints.”®^
Secondly, research into the Turkish language supplemented research into history. A
close correspondence with the Finno-Ugrian languages was pointed out. The
significance of this was to make Turkey a European, not an Oriental nation. Thirdly,
solidarism, the notion of a modern society without class conflict, where social

institutions and professions should produce a balanced society, was taken from the
third French Republic. Within this ideological framework, for the making of a new social
and individual identity in the Turkish context, the first step was expected to lead to the
creation of a completely new society “an autonomous civil one”, that “had taken root in
the West”.“
In the setting-up, the model adopted by the Turkish nation-state was not an A ngloSaxon democracy. Rather, it was taken from the positivist French Revolution.^^ Atatürk

declared: “The Turkish democracy pursued the Revolution Française with its values.”®®
And he added: “It is necessary to show the importance of freedom, democracy, and the
republic to the youth.”®®Also, the significance of the French Revolution was that it was
51 Atatürk’ün Sôylev ve Demeçleii (Speeches of Atatürk), vol.II, Ankara: TGrk Tarih Kurumu, 1959:44.
52 Cited in Ahmad, 1993:53-56; Atatürk did not use the word "modernisation" or “westernisation”; Andrew Mango,
lecture at SOAS, University of London, 2000.
53Atatürk’ün Sôylev ve Demeçleri, 197.
54 Çerif Mardin, “Religion and Secularism in Turkey,” Atatürk, Founder of a Modem State, Ali Kazancigil and Ergun
Ozbudun, eds. London: Hurst & Company, (1981) 1997a:191-219; also see Mardin’s Türkiye’de Dinve Siyaset
(Religion and Politics in Turkey). Istanbul: //ef/$/m(1991) 1995a:65-68.
55 Mardin, 1997a:213.
56 Mardin, “Projects as Methodology, Some Thoughts on Modem Turkish Social Science,” Bozdogan and Kasaba,
1997:64-80; here 70.
57 See Lewis, “The Impact of the French Revolution on Turkey," Journal of World History, no issue number on the
copy, 1958:105-124; for the Turkish-French conceptual framework based on laidsm, freedom, and national
sovereignty, see Niyazi Ôktem, “La Philosophie de la Révolution Française et le Kémalisme,” De La Revolution
Française â la Turquie d’Atatürk, Paris-lstanbul: Editions ISIS, 1990:205-214.
56 Atatürk’ün Sôylev ve Demeçleri, vol.lll, 66-67; it is also important to remember the presence of JJ Rousseau’s
writings with Ataturk’s notes on them at the library of the founder’s Mausoleum in Ankara.
56Atatürk’ün Sôylev ve Demeçleri, 81.
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a secular revolution - and this is very important for the secularisation of the Turkish
context, which will be discussed in depth in Chapter 3. In the making of modern Turkey,
French Jacobinism was, in Mardin’s words, the “deepest root” of the Republic.®® Thus,
following the military reforms and partial educational and administrative ones in the
Ottoman era, the Turkish nation-state took as its example “a science of society from
Auguste Comte’s positivism and Emile Durkeim’s solidarism”, a society without social
classes.®^ Following the steps of science and Jacobin rationality, a series of
administrative, legal and cultural-educational reforms was achieved in a systematic and
quick way between 1922 and 1929. And the core of the modernising reforms was

secularisation in every conceived field.®^
In this respect, in terms of secularisation, Zürcher classifies reform policies in three
groups: first of all, secularisation of the state, education and law; secondly, the attack
on religious symbols and their replacement by the symbols of European civilisation;
and thirdly, the secularisation of social life and the attack on popular Islam it entailed.®®
In terms of secularisation of the state, the first action was the abolition of the Ottoman
state on 1 November 1922. Then, it was the establishment of the Republic on 29
October 1923. Subsequently, the monarchic system was changed, and the Ottoman
royal family and all male successors were sent into exile. A year later, on 3 March
1924, the caliphate system (the symbolic religious leader of the Muslim world) was
abolished. The new state had an elected parliament, an executive, and a separate and
independent judiciary system. The constitution of 1924 was based on citizenship,
guaranteeing equal rights for all citizens, and the International Treaty of Lausanne of
1923 recognised the equality of all citizens in Turkey. These political changes were
followed by reforms of the legislation.®^ The §eria, the Islamic law based on the Koran
was abandoned. In 1926, the government introduced the Swiss civil code, the Italian
penal code, and a commercial code based largely on the German and Italian codes.
Finally, in 1928, the article of the constitution accepting Islam as the religion of the
state was cancelled.
Apart from the administrative and legislative reforms, education was systematised and
given by the state. First, medreses, religious schools, were closed down, and religious
affairs were dealt with an official section, Diyanet l§leri Ba§kanligi (the Directorate of
religious affairs for Sunni Muslims) under the prime ministry. Following this, in April
1924, all religious courts were abolished as well, and in 1925 all religious sects of Islam
“ Mardin, 1997:65.
61 Mardin, 1997:68.
62For this, see Niyazi Berkes, The Development of Secularism in Turkey. London: Hurst & Company (1964) 1998.
63Zürcher, 1995:194-195.
64 In the Ottoman system, the identities of individuals were based on religion; whenever there was a judicial problem,
the religious rules of millet, the community, were applied.
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were banned, that caused a series of reactions against the state (see Chapter 3).
Moreover, the Arabic-Persian letters had come to be seen as unsuitable for writing in
Turkish and blamed for the low level of literacy among the Turks (less than 9% was
literate according to the census of 1927). On 1 November 1928, parliament passed an
act, introducing the new Turkish alphabet, which was to be used in all publications from
the beginning of the new year. Following this, the Turkish government launched Millet
Mektepleri (national schools) designated to teach the new script to adults in November
1929, where half a million people could learn the new script in the first year.
In terms of secularising symbols, the adoption of the Western clock and calendar in
1926, numerals in 1928, and weights and measures in 1931 were another series of
political tools, aimed at guiding the Turkish society towards the West and establishing
closer links with Western civilisation. Following the adoption of the Latin alphabet.
Eastern music was temporarily banned. Western music education and broadcasting
became widespread. Modern Turkish painting and sculpture were supported by the
state, marking a complete change, away from the religious prohibition in Islam on
representational images. Moreover, halkevleri, centres to promote Western culture
combined with the vernacular, folkloric cultures of Anatolia (except Islamic ones) were
established in the 1930s. In 1931, the Congress General of Cumhuriyet Halk Partisi
(CHP, Republican People's Party) formulated reforms under six principles called
Kemalism (the adjective derived from Kemal Atatürk): republicanism, populism,
nationalism, secularism, étatism, and reformism] they were introduced in the
Constitution in 1937.®®
In short, from 1922 to 1929, a series of administrative, legal and educational reforms
guided the state towards the Western world, and radically cut its links with the Islamic
world (FIG.2.2). The secularising reforms were intensively reported and visualised in
mixed schools and sportive fields. The Turkish nation-state did not only radically
transform the Islamic system into a secular one, but made sure its visual representation
nationwide and abroad. In this representation, the youth, its mixed education and
sportive activities became the core.
From 1930, the urban field became the physical reflection of the transformation of
Muslim subjects into secular individuals, where men and women of the republic could
freely be together. Secularisation of social life was to be accomplished by the urban
projects. It was nothing else but the master plans that physically reflected the
secularising experience of Turkish urbanisation.

“ Mardin, 1997a:210.
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Fig. 2.2. Educational and sportive activities of youth
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2.2. THE MAKING OF A NATIONAL CAPITAL: the Urbanisation Process of Ankara
The attainment of muasir medeniyet seviyesi in the nation-state was to be developed in
the new capital Ankara. Lewis writes:
"A new capital was chosen, symbolising and accentuating the changes that were taking
place. The new state was based not on a dynasty, an empire, or a faith, but on the Turkish
nation - and its capital was in the heart o f the Turkish homeland.”®®

The making of a new, modern, civilised capital identified with the achievement of the
republic and developing a life style of the national bourgeoisie had to be exemplary at
the national and international levels.®^ Since it was above all through cities that the new
state would become evident, proper planning was essential.®® And, in this context,
Ankara became the national model for urban modernisation, and “Turkish urbanism
has started with the new capital.”®®
In the early years of the republic, there was not enough data to describe the
construction activities. But the planning activities started in 1925 with the preparation of
maps for the Old Castle and surroundings by Haussier, an Austrian firm. The second
attempt was Ch. Karl Lortcher, a Berliner architect, who developed a proposal for
Yeniçehir (new city). Although his project was declined, his proposal of Yeni§ehir was
approved. But this was a partial solution to growing urban problems.^® Consequently, in
1927, the capital had been subject to an international competition, with submissions by
three foreign urban planners. Professor J. Brix (lecturer in the Charlottenburg
Technische Hochschule), Leon Jaussely (from the Ecole de Beaux Arts) and Herman
Jansen (the winner of the Berlin Plan competition) (1928). The proposal of the first
planner preserved the existing situation of the settlement, and emphasised the
cemetery. The second plan, ignoring the old city, proposed a new development. It was
seen “utopie, expensive and inapplicable.” Jansen, whose design was accepted as
“rational, based on planning principles, and appropriate for modern aspects,”^^ won the
competition. The Jansen plan was approved in 1932 and then executed until 1938
(FIG.2.3).

66Lewis, 1968:261.
67Tekeli, 2000:321.
66 See Hüm’yet Bilgin and Gülberna Ozcan, Imar ve §ehir Planlama Mevzuatinin Cumhuriyet Donemi Turk
Mimarhgina ve §ehir Planlamasina Etkileh (Impacts of reconstruction and planning legislation on Republican era’s
Turkish architecture and urban planning). Ankara: TBMM, 1987.
66 Gônül Tankut, “Jansen Plani: Uygulama Sorunlari ve Cumhuriyet Bûrokrasisinin Kent Planina Yakla§imi,“ (The
Jansen Plan: problems of the application and the approach of the republican bureaucracy to the urban planning),
Yavuz, 2001:301-316.
70Tankut, 303.
71 Tankut, 304; Batur, 71-72.
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Fig.2.3. Master Plan of Ankara after Hermann Jansen, 1928.

Influenced from Camille Sitte’s planning principles (see Chapter 3) and English gardencity movement, the Jansen Plan had major axes (north-south and east-west), large
public spaces and developm ent of greenery, preservation of the old core in the
northern part and zoning as main fea tu re s/^
Surrounded by monumental architectural vocabulary of the official buildings, Ankara
was to be expanded towards south, where the presidential residence was located. An
important result of the urbanisation was the development of vivid life outdoors in the
capital. New restaurants, cafes, modern hotels, cinemas, large parks, picnic places,
and, in particular, Atatürk Orman Çiftiigi (The Atatürk Forest Farm), a model state farm
for agriculture,

converted from

a marsh,

accompanied

urban

and

architectural

developments. Moreover, Herman Jansen and Theo Leveau’s Ankara Gençlik Parki
(Ankara Youth Park) provided a physical platform as a social school for people: an
orchestra used to play and the young danced and the elderly preferred to listen to
public concerts. Picnics were favourite activities, providing flirt opportunities to young
women and men of the republic (FIG.2.4).^^

72 Tankut, 305.
73 From the memories of my family.
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Fig.2.4. Youth Park, Ankara.

Although the Jansen Plan covered a limited area and was not effective for a long
period due to rural immigration, the development of Ankara was an exem plary process
in terms of legislation and state guidance; the planning, execution and control step's
were under the central state authority, which later constituted a national model for other
cities/'^ The aim of m u a sir m edeniyet in the urban field was based on the rhetoric of a
healthy, hygienic, clean, beautiful and civilised capital as the symbol of the regime, that
the rhetoric was very reminiscent of the one in the Western European context of the
1930s. Tekeli mentions that “the city schemes demanded by the regim e” designated
the

master plans

of the

1930s

rather than

"the

actual

urban

problems

and

considerations of implementation; consequently, the tendency to import plans from the
W est was further strengthened.”^^
Following the example of the capital, new acts on urbanisation were passed from the
National Assembly: Belediyeler Kanunu (the Act of Municipality, 1930), Belediyeler
Bankasi Kurulu§ Kanunu (the Act of municipalities, 1931), B elediyeler Yapi ve Yollar
Kanunu (the Act of municipal public works, 1933), B elediyeler Im ar H eyeti Kurulu§
Kanunu (the Act of M unicipalities’ reconstruction board, 1935). The acts made the

Tankut, 304-314; Tekeli, 'Türkiye’de Kent Planlamasinin Tarihsel Kokleri,” Türkiye’de im ar Planlamasi
sempozyumu. Ankara: ODTÜ, 1980:8-135; for the list of prepared maps and urban plans in Anatolia, see 113-121.
Tekeli, “The Social Context of the Development of Architecture,” Holod & Evin, 1984: 9-33; here 19.
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organisation and effectiveness of municipal services as well as centralised control
possible/® The national legislation required that all cities of 10,000 or more prepare
master plans for urban development. More importantly, the establishment of the first
act defined a western municipal structure, an innovation in the Muslim world. Lewis
affirms;
“The law recognised municipalities, like villages, as having legal identity and legally defined
boundaries, and thus takes municipal government in Turkey across one of the most
important barriers separating Islamic from western legal concepts. It provides a set of rules
governing the election and functioning of municipal bodies.”^^

In short, the Ankara model would soon be spread nationwide by the legislation process,
setting up municipalities, new acts and regulations on urbanisation, a bank for
urbanisation, and

by national

and international design

competitions for the

development of the cities.^® More importantly than the process, the image of healthy,
hygienic, green, and beautiful built environment became a national theme in future
projects. Historians also emphasise importance given by the authorities to public open
spaces. Tekeli writes:
"The directives of the republican leaders to implement urban parks influenced not only big
cities but also small towns that were still part of the rural natural environment. Even in small
towns, municipal gardens with fountains were constructed.”^®

Similarly, Yerasimos reveals the importance of public open space in the planning
process during the republican period.®® The new master plans symbolised the state
power and paved way for visualisation of secular way of living for citizens.

2.3. PRE-PROST ERA IN ISTANBUL: Cosmopolitan and Mediterranean Urban
Pattern
With an urban and architectural approach, Kuban’s several articles and books give a
detailed description of the transition of the urban pattern in Istanbul which had five
layers of civilisation, each resting on the ruins of the previous one:®^ first of all,
Byzantion, the Greek colony, secondly, the Roman city, thirdly, Byzance, the Eastern
Roman city which established Constantinopolis; fourthly, the Ottoman Istanbul,
spontaneously developed on an Islamic pattern; and finally Istanbul the republican.
-Septimus Severus founded a Roman city, where the main urban east-west axis, via
Ereclia, was already dominant in the urban pattern, on the ruins of the first Greek

76 Batur, 69.
77 Lewis, 1968:400.
78Tekeli, 1984:19.
78 Tekeli and liber Ortayli, Türkiye’de Belediyeciligin Evrimi (evolution of municipal system in Turkey), Ankara: Turk
Idareciler Demegi, 1978:45-149; here 92.
88 Stéphane Yerasimos, “La Piannification de L’Espace Libre en Turquie,’ Turquie: La Croisée des Chemins. Paris:
Edisud, 1989,114.
81 Kuban, 1970:26-48.
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colony, Byzantion established in the

century BC. Later, the Emperor Constantine

reconstructed the Roman city based on a network of wide boulevards in order to create
the Nuvo Roma, a new capital for Christianity. The creation of the city via wide
boulevards connecting

public squares was

a medium

in spatial term s for the

legitimisation of the new Eastern Roman Empire, Byzance, Constantinopolis, therefore,
became the symbol of the power and legitimacy of political power. The fourth layer was
the Islamic one, Istanbul. In 1453, Mehmet the Second located adm inistrative, social
and religious centres of the new regime where the Byzantine ones had been,
emphasising the power of the conquerors.®^ Similarly, the republican era used the
same locations for its own adm inistrative centres. This was not entirely a simple and
rational selection of location, but an indication of the dom inance - or the wish for
dominance - of the new system over the old one. After the conquest of the medieval
city by the Ottomans, Greco-Roman public squares became the places where the
religious

külliyes,

complexes,

were

established.

And

residential

areas

were

spontaneously developed around these m onum ents - with an introvert structure and
without having major public arenas - following the administrative district divisions of the
Byzance era (FIG.2.5). And, the imperial capital was located on three geographical
areas,

the

historical

Pera/Galata/Beyoglu

peninsula

(the

walled

city

district (the most European

or

looking

the

old

Istanbul),

part, with

stone

the
block

buildings) and the Kadikoy / Üsküdar district (a historical residential core) on the
Anatolian side (FIG .2.6).
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Fig.2.5. Byzantine city and its fourteen regions: the east-west axis, connecting a series of
squares, dominated the urban pattern
82 See Çigdem Kafesçioglu, “The Ottoman Capital in The Making: The Reconstruction of Constantinople in the
Fifteenth Century.” Ph.D. thesis, Harvard University. 1996:283-353.
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Fig. 2.6. Blue Mosque - Hagia Sophia, and the spontaneously developed urban pattern.
Both sides of the Golden Horn with their contradictory architecture; Beyoglu with stone,
higher buildings; the historical peninsula with smaller scale timber architecture
surrounding the Ottoman monuments.
Traditional silhouette of the Anatolian side: Ottoman mosques dominate the cityscape.
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The photographs depict the silhouette and reveal different aspects of the districts: the
“European” look of the Beyoglu-Pera district with higher masonry buildings, and the
picturesque, spontaneously developed historical peninsula and Üsküdar on the Asiatic
part with the timber buildings surrounded by greenery.
For the social structure, Morley and Robins have eloquently written on the diversity and
cultural richness of the cosmopolitan imperial cities.®^ The Ottoman Empire exemplifies
this with a “multi-ethnic character throughout its existence.”®^ Mango adds:
"Ottoman civilisation was the common product of distinct religious communities speaking
many different languages, coexisting within the same society while keeping their separate
corporate identities.”®®
In this cosmopolitan coexistence, “Ottoman law and practice classified people by their
religion. The Muslims were thus treated as a single community.”®®In fact, following the
conquest of Constantinople and the proclamation of the Greek city as the capital of the
Muslim world, the Ottoman state relocated new ethnic groups, Armenians in particular,
from several parts of Anatolia to Istanbul.®^®® Already by the 16^*^ century, millets
(communities - ethnic religious groups) with their mahalle (neighbourhood) and
institutions, had taken their place in the urban pattern of Istanbul (Fig.2.7).®® During the
Ottoman era, following the administrative structure of Constantinopolis, the mahalle
included ten or fifteen streets at most, sometimes grouped around a square, a mosque,
one or two public fountains, a public bath, a religious school and a few shops (see
Chapter 4.3 and Chapter 6).®° In fact, “mahalles were segmental structures if viewed
within the total urban framework, and resembled each other in their heterogeneous
class composition.”®^ Within the ethnic-religious mahalle structure, Ortayli indicates that
Armenians were living in Samatya, Kumkapi (where the Patriarch was located), and
Yenikapi, along the coast of Marmara in the historical peninsula.®^ The Jewish
community first settled around present-day Eminonü,®® but moved to Balat as

83David Morley and Kevin Robins, Spaces of Identity, Global Media, Electronic Landscapes and Cultural Boundaries.
London: Routlegde, 1995.
84Andrew Mango, Atatürk. London: John Murray, 1999:7.
85Mango, 7.
86Mango, 8.
87Halil Inalcik, “The Islamic City," Essays in Ottoman History. Istanbul: Eren Yayincilik, 1998:247-271.
88The Greek name Constantinoupolis Nea Roma was converted into Kostantiniyye, the Arabic version, referring to
the capital on documents and coins. Istanbul is derived from eis teenpolin, with the meaning of into the city in Greek;
it was used in every day spoken Turkish in the Ottoman era. Philip Mansel, Constantinople. London: John Murray,
1995:20.
89Ortayli, 200.
99 See Alan Duben and Gem Behar, Mariage, Family And Fertility, 1880-1940. Cambridge: Cambridge University,
1996:23-47.
91Duben and Behar, 29.
92Ortayli, 200-201.
93 Osman Ergin, Istanbul’da Imar ve Iskan Hareketleri (Urban reconstruction and settlement in Istanbul). Istanbul:
EminonOHalkevi ne§riyati, 1938:58.
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settlement in the region was forbidden after a fire in the 17*^ century.^'* Besides Balat,
they inhabited Haskoy on the other s h o r e . T h e Greeks lived in the Fener district
(where the Patriarch was located), next to present-day Unkapani. Masonry buildings of
rich Greek families were erected beside the wooden apartment houses of poor Greeks.
Incicyan mentions Langa on the Marmara sea-front as well.^® In principle, the nonMuslims settled in the sea-front areas, and Muslims in the inner districts of the city as
majority g r o u p s . ( F I G . 2.8)

1

Fig. 2.7. Mahalle.

V,

Fig.2.8. Istanbul’s neighbourhoods and districts, 1857.
9^ Inalcik, 240-241.
95
: Ergin, 58.
95 For the 18“’ century, see the original text of PG Inciciyan, 18.Yüzyilda Istanbul (Istanbul in the 18“’ C). Istanbul:
Fetih Cemiyeti-lstanbul Enstitüsü, 1976:20.
97 Nur Akin, 19.yy ikinciyarisinda GALATA ve PERA. Istanbul: LiteratCir, 1998.
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Istanbul, with its multi-linguistic and multi-national urban structure, had features of a
Mediterranean and Middle Eastern city, which Lapidus describes as a city with back
alleys, winding streets, cul-de-sacs, and private inner courtyards.®® Similarly, focusing
on Greater Athens between 1948 and 1981, Leontidou argued that popular spontaneity
and creativîfy tiad an important influence on the character of urban development.®®
Moreover, in another article, she mentions that Mediterranean cities were characterised
by anti-planning attitudes, which undermined functional land-use separation with "a
patchwork-like cityscape” and a “fragmented, disorderly urban fabric.”^®® Similarly,
Aksoy and Robins refer to the fundamentality of such “disorder” in the urban culture of
Mediterranean cities.^®^ In Istanbul, adopted from the Ottoman and Byzantine
administrative structure, this "spatial disorder” was based neither on income nor social
status. The determinants of spatial differentiation were religious and ethnic.^®^ And,
about the legal rights in the Islamic city, Yerasimos introduces the lack of public open
space in the Ottoman city and the fact that cul-de-sacs were the main architecturalurban elements defining the mahalle structure.^®®
In terms of administration, the Ottoman capital was divided into four kadilik (boroughs),
supervised by the office of seyhülislam, the head of religious affairs. The boroughs
were also divided into semts and mahalles. Boroughs’ responsibilities were delegated
to the naib into the semt, and to the imam in the mahalle.^°^ Thus, the imam was the
local religious leader and was responsible to provide services of the kadilik. In nonMuslims neighbourhoods, the religious leader of the group, and in commercial areas,
the guild leaders, carried the imam’s responsibilities.^®® However, mahalle was more
than an administrative unit, “a compact gemeinschaft with its boundaries protected by
its own thoughts and dogs, and a setting within which much of the normal life of an
average Ottoman citizen was shaped."^®®
Following the Tanzimat Charter of 1839, the Ottoman administration aimed at
modernising the old system, and applied a series of economic, social and political, and
urban reforms, and expanded “the duties of the central government to cover all aspects

^ Ira Lapidus, Muslim Cities in the Later Middle Ages. Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University press, 1967:3.
^ Lila Leontidou, The Mediterranean City in Transition: Social and Urban Development. Camliridge: Cambridge
University Press, 1990.
Lila Leontidou, “Postmodernism and the City: Mediterranean Versions," Urban Studies, Issue 30, June 1993:951954.
Asu Aksoy and Kevin Robins, “Istanbul Between Civilisation and Discontent,” New perspective on Turkey. Spring
1994:57-74; here 58.
102 Inalcik, 1973:224-248.
103 Yerasimos “Tanzimat’in Kent Refbrmlari Clzerine," Modemle§me SQrecinde Osmanli Kentleri, Paul Dumont and
François Georgeon, eds. Istanbul: Tarih Vakfi (1996) 1999:1-18.
104 Responsibilities were to settle criminal and civil cases, inspect markets and prices, maintain order and cleanness,
and control the building activity; see Çelik, 1986:43; Rosenthal, 1980:30-32.
losçelik, 43.
106Mardin, 19973:214.
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of

The Charter not only described new administrative rights, but also reflected

the architectural and urban fields inhabited by the ethnic groups.^®® It also recognised
that every subject whatever his/her language and religion was Ottoman without
exception/®® Following this declaration, another reformist movement in 1856 {Islahaf)
increased the rights of the non-Muslims. Of all ethnic groups, Greeks were the largest,
and, especially after the Tanzimat reforms, they held privileged positions in
administration (such as governor, ambassador, or minister). As a result, their influence
in Istanbul was greater.^^® Within the multi ethnic-religious urban structure, Rosenthal
emphasises that Islam’s designation of commerce and its division of its population into
autonomous religious nations {millet) left commercial life in the hands of the Greeks,
Armenians, and Jews.^^^
Towards the end of the 19'*^ century, the demographic structure of Istanbul had
changed. First, following the modernising reforms of the state, non-Muslims (especially
Greek Ottomans) came from the provinces to the capital city for economic purposes,
and, forming hence the majority by the 1890s.^^^ Secondly, following the emigration©^
refugees from outside the empire to the capital, in 1914, Muslims increased to 55
percent (APPENDIX 1; Table 2.1)/^®
The increasing commercial relations with the West created a non-Muslim bourgeoisie
in Istanbul, who increased their power towards the end of the 19^ century.^^'* The
Beyoglu-Pera district hosted middle class minority groups and foreigners, representing
"Westernised” Istanbul, put their pressure on administration.^^® In the making of the
European region, the most important attempt was in terms of hygiene, clean water and
gas services by the municipality. Thus, Beyoglu, became the most westernised
municipality system, known as the sixth district, named after Paris” sixième
arrondissement, the most developed region in urban and economic terms.

107Çelik, 43.
108Akin, 15.
100H. Inalcik, Osmanli Imparatoilugu, Istanbul: Eren. 1993:343-359; for its application and reactions, 362-383.
110Akin, 14.
111 Rosenthal, 30-31.
112Ç.Keyëer, ed. Istanbul, Between The Global and The Local. New York: Rowman & Littlefield, 1999:11. Around the
1880s, of 17 million, some 12,5 million were shown as Muslims in the state; within this, there were over 2 million
Greeks, under a million Bulgarians, just over a million Gregorians, and another 150,000 Catholic and 37,000
Protestan Armenians, 180,000 Jews, and some 240,000 foreigners (most of whom were natives holding foreign
passports); Mango, 10.
112 Keyder, 1999:10; Zafer Toprak, “Tarihsel Nüfusbilim Açisindan Istanbul’un Nüfusu ve Toplumsal Topografyasi,”
Dünü ve Bugünüyle Toplum ve Ekonomi, issue: 3,1992:65.
11^Akin, 14-15; Ergin, 34-40.
118Ayfer Bartu, “Who Owns the Old quarters? Rewriting Histories in a Global Era," Keyder, 1999:31-45; here 33; for
the bourgeoisie’s attempts for urban reform over central government in the Westem European context in the 19“'
Century, see David Harvey, “Contested Cities: Social Process and Social Form,” Transforming Cities, Nick Jewson
and Susanne MacGregor, eds. London: Routledge, 1997:19-27.
118Akin, 31; Rosenthal, 2-3.
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Meanwhile, one of the most important urban applications was the parcelling and
rebuilding of I site of form er fires

in the historical peninsula following Tanzimat’s urban

regulations/^^ Another important aspect was the development of transportation, which
was based on chariot for centuries: the establishment of a horse-drawn tramway
system; and the construction of the Tünel (subway) at Beyoglu; the construction of
railway connecting Istanbul to Sophia in 1874; the development of water transportation
by the establishment of the maritime lines, including the rehabilitation of shore-lines as
well as erecting bridges over the Golden Horn, connecting northern Beyoglu to the
historical peninsula/^®
In the mid-19^^ Century, apart from the municipal development led by the bourgeoisie,
foreign experts were commissioned by the state to prepare urban plans for the imperial
capital. Influenced by urban developments in Western Europe (Vienna, Paris, and
London), the Ottoman state invited foreign experts to implement architectural and
urban projects for Istanbul in the name of the modernisation of both the city and the
society.” ® In this respect, Moltke (1839), de Launay (1864), Arnodin (1900), Bouvard
(1908) prepared urban designs, similar to Haussmannian lines for the development of
the city^^° (FIG.2.9). The modernising projects of the 19*^ century could be interpreted
as an official effort to restructure the society and administration of the state, which had
started to lose land and had been weakened by nationalistic movements within the
empire, especially in the Balkans. These proposals could not be implemented in the
topography of Istanbul, formed by hills and valleys, nor could investments be made by
the state that was already in decline. This un-executed network of roads could be seen
as a symbol of state power at the centre of the empire, reminiscent of the 19*^ century’s
making of Tsarist Petersburg and Napoleonic Paris.
The rebuilding of the imperial capital had to wait for new projects by foreign experts in
the

Republican era with

its

, .

spontaneously

developed

ethnic religious

neighbourhoods (FIG. 2.10).

Pierre Pinon, The Parceled City, Istanbul in the Nineteenth Century," Rethinking XlXth Century City, Attilio
Petrucdoli, ed. Camb.Mass.: Aga Khan Program, MIT & Han/ard, 1998:45-64; Çelik, 49-72.
118 Çelik, 47-81.
119 Çelik, 73-78,82-103; Batur, 1984:68-93.
120For details, see Çelik, 104-125.
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c l 900.

2.4. URBANISATION OF ISTANBUL IN THE REPUBLICAN ERA: the International
Urban Design Competition of 1933
Following the proclamation of Ankara as the capital, Pay-/ Taht, with its cosmopolitan
character but no longer the seat of government, found itself outside the mainstream of
Turkish life and politics. The imperial city first lost its governing aspects and its
population; then, to these losses, the decline in econom ic power and the under
development of its hinterland were a d d e d . I n

1922, in Istanbul, out of 4267

commercial institutions, 1202, in other words 28 % belonged to Muslim T u r k s . I n
1923, two dem ographic groups could be identified in the city: Muslim s and non’ 21 Tekeli and Selim ilkin, "1923 Yilinda Istanbul'un iktisadi Durumu ve Istanbul Ticaret ve Sanayi Odasi Iktisat
Komisyonu Raporu," Bildiriler, Tarih Boyunca Istanbul Semineri, 1989:271-275.
122 Ahmet Hamdi Baçar’s research on the Turkish Commerce, 1922; cited in Murat Koraltürk, “Cumhuriyetin Ilk
Yillarinda Istanbul," Toplumsal Tarih, issue 59, November 1998:38-42.
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Muslims, indicating cosmopolitan and national Istanbul. But the departure of nonMuslim entrepreneurs, bankers and merchants, who had started to leave the country in
the republican era, affected the economic life of the city directly. Foreign capital was no
longer a c t i v e , a n d the modernising policies of the Turkish state created a national
bourgeoisie (see Chapter 4).^^'* Pay-/ Taht lost not only its governmental buildings, its
non-Muslim merchant citizens, but also its name. From 1926 the post office only
accepted Istanbul as name, and letters with Constantinople were sent back.^^® In the
meantime, the city remained the primary international harbour of the country, with
inadequate municipal system; cleaning-hygiene, urban transportation dating from last
century needed to be developed.
In the population of Istanbul, the most important feature was its tendency to decline
from WWI to the Republican era, tendency that came to influence a series of
population projections for the future of the city. The reason of the decline from 1914 to
1922 was partly caused by the losses in war, and partly by the emigrations of nonMuslims. From 1924 to 1927, the increase was caused by the émigrés to Turkey
(APPENDIX 1: Table.2.2 and 2.3).
Despite the decline of population, the demographic structure remained almost intact
during the transition from the Ottoman Empire to the Turkish nation-state. And, the
ethnic urban structure, in particular, in the historical peninsula, continued its existence
with mahalle and the traditional urban pattern with a mixture of Greek, Armenian,
Jewish and Turkish populations in the republican period as well. In 1928, an
administrative reorganisation reduced the number of mahalles to 114, and a new
cadastral plan was implemented in Istanbul. Thus, various mahalles disappeared, and
new boundaries were drawn, but ethnic-religious mahalle remained as “basic buildingblocks of the urban fabric”. T h e class-based differentiation of the urban fabric, in its
turn, started to appear in the years around WWI I and became stronger in the postWWII
era.^^^
In this context, the main claim was that Istanbul had been neglected (see Chapter 5). In
fact, after the proclamation of Ankara as the new capital, the discourse about Istanbul
shifted from “magnificent” and “glorious” into “decadent” and “Byzantine.” The city was

123Koraltürk, 41-42.
124Keyder, 1997:39; 1999:11.
125Mansel, 1995:416.
125 Duben and Behar, 30-31; in the census of 1927, the population had fallen to 691,000 of which 448,000 were
Muslims, Karpat, 164; in the census of 1935, 30% of the population were non-Muslim and 25% had a native
language other than Turkish in Istanbul; Yerasimos, Azgeli§mi§lik SOrecinde TQrkiye (Turkey on the way of
underdevelopment), Istanbul: Beige, 1974:880.
127Duben and Behar, 30-32.
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mainly seen as the home of religious ethnic groups and L e v a n t in e s ,t h e Ottoman
Sultan, and the Caliph (the religious spiritual leader for Muslims), i.e. all the “decadent”
elements of the Turkish s o c i e t y . T h e proclamation of Ankara as the new capital not
only marked a break from the Greek city but also an abandonment of the Ottoman
past. In this respect, Gole indicated that “Turks lost their collective memory” by “cutting
their umbilical cordon with the Ottoman c u l tu re .B e c a u s e of this anti-Greek and antiOttoman discourse, because Atatürk did not visit the city until 1927, and because there
was no major public investment in the city until the 1930s, researchers have argued
that Istanbul was being neglected and saw the neglect as a sign of the public
indifference of the new state. In this regard, Keyder argues:
"Gradually, however, as nationalist assabiyyah eroded, Istanbul regained the favour of the
Ankara political elite (...) the city had lost most of its cosmopolitan character; it had become
simply the prime city of a rather poor and isolated nation-state.”^^^
In fact, the issue of neglect has often been exaggerated, and no significant evidence in
terms of investments is given. The argument has been used by the revisionist
historiography of the 1990s, critical of the one-party era. It is arguable whether Istanbul
was really neglected. But a difference of representation of the new and old capitals
both in the;schoiariy'yvritings and in popular discourse seems evident.
It is clear that the rhetoric of the Republic was based on the development from Anatolia
for Anatolia. The Republic aimed to achieve its objectives in all possible fields. The new
state also wanted to deal with everything equally, which is why Istanbul was part of the
reconstruction and development programme. Because the investment for Istanbul was
less publicised than that for Ankara, people had an impression that the new state
neglected Istanbul. Tony Meats writes that “with the collapse of the Ottoman Empire
and the subsequent removal of government to Ankara a vacuum was created in the
heart of the old city which has never been f i l l e d . E v e n pro-AtatOrk academics have
tended to assume that Istanbul was overlooked.
Following the beginning of the 1920s, it was a period of preparation for the city maps,
topographic and geographic studies. In the 1920s, Jacques Pervititch, a French
topographer, was commissioned to prepare the cadastral maps of Istanbul, and
executed a task covering three districts of the city, the historical peninsula, Beyoglu-

^28 Word used to describe people bom from a marriage of a European and a non-Muslim Istanbulite. They formed a
major part in the demographic structure in Istanbul during the Ottoman Empire and in the first decades of Republic.
129AuAret, 65; Ahmad, 54; Lewis, (1961) 1968:261; Keyder, 1999:11; Mansel, 424; for the most radical rhetoric, see
James Pettifer, The Turkish Labyrinth: Atatürk and the New Islam. London: Penguin Books, 1998.
130 Nilüfer Gole, “La Revendication Démocratique de l’Islam,” Les Turcs: Orient et Occident, Islam et Laïcité, S.
Yerasimos, ed. Paris: Editions Autrement, 1994:126-137; here 132.
131 Keyder, 1999:11.
132Tony Meats, “Constantinople, otherwise called Stanbole the Beautiful,” AR, issue 1001,1980:38-45; here 41.
133Batur, Kuban, and N. Inceoglu, interviews.
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Pera-Be§ikta§, and Üsküdar (1926-1928). Moreover, despite the official rhetoric of the
Turkish government based on the slogan of developing the country from Anatolia for
Anatolia, and the apparent neglect of Istanbul, the city was part of First Five-Year
National Development Programme (1933-193^).^^
Although some critics think that the new state was not concerned with the development
of Istanbul after the proclamation of Ankara as the capital, successive efforts to
urbanise the city show this to be a misinterpretation. It was not neglect, but there was a
change of emphasis from the Ottoman era, when Istanbul had been given privileged
treatment. The city became part of the intensive national planning following the rapid
administrative reforms between 1923 and 1929, and the preparation of new acts on
urbanisation in the 1930s. Moreover, contrary to the opinion of critics who have claimed
that Atatürk neglected Istanbul, the president’s interest in the city was often obvious in
his declarations;
“Istanbul, located on two continents, is the j^ewel in the crown for Turkey. This is a city in the
heart of the whole citizens of the country.”^ ^

In this respect, as for other reforms of the Republic in technological and social fields.
Western methods were the model in the urban field; therefore, the needs of the city
would be satisfied by a master plan. Thus, European experts were invited by the
nation-state to modernise the cities. In this respect, in the 1930s, following Ankara, a
set of new acts on urbanisation paved way not only for the master plans of Anatolia,
but also for the one of Istanbul. In terms of administration, the Act of Municipalities of
1930 provided systématisation of municipal governance, with an exception in Istanbul
where the offices of mayor and governor were combined, but their administrative body
and counsellors remained separated.
In 1932, the Governorship-Municipality of Istanbul organised an urban design
competition for the civilisation of Istanbul (FIG.2.11). In the following year, at first, the
municipality of Istanbul and the state (read Atatürk) invited four foreign city planners to
submit proposals: Donat-Alfred Agache (1875-1959), who prepared the master plans of
Rio de Janeiro and Canberra in 1911 and, with Prost, had helped Eugène Hènard with
the Paris master plan (see Chapter 3); H. Lambert, who was involved in the planning of
Paris, New York and Chicago;^^ and Hermann Elgotz, the author of the plan of Essen
and professor at the Technical School of Berlin. Henri Prost was invited, but declined

134 BlhnciBe§ Yillil^Kalkinma Plant (First Five-Year National)Development Programme). 1933; in fact, apart from the
Soviet Union, Turkey was the only one in the 1930s having a long-term planned economy.
135 Atatürk; cited in Giizeile§en Istanbul, XX.Y1I. Istanbul: Istanbul Belediyesi, 1943, no page number; also in
Cumhuriyet Devrinde Istanbul. Istanbul: Istanbul Belediyesi, 1949, no page number.
136It was Prost who recommended Lambert’s invitation; Angel, 1992:2.
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because of his post in Paris/^^ The three planners came to Istanbul in 1933 for a
general survey of one month and submitted their work to the municipality. Maps of the
city were given to the planners but there was no program (in fact, there was little data
to give them). They explained their ideas through lectures in the universities during
their stay in Istanbul. Their plans were evaluated by a technical committee and finally
submitted to the jury (including politicians).^^®
As these reports were prepared in one month, the lack of a detailed study might be
understandable. Three of the plan proposals concentrated on urban issues such as
locations and enlargement of the national and international harbours and local and
international stations, location for the growing industry, and solutions for the city traffic
demanded by the local authority.Moreover, all of them emphasised the “beauty of
the city” and aimed to enhance it. Conservation of the monuments and the natural
beauty was another important issue for all of them. An effective solution for urban
transportation and hygiene was of primary importance. Apart from the content, their
rhetoric reflected the developing principles of the modern city planning of the 20'^
century. Although hygiene, modern needs, economic solutions and protection of the
urban character of the old site were their primary common aims, Agache and Lambert
proposed more demolitions than Elgotz in historical areas. Their proposals were seen
as expensive. Moreover, their reports were rather confusing, possibly because of the
translation and over-use of adjectives, compared to a simpler presentation by Elgotz. In
the light of the criticism above, the jury chose Elgotz’s work.
However, for reasons that are not clear,^'*° within a year of accepting Elgotz’s plan, the
municipality had invited to Istanbul another German planner, who was the head planner
of Berlin, Martin Wagner, to advise on the urban planning of the city, concentrating on
the analysis of the financial resources and the relationship of the city with the region.
As a result, Wagner wrote a Report in 1936 and a series of articles for Arkitekt
(architect),

concerning

Istanbul’s

urban

problems,

transportation,

and

urban

po p u la ti o n .H e presented the urban problems with a systematic analysis supported

137Boysan, “Aron Angel ile Istanbul, Prost ve Planlari Clzerine Sôyleçi,” Mimarlik, issue 285,1999:30-39; here, 30.
138Alfred Agache, Bûyük Istanbul Tanzim ve Imar Programi. Istanbul: the Istanbul Municipality, 1934; Herman Elgotz,
Istanbul ^ehrinin UmumI Plam. Istanbul: Ahmet Sait Matbaasi, 1934; Lambert’s report was also published, but I
could not find it in the archives; for the jury’s comment, see “Istanbul Çehir Plani, Imar Komisyonu Raporu” (the
master plan of Istanbul - the report of the reconstruction committee), Arkitekt, 1935:61-64; these were republished in
Duranay, 1972.65-118.
139 Their study would create a basis for Prost’s next step. The discussion on harbour and station must be helpful to
Prost to decide the location. Their aims and principles might give clues to him as well.
1^ As a reason, Angel argues that Atatürk insisted to work with Henri Prost for the urbanisation of Istanbul. Boysan,
1999:30.
I'^i Martin Wagner’s primary articles are: “Istanbul Çehrinin düzeltilmesi Meselesi” (problem of Istanbul’s
reconstruction), issue 8, Arkitekt, 1936a:217-218; “Istanbul’un seyrOsefer meselesi” (transportation issue of Istanbul),
issue 9, Arkitekt, 1936b:252-255; “Istanbul Havalisinin Plani” (the plan of Istanbul and surroundings) issue 10-11,
Arkitekt, 1936c:301-306 and its second part in issue 12,1936:333-337.
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by maps and graphics. The most important result of these studies was that W agner did
not project a population growth in Istanbul, a wrong projection sim ilar to the one for the
Western European

cities.In

the late-1930s, W agner’s population analysis of

Istanbul, projecting a city of a maximum of 3,500,000 inhabitants in the future,
misguided Prost.
In short, the Republic of Turkey followed the steps of the Ottomans, regarding
administrative and social modernisation as well as urban development, in relying upon
foreign expertise for the management and planning of cities. In the setting up,
architecture and urban planning became tools to represent ideology mainly in the
making of a new capital and the development of Anatolia. Despite the rhetoric of

neglect, there were several attempts to urbanise and solve problems of the form er
imperial capital. Like in the urbanisation process of Ankara, an international urban
design competition (1933) took place for Istanbul; however, its result could not be
executed.
Istanbul was to be modernised after the master plan of Henri Prost. And, in the context
of Turkish politics, like the Jansen Plan, it was the Prost Plan of 1937 that represented
the radical transition from Muslim Ottoman subjects to secular citizens of the nation
state in the urban arena of the form er Ottoman capital itself. The following chapter will
exemplify this.

Mi I

Fig. 2.11. The inhabited area of the historical peninsula and the spontaneous urban structure of
the 1930s.

^'’2 Wagner, Istanbul Havalisinin Plant - Der Landesplan von Istanbul. Report of 11.12.1936. Istanbul, 1937.
Boysan, 1999:38.
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CHAPTER 3.

ISTANBUL MASTER PLAN OF 1937 BY HENRI PROST: The
making of Public Space and Secularisation of Pay-i Taht

Having been neglected by both French and Turkish academia for more than half a
century, Henri Prost, a French urban designer who played an important role between
1936 and 1950 in Istanbul as the head urban planner of the municipality, became an
object of interest for scholars in the mid-1980s, and especially, from 1996 following the
World Summit Habitat II in Istanbul. Prost was one of the approximately two hundred
foreign professors and engineers who were invited to take part in the setting up of the
Republic, in other words in the radical transformation of a Muslim society into a secular
and national one.^"^^ Having submitted the first master plan - in French terminology. Le
Plan Directeur - of the city in 1937, Prost projected a design visualised by wide
boulevards connecting functional zones with a theme of güzelle§tirme {embellissement
! beautification) (FIG.3.1). The Prost Plan was partly executed during the French
designer’s stay in the one party era in Istanbul between 1936 and 1950. Between 1951
and 1956, the plan was revised by a group of Turkish experts. Prost’s Plan also guided
massive urban demolitions and the implementation of the network of roads during the
Premiership of Adnan Menderes between 1956 and 1960 (Prost was invited in 1957 by
Menderes as well as Italian architect Piccinati and the German planner Hogg). And it
continued to provide some basic principles for Mayor Bedreddin Dalan in the mid1980s. As mentioned in the introduction, although Prost’s plans were superseded in
1950, they formed the basis of implementation for over two decades, and, in some
respects, have continued to do so up to the present (FIG.3.2; also see 6.1). However,
neither Prost nor his Master Plan have been recognised for the primary role they
deserve in the Turkish urban history. In the process of setting up a national identity,
Istanbul has constituted a very specific case in Turkish urban modernisation. It was in
the radical ideological transition that Prost prepared the Istanbul master plan. Although
not acknowledged in the ministerial publication of 1973, in the publication of the 75^
years of the republic, the master plan was not described in any more detail.
Contrary to the ideological emphasis of Ankara and the Jansen Plan in the very same
era, the Prost Plan has largely been perceived as a beautification project based on a
“hygienist vision,” which, according to the report of 1951 (1954) of the Revision

For details, see Alsaç’s writings where Prost’s name was only mentioned, his role as the advisory to the Izmir
Master Plan was not given, 1976:215-227 and 1984:93; for the German experts, see Nicolai, 1998.
1^5 50 Yilda imar ve Yer1e§me (50 years in reconstruction and settlement). Ankara: Ministry of Reconstruction and
Settlement, 1973; Mete Tapan, "Istanbul’un Kentsel Planlamasinin Tarihsel Geli§imi ve Planlama Eylemleri"
(evolution of Istanbul’s urban planning and planning activities), 75 Yilda Degi§en Kent ve Mimadik (city and
architecture, changing in 75 years), Yildiz Sey and llhan Tekeli, eds. Istanbul: Tarih Vakfi, 1998:77-80.
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Committee, “overemphasised the wide boulevards.Considering the Prost Plan as
the continuity of the beautification concept of the 19^ century, in other words the re
birth of the city-beautiful type of the early 20^ century in a western c o n t e x t , t h e report
of the committee constituted a basis for the mis-interpretation of the design. This
interpretation was by an active member of the committee, Kemal Ahmet Aru, who
described the master plan as a “design based only on a hygienic park-garden
architecture.
Why was the Prost Plan seen as beautification project in the report of the Revision
Committee? What was its relation to rhetoric and the demands of the Turkish nation
state? And more importantly, how far did the Master Plan take part in the secularisation
process of the nation-state?
While this study does not deny that the Prost Plan has certain features of the citybeautiful type, and nor disputes the strong visual resemblance with the structure of
roads proposed in previous projects of roads (Moltke, Arnodin) in harmony with the
historical layout and natural topography, it also suggests that the Istanbul Master Plan
has close links with the secularising reforms of the Turkish nation-state as well as the
Ankara master plan.
The point of this chapter is to describe the close links of Turkish urban planning with
the process of setting up a national identity in the city of Istanbul. Beyond
reminiscences of Western European cities, the city-beautiful type, this study
investigates what the Prost Plan meant in the context of the setting up of Turkish state.
The powerful network of Haussmanian roads connecting large Greco-Roman espaces
libres did not only mean the beautification of spatiality in the old city; it also became a
political tool to apply the nation-state’s ideology, in other words to visualise physically
the administrative and cultural reforms of the Republic.

1'*®Revizyon Komisyonu Raporu, unpublished report on Prosfs Plan, September 1951; and its published version
H.Prost Raporianni Revizyon Komisyonu Raporu (the report on H.Prost’s reports by the revision committee),
Istanbul: Belediye Matbaasi, 1954; re-published in Duranay, 1972.
For a general description see Peter Hall, “The City of Monuments, The City Beautiful Movement Chicago, New
Delhi, Berlin, Moscow, 1900-1945,’ Cities of Tomorrow, Oxford: Blackwell (1988) 1996:175-202; also see Donald
J.OIsen, The City As a Work of Art: London, Paris, Vienna, London: Yale University Press, 1986; for embellishment,
see 82-84.
In his writings and interviews, Aru continued his negative account on Prost’s Plan: Aru, '’Türkiye’de Imar Plani
Yari§malari Tarihi," TQrkiye Birinci ^ehirciiik Kongresi. Ankara: ODTÜ, 1982:1-9; E.Küçükler, "Kemal Ahmet Aru ile
Sôyleçi,” Kent GGndem, issue 2, April 1997:7-11; his unpublished report “Istanbul Planlamasi’ (The Planning of
Istanbul), cl 960; my interviews in 1999 and 2000.
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Fig.3,1. First Master Plan of Istanbul, Henri Prost, 1937.
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Fig.3.2. Prost’s Plan and Istanbul.
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This chapter further aims at describing physical and ideological concepts of Frost's
Plan. The analysis of the Master Plan and related documents aims at showing the
misinterpretation of the design as a beautification project to be a prejudiced and
incorrect view. This part introduces its major role in secularising the urban space in
Istanbul by a series of executions of serbest sahalar or espaces fibres {public open
spaces including large squares, parks and playgrounds for children) and Haussmanian
boulevards.
Section 3.1 reviews earlier writings by Frost and commentaries on Frost’s plan by
French and Turkish researchers.
Section 3.2 studies Frost’s background and contemporary influences on the designer.
It also investigates possible reasons for his invitation to Istanbul as the head urban
planner of the municipality.
Section 3.3 concentrates on the Frost era between 1936 and 1950, including the report
and notes of the plan, its objectives and features and the functional zoning of Istanbul;
the difficulty is stressed of describing Frost’s plan, and the negative interpretation of the
plan by Frost’s German-educated Turkish successors in their report (1954).
Section 3.4 focuses on a structural analysis of the Master Flan to emphasise the
misinterpretation of Frost’s proposals.
Section 3.5 investigates the way in which Frost interprets the ideology of the Turkish
state. The close correspondence of Frost’s spatial arrangement with the secutarising
Turkish revolution is mentioned, and his emphasis on the Greco-roman part of the city
rather than the Ottoman pattern to change the historical social links and the power of
the imam is presented. The equalisation of sexes and the importance of youth are
described in their close relationship with espaces libres and the new network of roads,
which is repeatedly presented as the symbol of modemisation.
The last section presents the results of Chapter 3.
The focus on urban planning and on rhetorical aspects allows for an investigation of the
ideological and cultural dimensions of the pre-1950s in Turkey. The chapter reveals the
close relationship of ideology and urban planning in the setting up of the nation state,
and describes the use of planning as a political tool.

3.1. EARLIER STUDIES
3.1.1. Frost’s Writings
Although he executed many projects in Europe and in the French North African
colonies. Frost did not widely write on his planning and ideas, except for a couple of
50

articles and lectures. His unpublished notes and manuscripts on colonial urbanisation,
Morocco in particular, and urban theories are in Paris, at L'Académie d’Architecture^^^
as well as Le Centre de Recherche sur les Etudes Anatoiiennes at GalatasarayIstanbul. Moreover, manuscripts of his courses at the urban institute between 1933 and
1936 are located at the academy as well.
In his article of 1932, Prost summarised his experience of Morocco and the urban
development.Moreover, in the same year, he gave information about his experience
of the enlargement of the streets in Paris.^^^
Furthermore, Prost exhibited his work on two occasions: The Colonial exhibition of
Marseille in 1922; in the urban section Prost presented his projects for Morocco:
projects of Fez, Marrakech, Meknes and Casablanca (in the same year. Le Corbusier
presented his project of the contemporary city at the Exhibition of the Salon
d ’Automne). Secondly, in 1931, there was a general exhibition in Paris on colonial
urbanisation, where most of the French colonial executions were presented. The
International Congress on Urbanism in the Colonies took place within the exhibition. In
his report, Prost listed the goals formulated under the powerful influence of general
Hubert Lyautey, governor-general of Morocco from 1912 to 1925.^^^
Since Prost's death, there have been two exhibitions of his work: a small scale
exhibition organised by the Académie de Beaux Arts in 1979, concentrating in his
colonial works; and in 1996, the French Institute in Istanbul organised an exhibition on
Prost during the Habitat II conference and partly published the Prost Survey on Hagia
Sophia of 1904.^^^
Apart from his colonial projects and executions, Prost wrote an article on the master
plan of Istanbul (1949).^^ This is an in-depth study for the legislative part of his
execution in Istanbul. Having been conscious of the important role of the legislation in
urban planning, Prost often gave detailed explanations and proposals for law reforms in
Turkey. Some of his lectures on Istanbul at the universities in Istanbul and Paris were

His notes prepared for a book of eight volumes, ‘I ’Urbanisme au Maroc”; manuscripts on "Comparaison entre ce
qui a été fait en tripolitain et au Maroc pour faciliter les cessions d’emprises pour les travaux publics”; "Habitation et
Urbanisme dans l’Afrique du Nord”. The information was taken from Le Centre de Recherche sur les Etudes
Anatoiiennes, Istanbul.
Henri Prost, "Le Développement de l’Urbanisme dans le protectorat du Maroc, de 1914 a 1923,” L’Urbanisme aux
colonies et dans les pays tropicaux, J. Royer, ed. vol.l, 1932:60-68.
^51 Prost, "Le Concours d’idées pour l’aménagement de l’avenue, entre la place de l’Etoile et la Place de la
Défence,” L’Urbanisme, issue 1-2-3,1932, no page number on the copy.
Henri Prost, "Rapport général;” cited in Zeynep Çelik, Urban Forms and Colonial Confrontations, Algiers Under
French Rule. Berkeley: University of Califomia Press, 1997:40; for preservation, see 38-43.
153 Penser la Ville, Créér la Ville, L’Œuvre d’Henri Prost à Istanbul, the booklet of the exhibition on Henri Prost,
Istanbul: Le Centre Culturel Français, June 1996.
154 Henri Prost, "Imar planlarindan Dogan Gayrimenkul Mükellefiyetlerinin tatbiki hakkinda fikirler” (ideas on the
implementation of estate/land servitude due to the urban plans), Arkitekt, vol.18,1949, no page number on the copy.
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published in Arkitekt in 1948 and 1949.^®® He also wrote an unpublished report on the
reasons of the delay of the urban reconstruction, and revealed the necessity of new
regulations for preservation and urban clearance/^ He explained basic difficulties he
faced in the process, and also mentioned the presence of approximately 500 notes on
the master plan and alteration in his office at the municipality. Moreover, his aims on
the urbanisation of Istanbul were given in the municipal publications of 1943 and
1949.“'®^

3.1.2. Studies on Prost
Two basic studies had been done on Prost, concentrating on his French colonial works.
Roger Seasal’s study was an outline of Frost’s North African and later career in
P a r i s . B u t it was L’Œuvre de Henri Prost, Architecture et Urbanisme (1960) that has
been the major academic source on the French urban designer. It consists of five
critical essays on the urbaniste:^^^ These articles give a broad account of Frost’s
professional career. Amongst them, Hautecoeur’s article is important in revealing the
background of the designer and basic theoretical influences upon him. It suggests that
graduate students at the Villa Medici in Rome developed urban objectives and
solutions. The section on Istanbul is an outline illustrated with extraordinary
photographs of the 1940s.
During the period of the execution of the Istanbul master plan, four articles were
published:^®® In 1953, Dar Alen’s and Gabriel’s articles, and in 1954, Gallatti’s and
Royer’s studies briefly presented the Frost Flan and the background of the planner.
Gallatti named him as a master of urbanisation from the Atlantic to the Black Sea who
gave honour to France. Royer mentioned Frost’s contribution to the urban designs of
Karabük, Yalova and Bursa (Anatolian towns).
Three articles were published after his death. Prost was mainly praised in Royer’s
(1959 and 1965) and Carlu’s (1959) texts, which gave short biographical information

^55 Prost’s lectures entitled “Istanbul,” trans. Zühtü Feran, Arkitekt, vol. 17, 1948:82-85; and vol. 18, 1949, no page
number on the copy.
156Prost, report of 20.09.1948; published in the annual report of the Istanbul Municipality II ve §ehirde Gegen Yilda
Neler Yapildi ve Bu Yil Neler Yapiliyor, 1950-1951 (What was done in the city and province and what has been doing
this year?). Istanbul: Belediye Matbaasi, 1951.
157GQzellegen Istanbul, 1943; Cumhuriyet Devrinde Istanbul, 1949.
158 Roger Seasal, Notice sur le vie et les Travaux de Henri Prost 1874-1959. Paris, 1960; although the book is
described at the library of Le Centre de Recherche, I was unable to find it.
158 Louis Hautecceur, "Henri Prost à la Villa Medicis, 1902-1907,” 11-30; J. Marrast, "Maroc,” 49-120; Th. Bamier,
"Côte d’Azur Varoise,” 121-140; P.Remaury and J.Royer, "Region Parisienne,” 143-180, and finally Th. Leveau,
"Istanbul,” 183-208, all in L’Œuvre de Henri Prost, Architecture et Urbanisme.
150 Dar AJen "La Reconstruction d’lstanbul", Journal d’Istanbul, 26.06.1953; A.Gabriel "H.Prost et le Nouveau Plan
d’Istanbul”, Journal d’lstanbul, 9-13.01.1953; J.Gallatti "Un Grand Urbaniste Français, H.Prost”, Bulletin Officiel du
Touring et Automobile de Turquie, February 1954; Jean Royer, "Henri Prost, Urbaniste”, Urbanisme, vol.34, issue
88,1954:2-31.
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about his career, basically a b r o a d . O n 5 February 1975, UAcadémie d ’Architecture
and L’Association des Amis d ’Henri Prost celebrated his centenary, and a series of
lectures were given to praise him, and Prost’s documents on Hagia Sophia were
submitted to the then Turkish Ambassador in Paris.^®^
As mentioned in Chapter 1, Angel, an architect in Prost’s team in Istanbul, has written
several articles on the urbaniste, concentrating on his planning approach.^®® In his first
articles, Angel partly described Prost’s role and the main features of the first Master
Plan. In his articles published in the Lettre d’information de l ’Observation urbain d ’
Istanbul, he gave detailed information of the planning and execution process of Prost’s
Plan. These articles also revealed Prost’s team-based working style.
L ’Académie d’Architecture de Paris, possessing more than 500 notes on the rebuilding
of Istanbul by Prost, encourages studies on the urbaniste from the mid-1980s: Pierre
Pinon, a professor at the school of architecture at Paris VIII and Yerasimos, the former
head of the Centre de Recherche sur les Etudes Anatolienne in Istanbul, are doing a
research on the archives.^®^ Yerasimos was also the supervisor of a master thesis by
Protsenko mentioned in the introduction.^®® Another master and doctoral studies were
prepared by Cana Bilsel. Both DEA and doctoral study on urbanisation of Izmir
described the Master Plan by René Danger in 1924, and reveals Prost’s role as an
advisor in the planning.^®® She also compared Danger-Prost’s plan and Corbusier’s
proposal for the city.^®^
Similarly, Le Centre de Recherche sur des Etudes Anatoiiennes at Galatasaray in
Istanbul encourages studies on Istanbul and Prost. A detailed description of Prost’s
Plan was given by an article entitled “Istanbul” (1987) where the maps described the
best account of what really happened in the city.^®® Pinon’s article (1988) raised the

J. Çoyer "H. Prost, Nécrologie”, Urbanisme, issue 64, 1959 and "L’Urbaniste, H.Prost”, Urbanisme, issue 88,
1965; J. Carlu, "Hommage à Henri Prost”, L’Académie d’Architecture de Paris, 20.06.1959.
P.Dufoumet, ’’Hommage à Henri Prost”, Bulletin de L’Académie d’Architecture, issue 65,1975; no page number
on the copies found at Le Centre de Recherche at Galatasaray.
Angel’s primary articles are: “Bûyük Mimar Prosfun Hal tercQmesi ve Eserleri,” lller ve Belediyeler Dergisi, issue
13, October 1946:505-507; ’’Henri Prost et le Premier Plan Directeur d’Istanbul,” L’Empire Ottoman, La République
Turque et la France. Varia Turcica, III, 1986:561-577; its Turkish version ’’Henri Prost, Istanbul’un Ilk Nazim Plam”,
Mimaiiik, issue 1,1987:34-39; “Projets et aménagements urbains à Istanbul de 1933 à nos jours,” issue 2,1992:2-4;
and its second part in issue 3, December 1992:1-5; its third part in issue 4,1993:2-10; all in Lettre d’information de
l’Observation urbain d’ Istanbul.
Information is given by the Centre de Recherche at Galatasaray-lstanbul.
Protsenko, ’’Henri Prost et Istanbul.” 1988.
Bilsel, 1996a; her “La Reconstruction de la Ville de Izmir à la première moitié du XXe siede: Trois Projets
d’Urbanisme et les Scenari de Modemisation.” DEA Thesis, the Paris-Belleville School of Architecture, 1993.
Bilsel, ’’Ideology and Urbanism during the early Republican Period: Two Master Plans for Izmir and Scenarios of
Modemisation,” METU JFA, volume 16, issue: 1-2,1996b: 13-30.
A.Borie, P.Pinon, S.Yerasimos, and A.Yûcel, "Istanbul” Mimar, Bulletin d’information Architecturales, Institut
Français d’Architecture, supplementary for the issue 115, (1987) 1996.
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urban issues in the Golden Horn district of Istanbul/®® It gave controversial comments
on the social and economic effects of the projects executed in the area, including the
Prost Plan. The recent studies are again by French researchers in the mid-1990s.
Apart from Auffret’s Istanbul, Fin de Siècle (1994) described in the introduction,
Stoquart briefly describes Prost’s master plan for Istanbul (1996).^^° In the same year.
Neuville, the French attache culturel of Istanbul, pays homage to the planner in the
Prost exhibition booklet of 1996.
On colonies, an interesting architectural and urban analysis is done by Wright who
describes Prost’s critical role at Rabat-Morocco (1994).^^^ Moreover, Çelik gives a
detailed description of the Prost Plan for Algiers and makes a critical comparison with
the un-executed Corbusian project in 1931, describing the urbaniste as the direct agent
of the French government.
Apart from publications in French and English, in Turkey, the most controversial
document on the Prost Plan is the report of “the Temporary Revision Committee,” a
report that influenced Turkish scholars’ attitudes towards Prost after his departure in
1951. Although Chapter 5 will discuss the revision process in depth, a brief description
of the report is given below. The committee criticised Prost for failing to project urban
growth, and for making a partial plan based upon “the beautification of Istanbul.” The
report claims that “the Prost plans were extremely superficial, based on the
beautification and ornamentation of the city.”^^"* Furthermore, the revision committee
criticised the plan for insufficient documentation. Most subsequent discussion of the
Prost Plan in Turkey has followed this negative assessment. Members of the temporary
and permanent revision committees, which consisted of Turkish experts continued to
give lectures and write against the Prost Plan.^^®
Moreover, the academic

influence of the group precipitated an atmosphere

unfavourable to the plan in the various faculties of architecture in Istanbul. Prost’s role
had no place in the courses given in their departments. There is only one book in the
library of the Faculty of Architecture at ITU on Prost, and that is not about Istanbul but
about the French colonies.

Pierre Pinon, "Table rase autour de la Come d’Or," Architecture d’Aujourd’hui, issue 256,1988, no page number
on the copy.
Remi Stoquart, "Henri Prost, la Signature Française,” Urbanisme, issue 288,1996:13-15.
François Neuville, “Introduction" Penser la Ville, Créér la Ville, L’Œuvre d’Henri Prost à Istanbul, no page number.
1^2 Gwendoiyn Wright, “Rabat, Boulevard Muhammad V," Streets, Critical Perspectives on Public Space, Z.Çeiik,
D.Favro and R.lngersoll, eds. Berkeley: University of Califomia Press, 1994:225-234.
173Çelik, 1997:40-41,49.
174Revlzyon Komlsyonu Raporu prepared in September 1951; and published by the Istanbul Municipality in 1954.
175Gûndüz Ôzdeç, Aru, interviews.
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In later articles on the Turkish urbanisation process, Prost had a much more neutral
criticism. Below, a selection of the writings by authors who have been influential as
professors, urban historians and architects in the urban and architectural debate in
Turkey is given.
As briefly described in the Introduction, Duranay’s article is one of the most thorough
studies on the history of urban planning in Istanbul.However, it gives only the most
basic explanation of the Prost plan and does not touch the role of the planner. It
presents the master plan of 1937 as a conservation project. However, it seems quite
satisfied to re-iterate the criticisms of the revision committee of 1951. In 1993,
Cansever, the spokesman of the Chamber of Architects in the mid-1950s, gave a
critical description of Prost’s Plan.^^^ He credits the French designer for his decisions
concerning the height limitations at the historical peninsula of Istanbul. However, he is
not satisfied with the spatial solutions that imposed 19*^ century Haussmanian
boulevards upon the historical urban pattern of Istanbul.
Describing three imperial layers of the city (Byzantine, Ottoman and Republican),
Kuban (1996) gives a broader account on Prost in the 1940s and is extremely critical
against Menderes’s urban demolitions in the 1950s.^^® In the 1990s, he criticised
Menderes’s works and demolitions, focusing on the rapid and crucial implementation of
the revised Prost plan in the 1950s.^^® Apart from Kuban’s articles, Dünden Bugüne
Istanbul Ansiklopedisi, a critical and well-documented encyclopaedia on Istanbul,
describes Prost’s plan in several articles, but again in chronological way (1994).^°°
75 Yilda Tdrk Mimarligi ve Kentle§me for the occasion of the 75^ anniversary of the
Turkish Republic includes an article by Tapan, professor at ITU (1998).^®^ It is a very
short summary of the urbanisation process in Istanbul in the late Ottoman period and
the republican era, taken mainly from Duranay’s article of 1972. The structure is loose
and his personal comments on this process are very weak, vague and un-satisfactory.
And it does not open any crucial discussion over the Turkish modernisation, or the
urban reconstruction of Istanbul.
These writings give a general description of the project and its implementation. They do
not investigate the role of Henri Prost as an urbanists and his master plan in the

E l Duranay, 1972:65-118.
Turgut Cansever, “Ülke Ôlçeginde istanbul’u Planlamak” (planning Istanbul at the national scale), Istanbul, issue
3,1993:48-59.
ElKuban, Istanbul: An Urban History. Istanbul: Tarih Vakfi, 1996.
Kuban, "Menderes ve Istanbul,” DQnden Bugüne Istanbul Ansiklopedisi, vol.5,1994:389-392; also “Menderes’de
Batilila§tirma Kavrami” Istanbul Yazi/an, D.Kuban, ed. Istanbul: YEM, 1998a:230-233.
180 M.Rifat Akbulut, “Henri Prost”, 285-287; Kuban, “Metropolitan Istanbul,” (metropolitan Istanbul) 415-420; Suer,
“Planlama” (planning), 265-275; all in Dünden Bugüne Istanbul Ansiklopedisi, Istanbul: Tarih Vakfi, 1994.
181Tapan, 1998:77-80.
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Turkish urbanisation process, nor its close correspondence with the secular ideology of
the new republic.

3.2. HENRI PROST, 1874-1959
Henri Prost was a graduate of L’Ecole Nationale de Beaux Arts de Paris. He received
Le Prix de Rome in 1902, where he stayed between 1903 and 1907 at the institute of
the Villa Medici {L’Académie de France in Rome) at the same time as Tony Gamier. He
came fourth in his class with his survey on Hagia Sohia of Istanbul with the permission
of the Ottoman Sultan, where he stayed between 1904-1905 and 1906-1907 (Gamier
at the same time was surveying an imaginary Roman city, Tusculum\ Emmanuel
Portremdi, Bergama\ and Victor Laloux, Olympia). Prost writes on Istanbul;
“I understand that one of the fundamental reasons for the relocation of the Roman Empire
on the shores of the Bosphorus is its a marvelous location. Also, from the very beginning, I
was tempted to find how Constantin’s city might be.”^®^

In 1948, in one of his lectures in Paris, he described Istanbul of the early 20^ century:
“In 1907, in the Abdulhamit era, when I was preparing my thesis on Hagia Sophia, Istanbul
was still the spiritual centre of the Muslim world. Europeans could freely visit the city,
mosques, and bazaars.’’^®^

Following Istanbul, in 1910, Prost won the international design competition for Antwerp.
During this period, he frequented the Musée Social (1910-1913). He prepared projects
for Morocco (1914-1924), the reconstruction of the Côte Varoise (1924-1926), and the
Master Plan of Algiers with Rene Danger and Maurice Rotival (1931). In 1924, Prost
was invited by the Izmir Mayor for the urban planning of the third largest Turkish city.^^
The designer declined the invitation due his post in Paris, but advised the Izmir Master
Plan by René Danger and his brother (1924).
After the execution of his colonial designs, he was appointed as the director of city
planning for Paris and its surrounding region (1928-1934). Moreover, he was the head
urban planner of Istanbul between 1936-1951. He was a professor at the Academy of
~ * **
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Beaux Arts, Istanbul (1940-1943), the director of the L’Ecole Spéciale d’Architecture in
Paris (1929-1959) and a member of the French Institute of city planners.
An architectural education in L’Ecole Nationale deSeaux Arts and the Villa Medici
Institute possibly gave him a deeper understanding on aesthetic issues and design
concepts. Some of the principles of the new urbanisation in the first decades of the
century were developed by former students at the Villa Medici. Besides their studies of
antique sites, graduate students were occupied with the organisation of cities, showing

182 Prost; cited in Hautecceur, 18.
183Prost, 1948:82-85.
184Bilsel, 1996b:13-30.
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an interest in social and political problems (Gamier played an important role in Lyon
and Boulogne; Jausseley in Barcelona and Paris, and Eugène Hebrard in Thessaloniki
and Indonesia and Lefevre in Tours).
An important influence upon Prost and his French colleagues in their design approach
to historical cities was Camille Sitte (1843-1903). Sitte’s analysis of the artistic and
urban character of old European cities and towns (1889) was intended to discover
common urban and architectural principals since the Roman times in a wide
geogr aph y.S itte ’s research for an inner structure and a hidden pattern by means of
analyses of historical cities, especially Italian ones, investigated the spatial relationship
of urban elements: public squares, streets and their sequence, the continuity of space
and time in the given settlements.
In the French edition translated by Camille Martin in 1902, the name was different, L’Art
do Bâtir, (reminiscent of some earlier French booklets of the 19"^ century with the same
title), where a new section on streets was added to the original German version, and,
chapter eight and nine were combined.^®® Although Sitte had given examples from the
Renaissance and Baroque periods, the French translation presents examples primarily
from the Middle Ages and the Renaissance. Even the word baroque was removed by
Martin from the text. The drawings were changed radically, and new ones were added
to the French editions. Instead of German cities, examples from France and Belgium
were given. In the second French edition of 1918, the German shadow was carefully
corrected by the translator, including Vienna at the signature in the author’s preface.
In short, Sitte’s book became popular among the French urbanistes and it was most
likely the French version that Prost and his colleagues read. Sitte, like Prost, was very
fond of the Antique (Greek and Roman) settlements and their role for the future
generations. Both had studied in Italy and shared this extraordinary historical urban
context, and they were aware of the importance and possibility of conserving the
environment while building in it. In general, Sitte’s concern for the conservation of the
urban aesthetic as a universal cultural heritage with the motto of “the exemplary
creations of the old masters must remain with us”^®^ became a basic guiding design
principle in the historical urban pattern for Prost. Another feature of Sitte’s that may
have contributed to Prost’s thinking was the emphasis on the importance of green
185sitte’s study consists of twelve chapters and two appendixes. Outlining the basic urban design principles of Rome,
Athens, and Olympia, in the first six chapters, he concentrates on plazas, indicating their role in the urban pattem
and social life in the ancient world and at the end of the IQ®* century. Chapter Seven investigates the layout of public
squares in northern Europe. Subsequently, he criticises modem city planning in the following four chapters. Finally,
he presents an example of an urban arrangement according to artistic principles and concludes his study. For the
English version of Sitte’s Der Stadtebau nach seinen kunstlerischen Grundsatzen (city planning according to artistic
principles), see GR Collins and CC Collins, Camillo Sitte: the Birth of Modem City Planning. New York: RIzzoli, 1986.
186 Sitte, L’Art de Bâtir, translated by C.Martin, Paris, 1902; this French edition “confuses the name of Sitte* and
presents “opposing ideas,” such as ‘picturesques techniques’ \o the author’s principles; Collins and Collins, 5-7.
187Sitte, “City Planing according to Artistic Principles,” Collins and Collins, 249.
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spaces in the built environment. The picturesque attitude of the French translation of
Sitte might be considered a basis for the Frostian embellissement which would be mis
interpreted by the Turkish Academia in the 1950s. However, Sitte’s criticisms of the
geometric urban pattern, with its wide, long boulevards and the building block were not
taken into account by Prost.
Apart from Sitte’s theoretical influence, it was, above all, the intellectual atmosphere of
the Musée Social that provided a strong theoretical basis for Prost’s professional
formation. In particular, Eugène Hénard (1849-1923), an important French urbaniste
and the president of the urban sub-committee of the Musée Social, had a direct impact
on Prost’s career. The Musée Social was established on 31 August 1894 in Paris with
the objective of “the institutions and social organisations to develop the moral and
material situation of the workers”; it provided a debate atmosphere among
philosophers, philanthropists and hygienists. Having had an urban sub-committee, the
section d’hygiëne et rurale, established in January 1908 under the presidency of
Hénard, the Musée Social was of central importance in debates on French urbanism:
"Everything directly concerning the family life of workers (housing, gardens, open public
spaces, nutrition) will be the topic of primarv importance in researches, interviews, and
efforts in the public action and propaganda.”^®

Because of the presence of influential men in the new sub-committee, this became an
intellectual platform for a better environment of the future, where the debates
concentrated on urbanisation for the new society and its developing modern needs with
the industrial and technological as well as social and political developments.^®® This
had an impact on many professionals, including Prost. Having been concerned with the
necessity of the rebuilding of the cities, Prost participated in the activities of the urban
sub-committee of the Musée Social with his French colleagues. In this urban sub
committee, Henard’s studies of Paris, published between 1903 and 1909, became a
guideline for the urban problems of Paris.^®°
The question of espaces libres was a basic urban issue in the discussion platform of
the Musée Social, based mainly on the ideas of Hénard. Espaces libres were seen as
an essential element for the public well-being, and their decrease in the Parisian spatial
context was hardly criticised in Hénard’s articles published in L’Architecture in 1909

188 ie Musée Social, Annales, January 1908:56; cited in Wolf, 77.
189Wolf, 78.
180Topics were: the extension of the streets (1903); Boulevards, city walls (1903); espaces libres and the park space
in Paris (1903); the Royal Palace and the grande croisée for Paris (1904); vehicular circulation in modem cities, and
proposals for the Paris street network (1905); analysis of pedestrian and vehicular movement in the city, and design
of the carrefour à voies superposées (1906); and finally, public places, and the Place de L’Opera (1906); for their
republication, see Etudes surbs transformations de Paris Paris: I’Equerre, 1982.
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and 1910.^®^ He demanded the increase of espaces libres in Paris for the urban
embellissement and hygiene of the public, while conserving the ancient settlements
and monuments of the city. Moreover, the acceptance of a need for the Paris master
plan was another principal step in the committee’s researches. The conservation of not
an individual building but a total historical built environment was defended. The first
modern plans for the extension and improvement of Paris and analysis of legislation
were prepared. Because Hénard was ill, Alfred Agache and Henri Prost and several
young professionals were appointed to serve under him to prepare the first
comprehensive long range city improvement and extension plan for Paris and its
surrounding region. Agache and Prost were experienced young architects at that
time.^®^ It is not easy to determine how much actual work Hénard did on this plan
prepared under his authority and according to his principles. In the end, the plan was
published under the name of Hénard. These proposals were not accepted by the
Conseil Municipal until 1913. After the master plan’s preparation, Prost left Paris for the
French colonies of North Africa in the same year. He did not return to Paris again until
1928, when he became director of city planning for the Parisian region, “a career
started under the direct guidance of Hénard.”^®^ In the light of these proposals and the
campaign of the Musée Social, the first French law on urbanisation was passed (1919).
This law called for a master plan for every town of more than ten thousand people in
order to regulate growth and enable embellissement.^^ The plan would thus determine
the street network once and for all, specifying the layout and width of all streets
(including the design of new ones and modification of old ones) and the location and
character of all open spaces (public parks, gardens and squares) as well as of
monuments and public service buildings.^®® The Musée Social with its principles in
modern planning (functional zoning and hygiene) might be interpreted as a pre-step in
the formation of CIAM in the 1930s. Under the guidance of this new act, an
intemational design competition was organised on 1 August 1919 for “I’amenagement,
l ’embellissement et extension de la capitale.” Hénard was ill. Prost was abroad.
Another former student of Hénard, Leon Jaussely, won the competition.^®® In this
project, the concept of espaces libres was dominant. However, as the proposal was not
“well documented, it was unusable.’’^®^ Paris continued without a master plan until the
arrival of Prost in 1928.

See “L’Avenir des Villes,” (1909), 349-359; and “L’Embellissement des Villes,” (07.051910), 341-344, both in
Hénard, 1982.
192Wolf, 23-24, 84-85.
193Wolf, 24,84.
194 Hautecceur, 1960:20-22.
195Çelik. 1997:70-71.
196See Evenson, 1979:330-332.
197Wolf, 90.
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Apart from Sitte and Hènard’s theoretical approaches, one should also mention the
continuing influence of Baron Haussmann’s Paris of the mid-19^ Century in terms of
powerful visual existence over young urban designers. Apart from a network of roads,
Ruskin and William Morris’s call for “the return to the nature” and finally Ebenezer
Howard’s garden city (his book Tomorrow, A Peaceful Path to Real Reform in
particular) were not unknown to the graduates of the Villa Medici. It is important to
indicate that Prost’s planning principles were in parallel with his contemporaries’ in
CIAM, in terms of rational planning with zoning and hygiene. The combination of the
Beaux-Arts’s embellissement wWh ClAM’s rationality, in Hauteceour’s words, Tesprit de
finesse and I’esprit de geometrie in Pascalian terms,” prepared the French designer for
future projects.^®®
In the light of this background, respect for the artistic and social integration of the
ancient cities and the application of modern urban regulations to new cities became the
two main Frostian design principles in colonial p l a n n i n g . I n his article, Gallatti briefly
summarised these principles as the integration of a variety of urban elements (FIG.3.3):
“Wide European boulevards, developed from rural roads, surrounded by expensive
greenery and panoramic views over picturesque natural sites, all of that served to link the
aesthetic with the political, which, as he was associated with a French military colonial role,
was a significant aspect of his work.’’^°°

The urban planning operations carried out in French colonial cities were closely linked
to their counterparts in France. Historic preservation, problems of unsanitary districts,
poorly housed populations, the building of large housing projects in the immediate
suburbs, and policies regarding the shanty towns were issues common to the colonies
and to France.^®^ Çelik mentions that the technological, social and aesthetic lessons
learned from city planning practices previously undertaken in French colonies played a
primary role in devising official policies for urban development in both metropolitan
France and outre-mer. Similar policies for development of existing old cities were in
place in other parts of Europe at the time, and while the French were influenced by
these trends, they relied more heavily on their own ideas about urban planning. Çelik
also adds that “the colonies were true laboratories of modern planning.”^®^ This long
term issue might reveal important questions for Istanbul’s planning as well.
At the International Congress on Urbanism in the Colonies in Paris in 1931, Prost listed
some French colonial goals:^°® tourism and conservation of old cities, and the
protection of landscapes and historic monuments. The participants of the Congress
Hautecœur, 1960:29.
’9®Protsenko, 14, Gallatti, 36.
200Gallatti, 36-38.

201Çelik, 1997:8-9.
202Çelik, 1997:12,37-39.
203Cited in Çelik, 1997:39-41.
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included on these goals a ‘wish list’ the creation of separate settlements for indigenous
and European populations, separated wherever possible by a green belt, sometimes
referred to as a cordon sanitaire. After spending fourteen years in North African French
colonies, Prost became part of a new urban planning committee for Paris established in
1928. This committee {comité supérieur de i’amenagement et de l ’organisation
générale de la région parisienne) was the origin of Prost’s Plan for Paris. On 14 May
1932, the minister of internal affairs appointed forty professionals (architects, planners,
engineers) for three years. The committee submitted a master plan in 14 May 1934
under the guidance of Henri Prost and Raoul Dautry that was approved on 22 June
1939.^°"* The Second World War suspended all possibilities of its realisation. On 2
February 1941, the committee was abolished. A new Act of 1941 confirmed the plan of
1934 and the enlargement of the Paris region.^°^
Since the very first sketch in 1928, Prost presented a powerful visual continuity with
Hénard’s plan and Haussmanian Paris, where an effective transportation system with
the dominance of auto-routes constituted the core of his design for the Parisian
Regional Plan (FIG.3.4). The development of circulation was accompanied by the
concept of hygiene, zoning, and the limitation of urban extensions, the protection of
sites and the improvement of embellissement dominating the Paris master plan.^°® In
fact, Prost’s objectives in the master plan of 1934 presented some similarities with his
design approach for French colonial cities following Henard’s influence on urban
embellissement, basically by means of the realisation of hygiene, espaces libres and
conservati on.Prost himself summarises these in his plan explanation: “I want to limit
urban extensions, to introduce hygiene, establish zoning, preserve the sites and
developed aesthetic.”^®® Prost’s plan of 1934, with its subsequent modifications,
remained a basic document by which the physical evolution of Paris and its
surrounding region were controlled. Hénard’s proposals for the road network and
espaces libres at the peripheries were major features of Prost’s Plan that was against
land speculation and anarchic construction.^^® The designer aimed to preserve the
natural sites of the /7/e de France. The particular aspects of his design for Paris were
the auto-route to the south east, the dominant parks and the emphasis upon the city
entrance.^^®

^ Prost, Plan Directeur de Paris, 1934. Paris: Prefecture Département de la Seine, (1934) 1959.
205 For details, see “Schema Directeur d’Amenagement et d’Urbanisme de la Region de Paris, 22 June 1965,*
Delegation Générale de la Region de Paris, issue 216, April 1966.
200 See Remaury and Royer, 143-181; and Evenson, 1979:332-336.
207Prost, “Rapport General,* Congress Intemational on Urbanisme, 1934; cited in Çelik, 1997:56-57.
208Prost, cited in Protsenko, 13.
209Wolf. 89-90.
210Gallatti, 35; Evenson, 1979:332-336 and 1984:278-279.
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In short, in Paris, in the core of Europe, Prost first designed and then implemented
large boulevards over the traditional Parisian urban pattern, where the main aim of the
design was to create an effective transportation system, symbolic and functional urban
gates, and implementation of urban greenery for hygienic purposes. Prost would later
use all these features in his design for Istanbul in 1937.

Fig.3.3. Prosfs sketch for the park and the square, La Grande-Place, 64
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Fig.3.4. City gate in the west: La Voie Triomphale de Paris à St. Germ ain
Master Plan of Paris, 1934, Prost
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Although Prost was one of the most active French urbanistes in the inter-war period in
the North African French colonies and Paris, in the end, he was eventually to be
forgotten by his colleagues. Firstly, he did not write about his urban theory; nor did he
clearly explain his aims for urbanisation. Prost never elaborated a theoretical basis for
his work, and his unpublished notes have not yet been researched in detail. Secondly,
in studies on Prost, the ideological debate on colonisation has taken a principal place.
His role on the urbanisation of the French colonies was overshadowed by comments
on the French militarisation. There was a close correspondence between Prost’s
proposals and the objectives of the French colonial authorities. In fact, urbanisation
concepts regarding the colonies were presented with the signature of general Lyautard,
the military-governor of Morocco and Algiers. Even the French government published a
declaration on behalf of the planner (in fact, this was against Le Corbusier, who visited
Algiers in 1932 and criticised both the Prost plan and the political approach of his
gover nment ) . I n Algiers, there were in fact two different styles of urbanisation and
architecture: one from the colonial authorities, the other the local. Algerian people did
not accept the Haussmanian roads and saw them as evidence of the French rule.
Because of the delicate political issues, neither the French government nor the
Algerian administration publicised the colonial urban policies of the time.^^^ This is an
example of how urban and architectural issues might become an arena for political
objectives.
The Algerian case also draws attention to another point that would be significant when
Prost went to Turkey. Although the circumstances would be different, he again found
himself operating within a political system, though with the advantage that the political
power was behind him. Nevertheless, these facts make clear that Prost was
accustomed to working within strong political and ideologically - charged conditions an experience he was able to put to good use in Turkey, where, with the backing of the
state, and no division between the local authority and the government, conditions were
to be easier. He would be acting as an agent ofThe secular Turkish nation-state.

3.3. PROST IN ISTANBUL, 1936-1951
In the first decades of the 20^ Century, urban planners had a difficult task: to prepare
projects for cities undergoing economic and social transformation within an historical
structure, and to provide social and urban solutions for the developing problems.^^^
Finding answers to recently emerging issues was more problematic in the context of a
recently established state and developing Muslim country.
211 Çelik, 1997:58-60.
212 For the French colonial policies in Algiers, see Çelik, 1997:38-53 and 70-78.
213 For the development of western European capitals, see Sutcliffe, ed. 1984; for a recent discussion, see Thomas
Deckker, ed. Tfie Modem City Revisited, London: Spon Press, 2000.
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In the context of the national setting-up, President Atatürk personally invited Henri
Prost to Istanbul by an official letter, with the aim of making a “modern, hygienic,
beautiful” built environment and re-making the urban space of Istanbul.^^'* What was
the basic aim of the president inviting Prost, a foreign designer, to Istanbul? Prost
already knew Istanbul and Turkey as a student in Istanbul and advisor for Izmir master
plan and had prepared urban plans for some Muslim cities in North Africa and
successfully contributed to the development of Paris. For a Muslim country, which was
aiming at modernising, the president had chosen a man who was a western expert on
the re-planning of Muslim cities; he had great deal of experience both in Muslim
countries and in a number of western countries. Prost, therefore, an acknowledged
leading western expert on planning both cities in the western core, and Muslim cities,
and with considerable practical experience, came to Istanbul as the direct agent of the
nation-state. It should be stressed that Atatürk’s choice of Prost was of the man
perhaps most highly qualified

for the task in Istanbul and the conditions of his

employment made him answerable to none but the president himself, an unusual
situation. Prost, the direct agent of the national government, came to Istanbul then in
order to transform the city, in urban and social terms.
What was the problem that had been identified for the city in 1936? What did Prost see
the problem to be? What was his aim for the reconstruction of Istanbul? In what way
did his plan solve the problem identified?
In Istanbul, the designer was asked to prepare a project for an imperial city 2,700 years
old - with common features with other Mediterranean cities and a city that “had been
un-maintained and was old due to unplanned developments over centuries”^^® - with a
population of 750,000 in 1935. In 1936, when Prost was invited, Martin Wagner, a
German architect working for the municipality and Ernst Egli, a Swiss architect working
for the ministry of education, published a series of articles at Arkitekt defining the urban
problems and enumerating the needs of the citizens.^^® They defined the urban
problems of Istanbul as follows: local and international transportation; the harbour and
international railway and maritime stations were not efficient for the new era; the rapidly
developing industry that had started to cause problems. An urban project was needed
for a planned development of the city. In this context, Prost wrote:
"Following the proclamation of Ankara as the capital, Istanbul lost its role of being the great
imperial centre, and remained as the primary harbour of the country.”^^^

2141have not personally seen this letter; Angel, Auffret, Neville and Protsenko cite this information in their writings.
215 GQzelle§en Istanbul, no page number.
215For Wagner, see footnote 127 of Chapter 2; E.Egli, “Çehir Planlan" (urban plans) 148-152; “Çehirlerde Mesken ve
Iskan meselesi" (the problem of housing and settlement in the cities) 191-195; both in issue 5-6, Arkitekt, 1936.
217 Prost, 1948:84.
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He added;
“Istanbul has to live a modem life, acknowledging the hygienic problems of the 20th
century city, having the benefits of all mediums of rapid transportation and commodities of
the era. She has to have an international railway station connecting the Bosphorus to the
great European capitals.”^^®
In this respect, Prost classified his aims for the Istanbul Master Plan in five
categories:^^^ conservation of monuments; enlargement and adaptation of existing
roads to the topographic geography; development, improvement and maintenance of
un-hygienic, old buildings and neighbourhoods without sun and air circulation by public
open spaces; zoning for economic and hygienic purposes for today’s citizens; and
keeping and developing the urban characteristics of Istanbul, the Bosphorus,
monuments, the Golden Horn, Çamiica (a hill at the Anatolian side with a complete
panoramic view of the city), the islands, Kurbagalidere (a district at the Anatolian side)
and the silhouette. It is interesting to observe that conservation of the historical
buildings and urban pattern was of primary importance as they formed three Prostian
aims. Prost’s conservation concept included not only individual historical buildings but
also total historical areas in some parts of Istanbul. In short, Prost aimed at
implementing an efficient transportation system at both local and international levels,
supporting the commercial and industrial changes. Subsequently, he saw the
preservation of the silhouette, dominated by historical masterpieces as of primary
importance.
Sitte and Hènard’s influence and rhetoric might be inferred in this approach. The third
objective was especially adapted from Hènard’s proposal for Paris.^^^ It is also
interesting that Prost did not use the term güzelle§tirme in his later account of his
objectives, although it had been a basic principle in his Istanbul report. In the Turkish
context, güzelle§tirme embraced conservation, hygienic environment and preservation
of the natural heritage. He emphasised these objectives but without using his once
favourite term. A broader study of his terminology is presented in Section 3.6.
Prost came to Istanbul 15 May 1936 and stayed until 1951, when the Istanbul
Municipality terminated his contract on 27 December 1950. He worked with three
mayor-governors, Muhittin Üstündag (14.10.1928-4.12.1938), Lütfi Kirdar (08.12.193820.10.1949) and Fahrettin Kerim Gokay (24.10.1949-26.11.1957). His work was
performed by a team composed of Turkish and French architects, planners and
engineers. But he also mentioned that he preferred to work with a Turkish team:

218 Prost, note 228; cited in Protsenko, 71.
219 Güzelle§en Istanbul, no page number.
220 Prost, 1948:110.
221 Hénard, "Les Espaces Libres et Les Fortifications," 1982:333-339.
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“I wanted the plan of Istanbul to be designed by Turkish technicians, and for the plan to be
a national work not one of a stranger, who could not acquire the Turkish spirit nor know
extensively all economic urban needs; my collaboration will be, ultérieurement acquise,
with the title of advising during the necessary time."^^^
Prost guided the team to work initially on the documentation of the city, for which there
was inadequate data. The designer spent the first two years in preparatory work and
surveys on the traffic, the transport, the architectural heritage, the craftsmanship, the
industry, the trade and the land tenure system in Istanbul. The demographic and
topographic statistics were prepared and the photographic documentation was
completed by military flights. Whether he could use the collected data in his projects
was questioned in the following decade by the Revision Committee of the 1950s, and
often repeated by its members against Prost.
Prost also gave a series of lectures in Istanbul and wrote for architectural reviews on
the rebuilding of the city. Furthermore, he interviewed experts for specific proposals
(the directors of the hospital and the military school, the harbour administration) in the
Master Plan. Moreover, he conducted workshops with the Chamber of Commerce of
Istanbul to prepare alternative scenarios for the economic future of the city between
1937 and 1943.“ ^
In the light of the initial documentation period between 1936 and 1937, Prost made a
Master Plan for an area of 6,000 ha, a development plan of 3,000 ha and detailed
projects for an area of 650 ha. Moreover, he prepared a bill in 1937, which became an
act for the land of Istanbul. Having imagined an Istanbul still occupying the area of the
historical city, Prost prepared not a total master plan, but a series of propositions for
three geographic regions of Istanbul (FIG.3.1)
3.4. REPORT (1937) AND ITS NOTES OR PROST’S LETTERS (1936-1938)
This doctoral study covers the Report of 1937, published on 15 October 1937, and its
notes (letters) for a better understanding of Istanbul’s urbanisation (APPENDIX 2)}^^
The Report of 1937 consisted of two sections. The first part deals with a wide group of
urban issues, from conservation (building, site) to transportation (motor traffic, maritime
lines; local and international systems), various functional zones (industry, commerce,
recreation, housing, administration, education, health). The second part introduces
their detailed execution. The first section of the Report concentrated principally on
urban transportation in Istanbul (motor traffic, maritime lines). The selection of locations
222Prost, note 176; cited in Protsenko, 32.
223Prost, note C in French.
224 Henri Prost, Istanbul’un Nazim Planini Izah eden Rapor, 15.10.1937, Istanbul: Istanbul Municipality, c.1938;
republished as Istanbul’un Yeni çehresi, III, Nazim Planlar, trans. Z.Feran and N.Yaner, Istanbul: Istanbul Belediye
Matbaasi, 1950.
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for national and international harbours and stations was the core of the study. The
second section of the Report covers in detail the principles of the urban reconstruction.
As in the previous section, transportation is again of primary importance. In the section
entitled didactic aspects, Prost described the new road network extensively, and its
construction in detail. Prost divided works to be executed into two parts as primary and
secondary categories. He mentioned all the applications of boulevards, esplanades,
and squares. The selection of locations for local and international harbours was
another important urban problem to solve.
Afore mentioned urban issues were referred to in his notes in the report, and were
expanded upon in the notes - letters that Prost wrote to the major-governor of the city.
These typescript letters, written in French, are not only critical to understanding the
analysis of urban problems and certain aspects of the master plan, but also extremely
important to grasp the main design concept, reminiscent of the spirit of the era. They
are clear and defend the proposals in a more philosophical way. Although they are a
necessary part of the main text, they are publicly available in two copies in Istanbul, the
library of the municipality, the Atatürk Library donated by Dr. Cemil Topuzlu, a former
Mayor-Governor between 1912-1914, and the library of the Centre de Recherche des
Etudes Anatoiiennes at Galatasaray.^^® In the beginning, letters existed only in
typescript, and in 1938 a limited number of the Turkish version was published as well
as in 1953 by the new Istanbul Municipality.^^® From their presentation, it does not
seem likely that the letters were ever widely distributed and read. Nor is this mode of
presentation typically French, for one might point to the extremely precise and highly
organised presentations of the French technocrats. But it is not known in what
circumstances the plan was prepared, nor what assistance Prost had. It is not very
clear why the Prost Plan comes to be so disorganised. In short, the letters were critical
essays on urban issues in Istanbul and were essential to reading the report of 1937. It
should be stressed that even the published version was not widely distributed. In this
research, both versions were used and compared, and some are missing from both
files. Letters extensively explained the urban problems and recommended concrete
solutions for the city. As in the main report, transportation was the main issue, with
attention to harbours and stations. Several letters deal with espaces libres.
Conservation was also an issue of primary importance similarly to Sitte. Apart from the
topics of the report, the letters referred to other issues as well, as the workshop with
225 Prost, “Les Transformations d’lstanbul: recueil des notes a la Conception et Documentation et de L’Application
des Plans d’Urbanism au cours des années 1936-1937-1938,” six volumes; their limited published version Istanbul
Hakkinda Notlar, 1937, Istanbul Belediye Matbaasi, 1938. The unpublished French version includes the report and
44 letters whereas the published Turkish one includes 35 letters.
2261have not seen the published version of notes of 1938; Aru mentioned in my interview; Henri Prost, Istanbul’un
Yeni çehresi, I Vesikalar 1936-1938, trans.Zühtü Feran and Nurullah Yaver. Istanbul: Istanbul Belediye Matbaasi,
1953.
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the chamber of commerce, the removal of some military buildings, modem housing and
its architecture, and hygiene. The stress on conservation and the importance of
espaces libres in both the Report of 1937 and letters refers to Prost’s background, and
his close links with his master, Hénard.

3.5. PRIMARY ZONES OF THE MASTER PLAN
Functional zoning was one of the principal features in Prost’s Plan, and in this respect it
was reminiscent of the modern urban design principles discussed in the CIAM
Congresses of the 1930s.^^^ Though Prost was not in any way attached to CIAM, and
was not, presumably, a supporter of the more radical proposals. The point is that both
Prost and CIAM shared the same formation. In the Master Plan, Istanbul was divided
into various zones of commerce, residences, industry, recreation, and administrative
and educational centres. In this section, a simple description of the functional zoning
system and the transportation system connecting the functional zones is introduced.
(FIG.3.5)

3.5.1. Espaces Libres
Espaces libres took primary place in the Prost plan, and did much to create the popular
perception of the plan only as a beautification project. And, indeed, reading the report
without knowing Prost’s background, one might easily misinterpret it as a “design
based only on a hygienic park-garden architecture’’.^^® Prost’s espaces libres (in order
to emphasise the quite specific Parisian origin, the French term is used in this study)
mean more than physical visualisation of squares, esplanades, children playground,
and recreational areas, and signify both public sphere (public having a place in the
politics) and public space (the visualisation of the administrative and legislative term of
public in the urban aren^ In the Turkish translation, the term serbest sahalar
introduced a new concept into Turkish urbanism and to the space of the Turkish city, a
concept that did not exist within Turkish culture, and that initially sounded unscientific.
The concept of serbest sahalar introduce the notion of liberal movement, in other
words, freedom of movement into the urban space; it has also connotation of multi
purpose use of the space.^^®

227 For CIAM, see Frampton, 269-279.
228Revlzyon Komlsyonu Rapom, (1951) 1954; Aru, 1982; Küçûkler, 1997.
229 LAkpinar and Semra Aydinli, “The Making of a Public Space: The Taksim Gezi Park in Istanbul", unpublished
paper presented at the Third Annual Conference of Design organised by Kent University and ITU, July 2002.
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For Istanbul, Prost himself stressed in his report and letters some examples from Paris,
borrowing the term of espaces libres and embellissement from his master Hénard, who
had criticised French local and central authorities for allowing speculators to destroy
the espaces libres of Paris. Hénard saw these areas not only as a hygienic necessity
for a developing and growing society but also as the core of spatial integration with
architectural and urban elements. With the accumulation of experience from his home
city, Prost projected espaces libres for Istanbul, where the only pre-existing public open
space was the courtyard of the religious complex, Külliye, basically a male dominant
area. As there was no previously existing scientific term to describe public spaces,
Prost was introducing an unfamiliar proposition: in this context, the recreational areas
were not simply a matter of beautification, but a feature crucial to Turkish
modernisation.

In Prost’s design, the greenery took on an important spatial

arrangement within the city context, like Sitte, Haussmann and Menard in western
cities. However, this was very much a western tradition; it was not an urban tradition in
the mainly Muslim society of the Ottoman state: wide public spaces were a novelty in
the context of Istanbul. Designing espaces libres signified a radical change in urb
- a more hygienic built environment and a new social life, as will be seen in the
following section. Espaces libres marked the passage from an Ottoman era based on
the separation of men and womenftowards the mixed society of a secular state,/!n
other words, for the context of Turkish politics, it needs a new reading of Prost’s design
to understand the real meaning of espaces libres in the city.
In this respect, secularisation, seen as the spirit of the Turkish modernity project, does
not only mean the separation of the religion from the administrative and legislative
procedure, but also introduces the radical social transformations in the public daily life.
On the one hand, Prost’s report and notes stress the relation to Western European
planning. On the other hand, the report does not read like a standard technical and
scientific text. Its language and tone revealed close correspondence with the official
rhetoric of the new republic, a declaration of a better life for all citizens of the republic.
Espaces libres, as a new symbol of the republic, were carefully designed to interpret
the secular ideology. The spatial arrangement of the Master Plan and the selection of
functional locations presented the ideological assumptions of the Turkish nation-state.
Thus, the report was written very much in a political rhetoric similar to politicians
describing their aims. A study of the rhetoric of the Report and letters is introduced in
Section 6.
In this ideological, Prost designed eighteen parks for the city, located mostly at
cemeteries or

^ in

the historical peninsula. The largest and newest

proposal was for the European core at Taksim. Apart from the Taksim Park, the Park
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no 1 - the Archaeological Park was a major arrangement in the central historical
peninsula, surrounding the site of Hagia Sophia and the Ottoman palace, Topkapi. The
Park no.3 - the botanic park, was another major proposal on one of the urban axes
from east towards west of the city. However the project was applied as a large avenue
during the Menderes works. Apart from these three major urban works, he designed
fifteen parks. Having seen both the natural possibilities of Florya, a new district outside
the city walls on the Marmara sea-front, and already selected as the presidential
summer location, Prost proposed the development of recreational and camping areas
and beaches. He recommended combining these with a new residential district close to
the airport,^^° also proposed hotels for economic development of the area. Prost
designed a recreational youth park sports area and a race horse course at Yenibahçe.
He specified a recreational park with a yacht harbour at the Fenerbahce peninsula at
the Asiatic side, which became a major centre for the inhabitants. Although Prost
thought of removing the military complexes from the area, this did not happen.
However, these became recreational areas for military officers. Apart from these
relatively large-scale proposals, all the cemeteries located in the neighbourhoods were
converted into sportive field and/or children's playground.

3.5.2. Residential Areas
Having seen the walled city as having a distinctive historical pattern, Prost proposed
the Beyoglu district for residential development. He recommended apartment style
housing blocks at Taksim, Maçka, Çi§li and their surroundings for the developing
Turkish middle class. In fact, the stone built residential block model for the residential
areas occupied by foreigners and the bourgeois class had started at the end of the 19^^
century at Beyoglu.^^^ Prost recommended the continuation of similar size and shape
for the new buildings. This was a continuity of the buildings on the slopes of the
surrounding

valley at Taksim-Maçka-Çi§li zone.^^^ These new designs were

reminiscent of Hénard’s hygienic houses for Paris. The Musée Sociats manifestos for a
hygienic environment (sun, wind, orientation and fewer system) might be observed in
the new urban space. Similarly to Hénard who demanded a better environment for the
working class, and basically proposed housing areas for them, Prost recommended
worker houses closer to the plants and factories, at the Golden Horn, in particular.
However, the making and the well-being of the middle class in Istanbul were more
emphasised in the context of Turkish politics during the setting up as well as in Prost’s
writings.

230 Prost, notes 17,21,24.
231 Atilla Yücel, “Typology of Urban Housing in IQ®* Century Istanbul," Sey, 1996:298-312.
232 Prost, note 16.
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Moreover, he permitted the continuity of the residences from the historical peninsula to
the airport on the Marmara sea-front, developing the necessary equipment for modern
needs. The area has become both an upper class residential area and a public
recreational centre during the summer with its camping facilities, hotels and beaches.
Furthermore, Prost focused on Moda and Fenerbahçe, natural bays on the Asiatic side
with summer residences since the Ottomans.

3.5.3. Industrial Zones
Following Prost’s recommendation, heavy industry became established on Haliç, the
Golden Horn, with dramatic environmental consequences in the following decades (for
instance, there are now only ten kinds of fish left from 356 formerly; citizens can no
longer swim on the Marmara Sea shores). Having to some extent foreseen these
dangers, Prost had proposed in a letter^^^ some steps to improve the worse effects
(planting trees, changing the orientation of local rivers, dredging at the Golden Horn,
but none of these were acted upon until the mid-1980s).
Having identified the Bosphorus as unique in the world, Prost planned to close the coal
depots at Kuruçe§me, the beginning of the Bosphorus area on the European side.^^"*
As he could not get the approval from the municipality for this, he gave permission for
the continuation of the docks for a temporary period; but the removal of the harbour
and associated industry from the Bosphorus shore, and their relocation to the urban
periphery was always his long-term plan.
The area projected for the harbour and industry were Kartal and Pendik, both inhabited
areas on the Marmara sea-front in the Asiatic part of the city. As a result, many
summer houses in the area were destroyed for the harbour and plant development
when the proposals were executed in the 1960s and 1970s.

3.5.4. Transportation System
Transportation in Istanbul had been an urban problem with rapidly developing industry
and commerce, more active social life, urban growth and the population increase.
Therefore, the core of the Prost project consisted of relating functional zones, split up
on three different urban geographies divided by the sea. A large part of Prost's plan
was devoted to transport matters and the designer looked for an effective circulation
system based on car traffic, maritime lines and the railway.

Roads
A network of roads and their junctions at various squares in Inhabited Istanbul became
the main urban structure of the Master Plan. Having projected an Istanbul occupying
233 Prost, note 7.
23^ Prost, notes 11,29.
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the same geography, Prost proposed new roads (auto-routes, streets, inland
esplanades and on the sea-front) and enlarged existing ones. Both the content of his
report and letters and drawings in the master plan confirm the importance given to the
new network of roads that constituted the core of the project as a basic medium for a
modern city.^^® He projected the complete motorisation of the future Istanbul, in a
manner similar to the earlier Parisian sketches of Hénard in the first decade of the 20*^
century, forecasting heavy car traffic for big cities.
Subsequently, Prost proposed several wide Haussmannian or Hènardian boulevards
on the historical peninsula. The main east-west urban axis on the highest level of the
topography - reminiscent of the Moltke Plan - Divanyolu, was preserved and enlarged
in the master plan. It had the Milion Stone as its beginning - the 'O' km stone in front of
Hagia Sophia as the symbolic beginning of Roman roads. And its continuation towards
the west was supported by fifty and sixty meter-wide boulevards, Vatan (fatherland)
and Millet (nation) avenues, which became dominant on the 2,700 year old pattern,
leading towards the historical entrances of the city. Vatan was meant to be an inner
road in a botanic park (Park no.3), but was converted to a large boulevard during
Menderes’s premiership.
But it had always been Atatürk Bulvari (Atatürk Boulevard), the crucial north-south axis
of the master plan, named after the founder president as the largest and most
important avenues in all Turkish cities, that represented the spirit of the decade and
symbolised the transformations during Inônü’s presidency. Originally, in 1924, it was
partly and less widely constructed as a main street for the first anniversary of the
Republic. But in the context of Istanbul, it meant something else; it was a direct
invitation to the president himself to visit Istanbul. However, with a telegramme, Atatürk
declined the invitation, and did not visit the city until 1927. The 50 meter-wide
boulevard connected the Beyoglu district and the historical peninsula, in other words,
the traditional Istanbul and the European city, forming the continuity of the Atatürk
Bridge on the Golden Horn towards the Marmara Sea in the south, with a local
strategic importance. In the 1950s, its south end was implemented as a sea facade.
Apart from the new bridge, Prost developed the old Galata Bridge, which was made
from timber in the mid-19*^ century. He proposed the destruction of the run-down
buildings for the enlargement of the beginnings of the bridge, and designed two
squares: with the excuse of “the existing buildings were not hygienic” he moved the
bridge 50m f u r t h e r . I n order to connect the old and new bridges, he projected wide
sea-front roads along the Golden Horn allowing for heavy lorry traffic for the

235 Prost, note 17.
236 Prost, note 3.
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transportation of goods and materials. Moreover, Prost recommended an auto-route in
the core of the Galata-Beyoglu district over the historical urban fabric, between Taksim
and Tophane, which would be partly executed in the mid-1980s. He developed several
wide roads for the traffic of the region, causing the demolition of several unique stone
building examples of the 18*^ and 19*^ centuries. Moreover, he proposed the Marmara
sea-front boulevard on the coast, the destruction of the traditional timber houses, some
of the most outstanding examples of traditional Turkish architecture.^^^ The sea-front
road, later named after President John F. Kennedy and executed in the 1950s,
separated the traditional neighbourhoods from the sea and transformed the local
identity. A case study of the effect of the boulevard on the traditional spatial aspects of
a Greek-Armenian neighbourhood at Kadirga-Kumkapi will be presented in Chapter 6.
On the Asiatic side, Prost doubled the size of the old Baghdad Road, which became
the primary local boulevard. He developed the parallel Üsküdar-Ankara road, E-5 for
transportation between cities and countries. He enlarged the Üsküdar Square and
Kadikoy and connected them to these roads.
In short, as the main core of the project, Prost defended car transportation instead of
urban railways. He adapted the inner traffic system to motor vehicles with a road
system of 1489 km. long (he mentioned that the one in Paris in the mid-1930s, with a
much higher population, had a system only 1114 km. long). In fact, the street pattern of
Istanbul, that had developed spontaneously over the centuries for horse and pedestrian
traffic, was now adapted for car circulation. The execution of this policy brought about a
large amount of demolition of the historical pattern in the 1940s and 1950s, causing a
sudden and radical urban change in the social life of Istanbul in the 1950s and the
following decades. And, consequently, the urban macro-form was changed beyond
recognition.

Maritime Lines
Planning a wider international harbour and station for the rapidly developing industry,
commerce and tourism became another primary urban issue. The harbour needed
effective connection with the hinter-land, Anatolia, the Asiatic part and Thrace, the
European part, by railway or road. Consequently, international and commercial
transportation by the sea also took primary place. Altemative locations for the
international harbour and for the international station were discussed in detail.^^® The
international station is considered as “an important gate to the country” in the making of
“a new image for the country.”^^® These new complexes were not only part of

237 Prost, note 28.
238 Prost, notes 1, 3,7,25,26.
239 Prost, note 3.
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commercial and industrial activities but also primary elements in the making of a
civilised society.
Having first recommended the improvement of the Galata Harbour for foreign
travellers, Prost projected a wider commercial harbour complex at Yenikapi, the
Marmara sea front and Haydarpaça on the Asiatic side. Secondly, having seen the
“Sarayburnu harbour as temporary,” he proposed preserving the historical Sirkeci
station on the historical peninsula for local railway transportation, and developing a new
international one at Yenikapi, on the Marmara sea-front, with a ferry connection to the
Asiatic side. He thought that this international harbour would be the “best finishing
focus for the Atatürk Boulevard”. He thirdly proposed the development of the
Haydarpa§a train station, the main station for Anatolia and the Middle East, which had
a promising integrity with the Anatolian inter-land. Although the proposition was
rejected by the Revision Committee in the 1950s on the advice of the harbour director,
the project was partly implemented and developed in the Menderes era. Prost also
projected a public quay between the bridges in the European part of the Golden Horn.
Although the Golden Horn had been a natural harbour for ships since the foundation of
the city, Prost preferred either Haydarpa§a or Pendik-Tuzia, both on the Asiatic side,
for the development of the industrial harbour.
For the railways, Prost did not develop the existing system, but gave primary
importance into the development of the international railway stations. He wrote that the
car became dominant against the railways in Europe and Africa,^"*® contrary to the
official aim of establishing an effective network of railway in Turkey.^"*^ He also
proposed the connection of the European and Asiatic railways via a bridge that he
considered as “a national issue.”^"*^ Although he considered the possibilities of an aerial
bombardment, Prost did not deeply study aerial transportation. He allowed the
development of the Atatürk Airport in its former place, the Ye§ilkoy district, close to
Florya. Apart from motor and maritime traffic, Prost proposed a metro system for
Istanbul following the forecast of an increase in population. During the alteration
programme, in 1943, Prost suggested a metro system in two districts: the historical
peninsula and Beyoglu (first between Karakoy-Taksim, then until §i§li-MaçkaKurtulu§).^'*^ Finally, Prost recommended the establishment of a research committee for
a metro system under the Bosphorus connecting two continents.^"^"*

2^ Prost, note 4.
241 Frost, note 34.
242Prost, note 4.
243 However, the construction of neither was begun until the 1990s, by Mayor Nurettin Sozen from the social
democrat party; at the beginning of the 21st Century, only one metro line was open between Taksim and Levent.
244Prost, note 34.
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To summarise, Prost designed a system of transportation well integrated into the
Istanbul structure, constituting an effective inter-relation between three geographic
districts and functional zones by means of roads, maritime lines and railway systems.
In fact, the master plan of 1937 dealt with all the urban problems identified by the
Istanbul Municipality and the government at the time of the 1933 international design
competition. Some of the proposals created advantages for the future city, although
others damaged the environment and the historical pattern.
The main features of the plan were firstly to display the historical heritage in the form of
the masterpieces of architecture, and secondly to provide an effective infrastructure,
primarily a network of roads, but also harbours, docks, international stations. The
conservation of both the silhouette of the Bosphorus and the historical peninsula, and
the conservation and restoration of the historical heritage, the preservation and
development of the natural endowments, the greenery and public parks for a healthier
built environment, the execution of the best circulation system and other infra-structural
elements and new constructions were all in accordance with western contemporary
urban practice of the period. Although there is criticism that Frost’s plan did not extend
over the whole city,^'^^ one may claim that the transportation system he proposed
shows this criticism to be unjustified. Prost made no projection of urban growth. His
integrated transport network assumed a static population occupying the same area. He
was mistaken in believing that the city would continue to occupy the same location and
he failed to forecast the extent of growth for the future decades, but it would have been
impossible for anyone to project the population and urban growth of Turkey from the
evidences of the 1920s and the 1930s.^^^ Although his projections for the population
were wrong and his plans for functional zoning created some unsatisfactory
environmental developments in later decades, in Neville's words, “a complex and
modern urbanisation for the old continent appeared with Henri P r o s t I n other words,
it was the Prost Plan that converted the micro and macro:form_of the old city tpw^r^g; a
modern one. This project might also be interpreted as a radical modernising project for
an Islamic country aiming at becominq a secular one.

3.6. STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS OF PROST's PLAN
As seen above in detail, the master plan, included the documentation of urban data,
legislative proposals for demolitions and expropriation, and proposals for the
geographical regions, for the transformation of the city’s industrial base to the
Bosphorus and Golden Horn, and for urban transportation. In the epilogue of the

2« Suer, 1995:265-275.
246 Kuban argues that nobody could have projected any other situation; interview.
247 Neville, 1996.
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Master Plan, Frost described it as a guiding principle for urban development and
pointed out the necessity of the following detailed plans for the reconstruction. The
introduction summarised the research carried out for the documentation (maritime
transportation, market places, small scale industrial complexes, arts and crafts, types
of industrial development, the making of modern buildings, health regulations, the
contemporary situation of archaeological research and the definition of the historical
sites and primary monuments), which together formed the basis of the Master Plan.
Despite the detailed text, the report did not have a conclusion.
Despite its importance to urban history and the development of Istanbul, one might
easily mis-interpret the master plan due to some features. Firstly, the separation
between the main text (report) of the plan and the notes as letters to the mayorgovernor made it difficult to easily reach the whole data at once. Secondly, there is
great difficulty in identifying the data, which has been divided between Istanbul and
Paris. Thirdly, the linguistic problems based on translation from French to Turkish
caused primary difficulties. And fourthly, the long period of the plan’s development
meant that the city was changing, and new problems occurring, as the plan was being
formulated. All these affected the mis-interpretation of the Istanbul Master Plan and
contributed to the ignorance of Henri Prost in academic and professional circles.

3.6.1. Structure of the Report
The separation between the report and its notes, separately written as letters to the
mayor-governor of Istanbul, constituted a problem for understanding the content of the
Master Plan. The original French version was never published. Some letters lack from
the limited edition of the Turkish version. It is not easy to give a simple description of
this plan because of manner in which it is presented.
Prost, on the cover page of the text, gave a short summary. However, in reading the
Report, one has difficulty grasping the scheme of the Report of 1937 as a whole. The
style of the structure of the report is unclear and particularly difficult to follow. And its
organisation, with its unnumbered classification of nineteen items is complicated.
Moreover, the coding, based on letters and numbers at the same time, is not well
systematised. Thus, one grasps the ideas of the plan wittv difficulty: it is a getin ceviz
(tough nut) to crack. In the main text, the Master Plan gives in some cases
unnecessarily detailed descriptions for the execution of the proposition (for instance, all
the supplementary roads are described one by one). However, in other places. Frost’s
arguments, contained in a few phrases, are not given in sufficient detail. The plan
introduces important issues but has no division of its themes. There are repetitions.
Therefore, the arguments are not clearly presented. In short, this is a disorganised
plan. In contrast, letters are clearer, shorter and directly related with the urban issue.
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Why, one may ask, did Prost not publish the letters together with the notes and widely
distributed if he wanted to be understood? However, this question is perhaps mistaken,
for we should not assume that he wanted to be widely read and understood. The
reconstruction of the city was undertaken as the state policy of a one-party regime.
Prost had to convince only the political power (in the personality of the mayor-governor,
and sometimes those of the prime minister and the president), but he was not obliged
to persuade the public. He never had to present the plan to the public (except the
universities), nor was he answerable to any elected authority (FIG .3.6). This may
explain his lack of concern with clarity. He was, after all, acting directly and solely as
the agent of the president and provided the ends of the plan satisfied the state, he was
not required to justify the means.
Moreover, the text of the Report and the notes (letters) lack illustrations, sketches,
graphs, numerical analyses and photographs. Maps are separately presented, and only
one of them survived (exhibited in the Chamber of Architects-lstanbul office). Two
major projects for the Beyoglu and Anatolian sides disappeared during the removal of
the office of the Cham ber of Architects in Istanbul.

Fig.3.6. Prost at ITU

3.6.2. Division of Documentation Between Istanbul and Paris
Documentation on Frost's Plan is divided between Istanbul and Paris, so access to all
data on which it is based is impossible in either city alone. First of all, in Istanbul, there
is difficulty in locating the docum ents on the Prost plan. Due to so many removals of
the municipality planning office following fires and lack of spaces, most of the data,
sketches and original plans have been lost. The loss of part of the documentation in
Istanbul creates difficulty for the researchers. The public archives (universities,
municipality. Cham ber of Architects in Istanbul and the Centre de Recherches

Batur, interview.
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Anatoliennes) do not possess enough data and drawings to clarify the Report of 1937,
letters, the design process and its implementation.
Secondly, most of the notes and drawings were taken from Istanbul to Paris by one of
Frost’s assistants.^^® Approximately 500 notes and 50 planches, and 500 photographs
are located in L’Académie d’Architecture. This unclassified data can be reached only
through a bureaucratic procedure, and in any case the preservation is only partial.

3.6.3. Linguistic Issue and the Terminology of Frost’s Flan
The linguistic problem, the result of translation from French to Turkish, is an issue in
studying the Report of 1937. First of all. Frost’s language, very characteristic of French,
is indeed very rich in adverbs and adjectives. He used a series of subjective adjectives
open to discussion, such as güzel, iyi, kôtü, girkin, fevkalade (beautiful, good, bad,
ugly, sumpt uo us ) , t hat sound artificial and exaggerated in the Turkish translation.
Furthermore, the exaggerated terminology of the translation gave the German
educated Turkish planners and architects a mistaken impression, suggesting a project
of gdzeiiegtirme^^^
Secondly, apart from the linguistic problem of grasping the content of a plan written in
French but translated into Turkish, the designer had a specific and long-winded way of
describing his proposals. He often repeated himself, in particular, in the explanation of
roads.
Within Frostian linguistic structure, the plan raises problems of translation. Frost was
putting forward a proposal for Istanbul derived from French planning practice, which
relied upon a set of principles and terms, which did not necessarily have any
corresponding equivalent in Turkish vocabulary. This creates considerable difficulties in
reading Frost’s plan. It also causes one to think about how Frost’s French concepts
were modified through the process of being translated into Turkish (and became
something new). Rather than just giving the impression of French planning ideas being
applied to a Turkish city, giving some of these ideas Turkish expression was itself a
symptom of the novelty of Frost’s Flan.
Thirdly, written in French, but translated into Turkish, the language immediately
became difficult to grasp for the reader, for not all of the terms used by Frost had
corresponding translations in Turkish.

2^®When Çemsa Demiren, Frost’s assistant, started to live in Paris, she carried some data with her. She also had a
copy of Frost's letters. It was believed that she donated the data to L’Académie d’Architecture; La Centre de
Recherche-, however, following her recent death in Istanbul, some data on Frost from her library was seen in an
antique bookseller in the city; information is given by Bilsel.
250 Information is taken from Le Centre de Recherche.
251Frost, 1937:15.
252Ozde§, interview.
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In Frost’s report and letters, the main slogan was güzel ve gagdas kent (the beautiful
and contemporary city), reminiscent of the official rhetoric of the state; the attainment of
muasir medeniyet literally translates

as contemporary civilisation but carries

connotations of the meaning of modernisation. Various themes were purposefully and
broadly used and emphasised by the designer. It is important to concentrate on the
rhetorical interpretation of the new spatial arrangement and the repeated use of the
terms hijiyen, muasir medeniyet/modern, güzei/güzelle§tirme, koruma (hygiene,
contemporary civilization/modern, beautiful/embe/Z/ssemenf, conservation) by Prost
himself. Their visualisation and relation with the official aims of the state will be
established in the following section.

“Hygiene''
It is important to mention that in these decades the design concept of urban planning
gave hygiene a primary place. The 19^ century urbanism in western Europe had
proceeded from a perceived need for more hygienic solutions for the built environment.
In the

Century, the concern for hygiene extended to the concept of total urban

planning for the city. In addition to long-standing concerns with water-supply, drainage,
sewer and ventilation, further issues such as orientation of buildings towards the sun,
control of the wind, and street cleaning were addressed. In this respect, Hènard
defended the public well-being of the inhabitants of the city and their health as a new
element in the architectural and urban discourse. Hènard had recommended the use of
modern technologies (such as lifts, showers, radiators, double-glazing, and roofterraces for improving the conditions of modern city life) and perfecting the "hygiene
and comfort of the inhabitants:”
“The city would be marked by splendid large avenues [...] Finally, the city would be
surrounded by great parks and flourished gardens, leisure, hygiene and beauty centres.”^®^
Following Menard’s proposals. Frost’s plan was based upon hygiene, with the
terminology of “hygiene, clean and healthy” for the urban reconstruction of Istanbul. As
the French designer saw it, the lack of an effective* environmental policy and an
efficient local authority system created an unhealthy built environment in the Ottoman
era and continued to be a similar urban problem-into the republican period (with the
exception for Beyoglu of IQ*” century).
Frost’s proposals for both housing and espaces libres placed much emphasis upon
hygienic arguments. For example, he recommended the demolition of “old timber or
stone buildings” for hygienic conditions:

253 Hènard, 349,354-355,359.
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“Although the structure of the Harbiye military school seems to be solid, it is full of dust and
microbes, which might have a frightening impact even on the powerful Turkish youth"^^
Frost's description was not only recommending the demolition of a building for hygienic
purposes, but also was also emphasising the ideological rhetoric of the new state for its
youth. He also projected the development of new modern equipment for hygienic
conditions in the built environment, especially for recreational centres designed for
youth. Although Prost was often criticised for his exclusively hygienist vision of the city
by the Turkish revision committee, he introduced the notions of “well-being” and
"quality of life”. He believed in the “modernisation of the whole system,” and not only
the visual elements, as in the case of the new urban residences, the recreational areas
and beaches at Florya, where he asked for a budget for the design of the sewer and
drainage for hygiene: “not only the visual levels, but also the whole system should be
modern”. H e insisted on a central heating system in the new buildings to reflect “the
modern life”.^^® He especially visualised the theme of hygiene in the new housing areas
as well as in the modern apartment buildings.^^^ Thus, in the master plan, the designer
purposefully combined the term of hygiene and modern and often described the
examples of European and North African cities.
Despite criticism of his excessively hygienic view of the city in the report of the revision
committee, one may argue that Frost’s use of hygiene was conceptually part of an
urban design for the modern needs of a developing society.

“Modern / asri within the images of civilisation ! contemporaneity”
With the literal and phenomenal meaning, translation constitutes a real issue in
studying the Frost Flan. More than this, new meanings were articulated on time. The
meaning of specific terminology does not mean the same in the early republican eras
and t o d a y . I n the Turkey of the 1930s, the word modem was a recent term. The word
asri was a usual way of describing new. First, Frost used the term modem while
comparing his road project for Paris and Istanbul. He declared: “the road network in
Istanbul is going to be more modern than the one in Faris.”^®®Moreover, the term was
mostly combined with the ideological objective of the new state, attaining and
surpassing muasir medeniyet seviyesi of the civilised world, basically Western Europe.
In this context, the architectural and urban spaces were to be designed to fulfil the
modern needs of Turkish society. A new architecture and urban arrangement would

254Prost, note 12.
255Prost, note 17.
256Prost, note 32.
257Prost, note 31.
258 For instance modem derives from IS** century etymology Latin and means new, and a better one. In 21 Century,
modem means “today, contemporary, being in his/her time.*
259Prost, note 17.
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provide the best modern medium for the society. Thus, a better life was described in
spatial terms, no longer in timber houses but in stone apartment buildings, that Prost
combined with the image of hygienic environment.^®® He used the term “modern” in the
framework of conservation as well:
“We can however, by slight changes and by juridical regulation, seize her and modernise
her without her | losing anything from her charm.

He also combined the projects of international station and harbour and tourism
complexes with the making “a new image for the country” to which he refers to with the
term “new” to “m o d e r n . B u t the most important visualisation of the term "modern”
was the network of roads.^®® Borrowing some terminology from Prost, Mayor-Governor
Kirdar affirmed in 1943, that the Atatürk Boulevard was a modern masterpiece
connecting the Beyoglu district to the historical peninsula:
“The Atatürk Boulevard, the biggest and most beautiful avenue of the city named after our
hero founder, will be the main urban skeleton. This avenue is the result of the beautification
and reconstruction of Istanbul. It connects the monuments from our ancestors to the
modern Beyoglu. It is important for the urban reconstruction issue: it gives a modern
character to our beautiful Istanbul. This is one of the most beautiful examples of the shift in
creating a civilised [modern] Turkish land. It is also an opportunity for the contemplation of
the natural beauty of Istanbul in a new decor.” ^®^

The new network of roads was of primary importance in the making a modern city in
the Eastern Mediterranean context.

“Güzelle§tirme”
Güzelle§tirme carries aesthetic connotations in Turkish and did not refer to the hygienic
aspects of urban planning of the time. In this respect, the Turkish term was much
closer

to the

English term

beautification

than the

French

embellissement.

Güzetle§tirme, as used by Prost, was a far more comprehensive notion, embracing not
just visual appearance, but health, political systems and transport. Hènard had made it
clear that the concept concerned not simply architectural treatment, but building
regulations, the creation of open spaces, and traffic management.^®® It was directly
related with the development of the urban life quality. It had been an important issue
following the development of the industry and urban growth in the western context. In
this context, Hènard’s concept of embellissement is far more comprehensive than
beautification - including health, political systems, etc. Prost's use of the term was in
the tradition established by Hènard. In his projects for North Africa colonies, for Paris

260Prost, report and notes 12, 31.
261 Prost, manuscript: cited in Protsenko, 72.
262Prost. notes 20,25,26,30.
263 Prost, report; note 26.
264 L.Kirdar, Harp Yillarinda Istanbui’daki Faaliyetler (Activities in Istanbul during the war years). Istanbul Belediye
Matbaasi, 1945.
265See Hènard, 341-344.
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and Istanbul, Prost followed strictly the enlarged concept of embellissement, not the
more limited sense of beautification. Güzelle§tirme may well have been the only way
he had to describe what he was doing - yet as he would have known from reading
Sitte, the Artistic Principles of public space could have a social-political dimension. And
such ideas were also present in his classmate Garnier’s Cité Industrielle published in
1904, where the physical openness of the city was intended to make real its democratic
freedoms.^®®
In Istanbul, Prost even asked for “commissioning a painter as an adviser for beautifying
the panorama and preserving the old buildings,” in particular, at the Bosphorus.
Because Prost presented his plan largely in terms of beauty, this was how it was
usually understood. But beautification in the Turkish context did not refer only to visual
properties - as was assumed by the Revision Committee of the 1950s and some other
urban historians - like Auffret, Kuban and Tekeli - but also referred to the making of a
political-spatial idea. So that while Prost talked about güzelle§tirme and meant by this
all the modern needs of society, like transportation, hygiene, and the conservation of
monuments for tourist income, there was yet another dimension to it, not
acknowledged by him - the making of a secular revolution.

“Conservation”
Prost saw the historical sites and buildings as “a universal cultural heritage” in a
manner reminiscent of the ideas of Sitte and Hènard.^®® The three of them were aware
of the importance of the conservation of both buildings and sites. Sitte’s spatial
conception of the enclosure asked for a total conservation of the sites, both free space
and building, while Hènard and Prost stressed hygiene and embellissement of the
urban pattern. Prost declared:
“This city [Istanbul] is a stage for an extraordinary activity. It is an Indispensable need to
accomplish an effective transportation system without damaging the commercial and
industrial shift. It also is of primary importance to preserve the incomparable beautiful
panorama dominated by master pieces to be proud of.”^®®

He added: “the preservation of the antique remains in the open air museum and will
show sensitivity of the Turkish administration towards the works of arts from the
past.”^^° This letter does not only give clues on Prost’s conservation, but also indicates
his approach in convincing the authorities for the approval for his proposals. In Istanbul,
the conservation of Greco-Roman monuments was supported by a similar policy
concerning the antique city walls and the silhouette. First of all, the city walls of the
2“ Frampton, 133.
267 Prost, note 29.
268 Prost, report; and 1948:169.
269 Prost, 1948:169.
270 Prost, note 24.
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Greco-Roman era were under strict conservation and preservation, it was forbidden to
build closer than 500m to the walls, a rule which has been maintained until today. Prost
also restricted building heights within the walls of the peninsula: a maximum of three
storeys was to be permitted in areas 40 meters above sea level on slopes. The
implementation of this rule helped preserve the horizontal silhouette of the old city until
today. While limiting the height of the buildings, Prost consciously put this area out of
land speculation (today there is speculative pressure on the preservation committee,
the municipality and the ministry of culture concerning this limitation).
Although Prost appreciated the significance of the Roman, Byzantine and Ottoman
masterpieces of the city, the timber residences were of secondary importance to him,
that he describes the demoNtion of "uQimpqrtan^( buU^^^

,

due to the “hygienic” or

“aesthetic” reasons.Surel y, he would have been uninterested in them because, first
of allJh eyj^ g ^ 8 n ,^ m b d ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^
moreover, they did not represent the new social life that the state aimed for its citizens:
they were nothing but asri (modern);^^^ in contrast, apartment buildings at TaksimMaçka were presented as a symbol of modern architecture.^^"* Secondly, at that time,
there was no interest, anywhere, in vernacular urban buildings. This attitude, of course,
does not differ from the Western European context at that time.
Because demolitions could not be accomplished during his stay in Istanbul, the master
plan was mainly perceived as a conservation project. In fact, the French designer
emphasised the difficulty of the issue by his famous comparison of the urban
reconstruction of Istanbul to delicate surgery. “The urbanisation of Istanbul could only
be compared to a delicate surgical operation” affirmed Prost several times in his
writings and lectures. “Building a new city on virgin land is not problematic. However,
Istanbul is a historic city standing in the way of development.”275
Thus, he applied to Istanbul the principles of his Paris plan, where transportation had
the primary role of effecting modernisation, and added: “conservation does not mean
no reconstruction”.^^^ Although the Master Plan was seen primarily based on
conservation, the designer projected the large Haussmanian boulevards and espaces
libres in the middle of the historical urban pattern - especially his proposals for Galata
and historical peninsula.

271 Prost, notes 27, 31; however, for the Izmir Plan, Bilsel indicates that Prost proposed absolute conservation of the
urban pattern; moreover, Cansever introduces Prost's Plan for Istanbul as a conservation project; interview.
272 Prost, note 33.
273 The only exception for this was “picturesque” but “miserable looking old ” yalis on the Bosphorus; he
recommended that “the owners must be ordered to paint their houses.” Prost, note 29.
274 Prost, notes 27,31.
275 Prost, 1948:110.
276Prost, note 29.
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3.6.4. Long Evolution Period of Prost’s Plan
Additions and alterations were continuously made over fifteen years (1937 and 1950)
by CHR’s three different mayors, and between 1950 and 1960 by the DP. This long
period of conceptualisation and execution makes it difficult to grasp objectively the
content of the urban proposals, for the project, which was continuously evolving,
cannot be described as a single plan. The implementation of Prost’s Plan was delayed
by more than a decade because of Atatürk’s death in 1938, WWII and consequent
economic difficulties.^^^ Despite this, it is important to mention the role of MayorGovernor Lütfi Kirdar in the implementation process of Prost’s Plan.^^® In the ten years
of his governance, Kirdar could speed up the bureaucratic procedure when the central
government declined the budget in WWII, and made possible to implement partially the
Master Pian.^^® Because of the limited budget, the execution of the plan was selective.
Thus, with the collaboration of the French designer and the Mayor-Governor in the
making of the public space, eighteen parks were constructed.^®®
Moreover, as the urban problems of the mid-1930s changed during the course of the
executions, new proposals were added between 1937 and 1950. First, land use plans
based on functional zoning for the historical peninsula and Beyoglu (FIG.3.7) were
prepared - these plans of 1/5000 scale were approved by the municipality. Plans for
Rami and Eyüp (historical residential cores on the shores of the Golden Horn) and
areas outside the city walls were completed in 1941. Although several proposals were
developed for the historical peninsula and the Beyoglu districts, the Asiatic part of
Istanbul had a secondary place in the Master Plan. In 1939, Prost made a separate
report for the Asiatic side of Istanbul, concentrating on three places, the old Üsküdar,
the new developing area at Kadikoy (Moda and future residential areas on the
Marmara Sea-front) and the Haydarpa§a harbour.^®^ The plan for the Anatolian side of
Istanbul was approved in 1940. In 1943, an implementation programme of fifteen years
for the Prost Plan was prepared, divided into three five-year-sub-periods (FIG.3.8). In
the same year, for the renovation of Greco-Romaine heritage in the archeological park,
in particular, Prost wrote a letter to Hautecoeur to procure financial support from Europe
with an organism intemational d’entre aide a la Turquie?^^ Moreover, in the mid-1940s,
Prost improved the transportation plan, including a proposal of metro system (FIG.3.8).
^ For the economic difficulties of WWII and implementation of Prost’s Plan, see Kirdar, 1945:3-5.
278 Rakim Ziyaoglu, Cumhuriyet Devri: Istanbul Kadilari, ^ehreminleri, Belediye Reisleii ve Partner Tarihi: 1453-1971
(Istanbul’s judges, mayors and history of parties). Istanbul: Akgiin Matbaasi, 1971: 349.
279 On 5.06.1939, Kirdar took the approval of the urban reconstruction from Ministry of Interior; Kirdar, 1945:4;
Ziyaoglu, 344-345.
280Ziyaoglu, 344-345.
281 Henri Prost, TC Istanbul Belediyesi, Anadolu Sahill Nazim Planmi Izah Eden Rapor (report on the master plan of
the Anatolian side). The Istanbul Municipality, 1940.
282This meant to be a system similar to the Rockefeller Foundation support for the Versailles Palace; Prost, letter to
Hautecoeur, 07.10.1943.
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Fig.3.7. Beyoglu Plan, Prost, c.1939
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At the end of six years of war, in 1943, Kirdar introduced the Atatürk Boulevard as the
most

important

element

of

urban

transportation

and

the

most

important

accomplishment of the urban reconstruction.^®^ Kirdar inaugurated the Atatürk
Boulevard in 1943:^®^
“Women and men have a national day of happiness today... the extraordinary beauties of
Istanbul are in a new decor now... This is a successful masterpiece of the Republic. W e did
not stop the reconstruction of the country in these difficult days [WWII]... We won’t stop it in
future years either.”

Main roads were constructed and improved; urban demolitions around Misir Çarsisi
and Yenicami, and their renovation; the urban demolitions in the Beyazit Square with a
description of "we demolished the misery;"^®® the .clearance_qf Ottoman monuments’
surroundings; the urban reconstruction of the Taksim Square, Barbares and Üsküdar
squares; green areas at local level, playground for children, parks/woods.^®® And Kirdar
concluded that he aimed at accomplishing the urban reconstruction for the 500*^
anniversary of the city conquest in 1953 287
In short, the state was selective in the execution of the plan: first of all, the Atatürk
Boulevard was constructed as the main avenue of the city in a manner similar to other
Turkish villages and towns, partial demolitions of 1148 plots,^®® and a large number of
public spaces - espaces libres and their surrounding roads.
Another important activity was the collaboration of the Istanbul Municipality with the
Real Estate Bank to build low cost houses at Mecidiyekoy, Haseki and Levent, that
were built and ended up being the middle class housing areas in the following decade.
In the urban terms, the most important feature in the transition era from the 1940s to
the 1950s was that although the master plan and its implementation plan were ready,
they could not be efficiently applied. Thus, the traditional urban pattern remained
almost intact as well as the inhabited core.
To summarise, the separation between the main text of the plan and the notes, the
great difficulty in identifying the data, which has been divided between Istanbul and
Paris, the linguistic problems based on translation from French to Turkish, and the long
period of the plan’s development and implementation were the basic reasons focthe
difficulty in describing Prost’s Plan. All these affected the mis-interpretation of both the
Master Plan and the urbaniste Henri Prost. Apart from these difficulties, the problems
283 Kirdar, 1945:8.
284 GQzelle§en Istanbul, no page number.
285 Kirdar, 15.
286 Kirdar, 20; for details, Gi)zelle§en Istanbul and Cumhuriyet Devrinde Istanbul.
287 Kirdar, 20.
288 “Vali ve Belediye Reisi Dr. Lütfi Kirdar’in Mektubu” (Ttie letter of Govemor-Mayor Kirdar) Cumhuriyet Devrinde
Istanbul, 8-10; here 9.
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are compounded by the general silence about the Prost Plan in Turkey, which may
have been caused by^the-radiGal shift- of gpyemance between the 1940s and the
1950s. One important aspect of the silence might be the conflict of interest in the
construction of Levent Houses in the northern part of the city between Prost and Aru,
the planner of Levent Houses and later an effective member in the Revision
Committee. This point will be given in Chapter 5. Even during the period of
implementation in the 1940s, carried out with the mayor-governor, Prost was hardly
credited by his critics (which is understandable; usually, the mayor, governor or political
leader takes the credit in the achievements of urban reconstruction).

3.7. SECULARISATION OF PUBLIC SPACE IN ISTANBUL BY PROST’s PLAN
Berman writes on the primary role of modernism freeing the individual and making both
women and men feel at home in the w o r l d . I t is in this respect that one should
reconsider the possible link between the state’s ideological purposes and urban design
in Turkey.^®® Influenced mainly by the secularising French revolution, the Turkish
nation-state aimed at creating its own modernity project. In Atatürk’s words, it was the
attainment of muasir medeniyet seviyesi, meaning the attainment of the standard of
secular European countries, not of the Islamic Middle East. As mentioned by Owen and
Migdal, the establishment of nation-states in the Balkans and particularly in the Middle
East following the decline of the Ottoman state showed common aspects, and they all
rejected the Ottoman past. But only Turkey tried secularism: in other words, the radical
conversion from an Islamic society based on Koranic rules, §eria, into a secular one,
similar to the western world.
The most important question to ask then is how Prost interpreted the Turkish modernity
project? How far were secularising reforms reflected in his design? In this respect, it is
important to remember Prost’s ideas on urbanism influenced by the milieu of the
Musee Social. In a letter written to French military governor Lyautey, he declared the
status of an urbanist as follows:
“The urbanist is responsible of expressing a political idea, a social idea with the help of
monuments, parks, gardens... The urbaniste, the powerful man, is responsible of this
transmission.”
Accustomed to work as the direct agent of the state, Prost put France’s stamp in a
North African city, and his design served as a political tool in the making French out of
North African cities. His former experience became useful in the transformation of a
Muslim community into a secular society in the Turkish setting up. Prost admired
Atatürk and his team:
289Berman, (1982)1997:33-34.
290Turner, 1996.
291 Prost, letter to Governor Lyautey, no date; cited in Protsenko, 23.
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“A man, a general, with a couple of his friends quickly set up an army of women and
peasants. He defeated the enemy. Then came to Istanbul to negotiate with allies. He
establishes new frontiers for Turkey. Ankara is proclaimed as the capital. Istanbul lost its
role as great imperial centre, and remained as the primary harbour of the country. A series
of reforms continued. And the new state abandoned the religious politics of the sultan in the
Muslim world, from India to Tangiers.”^®^

In his letter to Hautecœur, Prost wrote:
"Turkey is a country rich of memories, animated by the most vivid desire to surpass all the
advanced nations in all subjects.

He was aware of the rejection of the Ottoman past, orientation towards the west by a
series of reforms:
“The Turkish language had an immense revolution. All the words with Arab and Persian
origins were abandoned, and the Latin alphabet replaced the old Arabic letters. Studying in
Turkish became obligatory for all ethnic-religious groups. Finally, the surprising result of the
revolution: Atatürk unveiled women and strictly banned to wear the veil.”

And he connected the reforms with urbanisation in Istanbul:
“This last reform [language and hat] had really important effects and reflections on the
urbanisation of Istanbul. The first action of the free regime is the wish to modernise
Istanbul.”^®'*

Prost deliberately linked the radical change of costumes with the modernisation
process in the urban field. Firstly, the nation-state modernised the physical appearance
of its citizens. Then, it commissioned the designer to modernise the urban arena. He
affirmed:
“ Istanbul is the most beautiful work of art that I had to study [...] The new face of Istanbul
would honour the young republic.”^®®

Similarly, Kirdar described the urban reconstruction as “changing the face of Istanbul,
transforming this pearl of nature into a regular, civilised and beautiful shape by man’s
hand and science.”^®®
It is in the context of secularisation that Prost’s Plan made a striking contribution to the
conversion of Turkish society. Secularism had a significant spatial aspect, in which the
new town planning was closely implicated. In their designs, both Jansen and Prost
revealed a surprisingly close relationship between secular Ideology and the urban
pattern. Prost’s proposals reflected some striking similarities with the modernistic
ideology of the new Republic. In terms of visual representation, Prost’s Plan shows
similarities with the previous proposals, in terms of defining the road system in the

292 Frost, 1948:84.
293 Prost, letter to Hautecœur, 07.10.1943.
294 Prost, 1948:84.
295Prost, note in a questionnaire; cited in Protsenko, 122.
296 Kirdar, 1945:46.
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historical peninsula. However, in the context of the Turkish nation state, the master
plan meant something else. It is not only the visual beautification of the city and the
connection of various zones, but it is also a powerful political tool in the conversion of
Muslim Ottoman subjects into secular citizens of the new nation-state. This plan was
intimately connected with the programme of social-political revolution in Turkey;
indeed, its continuing influence, throughout the 1950s and 1960s, suggests that this
indeed was exactly what the plan was about. In this part, the impact of the secularising
revolution of the nation-state in the context of the setting-up on the Istanbul master plan
is investigated by the themes of Prost’s writings and his background. This part
considers in turn each of the ways, as listed below, in which the plan brought about
secular reform by spatial means.
First of all, the Turkish Republic was a revolution of a kind not seen since the French
Revolution of 1789, the only previous revolution to have secularised a religious society.
Yet the Turkish revolution was different because the religion concerned was Islam.
Secondly, the emphasis upon the Greco-Roman spatial arrangement in Prost’s plan is
highly significant, as an act of re-attaching Turkey to more than just its Ottoman past.
Thirdly, it was the aim of the Republic to create equality of the sexes; Prost’s Plan,
above all, seems to be significant with its boulevards and espaces libres, creating
spaces for men and women to mix openly in public, and for their equality to become
publicly visible. Fourthly, the republic emphasised the theme of youth, as opposed to
traditional Islam, which valued age, and this too is referred in Prost’s Plan by means of
espaces libres. Finally, the power of the imam, the religious local leader, as a localised
spatial power, which was aimed to be broken by the new state, is analysed as a
speculative hypothesis. Boulevards demolished the hegemony of the imam, and
opened up the sealed traditional neighbourhood to the whole city. The creation of a
network of new roads seems particularly important in this context.

3.7.1. New Turkish Republic as a Secularising Revolution
The Turkish revolution’s main precedent was the French revolution of 1789, which had
a similar aim of secularising society; but, in the Turkish context, an Islamic society
needed specific measures to be transformed from an oriental life style to a secular one.
The secularisation of an Islamic society, in particular, involved not just political, legal
and educational reforms, but also, uniquely, spatial reforms of a kind that had did not
arisen in the French or other 19^ century popular revolutions. The reason for this is that
unlike societies derived from the Greco-Roman model, as found in most of Europe,
which had been under Roman rule, Islamic societies had no public space.
In this respect, Prost’s network of roads combined with public open spaces visibly
connected all parts of the city, and became the most radical reform of the historical
90

urban pattern, and of its religious-based social structure. Similarly to Ankara, Prost
prepared a network of Haussmanian boulevards connecting espaces libres, which were
supposed to be the manifesto of the new political power over the past, playing an
ideological role in an urban context to present its existence, and to realise and
announce a radical change in the daily life of society. W hatever the functional and
rational arguments for the new spatial arrangem ent of Istanbul, there is no doubt that
also had an ideological aspect. The network of roads legitimised the existence of the
new state; and by connecting espaces libres, it became the basic spatial medium for
presenting the secularised society.
In this respect, the road system combined with espaces libres, corresponded to
Constantinian approach for the Eastern Roman Empire. Just as C onstantin’s network
of roads became the symbol of the separation from the W estern Roman Empire, so
Prost’s new roads founded signifying the political objectives of the state. Prost’s
interest in the pre-Ottoman buildings and sites and the pre-Ottoman spatial formation
was very significant here in terms of re-attaching Turkey, a form er Islamic eastern
society, to European civilisation and something not exclusively Ottoman (FIG .3.9).

Fig.3.9. Inônü Promenade (Taksim Gezi Park), the largest espaces libres in the city
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3.7.2. Greco-Roman Spatial Arrangements of the City
The Republic was selective in the making of its national history. It rejected its Ottoman
past, and concentrated on the previous eras of the Ottoman state. In terms of territory,
the previous cultures which lived in Anatolia became of primary importance in the
textbooks. Lowenthal affirms that “Turkish schoolchildren learn that civilisation
originated on the Anatolian plateau.
Like the attitude to the making of official national history, the preference for the urban
features of previous cultures in Istanbul became significant. Whereas pre-republican
Turkish society lacked public open spaces within the Islamic city pattern and culture,
where religious complexes dominated by men were the social centres of oriental
society, in Greco-Roman civilisations public open spaces had had a specific
importance. In this respect, the master plan emphasised the preservation of
architectural and urban heritage, especially those from the pre-Ottoman era.
Aware from classical texts and Sitte's writings of the spatial arrangement of the GrecoRoman era of Europe, and of the significance of the forum, or agora in Greco-Roman
culture, where public social and political life had taken place, Prost recommended
espaces libres, as monumental squares within his plan for Istanbul. He knew very well
the Islamic spatial organisation of the city without public arenas from his former visit at
the beginning of the century. Moreover, Istanbul, itself, presented visual clues of the
pre-Ottoman spatial pattern to the designer. And one of the ways of re-inventing
espaces libres within a culture of. that kind was to emphasise its Greco-Roman origins,
where public open space had mattered. In place of the Ottoman urban structure lacking
public space, the Ancient Roman one offered a model more welcomed to the aims of
the new republic, in Prost’s words, “a new image of the country.”^®®
Apart from the conservation issue of the mainly Greco-Roman heritage, the sense of
public open space had a political significance that is again very important for the spatial
arrangement of the city. In this case, Tony Garnier’s Cité Industrielle gave a broad
reference of a democratic city, and the treatment of the public open space to the
designer. At the Villa Medici (during the same years with Prost), Gamier worked on an
imaginative and equally unprecedented reconstruction of the Roman hill city of
Tusculum. This project and the first version of the Cité industrielle were jointly exhibited
in Paris in 1904 (though not published till 1917). As Frampton writes, “this was about a
city with an urban organisation that anticipated in its separate zoning, without walls and
private property, where all the unbuilt surface was public parks.”^®® Moreover,

David Lowenthal, The Pastis a Foreign Country. New York; Cambridge University Press, (1985) 1993:332.
298Prost, note 3.
299Frampton, 101.
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Jaussely’s (Prix de Rome entry of 1903) A Metropolitan Square in a Large Democratic
State resembled in many respects “the layout, content and ethos of the cultural and
administrative centre of Garnier’s Cité", which was rendered as a space of public
appearance, and which “remained above all else the vision of a Mediterranean socialist
arcadia.”^°°
What happened in Turkey was not quite the same, but nonetheless Prost, familiar from
his time at the Villa Medici with the idea that a certain kind of public space could be part
of the political reform, projected wide boulevards and espaces libres for Istanbul with a
manifestly political significance. Prost wrote:
“I force myself to preserve the most characteristic of the Roman and Byzantine
•

,

Civilisations.

.,301

In the Turkish context, Prost first recommended the total conservation of the antique
and Byzantine core, mainly situated in the east of the historical peninsula, converting it
into an archaeological zone, as an open air museum, where he conceptualised a
dynamic public life with “a splendide promenade” and “a square for the national
c e l e b r a t i o n s . T h u s , he specified a wider square at At Meydani (the Roman
hippodrome area, close to Hagia Sophia), with a “splendid panoramic sea view.” He
suggested that this would be the "true Republican square, for the future celebrations of
national days.”^°^ In this project, Prost gave Hagia Sophia as an example of
secularisation. He affirmed: “Hagia Sophia belonged to humanity, the Turkish Republic
separated this from r e l i g i o n .C o m b i n e d with the decision of state conversion of
Hagia Sophia from mosque into museum (it was converted into a mosque following the
conquest of the city), it was a major step into both nationalisation and secularisation of
the whole religious area. Although the archaeological park project was not completely
executed as Prost intended, the monuments and the principal sites of the area were
well preserved.
Prost designed a wide esplanade under Hagia Sophia, where women and men might
go out together to contemplate the unique view. "Sarayburnu and the surrounding
buildings merited the same approach” of being re-designed for a mixed and secular
society^®® like Hagia Sophia, for which he proposed for the inhabitants a wide
esplanade, shadowed by trees like the one in Nice, and a sea-front boulevard that, in

300 Frampton, 100-104.
301 Prost, letter to Hautecœur, 07.10.1943.
302 Prost, note 15.
303 Prost, note 15.
304 Prost, note 15.
305 Prost did not use the word secular in his report However in his lectures both in Istanbul and Paris, he described
the new mixed society, emphasising the equality of women and men; Prost, report, 7.
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his words, "will be the most beautiful one in the w orld for m e.”^°® He added that “if this
is rejected, than the area between Sarayburnu and the Galata Bridge should have an
esplanade like those in Algiers and A n v e r s o r “like La Promenade des Anglais at
the bay of des A nges in Nice.”^°® Thus, Prost was deliberately associating these
spaces with ones in Europe (FIG.3.10, 11).
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Fig.3.10. Preservation concept in the Historical Peninsula. The surroundings of Hagia Sophia,
where Byzantine and Ottoman administrative and religious complexes were located, became
part of the open-air-museum.
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Fig.3.11. Beyazit Square
Following the spatial transformation, new boulevards and public open spaces were
named like the G reat Republic Square, the Nation Boulevard, the Atatürk Boulevard,
the Atatürk Bridge, the Vatan (Patrie) Boulevard, the Harbour of Gazi (the nicknam e of
Atatürk, fighter of faith); except for the last one, all have survived - in spite of the
tradition of the r e g u la r name changes of streets in Turkey because each municipal
council brings its own names. This transformation was significant in term s of the
legitimisation of political power in the old imperial capital.
In the Turkish context, the emphasis of the Greco-Roman spatial structure was highly
significant as an act of re-attaching Turkey to more than just its Ottoman past. On the
one hand, e s p a c e s lib re s constituted the direct implication of the state to the public
sphere, on the other hand, they were d id a c tic and p o litic a l tools through which the
citizens would become aware of how to behave in public, how to sit, how to walk. Thus,
e s p a c e s lib re s m ight be seen as v is u a l s o c ia l s c h o o ls for the new republic.

3.7.3. Equalisation of the Sexes and Espaces Libres
The position of wom en has been central in every discussion of modernity in Turkey,
particularly by w om en scholars. The discussions can be grouped around three main
issues: legal rights given by the state, the role of women in the new Turkish society,
and being together with men in the daily life. As Atatürk affirmed, “the Republic means
democracy, and recognition of w om en’s rights is a dictate of democracy; hence,
w om en’s rights will

be

recognised,and

accordingly

a series

of legal

and

administrative acts were prepared for the national assembly. In the re-shaping of
Turkish society with secularising reforms, the country witnessed the emergence of “a
new form of fam ily life based on the nuclear fam ily in the c i t i e s . A n d

this

309 Cited in Ye§im Arat, “The Project of Modernity and Women in Turkey,” Bozdogan and Kasaba, 95-112; here 99.
310 Ahmad, 88.
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transformation was supported by the adaptation to western clothes. Kandiyoti mentions
that there was a close correspondence with the new western clothes and the secular
ideology of the state: “The western hat and tie became a uniform of secularism that
also signified loyalty to the state,” and she adds that this “new uniformity among the
elite exacerbated the visible differences between urbanites and peasants.
The second issue was the significance of women’s role in the new Turkish society. In
the process of being a civilised country, surrounded by westernised costumes and their
habits women took symbolic roles in re-shaping the society.Supported by the state,
women’s success was widely reported and made an example for society. In the cities,
women took primary roles in the transformation of Turkish society - in the first ranks of
the academic and professional lives in the following decades. In this respect, Ahmad
mentions that these women became “symbols of this newly found freedom” and
concludes that “they also see themselves as part of the Kemalist revolution.
More significantly than the legal implication and their important roles in professional
work was the radical conversion of daily life. With secularisation, women and men
were, for the first time, supposed to be able to mix freely together. Arat writes:
"Reviewing the way the status and appearance of women in public have been among the
most effective visual and symbolic expressions of the Turkish project of modernity in its
various stages.”^^"*
The nation-state affirmed that “women and men worked together.” How was it possible
to see, and to show and live the legal, administrative and educational reforms in the
urban field? What was the significance of Prost's plan in this respect? Having a public
role, working side by side with men, signified a new era for Turkish women, who had
previously stayed behind the kafes (a thin grid in front of the window to shade the
interior, but in practice, women’s faces) because of Islamic regulations. In this respect,
Prost wrote that the state “strictly banned wearing clerical clothes to Muslims as well as
Christians and Jewish.”^^® And he indicated “this secular revolution had direct impact
on urbanism in Istanbul:”^^®

Kandiyoti, “Gendering Modernr on Missing Dimensions in the Study of Turkish Modernity,” Bozdogan and
Kasaba, 113-132; here 122; the veil was never officially forbidden, Lewis, 271; but whenever women wore a black
çar§af on the streets, they were attacked, the clothes were tom apart; fromthe memories of my family.
312In this respect, the organisation of daily newspaper Cumhuriyet of the Miss Turiceycontest, first in 1929, might be
seen as a political event. Keriman Halls, who became the Miss Universe in 1932, wrote to Atatürk: “my success is the
result of the ideas inspired by you in the women of our country”; cited in Ahmad, 88; another significant remark was
Atatürk’s choice of daughters as his adopted children, in a society where preference for the male child; Kandiyoti,
123.
313Ahmad, 88; although the urbanite women identified themselves with the republic, such it was not always the case
in rural areas, where women more or less remained under the dominance of their husbands or fathers; Mango, 438.
314Arat, 95.
315Frost 1948:84.
316Prost, 1948:84.
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“The Turkish women do not want anymore their old house with kafes. They want a flat in an
apartment building with lift, central heating system and hot water in all seasons. Some
others want sumptuous villas with garden along the Marmara sea-front or along the
Bosphorus.”^^^
He purposefully associated the issues of urban modernisation with the modernising
Turkish reforms - secularisation, in particular.
Prost argued that as a result of the social change, the middle class of the old Istanbul
has moved to European looking neighbourhoods, Beyoglu, and new districts
developing at the sea-front Anatolian side. He also indicated that the commercial life of
the old Muslim city. Golden Horn and modernising Grand Bazaar more active than
ever, despite the removal. He mentioned that this new arrangement necessitated an
effective transportation system between home and work places.^^®
Moreover, one should also remember the directives to emphasise public open spaces
by the authorities.
“The directives of the republican leaders to implement urban parks influenced not only big
cities but also small towns that were still part of the rural natural environment. Even in small
towns, municipal gardens with fountains were built.”^^®

In

this

respect,

Kirdar

affirmed:

“The

urban

reconstruction

is

not

an

ornament/decoration; opening of roads, implementation of parks and green areas are
emergency need as well.”^^° And Atatürk himself approved the park no1 of Prost’s plan.
In this respect, Prost’s design created a spatial atmosphere for the accomplishment
and daily practice of the administrative and legal reforms of the state. Although Prost
borrowed espaces libres as a design concept from his masters, Sitte and Hènard, in
the Turkish context, this spatial proposal had an entirely different significance. The
significance of Prost’s plan was in creating the opportunity for men and women to see
each other in public together, without which there would have been no visible evidence
that the legal reforms and extension of the franchise to women had made any
difference. It was also important for the creation of a bourgeoisie that people should be
able to appear in public. Both propaganda and ordinary photographs in the 1930s and
1940s draw attention to the changes in Istanbul. (3.12)
All these photographs of men and women together show that these new urban spaces
made it possible for people to behave and live everyday life in ways that had not been
possible before. Without this new open, non-religious, secular public space, it would

317 Prost, notes historiques, 10; cited in Protsenko, 57; for the Turkish version, see Arkitekt, vol. 17,1948:82-85; here
84.
318 Prost, 1948:85.
318Tekeli and Ortayli, 1978:92.
320Kirdar, 1945:4; Ziyaoglu, 344.
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have been impossible to see, and to live their emancipation, even if legal and
educational reforms gave women the same rights as men.
In Prost’s eighteen parks, men and women of the new society could meet and enjoy
each other’s company in the open. Life was no longer segregated for women behind
windows with kafes, nor behind the walls of the religious complexes for men.
Subsequently, Henri Prost evoked this radical transformation for his propositions in the
master plan, which contained public squares and esplanades for a "mixed society.
Prost’s Plan tried to fulfil the political ambition for the creation of a new bourgeois class
by devising the spaces in which it could meet. These spaces had to be freely
accessible to all, and uncontaminated by religious associations if the aims of the new
state were to be met. Espaces libres were not only spatial elem ents of planning, but
also a platform legitimising the reforms for women, enabling women and men to freely
enjoy a mixed public life and grow accustom ed to each other, and to let the theoretical
reforms be seen at both national level (fundam entalist-religious parts of the society)
and international level (especially western European countries).

Fig.3.12.8

Bridge between Sirkeci and Karakoy; secularised mixed society

321 Prost, 1948:
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Fig.3.12.b Taksim Square and national celebrations, 1945. The public open space is full of men
and women; behind the Atatürk sculpture, the entrance of the Inônü Park is
perceived.
Eminônü; men and women together in espaces libres
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3.7.4. Importance of Youth and Espaces Libres
Atatürk designated youth as the protector of the republic, for continuity and the
protection of the social and ideological reforms as well as the future of the nation-state.
The state believed that the revolution would achieve its aims and become
institutionalised only if it succeeded in widespread education. Within an illiterate and
young society, cultural and ideological education of the youth became a delicate
problem to deal with. These concepts had very much the same objectives as the earlier
(late 1920s and early 1930s), Youth Park in Ankara, which became the symbol of the
new social life in Turkey. Uludag interprets the meaning of these new recreational
arrangements as “social schools” in the context of the secularising republican
ideology.^^^ She writes, “in these years, the ideal was not only to create a public urban
space for recreation but to transform the past into a new future.” The parks were
designed to be “symbols of the national ideals, the power and ideology of the new
state. This was the rationalisation of modernisation in terms of radical change.”^^^ Thus,
parks are not simply recreational amenities but a means of validating youth as bearer
of the ideology of the new state.
Similarly, the theme of youth was often recalled in Frost's Plan in choices concerning
the spatial arrangement - espaces libres and avenues. New cultural and sports arenas
for the young population might be seen as a spatial achievement of the radical reforms
in the new cultural and political fields, whose aim was not only westernisation of certain
institutions but also the modernisation of the whole social life. Just as it was the aim of
urban modernisation to make it possible for each man and woman to perceive their
equality through their experience of everyday life, so too the creation of public spaces
offered opportunities for an altered perception of youth. These changes might be seen
as simply the application of a Western model - but again in the context of Turkish
society these new open spaces carried a different significance. In this context, youth
parks were direct attempts to change traditional daily life. The parks and sports
grounds created spaces in which the youth was visible and given value in the new
society. First of all. Frost designated camping areas and recreational activities at
Florya. He suggested that this location be seen as a “Youth Park” for the Halkevleh
(People’s Houses), the national cultural and educational centres all over the
country:”^^'* “Swimming pools and the other equipment will be good for the physical
health of the y o u t h . H e also recommended the preservation of some Ottoman
remains close to the area for the education of the you th.Secondly, he projected
322Zeynep Uludag, “Gençlik Parki* (Ankara Youth park), Sey, 1998:65-74.
323 Uludag, 74.
324Prost, note 21.
325Prost, note 21.
326 Prost, note 24.
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sports areas around Yenibahçe, the area located around the city walls at the historical
peninsula, for the “self-im provem ent of the Turkish youth”. T h i r d l y , he recommended
a stadium on the Asiatic side, Kadikoy. Each of these was located in a prominent,
highly visible location, such that the citizens of Istanbul could not fail to notice.
Moreover,

cemeteries

in

the

neighbourhoods

were

converted

into

children’s

playgrounds. In short, new spatial arrangements, the so-called youth parks, visualised
objectives of the Turkish state in the making of healthy, strong youth (FIG.3.13).

w

Fig.3.13. A national celebration at the Stadium; “Atam Izindeyiz” (our Ata, we are still following
you) and Children playground at Abbasaga - Be§ikta§

327 Prost, note 21.
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3.7.5. Power of The Imam in the Historical Urban Pattern and the New Network
of Roads
The objective of the state was to free the individual from the community life style based
on Islamic law and to create a new social identity, to open up the secular life-world,
where the life activities of the citizens would be free from religious power.

In this

respect, Muslim Brothers were target of Atatürk. Mango writes that “there is no doubt
that he was fiercely anticlerical; he despised the hocas and could not stand their
company:”^^®Atatürk declared:
“In the face of knowledge, science, and of the whole extent of radiant civilisation, I cannot
accept the presence in Turkey’s civilised community of people primitive enough to seek
material and spiritual benefits in the guidance of sheikhs. The Turkish Republic cannot be a
country of sheikhs, dervishes and disciplines. The best, the truest order is the order of
civilisation. To be Man is enough to carry out the requirements of civilisation. The leaders of
dervish orders will understand the truth of my words, and will themselves close down their
lodges {tekke) and admit that their disciplines have grown up.’’^^°

In fact, religious values had been the main opposing ideology against the state in the
making of modernising and secularising reforms.^^^ In fact, in Lewis’s words, “the most
dangerous resistance to laicism" would come from religious g r o u p s . F r o m 1924 to
1938, religious reactions against secularising reforms, following the Act of Hat, in
particular - as well as Kurdish separatist revolts against the state - were militarily and
strictly

oppressed.

Istiklal

Mahkemeleri

(independence

tribunals),

specifically

established for these situations, sentenced to death all religious leaders and some
participants of the revolts and executed them immediately after the t r i a l . E x i l e was
another procedure to oppress the opposition and reactions.^^ An important result of
the rebellions was Takrir-i Sukun Yasasi (Act of Martial law) that caused a strict
censure on the press, an oppression of all oppositions and closing down of a new
opposition party.^^® Following the event of Menemen in December 1930, in a small
Anatolian town, when an officer was murdered by people directed by a hoca, PM Inônü
declared at the National Assembly in 1931 :

328 Mardin, 1995a:76-78; Mardin, 1997:70-71,77.
329 Mango, 1999:536.
330Atatürk; cited in Mango, 435.
331 Mardin, “Ideology and Religion in the Turkish Revolution,” International Journal of Middle East Studies, vol III,
1971:197-211; also see Lewis, 1968:409-412.
332 Lewis, 1968:409-410...................................................................................................................................
333 See Mete Tunçay, Türkiye Cumhuriyetinde Tek-parti Yonetiminin Kurulmasi, 1923-1931 (The establishment of
one-party system in the Republic of Turkey), Istanbul: Tarih Vakfi, 1999:134-173; 83; for declaration o1§eria as the
aim by Sheik Said at the trial, see U^ur Mumcu, Kdri-lslam Ayaklanmasi, 1919-1925 (Kurdish-lslam Rebellion),
Ankara: Tekin, 1992:123-130.
334 See Tunçay, 178-179; for the specific exile of 01.06.1924, see Kamil Erdeha, Yüzellilikier, yahut Mill! Mûcadelinin
Muhasebes^ (ISO’s, or the evaluation of national rebellion), Istanbul: Tekin, 1998:57-72.
335Tunçay, 149-155.
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“This event is the repetition of all reactions that used religion for political purposes.
Opposing laicism, these misérables want to change §eha. In fact, they all lost their interest,
they want it back.”^^
In this atmosphere, the absolute secularisation of daily social life could only be realised
by breaking the dominance of religious authority at local level, in the neighbourhood
units, and the creation of individual responsibility.^^^ A significant action was to recite
the Koran first time in Turkish (22 January 1932) and ezan (the call to payer) would
have to be recited in T u r k i s h . A counter protest took place at Ulu Cami (Great
Mosque) in Bursa in February 1933. The event was described as a "hateful reactionary
incident” and all leaders were arrested.Similarly to Inônü’s address of 1931, Atatürk
declared that “the Turkish national language and identity would infuse the whole of life.
Meanwhile, no tolerance would be extended to anyone who used religion for political
purposes, and ignorant reactionaries would be punished.
In short, the state aimed to destroy the dominance of the imam or hoca, the religious
leader of the traditional neighbourhood unit in the Ottoman era, many of whom were
charismatic community leaders.Kandiyoti describes these neighbourhood units in
form of “spatial enclosures” as “small, well-entrenched units with a strong sense of
communal identity and territoriality.”^'^^ The Istanbul urban pattern consisted of
enclosed neighbourhood units, where a member of the community could survive
without going out of this urban enclosure for weeks, if ever.
Thus, secularising reforms replaced the traditional rules of the mahalle "by a system of
regulations that gave the individual responsibility for his ac ti o ns .S im il ar ly , in this
traditional pattern, from 1937, Frost's network of roads was the principal medium to
convert an introvert medieval urban structure of cul-de-sacs towards an open layout for
a secular social life. The ethnic structure of the traditional neighbourhoods would be
changed more extensively in the 1950s by Menderes’s executions. Later, the spatial
change in the traditional context of Istanbul would be interpreted as the demolition of
the spontaneous and picturesque urban pattern, and the political aim of the demolition
of the traditional leadership of the imam would not be clearly perceived, except by
religious fundamentalists. These people were most directly affected by the changes
and after all the ones most likely to perceive its true significance. However, it is not
easy to show their objection. Even for the context of secularising reforms in general, it
^ Inônü’s address at the National Assembly, 01.01.1931; cited in Tevfik Çandar, Türkiye'nin Demokrasi Tarihi,
1829-1950, Ankara: Imge (1995) 1999:301 ; see Tunçay, 303-305.
337Mardin. 1997a:214-215.
338The decision was given on 18.07.1932, and applied from 06.03.1933; see Mango, 497-498.
338Mango, 497.
3^ Mango, 497.
341 Mardin, 1997a:213-215.
342Kandiyoti, 121.
343Mardin, 1997a:214.
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is impossible to find any statement by religious leaders. Even a simple criticism could
cause the closing down of a n e w s p a p e r, a n d reactions against the secular reforms
could only find place in the Middle Eastern press.^^ But, it was impossible to detect a
written document on the urban pattern.
In this context, although there is no direct evidence one may speculate that the
emphasis on the network of roads, where urban circulation was based on the car as a
symbol of urban modernisation presents the core of his design for Istanbul.^® Prost
wrote:
"The plans that I drew up and that I am satisfied to see being executed partially
bouleversent (shake up) considerably the old Istanbul.

Influenced by Menard’s ideas on the concept of cars and speed, it is obvious that Prost
was taking the Parisian model for Istanbul, but somehow in a different way. He
compared the Parisian road network with that of Istanbul:
“The Master Plan of Paris provided transportation of the citizens by autoroutes. My
proposal is more modern for Istanbul because the city will have a network of roads for

cars."®^
Prost thought the “most efficient and modern transportation system should be based on
the car,” which was the “basis of modern urban development.”^® Prost had projected
Haussmanian boulevards in the French colonies and added two further axes to the
Parisian road network. But in the context of secularising reforms and religious
reactions, the network of roads had a political significance. If Prost’s Plan was
ideological in its objectives, then it was essential to create a scheme that affected as
much of the city as possible - and it was by means of roads, rather than anything else,
that this was to be achieved in Istanbul. The analysis of the Master plan suggests that
a surprisingly large number of the project’s propositions were concerned with the
creation of new roads, which played a rather different ideological role to the Parisian
context. Although there is no direct evidence that Prost purposefully drew large straight
lines over the traditional pattern to destroy the religious authority, the design of roads
became a medium to modernise an Islamic eastern society, while transforming the
traditional urban pattern of Istanbul. The roads transformed the old cul-de-sacs and
ethnic neighbourhoods into an open and secular spatial pattern in the 1940s and the
^ A complaint of “we could not celebrate anymore our Çe/cer and Kurban bayramini (our religious days), which
make us sad," published in Vakit in 1930 caused two months of prison sentence for the journalist; cited in Çandar,

507.
For a radical criticism of the Act of Hat by the rector of the Al-Azhar University and the Chief Mûftü (religious
leader) of Egypt, see Lewis, 270-271.
^ Prost, notes 1,34.
Prost, letter to Hautecœur, 07.10.1943.
3^8 Prost. Lecture in ITU and L’Académie d’Architecture, Istanbul Belediye Mecmuasi, year 14, issue 163-165,
1947:786-789; note 17.
Prost, note 1.
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mid-1950s (FIG .3.14). Roads became the symbols of modernising reforms, in particular

secularisation, and visualised the dom inance of the secular state over the historical
pattern of Istanbul. In the new phase, open streets are not so much fo r circulation, the
free movement of vehicles, but so as to ensure that nothing remains hidden within the

mahalle. Although inconclusive, this policy may be seen in many ways to be sim ilar to
that of Haussmann in 19th century P a r i s . B u t although there are H aussm ann’s
Journals which provide information about his intentions; for Prost plan’s involm ent in
Istanbul, there is nothing comparable, except the letters and a rhetorical analysis o f his
writings. A speculative hypothesis was claimed by the context of secularising reforms
and reactions against them.

Fig.3.14. Atatürk Boulevard in the middle of the historical core

350 There is a similar argument over the effects of Haussmann’s changes to Paris: how far were they intentional in
breaking the power of the working-class by displacing them and introducing wide roads which allowed better
policing? or how far was this just an effect of what was primarily an aesthetic programme of beautification? This is an
inconclusive debate - though at least Haussmann’s Journals, providing information about his intentions, exist.
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To summarise, this section investigated Frost's Plan as a secularising project in the
urban context, considering in turn each of the following features: firstly, the
transformation of Istanbul’s Ottoman urban pattern by the nation-state as a secularising
modernity project; secondly, the re-emphasis of the Greco-Roman spatial arrangement
of the historical peninsula in Istanbul as re-attaching the new state to more than just its
Ottoman past; thirdly, the emphasis of new public open spaces that made publicly
visible the equalisation of sexes; fourthly, the emphasis upon youth; fifthly, and finally,
changes to the power of the local religious leader, the imam, possibly caused by the
network of roads pointed out in the spatial context of the Frost Flan. In short, to the
legislative and cultural reforms of the secular nation-state, there corresponded urban
ones that created spatial arrangements where the radical changes could make an
appearance. As Ahmad notes, “the face of Turkey changed beyond recognition if we
look only at the cities and t o w n s . F r o s t ' s proposals were powerful spatial tools for
the secular conversion of the urban space of Istanbul.
The Revision Committee defined Frost's Flan as a güzelle§tirme project. However, an
analysis of the master plan suggests that this was a misinterpretation. It is possible to
see Frost's plan, like many early 20^ century projects as one of güzelle§tirme. It has
the features of European and north American plans of the “city beautiful” type. And
Frost himself uses the language of visual beautification. Moreover, his plan is an
example of modernist aims for a "healthy and hygienic" environment of its era.
However, in the circumstances of 1930s in Turkey, these features meant something
different. They are not just about güzelle§tirme - they are about the realisation of a
secular society. In the Turkish context. Frost's design had an impact different from the
reconstruction project of Fans or of the French colonies. In this respect, the new spatial
structure was a medium in the transformation of an Islamic community towards a
secular society, where women and men finally became equal. Whatever the Revision
Committee said. Frost's Flan was for these reasons not straightforwardly a
güzeile§tirme project in the limited sense of visual beautification.
By the late 1940s, only part of Frost's Flan had been implemented fully. In the late
1940s and the beginning of the 1950s, both architectural magazines {Arkitekt in
particular) and Turkish newspapers {Cumhuriyet, in particular) published about the
conditions of the city with often dramatic descriptions of the conditions of inadequate
transportation, ineffective municipal services (hygienic needs, fire system, water and
energy supplies, etc.) and inadequate housing supply.^“ In terms of infra-structure.

351Ahmad, 90.
352 For instance Abidin Morta§, "Harp Sonrasi Imar l§leri” (the reconstruction after the war). Arkitekt, issue 165-166,
seri 3,1945:191-192; Abidin Dilaver wrote on Istanbul’s urgent need for an effective maritime line and international
harbour. Cumhuriyet, 20.01.1950.
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Istanbul also lacked modem international transportation systems (harbours and railway
stations) to compete in financial, export-import arenas, as well as tourism.
Comparisons were made with other Eastern Mediterranean cities, such as Piraeus,
Alexandria (FIG.3.15).^®^
The mayorship/governorship was under attack for delays in the alteration programme
by architects, planners, and journalists, in other words the professional technocrat elite
supporting modernisation, who revealed Istanbul’s accelerating urban problems and
inadequate municipal services that were becoming more apparent. In the 1950s, the
technocrat elite-moderniser would emerge, once more, as the agent of political
modernizer for the revision of Prost’s Plan in the multi-partite system, surrounded by
the presence of migration in and out the city and a series of complex ideological layers.

353 See Ertu^rul Mente§e, “Imar Planlan Hakkinda" (on urban plans), Mimarlik, no issue number on the copy,
1949:42-45; Akif Bazoglu, “Istanbul Imarinda Kar§ila§ilan Güçlükler ve Çikayetler,’’ (Problems and Complaints in the
reconstruction of Istanbul) Arkitekt, serie IV, 1950:19^202.
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Fig.3.15. Istanbul, the 1950s. Despite the partial Implementation of Frost's Plan, the patchwork
like aspect of the Mediterranean and Middle Eastern urban pattern was still obvious.

If one governed too much, one did not govern at all
Michel Foucault. Space. Knowledge and Power - Interview vnth Paul Rabinow

CHAPTER 4

TURKIFICATION OF ISTANBUL IN THE 1950s: The Making
of Istanbul a Pay-/ taht in the Eastern Mediterranean
Region

In the mid-20th century, industry and commerce replaced bureaucracy, and the centre
of gravity of the country had rolled from Ankara to Istanbul, which in the official
discourse was proclaimed to be, once more, the jewel of Turkey. Istanbul, having been
considered as a “neglected city” throughout the twenty-seven year governance of CHP
(1923-1950), PM Menderes (1950-1960) declared that "we are going to rescue her
from the 1,900s’ gaze.”^^^
Yeter (enough) had been the DP’s main slogan against the past era in electoral
campaigns in the 1940s. Veter, designed by architect Selçuk Milar, was written on a
poster with a drawing of a hand making a sign of stop, symbolising the wish to stop the
former governance. (FIG.4.1). As Nicole and Hugh Pope mention, the DP gained
"rapid support in the countryside, building a lasting network of supporters in the rural
a r e a s . N o t only peasants but also magnates, the commercial class, and the old
religious class and possibly ethnic religious minorities who suffered from the Wealth
Tax of the 1940s, brought Menderes as the hope and the bringer of hürriyet for the
masses to political power.Following the general elections of 14 May 1950, described
by Menderes as "the victory of Turkish d e m o c r a c y , t h e DP also won the municipal
elections of September 1950, a victory partly due to their proposals to solve urban
problems that moderniser professionals had drawn attention to. With the transition to a
multi-partite democracy in 1946 and a new governing party in 1950, for the first time,
the masses from the peripheries, the other, became dominant both in the
administrative and urban context.
In Turkey, the 1950s have always been seen as a bridge between the early republican
years of one party and the multi-partite system, where scholars observe not only the
emergence of a new country, in hürriyet, but also the roots of the radical social,
economic and religious issues of the succeeding decades.

354Hürriyet. 24.09.1956.
355Nicole and Hugh Pope, Turkey'Unveiled: Atatürk and After. London: John Murray, 1997:11; the reasons of rural
support might be found in the strict economic policies in agriculture during the WWII; see Çevket Pamuk, “Ikinci
DOnya Sava§i Yillarinda la§e Politikasi ve Kôylülük,” (Politics of Peasantry in WWII), 75 Yilda Koylerden ^ehiriere,
Oya Baydar, ed. Istanbul: Tarih Vakfi, 1998:57-66.
356 Lewis, 317; for the issue of hürriyet, see Selim lleri’s novel Cemil §evki Bey: Aynali Dolaba Iki El Revolver.
Istanbul: O^lak, 1997.
357CHPgot 3,176,561 votes and 69 members; DPgot 4,241,393 votes and 408 members; MP got 240,209 votes and
1 member; for the rhetoric, see The Programme of the First Menderes Government, approved in 02.06.1950,
www.tbmm.gov.tr
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In the mid-century, Turkey witnessed a series o f contradictary social, economic, and
political layers:^^® first of all, a radical change in the econom ic policies mixed with the
aspiration of being the little Am erica surrounded with a rhetoric of creating one
millionaire p e r neighbourhood (partly due to the bi-polarised world in the Cold W ar
era); secondly, the rapid and un-planned urbanisation and industrialisation causing
massive imm igration from rural areas towards cities, and as a result, housing crisis and
the illegal implementation of gecekondus (squatters) in public lands; thirdly, the rise of
populist Islam linked to Turkishness, blended with a glorious Ottoman past and marked
by a rejection of all foreign [ethnic minority, non-Muslim, Kurdish] aspects in the
Turkish culture and religion where the DP had started to use nationalistic and religious
discourse as a political tool. Fourthly, the DP, with the polarisation and fragm entation in
national politics, applied anti-dem ocratic pressures and oppressed opposition.

-, .K/

S o z .^

,

Fig.4.1. The DP’s main slogan “YETER” (enough) for the elections of 1950

For the economics of Turkey (as well as politics), scholars divide the decade into two
parts: the first half based on a series of achievements and the second based on a
358 For a wider reading, see Clement H. Dodd, The Crisis of Turkish Democracy. Cambs.: the Eothen Press (1983)
1990:9-10; Kemal H. Karpat, Turkey’s politics, the Transition to a Multi-Party System. Princeton: Princeton University
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series of failures, surrounded by the rise of inflation and unstable economy.^®® In the
beginning of the decade, a liberal development programme, mainly based on
agriculture as well as acceleration of industrialisation supported by a series of acts to
attract foreign investment, was adopted, and the DP government tried to open up
Turkey to global market. The economic collaboration that had started in the late-1940s
with Western Europe and the USA (the Truman Doctrine and Marshall Aid^®°)
accelerated with the DP in the 1950s. The aim of Marshall Aid in Turkey turned into
support for “the creation of a more developed and strong economy in a vital strategic
area.”^®^ The DP government effectively used them, in particular, for the development
of industry and mechanised agriculture, as well as in the military field “stimulating the
actions of other economic factors, including the state and the private entrepreneur,”
causing a radical change in the country.^®^ One of the most important results of the
liberal economics was the acceleration of the emergence of a national middle class in
Turkey.However, the lack of long-term vision in economics made the middle class
dependent on the state-led economy. The controversy in economics was that despite
the claim of the liberal economy, the state continued its guidance like the previous
statist era.^®"* Despite the new liberal acts, foreign investment simply did not come.
Moreover, inflationist and populist policies replaced the achievements, and the support
for agriculture failed.^®® A crucial result of the economic policies was the beginning and
acceleration of migration from rural areas to the cities, in particular, Istanbul, the most
attractive stage for peasants pursuing a better life. The following section describes the
development.

Press, 1964; Limit Ôzdag, Menderes Dôneminde Ordu Siyaset lli§kileri ve 27 Mayis Ihtilali (Relations of milltaria and
politicians in the Menderes era, and the Coup of 27 May). Istanbul: Boyut, 1997:19; Ziircher, 215-231.
359Zürcher, 234-243; Mete Tunçay, “Siyasal Tarih, 1950-1960” (political history), TQrkiye Tarihi, Çagda§ Türkiye,
1908-1980, Sina Akçin, ed. Istanbul: Gem, 1995:177-184; and Korkut Boratav, "Iktisat Tarihi, 1908-1980” (history of
the economics), Ak§in, 265-353.
350On the one hand, as the UK stopped the financial support in 1947, President Harry Truman asked for US$400m
from the American Congress in military and economic assistance for Greece and Turkey, against communist
expansion. On the other hand, the European Recovery Programme, (the so-called Marshail Plan, named after
George Marshall, US Secretary of State), provided aid to Europe in the postWWII. Between 1948 and 1951, 16
countries received more than US$13 bn; Turkey received US$225,1m USD. For‘details, see Scott Sullivan, From
War to Wealth: 50 years of Innovation. Paris: OECD, 1997; and Peter Grose, ed. The Marshall Plan and Its Legacy.
NewYork: Foreign Affairs, 1997; Intemational Herald Tribune, 28.05.1997.
351 Between 1948 and 1959, Turkey was granted US$1.210m, and obtained US$60.2m USD as loan from the
Intemational Bank for Reconstruction and Development; in 1947, it also received 100 USD million as the American
military assistance; additional direct USA aid to Turkey for defence purposes was presumably larger; ZY Hershlag,
Turkey, The Challenge of Growth. Leiden: E.J. Brill, 1968:150-152.
352Hershlag, 151; for instance, electricity was given to 2/3 of villages; between 1950-1953, NGPOincreased 30%in
Turkey; see Ercan Kumcu and Çevket Pamuk, Artik Herkes Milyoner, Hürriyet Sayfalarindan Ekonominin 50 Yili
(everybody is millionaire: 50 years of economy from the pages of Hürriyet). Istanbul: DK, 2001:9-10.
353Kumcu and Pamuk, 286-289.
354Keyder, 1999:10-12.
355Altiiough Turkey was one of the top countries exporting wheat in the early 1950s, it had to import agricultural
product in the second half of the decade due to the weather conditions.
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For the issue of religion, the DP’s programme of liberalisation meant not only greater
economic freedom, but also greater freedom to Islam - a tacit support for Islam. What
made the DP unpopular with the secularist Kemalists was that contrary to the strict
secularism of the early republican years, the DP government was tolerant of and even
favoured I s l a m . I n this respect, the first Act of the Menderes Government was to
convert ezan (the call to pray) from Turkish into Arabic.^^ Moreover, the government
closed down the Peoples’ Houses (ideological centres established by CHP), increased
the number of religious schools,^®® and developed relations with some religious sects
(in particular Sheik Said’s Nurcu Sect).^®® Although there was a rise of tolerance
towards the Islamists, it was not so far all sects of Islam - the heterodoxe sect AlevF°
was discriminated against, mainly because men and women prayed together, and they
had a much more liberal life style comparing to the extreme Sunni sect followers. All
these led the orthodox Kemalist secularists to accuse the Menderes government of
encouraging the rise of the Islam in Turkey.^^^ Given that, daily news often published
caricatures representing women in veil and men with sank (a hat representing the
religious sect), indicating policies favouring Islam were seen as the claim for Islamic
order (FIG. 4.2).
Scholars find the origins of the emerging problems of populist Islam in the early
republican secularising policies. For those years, Keyder writes that the modernity
project “permitted local culture no greater space than that of the folkloric; it accepted
no adulteration of modernity with a qualifying adjective such as Islamic or Turkish.
Similarly Kasaba argues that ethnic and religious identities were suppressed in the
nation-state and mentions that leaders of sects, “those intellectuals who advocated an
Islamist version of reform and reorganisation” and the non-Muslim communities of the
Ottoman Empire være directly affected by the nationalistic policies.^^^

366See the Programme of the First Menderes Govemment. Approved in 02.06.1950. See www.tbmm.gov.tr
367 For details and the opposition between the prime minister and the president, see MA Birand, C.Dündar, B.Çapli,
Demirkirat. Istanbul: Milliyet, 1995:80-82.
366 Although President Inônü paved way to religious education, Menderes and the following pro-right govemments
extremely increased the number of schools nationwide.
369Zürcher, 245; for Sheik Sait, see Mumcu, 1992.
370Almost one third of the Turks are Alevi-Bekta§r, the majority follows the Sünni sect, the orthodox group in Islam;
once collaborated with the political power, the Orthodoxy of Islam has become dominant over the heterodox sects
that started to become the other mthe 1950s; see David Shankland, Islam and Society In Turkey. Huntington: the
Eothen Press, 1999:132-168; and his "Development and the Rural Community - Inspired Restraint", The Turkish
Republic at 75 Years, D.Shankland, ed. Huntington: the Eothen Press, 1999:51-66; Alevis were often harassed, or
arrested. Cumhuriyet, 06.10.1952.
371Dodd, 10.
372Keyder, "Whither the Project of Modernity? Turkey in the 1990s," Bozdogan and Kasaba, 37-51; here 37.
373 Kasaba, "Kemalist Certainties and Modem Ambiguities," Bozdogan and Kasaba, 15-36; here 28; for a counter
critique, see Mango, 536-537.
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Fig.4.2

Women in veil.
Imam curing the physician.
Caricatures indicating policies favouring Islam were seen as the rise of Koranic order.
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On the emergence of populist Islam after the multi-party democracy in 1950, Mardin
mentions the complexity of the revitalisation of Islam in social and individual terms/^^
Indicating the rapid population growth, he indicates “social mobilisation” (immigration)
as a crucial factor:
“This [immigration] is accompanied by a severing of traditional roots, leaving a vacuum to be
filled. In this situation some of the limitations of the Kemalist experiment begin to emerge. [...]
What we observe is that the symbols of Kemalism assumed this function [of secularising
reform] for only a limited number of Turks. But, in addition, Kemalism, did not understand the
role played by Islam for Turks in the building of personal identity. After all, Islam had an
aspect which addressed itself to man’s being-in-the-world, to his basic ontological insecurity,
which enabled it to fasten itself on to psychological drives. [...] Social mobilisation had not
decreased but on the contrary increased the insecurity of the man who have been projected
out of their traditional setting. This insecurity is sometimes cognitive and appears as a search
for a convincing political leadership or a beautiful economic system. Here Islam assumes an
ideological guise and competes with Marxism.
What is interesting in Mardin’s argument is that whether or not the state oppressed
religious beliefs, he attributes the rise of Islam to radical social and individual changes
in Turkish society. During the political change of the 1950s, previously suppressed
ideologies, including ethnic and religious ones, emerged into the open.
Despite liberal appearances (for instance, members of the National Assembly and the
Municipal Council were from various ethnic religious origins and social classes from
the periphery), from 1954 onwards, in particular, with the rise of domestic criticism over
the internal, international and economic policies, the state increased pressure on the
media and other institutions. Dodd claims that although the DP was “careful about the
principles of the state,” it was, “however, less concerned about the freedoms enjoyed
by their political opponents and limited them in a number of ways.”^^® In this respect,
the DP simply attempted to “apply the single-party tradition within the framework of
multi-party politics. It saw party as management, with ideological commitments only
emerging on a more ad hoc basis.”®^^ Thus, one important feature of the decade was
that although the discourse was based on democracy-freedom at the beginning, anticonstitutional pressures over the press, the opposite parties, universities and the
judiciary in the second half of the decade were very much in evidence.
In this context, the administrative and educational elites saw the Kemalist principles
under a direct threat through the anti-democratic pressures and favouring policies

374Mardin, “Religion and Secularism in Turkey,” The Modem Middle East, A. Hourani, PS. Khoury and MC. Wilson,
eds. London: IB Tauris, 1993:347-374; and his 1971:197-211; see also Dodd, 9-10; for a counter argument on
centre/periphery relations, see Andrew Finkel and Nükhet Sirman, eds. Turkish State, Turkish Society. London:
Routledge, 1990:4.
375Mardin, 1993:372.
376 The Democrats restricted the freedom of press, made the retirement easier to civil servants, prevented the
coalition of political parties in opposition and banned public meetings; in the end of the decade, the DP made more
direct threats against the opposition. Dodd, 10.
377Finkel and Sirman, 10.
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towards Islam.^^® Mardin emphasises that the DP’s approach to Islam played an
important role in the military coup d’etat of 1960, which “was caused in part by fear that
the DP was encouraging religious obscurantism which would endanger the
constitutional foundations of the R e p u b l i c . I t is arguable whether the rise of Islam
was the main reason of the coup. What is obvious is that the decade ended with a
crucial break, causing the death of the prime minister and his two ministers and was
considered as a taboo era for long time in Turkey.^®° (see Chapter 5)
In the presence of complexity of economic, religious, political and military layers, the
city of Istanbul became the theatrical stage^^^ for the DP’s populist policies. In other
words, compared to Ankara’s dominance during the CHP era, where the bureaucratic
image was dominant, Istanbul, with a cultural and financial discourse, became the
symbolic and physical focus.

Istanbul versus Ankara
Against the characterisation of Istanbul as decadent and Byzantine in the early
republican years, the DP shifted the discourse on Istanbul into the “jewel of Turkey’’ in
the 1950s^®^ and “the re-conquest of the city.’’^®^
If Ankara had been the castle for Turkish nationalism and the symbol of the nation
state, then Istanbul represented the cultural and social diversity and richness in
Turkey. If Ankara had been the stage for Atatürk’s secularising reforms, then Istanbul
would host the radical national and international changes in the post-WWII era. If
Ankara was the location of the high-rank bureaucratic and military officers, then
Istanbul would play host to the bankers, businessmen, entrepreneurs. If Ankara, with
Jansen’s urban axes surrounded by monumental governmental buildings (including the
Foundation of History, the Foundation of Language, The Opera House, Ankara
University, Gazi University, the headquarters of the national radio), designed by
German refugee architects, had been the symbol of state-led cultural and educational
reforms, Istanbul was meant to be the. centre of tourism, the Hilton Hotel (out of
eighteen, the first one built in the Eastern Mediterranean and Europe), private firms,
and banks.
Apart from the political-ideological representational difference, Ankara had been one of
the best examples, in Kostofs words, for the “created,” or “planned city” or “designed”
378Dodd, 10,12.
379Mardin, 1993:372; Dodd, 12.
380William Hale, Turkish Military and Politics. London: Routledge, 1994.
381 The term borrowed from Olsen’s description on 18*' century Paris (1986); also DP Jordan, Transforming Paris.
London: The Free Press, 1995.
382Atatürk used to describe Istanbul as "thejewel of Turkey”, and in the first pages of the municipal publications, one
often finds it since the early republican years.
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city.^^ By contrast, Istanbul represented what Kostof (himself an Istanbulite of Greek
origin) calls the ville spontanée.
[The former is] "set down at one moment, its pattern determined once and for all by some
overseeing authority. At its purest it would be a grid, or else a centrally planned scheme like
a circle or a polygon with radial streets issuing from the centre. [The latter is] presumed
without the benefits of designers, subject to no master plan but the passage of time, the lay
of land, and the daily life of the citizens. The resultant form is irregular, non-geometric,
organic, with an incidence of crooked and curved streets and randomly defined open
spaces.
In this respect, Ankara, established by the nationalist elite, was designed with a formal
geometric structure of axes representing the legitimisation of the Turkish nation-state.
Istanbul had a medieval structure of narrow streets where traditional ethnic religious
neighbourhoods developed around cul-de-sacs. Similarly to Kostofs comparison,
Kiliçbay, a Turkish scholar, establishes an interesting relationship between the urban
identities of Ankara and Istanbul. He describes the capital as a "male city,” similar to
Madrid, whereas Istanbul is described as a “female city” like Barcelona and Paris, with
its cultural and cosmopolitan diversity.^®® The cities in the former group are mostly
created by the ruling political power and a powerful leader. The ones in the latter are
independent of the political power, they create their own enthusiasm, attraction and
hence p o w e r . I n fact, the most famous cliché phrase that Istanbul lovers like to
quote is taken from a famous Turkish poet Yahya Kemal: The best part of going to
Ankara is the return to Istanbul. There are many more comparisons to reflect the
diversity of Istanbul and dryness of Ankara; such as if Ankara is the wife, then for sure
Istanbul is the mistress. All these comparisons on the urban identity reflect the cultural
diversity, spontaneity, vivacity, and even chaotic liveliness of Istanbul, and dryness,
rigidity, formality of Ankara. The city of Istanbul has been, in Lefebvre’s words, not an
“abstract” space like Ankara, but an “absolute space.”^®®
In the mid-20*^ century, the most significant feature of the political transition was the
making of Istanbul as the stage for the demonstration of the DP’s programme, where
two aspects are primary:®®® a stage facing outwards towards the rest of the world, and
a stage facing inwards towards its own political electorate in Turkey. For the purposes
of drawing attention to the DP’s internationalism, Istanbul was a far more appropriate
setting than Ankara, essentially Turkish and the place of the Kemalist revolution.
Istanbul traditionally cosmopolitan, and historically the link between East and West,
383Samet Agaoglu, the spokesman of the DP, Cumhuriyet, 30.05.1953; Menderes, Hürriyet, 26.09.1956.
3MKostof, 1999:43
385Kostof, 1999:43-44.
386MehmetAli Kiliçbay, §ehirierve Kentier. Ankara: Gece, 1993.
387Kiliçbay, 75-77.
388Henri Lefebvre, The Production of Space. Oxford: Blackwell, 1991:36-40.
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was much better suited to the setting for the DP’s more outward looking foreign policy,
within which Turkey would be the centre of the new Eastern Mediterranean axis,
oriented towards the USA and NATO. And at the same time, the Democrats hoped that
it would become attractive to foreign investment.
First of all, the key to Istanbul as a stage facing inwards, to Turkey, is to do with the
rural basis of the DP’s electoral support. The DP was not primarily an urban party; its
main support came from the countryside. Nonetheless, the DP considered it vital to win
control in the elections, and Menderes held off making any public announcements and
celebrations until it had secured control of Istanbul;
“It is understandable that we are at the governance. But if we could not win in Istanbul, a
governance without it does not count even as a half governance.”^^°
This makes clear that the DP wanted to use Istanbul as a platform from which to
address the rest of Turkey. As the old imperial seat and the largest, the richest and
most populated Turkish city, and having the main international harbour, Istanbul had
always been the symbol of economic and cultural power, and to win the election in the
city was therefore supremely important to Menderes as it would represent the
legitimacy of the DP over the whole country, symbolising the change of political power
in Turkey in the 1950s. The reason for the need to reconquer Istanbul vjas to do with
the fact that already, in 1950, the DP saw that Istanbul was attracting immigrants from
the countryside. For the DP to retain the support of its electorate, it was vital that they
also presented themselves as an urban party, concerned about the future of the
immigrants coming to the city. The making of a little America and creating one
millionaire per neighbourhood were part of the presentation. As President Bayar
declared: “Turkey is going to be a Little America in thirty years.” Their strategy was to
present themselves as the modernisers of the city, curing the city of bad effects of
migration and population growth, but in a way so as not to become identified with the
traditional bureaucratic elite (who had been supporters of CHP). The DP was
concerned that rural immigrants should not be disaffected. It was to retain their support
that the DP as well as rebuilding the city so to better serve the interests of the
immigrant population, also supported, or at least was tolerant towards, the spread of
Islam. Through this, the Democrats hoped to keep the support of rural immigrants,
while not becoming identified with the Kemalist elite, with its anti-Islam attitudes. In this
respect, Istanbul was indeed important for the DP as a stage, because it was there that
it was able to show that it was both a party committed to progress, but to one that was
in the interests of peasants and the rural poor (increasingly becoming the urban
For Istanbul, see the Municipal programme of 1950, Cumhuriyet, 04.09.1950; for the national aims, see The
Programme of the First Menderes Govemment.
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poor).Secondly, following the political transition, Istanbul found itself at the core of
international activities. In the 1950s, the government aimed at making Istanbul a
setting for Turkey’s re-entry into international politics as the centre of a new Balkan
and Middle Eastern bloc.^®^ The DP’s first governmental programme stressed the
policy of “keeping and developing traditional close links with the UK, France and the
Usa,”392

the pressure of the Cold War era and the Soviet influence at its frontier,

Turkey entered into closer relations with the United States of America. The sending of
troops to the Korean War and the participation to NATO became evidence of close
relationship.^®^ In the Balkans and the Near East, the post-WWII bi-polarised political
atmosphere created two important regional developments, the Balkan Pact and the
Baghdad Pact, initiated as a concept by the UK and the USA, and led by Turkey.^®"*
Within the post-WWII politics, first of all, between 1950 and 1954, Greece and Turkey
experienced improved relation that had started with the Ankara Treaty of the 1930s by
Atatürk and Venizelos, and accelerating with the new government of the 1950s. Soon,
the improved relations with the neighbouring Balkan countries were reflected in the
international treaties.^®^ As President Gelal Bayar (1950-1960) declared: “Turkey aims
at establishing a military and economic collaboration in the Eastern Mediterranean for
peace and security of the region.’’^®®
It is also interesting to note that Turkey, the unique secular country in the Islamic
world, started to develop close relations with the Arab world for the first time since the
establishment of the republic in 1923.®®^
In Menderes’s municipal programme and Governor-Mayor Gdkay’s speeches, Istanbul
was meant to be a symbolic centre, in other words a pay-/ taht (an Ottoman term
implying the description of the imperial capital) of the geo-political region, identifying
with former Ottoman colonies, through a concept of b ro th e rh o o d ,however, avoiding
any reference to former colonialist, imperialist and expansionist aims. Although
Menderes was, in Hale’s words, “cynical” about the establishment of collaborations
with the Arabs, who in turn “regarded the idea of co-operation with Turkey with grave
^ Menderes’s affirmation in the night of the national elections of 14 May 1950; cited in Birand, 61.
391 See President Bayar’s addresses at the National Assembly on 01.11.1950, 01.11.51 and 01.11.52 in Kazim
Ôztürk, ed, Cumhurba§kanlannin T.Bûyük Millet Meclisini Agi§ Nutuklan (the inauguration speeches of presidents in
theTurkish National Assembly). Istanbul: Baha, 1969:438-445; 475-479; 514-519.
392The Programme of the First Menderes Govemment, also Bayar’s address, Ôztürk, 441-442.
393See WilliamHale, Turkish Foreign Policy, 1774-2000. London: Frank Cass, 2000:116-123; and Zürcher, 245-246.
394Zürcher, 246-249.
395For instance, Greece and Turkey’s cooperation in entering NATO and Greek-Turkish and Yugoslavian military and
economic collaboration following the Athens Conference. Cumhuriyet, 12.07.1953.
396Bayar’s address of 01.11.1950, Ôztürk, 439.
397G. El-Zein, “Le Régime Laïque Turc et sa Géopolitique Islamique,” Vivre Dans L’Empire Ottoman, F. Georgeon
and P.Dumont, eds. L’Harmattan, 1997:131-142.
398 For a populist description of brotherhood, Govemor Gôkay’s speech of 30.12.1954 following his visit to Iraq,
Jordan and Lebanon is extraordinary. Fahrettin Kerim Gokay’in Konugmalari, 1951-1955,1957:204-208.
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suspicion,”^®®the relation was extensively reported in the press in terms of a discourse
of brotherhood. It was Menderes who became the first Turkish Prime Minister to visit
extensively Middle Eastern countries. The Baghdad Pact, in particular, created a new
political balance with the grouping of Iran, Pakistan and Turkey. Turkey’s relation with
the Middle Eastern countries was not only at the political level, but also at the infra
structural one, with developments such as the construction of the Iranian-Turkish
railway, a common frontier against the Soviet Union,'’°° and the construction of E-5, the
motorway passing through Istanbul, connecting two continents, and symbolically the
East and the West.
In fact, the economic difficulties of former Ottoman colonies impeded rapid
industrialisation and the implementation of costly infrastructures, and it was not until
the 1950s that heavy infrastructures would become the main thrust of development.
Given that, Marshall Papagos and then Konstantinos Karamanlis in Greece, Gamal
Abdel Nasser in Egypt, David Ben-Gurion in Israel and Riza Shah and his son
Muhammed Riza Shah in Iran, and Adnan Menderes in Turkey led similar urban infra
structural developments in their own countries in the bi-polarised postWWII era. Egypt
under the guidance of USSR, and others under the guidance of the UK and the USA
began to implement heavy and costly urban p o l i c i e s . I n Turkey, apart from infra
structural regional liaisons, the architectural and urban fields had already become
major arenas for the representation of the transformation from the one party period in
the post-war (see Chapter 5).
In the context of rapidly developing international politics and economics of the mid-20^
century, Istanbul, the symbolic capital, was redefined by industrialisation, rapid urban
growth, and radical social change with the influx of rural immigrants from Anatolia (as a
result of a start of housing shortage) and the continued emigration of non-Muslim
Istanbulites from Istanbul to European countries. From 1950 to 1960, Istanbul’s
population increased from 1,166,477 to 1,882,092'*°^ while another indicator of urban
change, the number of registered motor vehicles had risen from 3,000 in 1945 to
35,000 in 1960 (and to 100,000 in 1970), and daily vehicular trips in the city increased
from 765,000 in 1950 to 2,050,000 in 1965."*°^ The growing urban problems combined
with the national issues characterised the new symbolic centre of the DP government
(FIG.4.3).
399That the idea of that Arabs collaborated with the British troops in the WWI and betrayed the Ottoman state had
been alive in the Turkish society; Hale, 2000:125-129; here 126.
400The Turkish dailies reported this economic collaboration as a frontier against the Soviet threat: The Turkish and
Iranian railway will be connected. Riza Shah tries to save Iran from the Soviet Union’s dominance." Cumhuriyet,
13.10.1950.
401For the region. Yapp, 1992:2-4; for Turkey, see Bayar’s address of 01.11.1950, Ôztürk, 429-432.
402Devlet Istatistik Yilliklan (National statistical annals), 1950 and 1960.
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Fig.4.3. Growth of the inhabited area, 1916-1960

This chapter presents the shift of discourse of m odernisation/urbanisation in Turkey
between the 1930s - the 1940s and the 1950s and the transfer of symbolic power from
Ankara to Istanbul. It introduces the radical transform ation of Istanbul’s population by
the migration in and out of the city turning the capital from a cosmopolitan centre into a
more homogenous and Turkish one."'®'* It investigates by an archival research the
possible connection of how the immigration from rural areas to Istanbul, the emigration
of non-Muslim
construction
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Mediterranean Ottoman city, into a Turkish m etropolis in the 1950s within the dream of
remaking Istanbul a pay-/ taht. And it also considers the possible connectedness of
these three features of 1950’s Istanbul.

Section 4.1 introduces Istanbul’s radical population growth with the rural immigration
and the increase of S ünni male population in the cosm opolitan city, and its reasons, as
well as the im m igrants’ aggressive behaviour as a defensive reaction in an unfamiliar
built environment. It focuses, in particular, on the tension between old Istanbulites and
the new comers. This part briefly mentions the emigration of Turkish origin Bulgarians
from Bulgaria to Istanbul-Turkey. It also gives the nationalistic rhetoric and the
negative discourse against the non-Muslim Istanbulites.

'*03 Kuban 1996:426; Tekeli, 1992:40.
B. Boysan, interview.
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Section 4.2 investigates the reasons of the emigration of the non-Muslim Istanbulites
from Istanbul to European countries. It introduces the so-called Turkification issue, in
other words the state-led nationalistic project in the economic and political fields. It
describes a series of events related to Turkification, and focuses on the events of 6-7
September 1955 in Istanbul, where mobs attacked non-Muslims’ properties in Istanbul.
Section 4.3 describes an archival research at Tapu ve Kadastro Marmara Boige
Müdürlügü (TAPU, regional directorate of cadastral registry) for a limited residential
area at Aksaray, a traditional neighbourhood in Istanbul, to present some evidence to
clarify the possible link in terms of occupancy of the cleared area.
This study aims at showing that Istanbul’s radical transformation was a convergence of
these three factors, the immigration, emigration, and physical reconstruction, all of
which reshaped the multi-religious urban identity, and brought about the Turkification
of Istanbul."*®® The description of the various ideological layers in the 1950s may help in
describing and understanding the shift in the perception and significance of the Prost
Plan, which Chapter 5 investigates through the discursive and photographic
representation.
“The stranger, the foreigner is not only among us but also inside us. He is the "hidden face of our identity.”
What is hidden, or repressed, creates in us a sense of existential unease and foreboding.
What has been alienated in the construction of our identity comes back to haunt our imagination and disturb our peace of our mind.
(...) Keeping him at bay is what keeps "us" together."
Morley and Robins, 1995:24.

4.1. IMMIGRATION FROM RURAL ANATOLIA TO ISTANBUL: the Making of a
Turkish metropolis
It has always been its stereotype of ta§i topragt altin (its stone and earth are gold) that
has made Istanbul the most attractive city for Anatolian immigrants in pursue of a
better life (FIG. 4.4). The flow, started in the late 1940s, had accelerated by the 1950s,
where, as Bartu puts, the city was "conquered” by immigrants from Anatolia."*®® The
internal immigration can be explained, first of all, by the rapid mechanisation of the
agriculture due to Marshall Aid, creating unemployment among peasants, and
secondly, by Istanbul’s rapidly developing industry, creating a demand for considerable
numbers of workers. While holding 38,8% of the business established in Turkey before
1940, the region of Istanbul held 41,4% of the ones formed between 1950 and 1954.,and 45% of those formed until 1960."*°^ As a result of immigration and industrialisation,
rapid urban growth was a major characteristic of the era. In 1950, the percentage of

^ For details, see LAkpinar, The Turkification of Istanbul: immigration and emigration in the 1950s”, lAESTE’s T**
conference, 12-15.11.2000, Italy; for proceedings, Traditional Dwellings and Settlements Review, Fall 2000:58-59; for
full paper arch.berkeley.edu/research/iaste. I am grateful to Burak Boysan for a series of interviews during the
development of this account.
^ A.Bartu, “Who Owns the Old Quarters? Rewriting Histories in a Global Era,” Keyder, 1999:31-45; here 37.
Yerasimos, 1974:819.
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Istanbulites, i.e. Istanbul born, was 52.9%, and of non-lstanbulites, 47.0% . In 1960,
these percentages became 43.3% and 56.6% respectively (APPENDIX 1: Table
4.1)."^°® In this dem ographic structure, the ratio of male population w ithin Turkey w as
51.1% in 1960; it was 54.5% in Istanbul. The emigration of 154,198 Turkish origin
Bulgarians from Bulgaria to Turkey in 1950 and 1951 was also a factor increasing tjie
ratio of Muslims in I s t a n b u l . I n the census of 1935 in Istanbul, out o f 883,599, %
75.3 of the population were Muslim, and 26.0% were non-Muslim. In 1960, these
percentages becam e 90.0% and 10.0% respectively. As can be seen, the religious.,
ethnic groups constituted the social diversity in the early republican years in Istanbul
until their num ber radically dropped towards the end of the 1950s.
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Fig. 4.4. Drawing shows the dramatic flow to Istanbul, where the municipality is lost in the middle
of the crowd; an interesting detail is that immigrants are smiling coming towards the city.
Newspapers; “There is a flow to Istanbul”
The municipality: “Help, I am drowned”

W ith rapid urbanisation, what was the relation between old Istanbulites and recently
new comers? Istanbulluluk (to be an Istanbulite) used to be considered a sign of social
superiority of, as Ôncü puts it, “distinction, refinement, and com petencies that are
already known from daily experience and hence understood without s a y i n g . T h e
im perial capital’s citizens were relatively better educated, mainly serving the state as
bureaucrats, and sometimes related to the Ottoman fam ily. Their social status w as
“upper,” and even their pronunciation differed from the so-called “rural A natolians.” On
the other hand, along with the poor rural Anatolians, haciagas (rich landlords) started
to immigrate to Istanbul, and the vulgarism of the nouveau riche group became the
^

Oya Baydar, “ Oteki’ne Yenik Dü§en Istanbul,” Istanbul, issue 23, 1993:74-79; here 75; also see her “Gôç,”

(immigration), Dünden Bugüne Istanbul Ansiklopedisi, Istanbul: Tarih Vakfi, vol.3,1994:484.
409 All Eminov, Turkish and Other Muslim Minorities of Bulgaria. London: Routledge, 1997:79.
410 Ayçe Ôncü, “Istanbulites and Others, The Cultural Cosmology of Being Middle Class in the Era of Globalism,"
Keyder, 1999:95-119, here 95; also her “Global Consumerism, Sexuality as Public Spectacle, and the Cultural
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focus of Turkish caricatures'*^^ as well as the peasants invading the refined Istanbul.
The urban space seemed to be “invaded” by Anatolians, who were looking for jobs
and a better life. In those days, eski Istanbullular (old-time Istanbulites) looked back
nostalgically on “the good old days in their beautiful Istanbul.”'*^^ Being addressed in
the second person singular by their immigrant maids, aged Istanbulite ladies felt
uneasy. A description by Pereira in the 1950s gives a sense of how the new comers
were regarded:
“One sees them all over the city, their faces, clothes, and even their walk at once setting
them apart. Those newly arrived have an eager air of expectancy, and they gaze about them
with eyes full of curiosity and wonder. Their womenfolk wear the gaudy but colourful cotton
dress of Anatolia, the skirts of which they demurely raise an inch or two above their ankles...
those who have spent some time in the city without finding work look unbearably dejected.”'**^

For this, a conservative author, Ortaç, claimed:
“Pay attention when you’re passing from Beyoglw, not one of those slobbery mouths those
slobbery eyes, is the grandson of an Istanbulite gentleman in the register.

In this respect, Ortaç’s description indicated Beyoglu’s superiority over the whole city at
that time. In fact, it had always been Beyoglu-Pera that represented the religious ethnic
diversity as an urban identity in Istanbul, being the centre of international commerce,
cultural activities, and a dynamic-social life, and hosting the city’s non-Muslim groups
as a majority of residents. This was the core district of the middle class ethnic-religious
minorities and foreigners that was “conquered” by the Anatolian immigrants, as Bartu
puts, “Beyoglu could no longer be identified with the Grande Rue de Fera, where one
once saw only well-dressed and well-behaved ladies and gentlemen."'*^® In this respect,
the new comers, in other words invaders or conquerors, had no clue about the ancient
city’s urban values and culture. In this atmosphere, daily newspapers started to publish
articles describing immigrants’ poor situation and linking them with crime.'*^® Even the
Istanbul Municipality in 1951 bought some 500 return tickets monthly for Anatolians
who could not manage to survive in Istanbul.'*^^ Therefore, not only its stereotype of
ta§i topragi altin but also its being the “corrupter of innocence,” as pronounced by

Remapping of Istanbul in the 1990s,” Fragments of CuHrue, The Everyday of Modem Turkey, Kandiyoti and
Saktanber, eds. London: IB Tauris and Co, 2002:171-190; here 184-185.
411 Ôncü, 1999:103.
412A.Boysan, interview; from the memories of my family.
413Michael Pereira, Istanbul, Aspects of a City. Geoffrey press, no date, 24.
414Yusuf Ziya Ortaç, Gün Dogmadan. Istanbul, 54.
415 Bartu, 37.
416 Cumhuriyet wrote on 29.07.1951: “the sad end of conquerors from Anatolia: out of 629 prisoners in the city, only
205 are Istanbulites.”
412Cumhuriyet, 01.08.1951.
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Mandell/^® were the basic urban image in m ovies, such as Lütfi Akad’s Kanun Namina
(In the name of the law) (1952) and Ôldüren Çeh/r (Murdering City) (1953).
In this context, it is also important to rem em ber movies such as Lütfi A kad ’s Vurun
Kahpeye (literal translation: beat the beach, 1949), Aydin A ra kon ’s Vatan Için (for the
fatherland, 1950/51) based on nationalistic l i t e r a t u r e , a n d official history writings on
the ethnic religious groups. In the nation-state, history writing and the w ay of teaching
it became crucial political tools in the making of the Turkish identity and forging the
citizens in holding the community bound together (see section 4.2).'^^°
In this context, a new citizen type and a new physical environm ent were to emerge in
ta§i topragi altin Istanbul. First of all, whenever an im m igrant came, his relatives,
friends and people from his village followed him, and they, recreating thus their own
village within a neighbourhood - a social event is described as chain migration.
Secondly, and more vehemently, they invaded the land outside municipal boundaries
and created their own residential areas, gecekondus, generating not only urban growth
but also differentiation of the social and urban c u l t u r e . P r e s i d e n t Bayar, just before
the elections of 1950, supported this illegal housing development with a populist
discourse: “G ecekondus are expression of the need. We cannot demolish them over
the head of the residents by arguing that they are illegal or they are un-aesthetic.”'’^^
Apparently, the DP government supported this new built environm ent as a political
strategy for the elections. Despite the rhetoric, the result of the construction of housing
com plexes was far from being satisfactory (FIG .4.5).

Fig.4.5. Housing project for émigrés

Ruth Mandell, “A Place of Their Own,” Making Muslim Space in North America and Europe, BD Metcalfi, ed.
University of California Press, 1996:147-166.
'*19 For instance, novels of popular Turkish authors HE Adivar, YKKaraosmanoglu, and O.Seyfettin of the late
Ottoman and early republican years, described a negative account on non-Muslims, whereas they depicted a positive
image in their mémoires; see Herküles Millas (himself a Greek Istanbulite), “The Image of Greeks in Turkish
Literature: Fictions and Memories,” Oil in Fire?

Textbooks, Ethnic Streotyopes and Violence in South-Eastem

Europe, Robert Maier, ed. Hannover: Verlag Hahnsche Buchhandlung, 1996:79-87; for a wider discussion see Turk
Romani ve Oteki - Ulusal Kimlikte Yunan Imaji. Istanbul: Sabanci Yayinlari, 2000.
'’20 See Lewis, “History W riting and National Revival in Turkey,” Middle Eastern Affairs, June-July, 1953:219-227.
'’2’ Sema Erder, “Where Do You Hail from? Localism and Networks in Istanbul,” Keyder, 1999:161-171.
'’22 For details, see Karpat, The Gecekondu, Rural Migration and Urbanisation. London: Cambridge University Press,
1976.
'’23 Cited in S. Yerasimos and Semih Vaner, “Petite Chronique des Gecekondus”, Istanbul, Gloires et Dérivés, S.
Vaner, ed. Autrement, issue 29, March 1988:151-154; here 152.
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The beginning of such a wave of immigration might be seen as an ending of traditional,
un-developed life-worlds by social mobility. A larger group of citizens could participate
in urban high cultures and life styles, as an indication of one of the features of
modernisation. However, it also brought instability both in the immigrants’ lives and

city’s culture, along with the bombardment of the Am erican dream on the other hand.
With the motto of creating a millionaire p e r neighbourhood, part of their aspiration of
being the little America, the DP government led the development of middle class
housing complexes (for Atakoy and Levent, middle class housing complexes, see
Chapter 6) instead of exclusively investing in mass-housing projects for workers. In
fact, Turkey never had a powerful movement for social housing for the urban poor partly due to the lack of a powerful socialist and communist party; partly due to the
republican policy of making a society without class. Living in a completely different built
environment, immigrants felt insecure and more like foreigners in Istanbul, and with the
result that they became more attached to Islam, in order to create their own secure
micro-cosmic universe.'*^'* It is in this social and cultural atmosphere, having had no
possibility of conceiving why they were in Istanbul and what they were looking for, in
Boysan’s words, “the peasants strolled in the streets of the city, as if in a jungle,” and
probably, as a “defensive instinct in this foreign environment, they were aggressive.
In this respect, connected with unethical business practices (profiteering, hoarding),
non-Muslims became the targets for the aggression of Istanbul’s new comers."*^® And
in this universe, non-Muslim Istanbulites were “perceived as dangerous, immoral, and
g a v u f ( i n f id e l ) . T h e new comers envied what non-Muslims possessed and where

non-Muslims lived. “They live in the best places of Istanbul” or “they possessed a lot of
houses” were the common c o m p l a i n t s . T h e un-educated, large floating male
population in Istanbul, under the direct influence of Hanefi-SünnI Islam became
obviously a threat for ethnic minorities.
In short, the rapid urbanisation following industrialisation and immigration caused the
radical transformation of social and urban identity in Istanbul. A future clash between
immigrants and non-Muslim Istanbulites was not inevitable, but with the absence of
governmental intervention, it came about in the mid-1950s.^^^

424 Mardin, 1993:371-372; Mandell, 147-166.
425 Interview with B. Boysan; for a broader description, see Bartu, 1999.
426A.Boysan, interview; also Bartu, 1999.
427 Gavur is an extremely pejorative term for non-Muslims, embodying strong moral condemnation and un
ambiguously asserting the user’s superiority. Uterally, it only refers to peoples who are not of the t)ook. Jews,
Christians are thus not gawr. However, in common usage, it refers to all non-Muslims, and often Mem, as well;
Mandell, 165-166.
428 From the memories of my family; A. Boysan, interview.
429 B. Boysan, interview.
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Identity is intimately tied to memory: both our personal memories (where we have come from and where we have dwelt) and the collective
or social memories interconnected with the histories of our families, neighbours, fellow workers and ethnic communities.
Urban landscapes are storehouses for these social memories, because natural features such as hills or harbours, as well as streets,
buildings, and pattems of settlement frame the lives of many people, and often outlast many lifetimes.
Dolores Hayden, The Power of Place. London: MIT Press, 1996:9

4.2. EMIGRATION OF NON-MUSLIMS FROM ISTANBUL TOWARDS EUROPE:
Turkification of the cosmopolitan city
Morley and Robins indicate the richness of identity of multi-religious, and multilinguistic empires like the Habsburg and the Ottoman, and write that “pluralism and
complexity of identity was a resource and a source of enrichment.”'*^® It was this plural
and complex imperial identity that the nation-state aimed at changing, in order to
create a Turkish individual from Ottoman subject. But, facing its own past objectively
has been a problematic in the writing of history in former imperial states.'^^^ The aim of
the creation of a Turkish nation state without class might have affected the positioning
of the state towards/against various ethnic groups in the country. It is within the
emergence of the discussion provoked by differing historical accounts that one
witnesses the challenge Turkey faces on the issue of the other and ethnic religious
minorities.

In December 1999, the non-Muslim groups in Turkey, especially in Istanbul, became
the subject of interest for researchers as well as for the Turkish press following the
release of the movie, Salkim Hanim in Taneleri based on Yilmaz Karakoyunlu’s
novel.'*^^ This has started controversial debates not only on Varlik Vergisi (wealth tax),
applied mainly on non-Muslim Turks between 1942 and 1944 in Turkey, but also on the
so-called the Turkish nationalistic project, in other words Turkification, and had raised a
series of questions on otherness in Turkey.'*®® The radical debates on ethnic minorities
accelerated even more following the showing of the movie on the state channel on
December 2001, and the over emphasised nationalistic discourse ruled the day in the
press.
Turkification is a recent concept that has been developed by historians or political

theorists to account for the apparently contradictory features of Turkish politics in the
early republican years, in particular, between 1923 and 1963; these features have
resurfaced in the rise of nationalistic issue in the mid-1980s, the origins of which
scholars have connected with the rise of nationalism in the Balkans during the decline

'*30Morley and Robins, 24.
^31 Morley and Robins, 123.
^32Yiimaz Karakoyunlu, Salkim Hanimin Taneleh. Istanbul: Simavi Yayinlari, (1990) 2000.
^33 Okay Gonensin, “Varlik Vergisi Faciasi” (disaster of the wealth tax) Star, 04.12.1999; Naki Ôzkan’s interview with
Ayhan Aktar, Milliyet, 21.12.1999; Gûngôr liras, “Varlik Vergisi Karalama Araci OIdu” (the wealth tax became a
medium of blaming) Milliyet, 30.12.1999; Osman Koker, "A§kale’ye Gidenler Gitmeyenler” (the ones who went to
A§kale and who did not) Toplumsal Tarih, issue 72,1999:58-60.
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of the Ottoman Empire in the 19*^ century/^ Nationalism replaced religion as the
cohesive ideology in the Ottoman state from 1908. For the early republican years, a
series of recent studies pointed out to the existence of events, which were not included
in the history textbooks in the secondary and high schools; their omission has been
presented as an aspect of a larger ideological programme, described as Turkification.
The first such event following the exchange of population between Greece and Turkey
was attacks upon the Jewish community in 1934 in T h r a c e . T h e second, the wealth
tax of the 1940s constitutes a major step in economic Turkification. In 1942, within the
economic difficulties of WWII, §ükrü Saraçoglu’s pro-right government passed a new
act, the so-called Wealth Tax. The government meant to collect tax from the upper
income groups in Turkey within the specific financial difficulty of the WWII era, but
ended up taxing mainly the non-Muslims of the Turkish society. The wealth tax, applied
between 11.11.1942 - 15.03.1944, was an imposition of a special tax of up to 75 % on
the properties of non-Muslim entrepreneurs. The discriminative political action, seldom
applied without objectivity for the non-Muslims caused damage in economic terms and
more vehemently destroyed their trust towards stat e.F ollo wing WWII, many nonMuslims who could sell their properties, emigrated to Europe. The economic
discrimination of the mid-1940s was followed by the riots of mobs in the mid-1950s.
The events of 6-7 September 1955 constituted more than an economic issue when the
businesses of non-Muslims in Istanbul and partly in Izmir were attacked by mobs, as
the following section describes in detail. And, finally, a more direct government action
came in 1964 with the exile of Greek citizens from Turkey. Following the Christmas
massacres of ethnic Turkish Cypriots in December 1963, the Inônü government
cancelled the 1930 Treaty between Greece and Turkey on 16 March 1964, bringing to
an end the agreed residence of 12,000 Greek passport holders in Istanbul (it was in
fact a population of 40,000 with their relatives, husbands and wives).'*^^ Greek citizens
were given twenty-four hours to leave, allowed to take 20 kilos and 22 USD - the rest
had to be taken out by September. The government confiscated the remainder of their
property, and the Turkish treasury profited to the tune of 200-500 million dollars."*^®
Some historians have included other episodes in Turkish history - the relocation and
the so-called massacres of Armenians in 1914rand 1915, and the population exchange

434 Ayhan Aktar, Varlik Vergisi ve Türkie§tirrne Pol'itikaian (the wealth tax and the Turkification policies). Istanbul:
iieti§im, 2000; Ridvan Akar, A§kaie Yoicuiari: Variik Vergisi ve Çaii§ma Kampiari (the A§kale passengers: the wealth
tax and the working camps). Ankara: Beige Yayinciiik, 1999; Hülya Demir and Ridvan Akar, istanbui’un Son
Sûrgünieri (the last exiles of Istanbul). Ankara: Beige Yayinciiik, 1994.
435 Zafer Toprak, ‘1934 Olaylarinda Hûkümetin ve CHF’nin Sorumlulu§u,” Toplumsal Tarih, issue 34, vol.6, October
1996:19-25.
436From the memories of my family.
437Pope and Pope, 116.
438Pope and Pope, 116.
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with Greece between 1923 and 1930 within the Turkification project/^^ In terms of
historiography, for the loss of non-Muslims from Istanbul, Kasaba and Keyder base
their critique on a series of peak events, combining them with the economic
nationalisation. In this respect, Keyder has developed a radical critique of the
economic history in Turkey in which the development of a Turkish middle class is
linked to the long-term policy of Turkification. He describes the relations between the
urban context and national economics, and draws attention to the economic
suppression of the non-Muslims in the nation-state, in particular, in Istanbul, where he
links the expulsion of ethnic religious groups with the rise of the national
bourgeoisie.
What is interesting is that the issue of the so-called Turkification has emerged in the
late-1990s; that it should do so at this particular historical moment is itself interesting,
and possibly significant. Recent debates also suggest that the notion of the oth e r in
Turkey has become a crucial issue. The new opinions on Turkish nationalism suggest
some new arguments about the possible ideological links between the urban
demolitions and the Turkification project. The urban demolitions of the mid-1940s for
the Atatürk Boulevard, the ones of mid-1950s for Vatan and Millet, and finally the one
in the mid-1980s at Tarlaba§i, all based on Frost’s Plan, might be considered in the
light of political events, and it might be concluded that they were part of a movement
against non-Muslim Istanbulites. Given the radical changes of Istanbul’s population
following a series of political events and urban demolitions, the city itself symbolised
the transformation from a multi-faith empire to a Turkish nation-state. Keyder and
Bartu hint at similar relations between urban demolitions and the official policy, writing
about areas affected by Frost’s master-plan of 1937. Keyder’s description of Laleli in
the historical peninsula during the premiership of Menderes, and Bartu’s description of
the Golden Horn and Tarlabaçi areas in Istanbul under the mayorship of Bedrettin
Dalan in the mid-1980s, both link these developments to Turkification.
Ethnicity has always been a crucial issue in the urban identity of the imperial city. And
the politics of ethnicity in Istanbul cannot be studied separately from the national
policies towards the ethnic religious groups. The basic question for the 1950s is what
Menderes’s policy was towards the ethnic minorities in Istanbul and Turkey? Can the
new concept of Turkification of the 1990s and the 2000s in the economic and political
fields be used to understand the urbanisation process? To what extent can one
consider urban demolitions of the1950s in terms of the so-called Turkification project?
^39 Kasaba, 1997:15-36; here 28.
440 Keyder, 1999:10-12; 1997:39-41.
441 Keyder, “A Tale of Two Neighbourhoods,” 173-186; and Bartu, "Who Owns the Old Quarters? Rewriting Histories
in a Global Era,” 31-45; both in Keyder, 1999.
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In other words, if Turkification involves the identification of an internal, rather than an
external “other,” then did the events of 1955 and the Istanbul street improvements form
part of the process, or policy?
Before investigating these questions, this section describes the available evidence as
to what happened during the events of 1955 in Istanbul, and considers its significance
as part of the long-term nationalistic ideology. The aim of the following investigation is
to find some answers as to whether there was a Turkification of the economy, and of
the society, encouraged by the government with historical events. More importantly,
this may provide clues for the examination of Menderes’s demolitions in 1956, that may
shed-light on whether an organised conspiracy against non-Muslims existed.
The purpose of this section is to make clear that the contradictory nature of Turkish
politics in the 1950s - such as the DP’s support for orthodox Islam, while protecting the
legacy of Atatürk; or hostility against minorities, while at the same time trying to create
a Balkan and Eastern Mediterranean alliance and having non-Muslim members at the
National Assembly and the Municipal Council - are not simply symptoms of chaotic
confusion, but the outcome of a definite, if never articulated, policy. It was never
articulated as a policy, yet while a policy towards minorities was never made explicit,
and so one cannot expect to find objective evidence of it in the events of those years,
nonetheless the possibility of such a policy is certainly something that people have
been asking. If this argument is to be persuasive, it must be shown that Menderes was
committed to, if not forcing them out, at least to equalise the economic power of
minorities with that of the rural Turkish immigrants. The political power may have never
intended the mass destruction of their property in the riots, but did Menderes intend
some re-distribution of wealth and property? What evidence may be found there?
Although Venizelos’s Greece and AtatQrk’s Turkey established better relations than at
any time since the wars between 1919 and 1922, and in the beginning of the 1950s
with their exemplary collaboration for participating to NATO, yet, nonetheless,
according to Nicole and Hugh Pope, the international relationship was crucially
influenced by “cheap nationalist politics, a lack of mutual contact and distorted media”
reports about Cyprus from 1954, when the Greek government had raised the claim of
enosis between Cyprus and Greece."*^^ In this context, on 6^ of September 1955, a
press story circulated in Istanbul that a bomb had exploded destroying Atatürk’s
birthplace in Thessaloniki-Greece. After the release of this news, there was an unusual

^2 Pope and Pope, 115-116.
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outbreak of violence in Istanbul that spread rapidly throughout the c ity ."^ The police
were unable, or unwilling, to stop the mobs. Although violence was principally directed
against Greeks, some Muslim s’ shops as well as A rm enians’ and Jew s’ properties
were also destroyed"^ (FIG.4.6). Later on, Turkey officially apologised to Greece. On 2
September

1957,

two

years

after

the

riots,

the

governm ent

started

to

pay

compensation to the owners of the damaged p r o p e r t i e s . F o l l o w i n g the coup d ’etat
on 27 May 1960, this issue was one of the main topics of the military trial against the
DP governors. As the events had started at the same time in Istanbul and Izmir, as the
mobs had used similar tools for causing damage, and as the high-rank bureaucrats
and police officers had left the cities before the events, the trial decided that the events
had been organised. The Democrats declined the event as a conspiracy. In fact, in
September 1955, the Turkish government had planned a peaceful dem onstration to
support its position at the London Conference between Greece, Turkey and the United
Kingdom, the three governor countries for Cyprus. W hile Turkey had encouraged the
demonstration in support of the Turkish claims in Cyprus against the Greek enosis,
but, in the end, it could not control the violence.

i

Fig. 4.6. Beyoglu after the events of the 6-7 September 1955. The army managed to stop the
mobs after mid-night, and the martial law was put into effect and lasted 279 days. 6,000 people
strolling on the streets were taken in custody, half of them released afterwards.'^®

During the riots approximately 4348 stores, 2000 houses, 27 pharmacies, 21 plants, 110 restaurants and cafes,
73 churches, 26 schools, 5 sportive complexes, and 2 cemeteries belonging to the non-Muslims in Istanbul were
damaged; R.Akar, “20.yüzyilin Malazgirt” (malazgirt of the 20*^ century) Birikim, issue 71-72,1995:69-72.
Alexis Alexandris, The Greek Minority o f Istanbul and Greek-Turkish Relations, 1918-1974. Centre for Asia Minor
Studies, 1983; Hürriyet, 30.04.1997; Osman Koker, "6-7 Eylül Notlari" (notes of 6-7 September) Istanbul, issue 20,
1997:74-79; Ciineyt Akalin, “ Talania Hesapla§ma Yapilmadi" Cumhuriyet, 05.09.2000.
445 Havadis, 29.08.1957.
446 Hürriyet, 09.09.1955; as usual, these were leftists who were arrested with the charge of being the agitators who
urged the crowd and directed the violence in Turkey, it had always been leftists who were accused of terrorist
attacks; in the late 1970s even PM Suleyman Demirel declared: "you cannot make me tell the rightists are killing
people.”
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Yet, the frequently emphasised discourse of “re-conquest of Istanbul” in 1953 on the
500^ Centenary of the conquest of the city, and Menderes’ reference to “Istanbul
against Beyoglu” (see Chapter 5) could be read in the light of those events of 6-7
September/"*^ The image of Beyoglu, the district with the largest non-Muslim
population, changed frequently according to the state of Greek-Turkish relations.
Whenever the two countries had good international relations, the discourse on
Beyoglu’s image switched from “dirty,” “ugly,” and “negative” into a positive one.'*'‘®
Why did Menderes see the urban reconstruction of Istanbul as a second conquest?
From whom was he once more going to conquer the city? Nobody could prove whether
or not Menderes directed the events of 6-7 September. But remarks in his earlier
speeches such as “this is an Ottoman land, not a Byzantine”'*'*® could have been
interpreted by his junior officers as having negative connotation, in particular by the
police forces, to mean that they should not intervene in the attacks against the minority
ethnic groups in Istanbul.
After the events of 6-7 September, the remaining non-Muslims gradually began to
leave the city and emigrate to Europe. Moreover, in August 1957, journalists who were
Greek citizens were forced to leave the country.'*^®
In fact, ethnic religious minorities have always been problematic in the Balkans with the
rise of nationalism and state-nations since the 19**^ century, and all of the Balkan
countries including Bulgaria, Greece, and Turkey had exercised assimilation policies
over the ethnic groups within their national borders whenever they had international
problems with their neighbours.'*^^ Although Turkey has constitutional citizenship and
ethnic minorities’ rights were protected by the Lausanne Treaty (1923), the issue of
Turkish nationalism resurfaced with the Greek-Turkish arguments over Cyprus in the
mid-1950s. And the riots affected not only Greeks but also all religious ethnic
minorities in Istanbul. Loosing their trust in the state’s ability to protect their security,
the rich left as soon as they could sell their properties and transfer their savings abroad
leaving behind, but the poorer Greek, Armenian and Jewish families, living in the
neighbourhoods in the historical peninsula since the Ottoman Empire stayed.'*®^ These
ethnic religious neighbourhoods had an individuality and distinctive character, which
helped their residents escape the alienation of living in a big city, favouring their
attachment to it. However, a future attack would come in terms of urban demolitions
Cumhuriyet, 17-18.05.1953.
^ Millas, interview.
Cumhuriyet, May 1953.
^50 Even Greek businessmen, entrepreneurs, including Dr. Nicholas Facaselis, a former DP member of parliament,
quitted Turkey. Alexandris, 268-269.
^51 Millas, interview.
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starting in September 1956 that would detach those people from the traditional built
environment where they felt they belonged (see Chapter 6).

453

Regarding the events of 1955, the question is whether they were just the result of a
mistake by the government, a misjudgement; or whether alternatively they are to be
seen as another episode within this long history of Turkification. While there seems to
be no definitive answer to this - although historians in the last few years have
apparently been tending towards the latter view - findings from the cadastral archives
tend to support the first point of view - or at least they provide no support for the
second.
“Istanbul’s reconstruction is the story of triumph parade. W e are, once more, going to conquer Istanbul"
Adnan Menderes

4.3. ARCHIVAL RESEARCH OF OWNERSHIP AT AKSARAY: were massive urban
demolitions nationalistic?
Having seen the number of Greeks decline from sixty-five to thirty-five thousand
between 1955 and 1965, or from 5.2% to 2.0% of Istanbul’s population,'*^'* Keyder
argued for the existence of an ideological link between Menderes’s urban demolitions
and the riots of 6-7 September. He described Laleli, a traditional neighbourhood of his
childhood in the postWWII in the core of the historical peninsula, and indicated its
radical transformation from a “multiethnic existence” into a Turkish city “in the name of
planning” with large boulevards “cutting through densely packed Christian areas of the
city.”"^^ Keyder gave a very dramatic and impressive account of the demolitions in the
historical peninsula. He described Menderes’s passion for cars, traffic, and large
avenues, and crucially indicated the possible links between the riots of 6-7 September
1955 and urban demolitions. Keyder’s discourse on the riots is reminiscent of architect
Aydin Boysan’s memories, and of my family’s experiences living in Aksaray, another
traditional neighbourhood in the west of Laleli, between the early 1940 and the mid1960s, who witnessed the departure of their non-Muslim neighbours in the same time
period. And some Muslim families’ properties were demolished as well.'*®® Although
personal memories are very persuasive, it is interesting to learn what non-Muslims
thought about the aim of urban demolitions, whether they were intended to create a
Turkification of the urban pattern. Regarding any possible links between the
Turkification project and the urban design, Millas, a Greek Istanbulite researcher, has
argued that there was no deliberate ethnic purpose in the urban demolitions of the

452 Millas and A. Boysan, interviews; also partly mentioned in Pope and Pope.
453 B.Boysan, interview.
454 Devlet Istatistik Enstit üsü (The National Institute of Statistics) 1958,1968.
455 Keyder, 1999:175.
456 Hülya Yürekii and AB Azeri, a lawyer at the Istanbul Bar, revealed that their families’ real estates were
demolished; interviews.
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1950s and the implementation of roads. He questioned whether Menderes’s
executions had destroyed only ethnic minorities’ houses, for if that had been the case
they would have reacted immediately, being highly sensitive to these issues. According
to him, to see the destruction of the houses of ethnic minorities as a reason for
Menderes’s urban demolitions would be a careless conclusion to draw. Furthermore,
he pointed out the difficulty of identifying and targeting non-Muslims’ real estates
among the mixed pattern of property ownership in the historical peninsula. He
indicated that Menderes’s demolitions were neither unfair nor discriminatory in
execution, like the wealth tax of 1942 was, and that the road programme was a
pragmatic policy.'*^^
Personal memories tell us that many buildings of non-Muslims and Muslims alike were
demolished, but no clear figures about the ratio of non-Muslims to Muslims’ properties
had been released. In order to be more objective, some factual figures were obviously
required. To give a closer investigation of the likelihood of the connection between the
urban demolitions and the Turkification project by finding

out the owners of the

demolished real-estates, an important location in the core of the historical peninsula,
Aksaray, was selected for collecting data (FIG.4.7). In Aksaray, the area expropriated
was much larger than in other parts of the city, a research was carried out at the
archive of TAPU in Sultanahmet-lstanbul. TAPU possesses both the official maps and
registry data describing the republican real-estate ownership. The following part
presents the primary results of this research.
At Aksaray, major urban axes of the city met: the east-west axis (Vatan, Millet, and
their already existing continuity towards the eastern part of the historical peninsula
Ordu), and the main south-north axis connecting the historical peninsula to the
Beyoglu district. The last major road, Atatürk Bulvari, was one of the new roads in
Prost’s plan (FIG.4.8). But it has always been Vatan and Millet, with significant
meanings of motherland and nation avenues, for old Istanbulites that most strongly
symbolised Menderes’s executions, creating powerful visual spatiality (FIG.4.9). Old
Istanbulites even remember Menderes entering Ordu avenue and Aksaray leading the
demolition team escorted by troops in 1956 and 1957."*®® These roads became the core
part of the governmental public relation strategy not only at a local level but also at a
national one. Adopted from Prost’s plan, but enlarged almost twice in scale during their
execution, Vatan and Millet caused extensive urban demolitions in the historical

^57 Millas, interview.
^5®From the memories of my family; A.Boysan, interview.
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peninsula in the m id-1950s, and the “A ksa ra y im m ig ra n ts ” had to m ove out to give way
to this radical construction s ite /^ ^
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Fig.4.7. Aksaray, 1875 and 1993: the traditional district was changed beyond recognition
following the urban demolitions between 1956 and 1960 and the construction of highway

Fig.4.8. Atatürk Boulevard

459 Tekeli, 1992:48; Ziyaoglu, 460.
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Fig.4.9. Vatan and Millet avenues, symbols of the Menderes period.
The Aksaray square where the south-north axis (Atatürk Boulevard) and the east-west axis (The
Millet Avenue) meet, c1958
East meets west: view from Millet Avenue towards Aksaray square and Ordu Avenue.
The east-west axis has constituted the oldest urban road in the city, over the highest hill of the
historical peninsula.
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Vatan (fatherland) started from the Aksaray square, and led towards the city walls.
Vatan was originally meant to be a long and large boulevard surrounded by a national
botanical park leading towards the city walls and ending at a stadium of 100,000
people for the future Olympic Games of Istanbul. It was supposed to be the circulation
area for this ambitious large-scale infra-structure. Vatan was executed over the empty
lands located on the western part of the peninsula, mainly used as vegetable and fruit
garden, and two-storey timber or kargir (stone masonry) old houses. It starts from the
Aksaray square, and leads towards city walls. However the 60m wide avenue, built
between 1957 and 1958, as long as it led nowhere remained unused. Eventually, these
large empty fields at the west end of the avenue were selected for the location of a
housing group for the middle classes, radically changing the scale of the built
environment. Vatan as the “largest avenue of Turkey," preserved its symbolic image in
the urban modernisation as the “most modern” application of the “most modern road
technology.”'*®® In term of public relation strategy, this avenue was presented as the
symbol of the governmental shift in favour of Istanbul, and part of the national
modernisation programme. In 1990, after Menderes was re-honoured, his grave was
transferred from Yassiada, a Marmara island where he was executed, to nowhere else
but Vatan, connected by now to a high-way system and renamed as Adnan Menderes
Bulvari (the Adnan Menderes Boulevard).
Millet (nation) played an even more symbolic role in Istanbul’s rebuilding in the 1950s.
First of all, it began from where Sultan Mehmet II first entered the city in 1453. In this
respect. Millet marked the conversion of an Orthodox-Christian city into the capital of
the Muslim world. Secondly, it was the city’s gate towards the west, continuing as the
main road to Edirne, a city close to the Greek and Bulgarian borders. Thus, the 50m
wide Millet constituted the very meaning of the concept of east meets west, where its
continuity, the new Edirne-lstanbul road (or the European road; later named as the
London Asphalt), was presented as a “symbol of the change of mentality between two
eras,” against the “imprisonment of the city’s future within narrow roads.”'*®^ Millet,
almost located over a former east-west axis, was properly used as it connected the
east part of the peninsula towards the city wall and then as a main road towards
Europe. It became one of Istanbul’s busiest avenues.
The section presents research from the cadastral archive as an investigation of
possible connections between the events of 6-7 September 1955 and the massive
urban demolitions from 1956 to 1960. By focusing on Vatan and Millet, it shows the
predominantly Muslim occupancy of the area cleared. Secondly, it reveals clearly the

Istanbui’un Kitabi, c. 1959:23.
'*61 Istanbui’un Kitabi, 12,17, 20.
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continuity of the Prost Plan. Thirdly, the considerable number of demolished Ottoman
buildings during Menderes’s works is mentioned. However, the archival research
reveals no direct connection between the demolitions and the riots against the ethnic
minorities.
TAPU possesses both the official map and registry data describing the real-estate
ownership, (which constitute one of the most confidential data in Turkey according to
the constitution), and some of its data dates as early as 14*^ century, and is surprisingly
well-preserved contrary to most of the other official archives, where the contents were
sometimes sent to SEKA (the national plant for cellulose industry and paper
production) for recycling. Although recent ownership is computerised, one should
make a broad research from the kayit defterleri (registry notebook) and old maps for
earlier periods. The survey is focused on the original maps and registry notebooks
presenting the first original official cadastral registry in the republican era’s Istanbul.
The registry notebooks give the basic data about the real-estate, describing the
ownership of one real estate in chronological order, the reasons of the transfer of the
ownership (sale, buy, heritage, donation) its construction style, its area in terms of
square-meter, also indicate whether it was mortgaged to a bank, and describe in detail
all the municipal and/or provincial and legislative decisions for the building. The maps
are the primary visual presentations of the official registry. And, all the later municipal
decisions, in other words urban demolitions were schematically drawn on those maps
by pen, and are, therefore, real witness of Istanbul’s physical transformation. At the
sea-front area, some houses belonging to non-Muslims were demolished by the
implementation of the road network, the opening of the Atatürk Boulevard and the
Kennedy road. Their junction created a large number of demolitions. But being aware
of that Vatan and Millet avenues are seen as the symbol of the Menderes’s executions,
Aksaray, the square where all those main roads cross each other is selected. In all,
799 plots of the cadastral registry were analysed in ten neighbourhoods in the Aksaray
district. (APPENDIX 3)
In the following section four issues are addressed. First of all, the uses and
construction type of buildings, determining the character of the neighbourhoods in the
area are given. Secondly, the ownership, which might be key for the crucial issue, is
indicated. And thirdly, the dates when expropriation decisions were taken are studied.
Finally, the demolition of Ottoman buildings is indicated.
In terms of cadastral registry, addresses of a real estate in the registry notebooks are
first given by the name of the traditional neighbourhood, and the number of the plot
and the island it is built. Sometimes, one plot might contain more than one household,
or one household and a shop together, even two houses or several shops under the
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same numbering system. This reflects the traditional living style of the peninsula. The
characteristic of the area had been small-scale businesses run in small shops, mostly
at the ground level of houses in the traditional style. Although the main characteristic
was residential, the region included various buildings with a different use. Out of 799,
the use of 629 plots is known; possibly empty land belonging to the national treasury
department/In term of residential use, there were 214 houses occupying a single plot;
13 plots included 2 houses. Apart from the row-design layout, 100 houses had
gardens. And one house included a han (traditional hotel) as well.
In this layout, the ethnic-religious origin of the owners of the plots was found through
their names. In case of Armenian and Greek owners, names generally indicate their
ethnic background. This was more difficult for Jewish people. Therefore, the study
looked at the father’s name as well. Nonetheless, in only 10 cases out of 799 (1,25%)
was the study unable to determine whether they were Muslim or non-Muslim. Apart
from this, TC, the initials of Türkiye Cumhuriyeti (the Republic of Turkey) were written
before owners' names indicating the Turkish citizenship. In the plot area, there was
only one Albanian, two Egyptians, one Greek holding foreign citizenship; otherwise all
plots were owned by Turkish citizens. Out of 799 plots, there were 35 with owners of
Greek or Armenian religious ethnic origin (4.38%). In 7 of these 35, there was a shared
ownership with a Muslim Turk. And out of 799, only 7 of the first named owners had a
non-Muslim name in the cadastral registry, indicating that the majority of inhabitants in
this area had been Muslim Turkish since Ottoman times. Apart from individuals,
national institutions had 83 properties, and private companies possessed 14 at
Aksaray. Out of 799 plots, the owners of only 26 could not be identified, most probably
belonging to the national treasury department.
Although my initial purpose was to look at the expropriations in the 1950s, at Aksaray, I
have seen that expropriation decisions dated from 1931 to 1980 (Table 4.1).
Expropriation dates were not written down for 79 plots. But the analysis develops an
interesting aspect of the expropriation. Except for the earliest expropriation in 1931 (a
shop was demolished), all others indicate the continuity of compulsory purchase from
the 1940s to the 1960s. The low number of executions in the late 1930s, the 1940s
and early 1950s' describe the legal difficulty of expropriation in quantitative terms as
well as indicates the date of the approval of Prost’s Plan in 1939. The slowness of
expropriation might be explained in terms of financial limitations as well. The first
period of expropriation between 1939 and 1950 had 135 expropriation decisions, and
had its peak in 1943 with 41 plots. Starting from the mid-1950s, speeding-up decisions
was observed, indicating the end of the revision period. Out of 513, 423 decisions were
taken during Menderes’s personal interference between 1956 and 1960, with 309 plots
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expropriated in 1957, the peak year alone (Table 4.2, 4.3). The low number of
executions between the late 1930s and the early 1950s may have been a result of the
legal difficulty, of financial limitations or political inertia. The increase in the mid-1950s
m ight be the result of M enderes’s personal involvement, and new acts o f expropriation
(APPENDIX 3a).
In the pilot area, some Ottom an works (4 cemeteries, 4 mosques, 1 mescit - small
mosque, 3 baths, 3 bans, 2 medreses, 13 fountains, 3 su terazisi - an equipment
related with fountain, and 1 tom b) as well as 3 schools and 3 police stations were also
expropriated. Those that were not dem olished by the road construction remained
below the road level, and their architectural and urban relation with the existing built
environment w as radically changed. Executions of the new network of roads not only
caused the dem olitions of households and small-scale business run by Muslim and
non-Muslims, but also destroyed, in a contradictory way, a certain num ber of Ottoman
monuments. Although the rhetoric was based on “showing our mosques, fountains and
w orks of art” fo r the traffic flowing among them ,'’®^ there was no fountain left because
of the radical execution of roads. They were simply all gone or transferred somewhere
else in the mid-1950s. In other words, although the Ottom an heritage had always been
of primary im portance for DP’s rhetoric (see Chapter 5), in practice little attention was
paid to alignment and levels so as to favour and show to advantage O ttom an works of
art, and religious buildings remained on the axes of the new roads.

Table 4.1. Expropriations of Aksaray, 1931 -1980
□ expropriations

1931-35 193640 194145 1946-50 1951-55 1956-60 1961-65 1966-70 1971-75 1976-80

Table 4.2. Annual number of expropriations
1931-35 1936-40 1941-45 1946-50 1951-55 1956-60 1961-65 1966-70 1971-75 1976-80 Total
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Menderes; cited in Celal Bayar, Ba§bakanim Adnan Menderes (my prime minister A.Menderes), Ismet Bozdag,
ed. Istanbul: Baha, c. 1969:158-160.
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Table 4.3. Peak points of expropriations

1943 In 1940-45

Percentage of
expropriations
51.3%

Total number of
expropriations
41

1957 in 1955-60

73.0%

309

As a result, my investigation based on archival research described first of all the
predominantly Muslim occupancy of the area cleared for the new roads in the 1950s.
Secondly, as shown in TABLE 4.1 and Table 4.2, the long duration of the process of
compulsory purchase showed the continuity of the implementation of Frost's plan and
the extreme increase of urban demolitions in the Menderes period. Thirdly, the
considerable number of Ottoman religious buildings, which disappeared to give way to
the road network, indicated that Menderes’s works were neither wholly anti-Muslim nor
entirely pro-Muslim. Regarding these results, this archival research of a limited area in
the historical peninsula clearly rejects any correspondence between the riots against
the ethnic minorities in 1955 and the urban reconstruction schemes. Although the
archival research was applied in a limited area, the hypothesis that the Menderes
executions had ideological purposes against the non-Muslims in Istanbul in so far as it
has been investigated here, and shown to be unsustainable.
The archival research suggests that if there was any intention to make the demolitions
a part of an anti-ethnic minority policy given the large number of Muslim real estates
demolished (764 out of 799 real estates belonged to Muslims), it was an ineffective
policy.
With Turkey’s liberal economic programme the immigrants from rural areas started to
come to the city. While some modern districts attracted middle and upper income
families, the historical peninsula started to lose its residents due to the deterioration of
the physical and social environment. As a result, the empty old timber and stone
houses started to welcome recently immigrated people from the rural areas to Istanbul
(see Chapter 6). The composition of Istanbul’s population changed between 1930 and
1960 in Istanbul, becoming markedly less cosmopolitan. The internal immigration from
rural areas to Istanbul and the external emigration or exile of non-Muslims from
Istanbul to European countries caused dramatic changes into the urban identity of
Istanbul. In this respect, the urban reconstruction of Menderes is inter-connected to the
creation of a new metropolis, radically different from the former one in terms of
demographic structure.
The demolitions were not themselves directed against the ethnic minorities, and that
they had just as much effect upon Muslim as non-Muslim groups. The effect of the
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clearances was to open up the city, so that the previously enclosed neighbourhoods, of
whatever ethnic group, became merged into the city as a whole. A policy of this kind
could be expected to be the advantage of the majority group of the population - which
would appear to be Muslim Turkish, as that group was expanded by the Anatolian
immigrants.
Although the clearances did not discriminate against the ethnic minorities, nonetheless
their effect was to weaken them relative to the majority of the population while
dispossessed Muslims had a place to go, non-Muslims simply had none, except to
leave the country. That is why the urban reconstruction would soon detach them not
only from their home, their neighbourhood, but from their home city, from their country.
This is why one might argue that there is a connection between the external
immigration of non-Muslims from Istanbul to Europe and the internal immigration of
Muslims to Istanbul. They both help to achieve the results of the urban reconstruction
in the mid-1950s in order to form a more homogeneous urban identity, a Turkish
metropolis.
With the emigration of its non-Muslim population Istanbul was deprived of its
cosmopolitan aura. Greeks, Armenians and Jews anticipated the consequences of
urban demolitions. As long as they live in separate enclaves, minorities can maintain
the belief in the power of their identity; but as soon as it becomes apparent to
themselves, and to everyone else, to what extent they are a minority, they are put on
the defensive. Although it seems clear that there was no intention in promoting the
Turkification project of the city via the physical transformations, urban demolitions, in
the end, had the consequence of favouring the process of, what this study calls the
Turkification of Istanbul.
The immigration in and out the city combined with the massive urban demolitions
transformed Istanbul, the theatrical stage of the national and international politics of
the 1950s. The urban transformation was intensively reported in the official
publications and daily newspapers, revealing the complex and contradictory aspects of
the Turkish urbanisation process. Chapter 5 will describe this.
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Space is political. Space is not a scientific object removed from ideology or politics: it has always been political and strategic
Henri Lefebvre. 1991:341

CHAPTERS.

URBANISATION IN THE 1950s: Representation of the
Rebuilding of Istanbul

With a nationalistic discourse of Turkishness, the new government did not want to re
commission the French urban designer, whose master plan of 1937 had continued to
be applied as a piecemeal manner. In fact, Prost’s position as the direct agent to
President Inônü meant that he was out with the new government. Having mainly
considered Istanbul as a neglected city during the twenty-seven years of CMP
g o v e r n a n c e , t h e DP government commissioned a team of Turkish architects and
planners that carried out the revision of Prost’s plan between 1951 and 1956. And
Prost’s plan, partly executed between 1936 and 1950, had been the guide for much of
the urban planning during the 1950s.
At the end of the revision process, in 1956, PM Menderes declared that "Istanbul was
to acquire an entirely new face and be made into a modern city,”'*®'* with the result that
the city became a massive site of destruction and construction between 1956 and
1960, very reminiscent of Robert Moses’s alterations to New York in the 1950s and
1960s/^
"Is this how Istanbul should have been? A pearl of a city in the world? The traffic is almost
locked up in these old and narrow streets at certain hours; our beautiful mosques are lost in
this jam like antiques dumped into junk!.. They need to be brought out into daylight... For
sure, this is not merely the task of the Municipality. It is a part of the great task of the state.
What have we done for Istanbul? A few large buildings in the Beyoglu district, the Taksim
promenade, Maçka road, Ta§lik, a few sculptures here and there, and a few avenues [the
brief description of Prost’s executed plan in the 1940s]. I consider myself debted in Istanbul
as one of the Republic generation. All the life it has today passes on a single avenue in
Beyoglu. The first thing to be done; Istanbul against Beyoglu... W e must show our mosques,
fountains, works of arts at the windows of the great streets that we should construct, and
they should gleam like gemstones... the traffic must flow like water.

Borrowing some terminology from Henri Prost, [and Ertugrul Mente§e, the deputy
president of the Directorate of Reconstruction of the period] such as “güzelle§tirme”
“an effective network of boulevards to open up the city,” Menderes described his aims
for Istanbul as “the creation of a modern system of roads for better traffic, the formation
of new squares, the restoration of mosques and güzelle§tirme of the city.’"*^^ Escorted
by a team of architects, planners, bureaucrats, and engineers, Menderes was

Discourse of Samet Agaoglu, spokesman of the DP, as the election propaganda before the municipal elections.
Cumhuriyet, August and September 1950.
Menderes’s press conference of 23.09.1956 in Istanbul; Cumhuriyet and Hürriyet, 24.09.1956; published as
“Sayin Ba§bakan Basina Geni§ Izahat Verdi ve Istanbul’un Imar ve Kalkinma Prensiplerini Izah etti” (PM intensively
briefed the press, and explained the principals of urban reconstruction and development), Belediyeler Dergisi, issue
132, October 1956,644-645.
For a critique of modemisation in New York, see Marshall Berman, All That Is Solid Melts into Air. London: Verso,
1983:288-312.
466 Bayar, 158-160; for a similar version, see Cumhuriyet and Hürriyet, 24.09.1956.
467 Press meeting of 23.09.1956.
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personally involved with the urban demolitions and urban reconstruction to such a
detail that he was nicknamed as “the head architect of Istanbul.”'*®®As a result of such
a close interest to Istanbul, the Istanbul Municipality offered Menderes the honorary
mayorship in 1958. Governor Kemal Aygün declared:
“PM Menderes became the saviour at a time when we all our hopes and strength had
diminished... We should consider it our duty not only to feel respect for, but also to join his
zeal and passion in reconstructing the entire country with all its facades, and in the
meanwhile our magnificent Istanbul. Mosques and city walls are grateful to him; streets and
boulevards are longing for his energetic directions."'*

The reconstruction of Istanbul was remarkable in international sense. In 1960, the
Union of Municipalities of the European Council awarded Le Prix de L’Europe of 1959
to Istanbul, with the goal of encouraging the postWWII reconstruction.'*^® In the political
discourse, nothing could be more significant than a European award to prove that
Istanbul was a part of the civilised West. In other words, the award meant Turkey's
entry to the western world via the city of Istanbul, the jewel of Turkey. With all municipal
and governmental resources and even military support, the city underwent a radical
spatial as well as a social change between 1956 and 1960, during which more than
7,000 buildings were demolished. Boysan claims that “urban transformations
performed within these four years are more than what had been done in the last five
c e n t u r i e s . I s t a n b u l , the theatrical stage for all governmental activities, was
presented in texts and photographs as if the city was in the middle of rapidity,
destruction, and tremendous transformation.
But, having witnessed Istanbul being the subject of an extensive political discourse on
the Rebuilding of Istanbul started in September 1956 by a press conference,
professional elite, scholars, and even President Bayar believed in that the new
environmental image for the city of Istanbul was inspired from the Middle Eastern cities
which Menderes had visited, and that it was only after his contemplation of large
boulevards of Tehran, initiated

Riza Shah, during an official visit to Iran that

Menderes started to develop an overwhelming interest in the reconstruction of
Istanbul.'*^^ Moreover, they believe that the government had launched and developed
this project as a “grandiose project”, considering it as a political tool, - “a public relation
strategy”- in order to reach, once more, masses all over the country.'*^® Even in the

Emin Onat, a member of the Permanent Revision Committee, used to call him with this terminology. Aru, 0zde§,
interviews; also the documents of the Yassiada Trial.
469 Havadis, 22.03.1958.
470 Third annual meeting for the selection of the leading city in urban reconstruction held in Strasburg, in January
1960.
471 B.Boysan, interview.
472 Bayar, 158; B.Boysan, A.Boysan, Kemali Soylemezo^lu, Kuban, Cansever and Aru, interviews.
473 B.Boysan, interview.
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eastern part of Turkey, Istanbul’s rebuilding became Menderes’s favourite topic in his
electoral speeches for the National election of 1957.
To show Tehran or Middle East as a source of visual inspiration would be a careless
conclusion to draw. In the context of the Turkish politics of the 1950s, the making of
powerful infrastructures had had more significance than a “public relation strategy”
inwards.
What this section argues is that Menderes’s dream /concept for Istanbul was much
more ambitious than to reproduce the model of modernisation of other Middle Eastern
countries. With the emergence of a new era in the post-WWII, as mentioned in Chapter
4, Menderes run for not only a national but also a regional leadership in the Eastern
Mediteranean."*^^ Istanbul was meant to be a centre that could be considered as a
symbolic capital. Surrounded with the aspiration of being the Little America and the
creation of one millionaire per neighbourhood, western images were derived without a
rational critique of architecture and urbanism. For the making Istanbul a modern stage,
the city welcomed the image of American cities, with a network of roads surrounded by
a new architectural language, High-Modernism or International Style. The process of
the Rebuilding of Istanbul is not unique. In the contrary, the process that can be
defined with two significant aspects, i.e., “destructive creativity”"*^® and “emphasis on
the network of roads,” had been applied for St Petersburg, Paris and New York
successfully.
In New York, massive urban destruction threw away thousands of people out of their
homes and neighbourhoods. Moses, quoting often the motto of Stalinist maxim “you
can’t make an omelette without breaking eggs,” redefined the new built environment by
the implementation of the new network of high-ways."*^® Equally, the rebuilding of St.
Petersburg imposed from above by Tsar in the 18**" century and the making of Paris in
the mid-19**’ century exemplify destructive creativity with their thrown apart
neighbourhoods by straight lines. For the shaking ground and destructive creativity of
universal modernisation, Harvey indicates:
“Modernism was a more of a reaction to the new conditions of production (the machine,
factory, urbanisation), circulation (the new systems of transport and communications), and
consumption (the rise of mass markets, advertising, mass fashion) than it was the pioneer
in the production of such changes. (...) Diverse reactions made modernism such a
complex and often contradictory affair.

Bayar’s address of 01.11.1950; Ôztük, 439.
Harvey, “Contested Cities: Social Process and Social Form," Transforming Cities, Nick Jewson and Susanne
MacGregor, eds. London: Routledge, 1997:19-27; here 22.
Caro, 1974:175; Berman, 292,294.
Harvey, 1997:23-24.
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In the light of the destructive features of the universal modernisation process context,
Karimi, an Iranian researcher, mentions a similar destructive and rapid process for the
Middle East:
“A special characteristic of modernisation in the Middle Eastern cities was the occurrence
of this process much later and over a shorter period of time, repeating the principle of
Haussman - like rapid modernisation programs. One o f the main consequences of rapid
modernisation was an immense attack on the traditional physical and spatial body of
historic cities, which were condemned as the greatest obstacles in the way of
modernisation.”'*^®

Consequently, "a major network of long, wide and straight roads through the heart of
historic cities” became a feature of many Middle Eastern cities."*^® The most important
common feature of urban modernisation has been destruction and contradiction,
caused, in particular, by the network of roads, whenever or wherever the process
occurred.
A normal interpretation of the clearance and rebuilding programme in Istanbul in the
mid-20*** century would be as straightforward modernising attempt on a western
pattern, and a radical shift from the modernity project of the previous decades. While
this study is not rejecting this, it is suggesting that it has also to be seen in the light of
an emerging new paradigm in Turkey, when while following the Western forms for new
roads, they take on a particular inflection when they appear in Istanbul. This is
modernisation on a Western model (as the continuity with Prost’s plan shows), but it
acquires, in the context of Turkish politics of the 1950s, a quite specific meaning that
makes it different from the Western European or American examples.
The point of this chapter is to show that while what was done might have had sound
practical reasons, it also at the same time fulfilled ideological purposes. Other solutions
could have been justified as practical too, but they might not have met the ideological
needs so well. Just as it was shown that the espaces libres proposed by Prost
answered the ideological aims of a secularising society, so this part shows that it was
not just because conventional town planning practice said that this was the way to deal
with situations of this kind that the particularly strategies adopted in the 1950s came
about. In other words, a new discussion of spatiality, replacing that of secularisation,
emerged. In terms of urban projects in Istanbul, the decade was signified by the
visibility of projects. Spatiality (the making visible of the space of the city of Istanbul to
its inhabitants) emerged as the ideological approach of urban modernisation, in which
the cultural richness of social and physical structure was ignored. This shift is not a
simply literal translation of the Western thing. The apparently universal aspect of
Kayvan Karimi, "Continuity and Change in Old Cities; an Analitical Investigation of the Spatial Structure in Iranian
and English Historic Cities Before and After Modemisation." Ph.D. thesis, UCL, 1998:8-9.
^79 Karimi, 9.
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modem architecture and urbanism used all over the world as if it applied the kind of
universal standard value, was not the case. One finds particular local significance very
clear. In Turkey, the aim of the attainment of the civilisation level of the 1930s-1940s
was shifted into another kind of perception and application of modernisation in the
1950s. The impetus for modernising reform moved in the 1950s from a "elite-driven,
consensus based, institution-building process”'^®®to a so-called multi-partite democracy
based on the choice of people from the peripheries visualised by imar hamlesi (literal
translation is urban reconstruction shift] it implicitly has the meaning of diversion and
change; in Turkish, it has also connotation of movement, action, motion), characterised
by destruction, rapidity and combined with the accumulation of capital.''®^ In the context
of the Turkish politics and economics of the decade, massive urban demolitions paved
way to urban reconstruction, where the perception of Prost’s Plan was shifted from the
secularisation project into milli dava {national concern) symbolised by the construction
of network of roads. In the setting-up, Atatürk advised for the construction of railways
with the discourse of “railway constitutes the essential means while leading the country
to civilisation and welfare”; whereas in 1950, Bayar affirmed: “railway accomplished its
m i s s i o n . M e n d e r e s initiated roads, and
source

for national

deficit.

Motorisation

declared: “The railway is an important
provides

rapidity,

easy

and

cheap

transportation; so we are going to give importance to the network of roads.”"*®®
In the mid-20**’ century, in nationwide, on the one hand, the network of roads meant
bringing civilisation to all villages, towns, cities in Turkey, to the un-developed Eastern
Anatolia, in particular. In fact, related to the economic interests of the car
manufacturers, soon the country was covered by an effective network of roads. The
nationwide network of roads, creating accessibility to all corners of the country, also
served as part of the military purposes in the 19 5 0 s .^ On the other hand, the network
visualised the economics and politics of the decade. In this context, it was mainly
represented quantitatively by the government to highlight it as the main achievement of
the Turkish modernisation. Both the national and municipal elections had taken place
with a propaganda and programmes surrounded by a discourse of Turkishness,
combined with references to a glorious Ottoman past, and orchestrated with an ideal of
^ Bozdogan and Kasaba,”3-4.
For the parallelism with the accumulation of capital and massive destruction of the built environment see Harvey,
The Social Justice and the City, London: Blackwell (1973) 1998: 50-95; for the destruction and creativity, Harvey,
1997:16; for the Turkish context, see Tekeli, Modemite A§ilirken Kent hanlamasi (city planning as surpassing the
modernity), Ankara: Imge, 2000:30-31; U.Tanyeli, “Yikarak Yapmak" (making while destroying), Og Kugak
Cumhuriyet (three generations of republic) U. Tanyeli, ed. Istanbul: Tarih Vakfi, 1998:109-113; here 111.
^2 Atatürk’s address of 01.11.1937, Ôztürk, 265; Bayer’s address of 01.11.1950, Ôztûrk, 432.
483 The Programme of the First Menderes Government.
484Geoffrey K. Payne and Ru§en Keleç, "Turkey,” Planning and Urban Growth in Southem Europe, Martin Wynn, ed.
London: Mansell, 1984; for NATO, see Hale, 2000:116-120, 326; and Ekavi Athanassopoulou, Turkey, AngloAmerican Security Interests, 1945-1952, the first enlargement of NATO. London: Frank Cass, 1999:177-178,192193.
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rapid modernisation that the DP described as a new Turkish identity for masses. To
covering these two issues Menderes declared the mission: “beautifying Istanbul and
glorifying its Ottoman past”. It was in this atmosphere that “making the traffic flow like
water” became a national concern across Turkey, and Istanbul was no exception.'*®®
For the making of Istanbul a modern centre, the DP prepared a municipal programme,
focused on the rhetoric of neglect in the past twenty-seven year of CHP governance.
An example of the rhetoric of neglect claimed in the speech of DP’s spokesman and
the Minister of State Samet Agaoglu, before the municipal election of 3 September
1950:
“At first, Istanbul was neglected with an un-understandable hostile attitude. On the one
hand, many companies, institutions were moved to Ankara, without considering whether
they had to be moved as a matter of necessity, on the other hand Istanbul was neglected.
That’s why there has been almost no urban reconstruction implemented in Istanbul until
1938. The city had been left without roads, water and illumination. The cleaning works had
been horrible. An effective maritime line, railway system, had been missing. Starting from
the end of 1938, the importance was given to Istanbul’s urban reconstruction. However,
because of the WWII, the government suspended the process. The reconstruction plan
was not applied. The complaints do still exist. After WWII, urban activities became much
more difficult because of the cost of living.’’*®®

With this speech, Agaoglu explicitly pointed out all of the urban problems with a
populist discourse against the former government. An interesting aspect of this speech
is that it is drawing a parallel between Atatürk’s passing over, and the start of the urban
reconstruction in Istanbul by stressing on year 1938. Without reciting the founder’s
name, Agaoglu criticised the early republican modernising policy, and claimed that the
government

purposefully neglected

Istanbul. Further in his speech, Agaoglu

announced the DP’s programme for Istanbul, in which the separation of governorship
from the mayorship, and providing the Istanbul Municipality with specific authority for
local decision-making were promised. The main features of the electoral programme
can be summarised as follows:
-

Istanbul should be arranged as a city for tourism.

-

There should not be any privileged regions in the city. Municipal services should
be distributed in all districts equally and fairly [with the connotation of Magka,
former President’s neighbourhood].

-

Health centres should be built in every district.

-

All corners of the city should be clean and hygienic. Nutrition should be cheap
and clean. Illegal trade should be stopped.

-

Municipal image should be changed from a policing institution into one listening
to the people’s problems.

-

In order to provide housing, municipal land should be sold.

^ The programmes of the Menderes Governments; newspapers of the 1950s.
^*86Cumhuriyet, 28.08.1950.
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A new fire brigade system should be established.
The municipal rules/laws should be prepared according to the modern legal
concept.
Maritime lines should be developed

487

The programme, although not very detailed, may be classified under four main
features. The first one was the theme of the programme, where tourism became the
core of all municipal activities. The second feature described the necessity of adequate
municipal services such as transportation, hygienic environment and fire brigade
system. The third one was based on finding financial resources for the construction of
housing complexes. And fourthly, and more importantly, the new administration
concept would be surrounded by a new legal system. Citizens of the city were given
the main priority in all municipal services.
Since the Master Plan of 1937, tourism has always had a key role both as a source of
national income and to present the Turkish nation-state’s secularising reforms to
foreigners. But, in the 1950s, the theme of tourism became dominant. Tourism was
represented much more professionally as a main economic resource within the new socalled entrepreneurial era. It was the main activity to bring foreign investments and
foreigners to the country to raise an essential fund for the developing economy. The
secularist approach gave its place to the international approach.
Within the emergence of the new politics and economics, in the municipal programme,
the Rebuilding of Istanbul may be seen as a marketing strategy for attracting foreign
investment and tourists: “through imagery and massive architectural projects, even
entire cities and metropolitan areas may be served up as market objects and all encompassing spectacles.”'*®®Although Harvey made this comparison for the 1990s, it
is also valid for the economic and social mentality of the Turkish context in the 1950s.
Tourism was no longer so much an opportunity to present the secularising reforms of
the cultural and social agenda of the republic to the civilised world, but also a means to
demonstrate to the Western Allies the radical economic, technological and physical
change. Tourism became a representational tool for the city of Istanbul.
The second part of the programme describes the services the DP aimed to develop,
emphasising a long history of urban problems, which the DP then presented as directly
and essentially affecting citizens’ lives. Similarly, the third part focused on the housing
shortage, the accelerating housing with the growth of population. The last feature
reflected the political discourse at the beginning of the decade. The DP aimed at a
more transparent administrative system, where the citizens would be the subjects, not
Cumhuriyet, 04.09.1950.
Harvey, 1997:27.
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the object of the municipality. After the period of one party rule and its centralised
administration, the DP promised the citizens of Istanbul that they deserved a better
government where, for example an Istanbulite would no longer have to apply to the
central government to start a small business. Abidin Daver, a Turkish journalist,
commented on the DP’s aims for Istanbul and affirmed that “the DP’s Istanbul would be
treated as the commercial, economic, political and cultural centre of Turkey! Its
administration, reconstruction and urban life would be arranged according to these
features.” Daver wrote that the DP’s municipal programme meant that “Istanbul as
being a world city merited a specific importance and administration,”"*®® where the
tourism issue would be the key for the urban field in the new era.
How was the Rebuilding of Istanbul was represented in the official propaganda
material? Who was the audience? Who were the responsible agencies for urban
reconstruction? How far was it a revision of Prost’s Plan?
This chapter aims at describing the urban modernisation in Istanbul after Henri Prost’s
Plan and its revision in the 1950s and investigates the representation of the Rebuilding
of Istanbul in the official publications. Likewise, the contradiction in the economics and
politics (constitutional, ethnic and religious), the 1950s witnessed controversial aspects
in the urban field. It was the governmental rhetoric itself that revealed contradictions in
its own urban policy. And a study of rhetoric of the governmental and municipal
publications may shed light certain aspects of Turkish modernisation in the 1950s. A
brief analysis of visual material and their text indicates that the DP intended to show
the decade as a sudden and tremendous dynamic change not only in politics and
economics but also in architectural and urban fields. With consecutive political
successes in the national and municipal elections, the DP made clear that this was a
different and new era in the urban reconstruction of Istanbul following its neglect of
twenty-seven years. The explanation of being different can be classified in three
groups. First of all, in terms of populist ideology, the discourse reflected a combination
of Turkishness-Ottomanism-lslamism and

Westernism with the connotation of

Americanism. In this context, Ottoman works of art became of primary importance.
However, massive urban demolitions for the construction of the network of roads
destroyed a wide number of Ottoman heritage. On the other hand, the theme of
Turkishness dominated the decade in the urban works; in the meantime, the network of
roads visualised the national concept as well as framed the new in the city, where the
new middle class areas expressed the making of the Little America in Turkey.
Secondly, the rhetoric and representation revealed the quantitative difference (finance,
material used and time) from the previous republican decades. Finally, in the light of
Cumhuriyet, 04.09.1950
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information from Menderes’s trial, it gives clues about the process in form of
construction that started all over the city at once, and ad-hoc transformations during the
construction works. All these essential features served to (re)shape the urban
perception of the citizens and to (re)define the urban space of Istanbul to represent
completely different approach to the city.
Section 5.1. presents the official publications and material representing the decade with
its essential features.
Section 5.2. focuses on the propaganda material on urban process, to reveal the
populist official rhetoric mixed with Turkishness in the de-commissioning of Prost, with
Ottomanism and Isiamism shown with the preservation of Ottoman monuments, and
supported with the new liberal economy with the motto of the making of the Little
America in Turkey (middle class housing areas).
Section 5.3. presents the comparative analysis of the discourse of the DP against
single party period, based on a populist quantitative comparisons in terms of budget,
material and time.
Section 5.4. describes the possible responsible agencies taking part in the urbanisation
process in Istanbul with the evidence from the official documents of the Trial of
Expropriations. This section also investigates various teams from wide range of
hierarchical levels (project by foreign experts and municipality, construction and control
by engineers). It also focuses on Menderes’s personal interference between 1956 and
1960 in the light of the trial documents, describing the construction process, giving the
fact that works were started all over the city at once, rather than starting with a single
road, and concentrating upon completing that. It also claims the continuity of Prost’s
plan in the 1950s, describing the piecemeal urban reconstruction after the master plan
of 1937 between 1950 and 1956, and squeezed and quick construction works without
effective coordination between 1956 and 1960.
The methods and reasons of both revision and radical execution processes might give
clues about the urban modernisation not only in Istanbul but also in Turkey and clarify
how far it was a nationalistic project in general. Turkish urban historians had the
tendency of emphasising on the urban works carried out by the guidance of Menderes
between 1956 and 1960, in order to criticise this period. Consequently they divide the
decade into two parts, as before and after 1956 to highlight the period to criticise. This
Chapter describes the period between 1950 and 1960 as a whole, as the previous
sections on the political and economic fields in the same period.
This study may help showing the continuity of the urban reconstruction process started
in the Prost period, both in terms of the master plan and most of the expropriations
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according to this plan despite the shift of secularisation into the 1930s and the 1940s to
pragmatic-scientific functionalism combined with démocratisation, Americanisation,
nationalisation, Isiamism and so on. In fact, to tell the story of the Rebuilding of Istanbul
is not as simple as it might seem. Since the principal accounts of the reconstruction
process are those put out by the DP, for whom the whole process of reconstruction and
representation was in part all exercise in ideological persuasion. The most difficult part
in telling the history of the Rebuilding of Istanbul is establishing what happened; as a
result this study is thrown into the question of evidence, or the lack of it. A fundamental
question is how we know what we do about the reconstruction process. Here, as
mentioned in the beginning, the official publications are starting point, and the version
of events that they present. This study has shown how the official account is biased
internally and externally in the favour of Turkey.
In terms of historiography, it is extremely difficult to assemble any objective data for the
description of the execution process. First of all, a series of personal interviews with the
professional elite modernisers and constructors, which reflect a very subjective account
on the era; engineers, in particular, favour the development, in contrast architects and
planners blame the ruling political power. Secondly, Turkish daily newspapers, very
similarly, give extremely superficial data on the process. Thirdly, Municipality’s
publications represent the official governmental version of events. Fourthly, published
speeches of the Governor and the Prime Minister, which likewise political propaganda.
Fifthly, a series of biographies in terms of homage to Menderes as a romantic and
ambitious child of his period and a series of populist political books revealing the anticonstitutional accounts of the DP government, and favouring the military coup are far
away to be considered objective data. What is strangely odd about the official account,
[so far] is that it never at any point gives a total overall view of what changes had been
made. There are, for example, no maps but schematic drawings and partial illustrations
showing street improvements had already been made, and what remained to be done.
Instead, what the propaganda shows is a fragmented picture of tremendous activity
everywhere, but the parts are never connected to a whole. Apart from the process itself
and the rhetoric accompanied, a crucial question to answer is that who had the
responsibility in the urban reconstruction process, what agencies playecF what an
important role in this process in the 1950s in Istanbul. In the light of the afore
mentioned data, it is not always easy to be certain how to distinguish between what
was said to be happening and what physically was actually taking place. Piecing
together an account of the reconstruction of Istanbul requires an extremely careful, and
circumspect reading of the evidence provided by the published records of the
municipality, and by the statements of the President, the Prime Minister, and the
Governor themselves. The historical version of the orthodox accounts of the Turkish
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history in this period are only now taking place, through the work of a number of
historians whose work this study shall quote:, and it has to be said that this process of
revision is still far from complete. While the present study contributes to this revision, its
findings occur within a debate that is rapidly developing at the present, and in which all
conclusions appear provisional.

5.1. ESSENTIAL DOCUMENTS REPRESENTING THE REBUILDING OF ISTANBUL
As seen in Chapter 4, economic and political aspects of the decade are studied in
depth both in the academic and populist writings in the late 1990s. However, there is
gap in the researches in urban arena. Furthermore, it has been difficult to obtain the
data of the decade itself. The basic reason of the difficulty of finding data is that there is
nothing remaining in the municipal archive due to the removals and fires, and partly
disorder of officers - as we witnessed in the Prost era as well.
In terms of representation of the Rebuilding of Istanbul in the 1950s, a series of
powerful photographs, sketches, schematic drawings, perspectives of projects (new
houses and beaches, in particular) published in newspapers, albums, and annual
reports helped the government to attain the audience and make it to grasp the visual
spatiality of the 1950s. These publications were medium to make them understand
what was happening in the city of Istanbul.
Although no map (with the connotation of professional town planning project) was
published, schematic drawings, hand made sketches were more than enough to
(re)map the city to the audience. These powerful images were/are, on the one hand,
practical medium to attain the Istanbulites. On the other hand, they were also political
tools to influence people, guide them, orientate their taste, and make the citizens
appreciate what was happening in the city. In the making of the urban politics, the
visual representation and their narrative texts shaped the environmental image of
people in the city of Istanbul. Thus, with the overview of illustrated publications
(albums, speeches of the governor and ministers, prime minister; annual reports), and
newspapers, and a series of interviews with professional elite who took role in the
urban reconstruction, to tell the story of the Rebuilding of Istanbul in the decade of the
1950s as a whole is possible.
Annual official publications of 1952 and 1954, with mosques on their cover, were based
on the powerful visual representation of the Rebuilding of Istanbul."^®® Redefining
Istanbul as a territory with photographic narrative, these books described what
happened in the city to the citizens. Based on the tourist brochures in Turkish and

^90 Rakim Ziyaoglu, ed. Istanbul Albümü, Istanbul: Istanbul Belediyesi, 1952; Ziyaoglu and C. Bereket, eds. Istanbul
AlbQmu II, 1950-1953, Istanbul: Istanbul Belediyesi, 1954.
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English to tell the city to its citizens, they are extremely descriptive. Focusing on the
social life of the city governor and foreign delegations visiting Istanbul, they were also
propaganda material. These publications also reveal the continuity of the piecemeal
urban reconstruction under the guidance of Frost's plan. Similarly, the Istanbul
Municipality published a series of annual reports

(1951; 1954) indicated the

developments and expenditure.'*®^ Unfortunately, none of these publications include
any drawing, plan, or projects on the urban reconstruction. The description is based on
narrative texts and photographs of models and some buildings, and roads. The first
publication giving drawings was Istanbul’un Kitabi (cl 959) that has been a basic
medium to describe the peak point of urban demolitions between September 1956 and
1958.'*®^ It did not only reveal specific terminology of modernisation and the official
discourse based on 25 cm cement; large boulevards; effective road system; rapidity of
executions, a comparative data on the budget spent on demolitions, urban clearance
etc., but also gave schematic maps describing the network of roads. These drawings
are far from being proper professional planning projects. Drawings revealed the
general layout of the network of roads, their dimension, shape, and direction. Anything
about zoning, urban density, internal road links, etc. were not projected. The Istanbul
Municipality also published the Governor’s public speeches and press conferences.
Those presenting the annual budget and official annual reports gave clues on the
budget and items of the Rebuilding of Istanbul.'*®^ In 1959, a work report was also
published by the municipality for the municipal council.'*®'*
In terms of architecture and urbanisation, architectural magazines Arkitekt, Mimar, and
also Belediyeler Mecmuasf (magazine of municipalities) gave broader clues about the
process, intentions, and partly revealed the transformations in the city, describing the
general architectural vocabulary of High-Modernism emerging in Turkey in the 1950s.
Especially, in the urbanisation, Ertugrul Mente§e’s articles (the deputy president of the
Directorate of the Urban Reconstruction) revealed the ambitious network of roads and
its intention.
The Chamber of Architects and Anitlar Koruma Ydksek Kurulu (Higher Board of
Preservation of Monuments) also made declarations against the urban demolitions; but

II ve §ehirde Gegen Yilda Neler Yapildi ve Bu Yil Neler Yapiliyor, 1950-1951 (What was done in the city and
province and what has been doing this year?). Istanbul: Belediye Matbaasi, 1951; Istanbul’un Iman, 1950-1953
(Urban reconstruction of Istanbul). Istanbul: Halk Matbaasi, 1954.
492Istanbul’un Kitabi (the book of Istanbul). Istanbul: Istanbul Belediyesi, cl 959.
493 Fahrettin Kerim Gôkay’in Konugmalan 1950-1955. Istanbul: Belediye Matbaasi, 1957; the second book with the
same title covers 1955-1959, Istanbul: Belediye Matbaasi, 1960.
494 Istanbul Belediyesi 1959 Çaligma raponi (the working report of 1959 of the Istanbul municipality), Istanbul:
Belediye Matbaasi, 1960.
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their reports were not taken into consideration during the construction works between
1956 and 1960.^®®
Foreign planners, Hogg, Piccinato, who took role in the urban reconstruction, also
published reports on Istanbul."*^
There were also unpublished reports (one of which I found in Professor Kemal Ahmet
Aru’s personal archive) revealing the process partially. Cevat Erbel, the then member
of the revision committee from Hier Bankasi (the Bank of Provinces), and prepared a
report on the activities of the Directorate of urban reconstruction of Istanbul in the Bank
between April 1958 and February 1960.'*®^
Apart from these documents, the main resource is personal memories of architects,
planners, engineers, who took role in the urban reconstruction process. Although it is
difficult to tell the story of the Rebuilding of Istanbul based on this subjective material,
memories reveal interesting details of the urban transformations in the decade.
Furthermore, Turkish daily newspapers of the decade (such as Cumhuriyet, Hürriyet,
Havadis) are primary sources to follow the urbanisation process in Istanbul in the
1950s likewise the 1940s. Daily newspapers were the main platform for the
presentation of Menderes’s executions. Especially, Havadis, established in 18 October
1956, extensively reported the improvements of the execution with a pro-governmental
discourse.
Daily newspapers, personal memories, and a series of political books by Menderes’s
friends and ministers, are sufficient to construct a version of events in the
reconstruction of Istanbul. To a large extent, this version is about the process, and tells
the story as the municipality and the government wished it to be known both in Turkey,
and abroad. This material provides the initial source of evidence for knowledge of the
history of Istanbul’s reconstruction.
Yet, for some investigating both views on the urban clearance and works, it has always
been the official documents of the Yassiada Trial includes interesting data on
Menderes and his urban and ethnicity policies. These un-published typed papers

'*95A.Boysan, the then Secretary General of the Chamber of Architects, interview; and Cansever, interview.
Hans Hogg, Istanbul, Ausschnitte eus der Stadtemeuemng. A booklet without publisher name, c.1960; Luigi
Piccinato, “Büyük Istanbul’un Nazim Plani Ana Hatlari Izah Raporu (report on the primary aspects of the Istanbul
master plan), written in 1967; Mimarlik, issue 5,1970:49-54; also his unpublished paper T ’Urbanisation d'lstanbul",
c.1960.
A non published report by Cevat Erbel, "lller Bankasi Istanbul Imar Planlama Mûdürlûgünûn Kurulug Tarihi olan 1
Nisan 1958’den bu yana Faaliyeti Hakkinda Rapor” (a report on the activities of the Directorate of Istanbul’s urban
reconstruction planning in the Bank of Provinces since its establishment date of 1 April 1958). Istanbul, after
February 1960.
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revealed the subjective speculations against the Menderes government in terms of
urban demolitions/^^

5.2. REPRESENTATION OF THE POPULIST IDEOLOGY AND THE URBANISATION
OF ISTANBUL
In The Production of Space, Lefebvre writes that “we should have to study not only the
history of space, but also the history of representations; along with that of their
relationships - with each other, with practice, and with ideology.”'*®® His notion of
“dominated space” in modern society can be a way of description for the strong
emphasis of spatial visualisation. In this respect, studying the network of large roads in
Istanbul in the mid-20**’ century gives a deeper understanding of the politics of space
and its overwhelming power. Considering the modern city having basis on spatial
visualisation, one can analyse both the governmental activities and their official
publications. A powerful visual representation enables (re)ordering and (re)shaping the
city. Even a study on a number of representations may shed light “the layers of truth,”
unveiling “contradictory evidence” in the city itself.^®® The representation of the
Rebuilding of Istanbul should be considered in this framework in this section. As
presented in Chapter 4, Istanbul was the theatrical stage for the physical appearance
of a series of various contradictory layers, such as Turkishness, Ottomanism, Isiamism,
and Americanism. This section describes the visualisation of such layers in the
architectural and urban fields.

5.2.1. Decommissioning Henri Prost: A Story of Turkishness and the neglect of
Istanbul
In the name of a fresh start to the new period, anything or anyone related with the
former government were suspect with speculations of financial corruption.®®^ Within the
speculative context of financial corruption, the Municipal Assembly in Istanbul
demanded an investigation for the land expropriated at Maçka, a neighbourhood
between Taksim and Be§ikta§, for the implementation of the Inônü Promenade (Taksim
Gezi Park) by Prost.®®^ The Council members speculated that the expropriation
committee overvalued President Inônü’s family land at Maçka, and that Prost had acted
'*98 “Istimlak Yolsuzlugu Davasi” (the case of the expropriation corruption), 17.04.1961-03.06.1961. It is difficult to
reach the original document. Following the earthquake of 1999 in Istanbul, the main library of Istanbul University was
damaged and closed down. It was only possible to find this document in the archive of Tarihi Ara§tirma Vakfi at
Cagaloglu-lstanbul.
Lefebvre, 1991:165.
500D.Harvey, Consciousness and the Urban Experience, Studies in the History and Theory of Capitalist Urbanisation.
London: Basil Blackwell, 1985:221-249.
501 For instance, in September 1950, the new municipality stopped the property expropriation for road construction on
account of financial investigation. Cumhuriyet, 21.09.1950.
502Cumhuriyet, 21.11.1950.
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as the direct agent of I n ô n ü . Apparently, members were critical about the execution
of the Park no. 2 as the main urban element in Frost's Plan, which was named after the
second President, who was also the leader of CHP. In these discussions. Frost's plan
was aggressively criticised for its incomplete alteration process and Prost was
presented as a foreigner \o the city, and the fact that he stayed in Istanbul since 1936
ignored. Although Prost was given a chance to speak in this meeting, they were
already set to decommission him and so did they.^®"* The underlying reason given for
this verdict was clearly printed in daily newspapers: "Turkish experts, who know the city
better than Prost, should prepare the plans of I s t a n b u l . I n the discourse, from the
very beginning, the themes of “Turkishness”, “Turkish nationalism,” and of the "impact
of democratic state on Istanbul” were already apparent.^®® In the newspapers, the
nationalistic discourse was followed by a proposal for the appointment of Turkish
experts. The decommissioning process was a direct attack to the whole modernising
process of the early republican years, based on the invitation of foreign expertise and
know-how. The discourse of Turkishness was surrounded, in particular, by the neglect
of Istanbul in the former era, and was successfully used as a political tool.
In this context. Frost's report of 1948, explaining the difficulties of the urban
reconstruction in Istanbul, and the reasons of delay, was published by the Municipality
under a speculative title, reminiscent of the rhetoric of neglect: “The interesting report
of Professor Prost on why works went wrong in Istanbul " (1951).®°^ Prost revealed the
lack of the sufficient number of engineers in his team; criticised the architecture of new
buildings; mentioned the necessity of new regulations for the preservation act for the
urban clearance and demolitions. These issues were presented to the audience as part
of the neglected Istanbul in the previous decades.
Journalists, too, adopted the theme of neglect and broadly reported it in their articles,
even two years after Frost's had been decommissioned. For instance, §eh§uvaroglu
argued in 1952:
“Istanbul’s reconstruction had been left to a foreigner in the republican period. And some
big squares were cleaned and Ottoman monuments were brought into life. Istanbul lived
the most important era of its reconstruction process in the 1950s.”^

In this article, the on-going street enlargements, renovations, partial urban clearance,
i.e., the piecemeal urban reconstruction, which had been implemented over two years,
was represented as “the most important era” in the urban modernisation of Istanbul.
“ 3 Cumtiuriyet, 21.12.1950 and 27.12.1950.

^ Cumhuriyet, 27.12.1950.
^ Cumhuriyet, 21.12.1950 and 27.12.1950.
506 Cumhuriyet, 21.12.1950 and 27.12.1950; 23.01.1952.
507 Prost, report of 20.09.1948; II ve ^ehirde Gecen Yilda Neler Yapildi ve Bu Yil Neler Yapiliyor, 1950-1951] 45-47.
508 Cumhuriyet, 08.02.1952.
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Obviously Çeh§uvaroglu ignored the fact that all modifications had been implemented,
based on Prost’s plan. Without revealing what the big achievements were, the rhetoric
was simply based on homage to the DP government. Without rational and objective
criticism, the urban problems of Istanbul were represented as the result of a purposeful
neglect. Leaving the responsibility of the urban reconstruction to a “foreigner” was also
represented as part of neglect. An important feature of the discourse of neglect was
that it was a basic political tool against the Inônü period (1938-1950). The DP members
tried hard to make the CHP period of milli §ef (the national chief) sound solemn and
forgotten. Even a proposition was given at the municipal assembly for changing street
names carrying the name of a living politician.O bviously a direct target was Inônü,
and the Inônü promenade.
Following the decommissioning of Prost, a Turkish body of experts took an important
role for the future of Prost’s master plan and its revision later on, between 1951 and
1956. The revision of Prost’s plan was made in two steps: evaluation and revision.

Temporary Revision Committee, 1951-1952
Initially, the Temporary Committee {Gegici Revizyon Komitesi), consisting of Turkish
experts, was established to evaluate former plans, and decide about their rationality of
application in terms of economics, planning, and urban pattern. This committee was
formed with the participation of several institutions of the state and universities: Kemal
Ahmet Aru (ITU), Cevat Erbel and Mithat Yenen (Bank of Provinces), Mukbil Gokdogan
(Turkish Union of Engineers), Muhittin GQven (Turkish Union of Architects), Mehmet Ali
Handan (Academy of Fine Arts), Behçet Ünsal (Technical School). Faruk Akçer and
Ertugrul Mente§e (Directorate of Reconstruction) assigned as counsellor, and architect
Seyfi Arkan as observer by the General Council of the Istanbul Municipality.
And, the theme of Turkishness was kept alive during the commissioning of the
committee. As Cumhuriyet wrote that "the country’s experts will be used.”®^^
Having analysed 143 plans of Prost, the committee prepared a report, in which the
master plan was severely criticised (1951).®^^ The revision committee’s report also
showed the attitude of the 1950s towards one party period. The DP, introduced In 14
May 1950 and the municipalities used any medium available to criticise the former
decade, especially President Inônü and the mayor-governor of Istanbul, Dr. Lütfi Kirdar
(1938-1949), who had been assigned to the post by Inônü. The committee criticised

^ Cumhuriyet, 21.06.1952.
510Duranay, 81; Tekeli, 1992:42-43; Angel, 1993:2-3; Aru and Cansever, interviews.
511 Cumhuriyet, 23.01.1952.
512Revizyon Komitesi Raporu (1951) 1954.
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Prost for failing to project the urban growth, and for doing a partial plan based upon the
beautification of Istanbul:
“The Prost plans were extremely superficial, based on beautification and ornamentation of
the city. The main approach was composed by wide boulevards, greenery, partial designs
like Taksim Gezi Park (the Inônü promenade) (...) And the plan was insufficiently thorough
documentation.” ®^^

The grounds for criticisms of Prost’s plans were:
Plans had not been based on contemporary documentation and research;
-

The topographic maps were inadequate, and priority had been given to
beautification of the city instead of urban problems (such as housing,
transportation) and its economic and social issues.

The reason of such a harsh criticism of the Committee, which was guided by Professor
Aru, was a conflict of interest, since Prost opposed Aru’s design of middle class
housing in the northern part of the city, Levant (see Chapter 6).®^'’ During my
interviews, Aru repeated Temporary Committee’s critics against Prost’s Plan. He
reiterates that Prost had not been an important figure for the rebuilding of Istanbul. He
refused to acknowledge the secularising aim of his master plan, and insisted upon the
theme of beautification.
Another occasion of attacking Prost and the past was the physical condition of
projects’s material. After two years the real situation of Prost’s projects was publicly
explained and presented as part of the neglect: “Istanbul’s reconstruction projects are
lost. Prost’ regional and detailed plans, costing hundred of thousands liras, had been
lost or destroyed.”®^®Mayor-Governor Gokay made the loss of the plans and inaccuracy
of their situation basic part of his press conferences, and announced the impossibility
of using Prost’s drawings and plans, which were in a very bad condition.®^® As
explained in Chapter 3, most of the drawings and notes could not be found because of
various reasons, and those had been found had already been deteriorated. However,
this situation was used as part of the image of neglect towards the audience.

Permanent Revision Committee, 1952-1956
Following its criticisms, the Temporary Committee also proposed the expansion of
survey areas, and recommended that urban development should continue according to
Prost’s Plan at first, until the new analyses and plans would be completed. In 1952,
according to the recommendation of the temporary committee, a permanent team
513Revizyon Komitesi Raporu (1951) 1954.
514Aru and 0zde§, interviews.
515Cumhuriyet, 04.04.1952.
516 Cumhuriyet, 08.04.1952; press conference of 20.11.1954, Fahrettin Kerim Gokay’in Konu§malari, 197-198; also
his speech of 15.03.1955,234-235.
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Istanbul ^ehir Imar Plani Daim! Komisyonu (Permanent Commission for the Istanbul
master plan), which was also called Mü§avir1er Heyeti (board of counsellors) was
established. The Committee’s essential tasks were to advise the planning process of
the master plan, to organise planning issues and to collaborate with the Directorate of
Reconstruction at the municipal City Council. It comprised of Turkish experts, Cevat
Erbel, KA Aru, and Mukbil Gokdogan from the former committee, and Emin Gnat from
ITU as a new member. An important attempt of the Permanent Revision Committee
was to hold the Istanbul Development Congress in March 1952, proposing the
establishment of the Ministry of Urban Reconstruction and Settlement - that was set up
in May 19 58/''
The Committee also prepared two reports about their work in 1953, but did not
publish.®^® The Committee published a report in 1954, which was related to the
Beyoglu district,®^^ and a supplementary report of 1956 that dealt with the historical
peni nsu l a. Th ei r common feature was the continuity of the negative account on
Prost’s Plan, but, in the very same time, the Turkish experts preferred to apply Prost’s
restrictions on the urban silhouette and the Bosphorus as well as Istanbul’s basic
functional zoning. The studied area was enlarged from 3000ha to GOOOha. None of the
drawings nor projects were published with the reports. And Prost’s drawings remained
more or less the unique master plan for the city of Istanbul.
From 1951 to 1956, Governor Fahrettin Kerim Gokay often quoted and talked about the
Revision Committee, described their working process, explained their p r o j e c t s , a n d
daily newspapers published columns entitled “the urban reconstruction”, or “news of
the city”y intensively reporting the revision process in six y e a r s . T h e r e had been full
respect and full confidence in the Turkish committee. During Menderes’s visits to
Istanbul, it was always the members of the committee who accompanied the Prime
Minister. The Committee’s vision and ideas were indisputable.®^®
In short, first of all, the criticisms of Istanbul Municipal Council’s members’ critics (in
other words, the DP members) made Prost and his plan seem unsuitable, and were
responsible for his dismissal. Secondly, although the revised plan continued the main
features of Prost’s plan, the Revision Committee’s critics made Prost and his projects
517 Cansever, 1993:53-54; Tekeli, 1992:42; Cansever, interview.
518The Revision Committee’s unpublished report, signed by C.Erbel, 28.02.1953, and the second unpublished report
signed by C.Erbel, June 1953; reports are from Aru’s personal archive.
519 Istanbul Imar Plani, Beyoglu ciheti (Istanbul Master Plan, Beyoglu side). Istanbul: the Istanbul municipality, 1954.
Revizyon Komisyonu Raporu. Istanbul Belediye Matbaasi, 1954.
520 Istanbul Imar Plani, Izah raporlan, 2. Istanbul Ciheti (Istanbul master plan, reports, historical peninsula). Istanbul
Belediye Matbaasi, 1956.
521 Govemor’s press conference of 20.11.1954, Fahrettin Kerim Goka/in Konu§malari, 1951-1955,197-198; also his
speech of 15.03.1955,234-235.
522See for instance, Cumhuriyet, 27.07.51,31.07.51,26.08.51,17.09.53, 26.01.1953.
523Aru, Eldem, and Ozde§, interviews.
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seem directed only by principles of beautification. It was their attitude that caused Prost
to be excluded from the urban and architectural studies curriculum at least in the
Planning department of ITU in my student years between 1986 and 1990.
Apart from the lack of a master project as a result, there was a question that the
reforms of Prost’s Plan in the 1930s and 1940s could be variously interpreted. In the
1930s and the 1940s, one may describe them as about secularisation, equalisation of
sexes, etc; in the 1950s, exactly the same physical changes and alterations to the city
become interpreted as about Turkification. The point of the Revision Committee of
1951 was precisely in order to change the interpretation of Prost’s Plan, rather than to
change the measures /concept of the plan itself. The physical changes to the city were
broadly similar to those described by Prost (even they differ in being applied to a larger
area), but the difference was that these now came from a Turkish body of experts; and
maybe, as a result, it became possible for them to be interpreted as a part of a policy
against the ethnic minorities. In other words, the physical features of the plan remained
more or less the same, but their meaning changed.
Despite the rhetoric of Turkishness, whenever it was thought necessary, foreign
experts and expert companies were invited such as Patrick Abercrombie, a British town
planner, an American firm Skidmore-Owings-Merrill-SOM, and two French firms. SOM
was invited in 1951 to prepare a report on transportation and housing problems in
Turkey.®^"* Following another invitation by the Ministry of Public Affairs, two French
companies presented grand projects for Istanbul, one for the metro system and the
second

for

a

bridge

over

the

Bosphorus.®^®

In

1954,

the

Istanbul

Municipality/Governorship commissioned Patrick Abercrombie to prepare a report on
Prost’s plan; following a ten-day survey, he submitted an unpublished report.®^® These
indicate that the DP governorship-mayorship kept on inviting foreign experts as
advisors on Istanbul’s urban planning, as it had been done in the Ottoman and the
early republican periods - to bring the know-how and expertise from the West as the
basic core of the modernisation process. In spite of the rhetoric of Turkishness, the
practice was different. The continuity of invitation of foreign expertise exemplified this.

5.2.2. Showing Mosques by Roads: Ottomanism - Isiamism and the Second
Conquest of Istanbul
For the context of preservation, Asworth and Tunbridge indicate that the relationship
between nationalism and historical preservation has been particularly intimate. They
524Angel. 1993:2.
525Cansever, interview.
526 In 1952, an international competition was organised for ttie Izmir master plan; Abercrombie, planner of ttie London
master plan of 1944, was appointed as the head of the jury and also prepared a report for Istanbul: "Halen
hazirlanmakta olan Nazim Planlardaki Teklifler ve Metotlar Hakkinda Muvakkat rapor” (temporary report on the
proposals and methods of the master plans under revision), 26.04.1954.
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mention that “nation-states have been forged by nationalist interpretations of the past,
and what is considered to be heritage is largely determined by these interpretations.”®^^
Therefore, preservation of monuments shed light the national aspirations and reveals
close links with the national identity and the political aims. Bartu affirms: “cultural
heritage, preservation and conservation become contested domains through which the
past, present, and future are (re)worked and (re)formulated.”®^® In the Turkish context,
“the struggle” of selection between monuments and timber houses “brings issues of
who we are / who we were;” and “what it means to be Turkish, European, modern.”®^®
The selection of the building type for preservation directly reflects the national identity
aspired by the decision-maker.
In the early republican years, Prost’s arrangement of spaces emphasised GrecoRomaine heritage in Istanbul. In the mid-20^"^ century, it was the Ottoman master
pieces that the Menderes government preferred to preserve and to show both to public
and to tourists. Even annual municipal reports and publications present Ottoman
mosques at their cover. The abstract visualisation of temporary architecture and cubic
house of the setting-up was turned into the photographic representation of religious
buildings. In this context, Istanbul’u abed etmek (beautifying/modernising Istanbul) was
the main aim of the DP members.®®® 1953, the 500*^ anniversary of the conquest of
Istanbul, was an extraordinary opportunity to set Istanbul in the core of an ideological
platform for showing off their political power. The Democrats remembered that the
conquest of Istanbul took part in the wishes of both Muhammed, the Prophet because
of its significance for the Christianity, and Ertugrul Gazi whose son Osman became the
founder of the Ottoman state.®®^ In the 1950s, the wish of conquer Istanbul and beautify
it was used as a propaganda surrounding the on-going urban works, making
Menderes’s power reminiscent of famous Ottoman Sultan Mehmet II, who conquered
Istanbul in 1453 following the holy orders. The impact of rememberance of these
historical as so significant that all newspapers started to print articles and to give daily
or weekly supplements narrating these stories, accompanied with the pictures of
Ottoman works of art, mosques in particular, with the motto of “the most powerful
stamp of the Turkish Istanbul”®®^ emphasising the importance of Istanbul in the
Ottoman era. The celebration of the conquest was also used to make Istanbul DP’s
and Turkey’s symbolic centre. The rhetoric of Ottomanism bound with Turkishness and
Islam was the core of the urban modernisation in the 1950s. Five years later, stories of

527GJ Asworth and JE Tunbridge, The Tourist-historic City. London: Belhaven, 1990.
528Bartu, 43.
529Bartu, 43.
530The Municipal Programme; Cumhuriyet, 04.09.1950.
531 Cumhuriyet, 29-30.05.1953.
532Cumhuriyet, 17-18.05.1953.
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the 500^ anniversary recited during the construction works between 1956 and 1960. In
1958, Havadis wrote as the main propaganda:
“The city of Istanbul had been the biggest cultural centre of the Middle East; was it worth to
leave the city in neglect? It was necessary to convert the current state of disbelief and lack
of confidence in Istanbul. That was what Menderes did: in the name of the pride of the
Turkish history and suitable to the gate of the western civilisation, Menderes started to
beatify Istanbul.

It was both for the Ottomanism and westernisation (with the connotation of
Americanism) that the urban reconstruction of Istanbul took place, and that Menderes
who beautified the city and conquered the neglected city for the second time. Similar
opinion has also been mentioned in foreign dries. Time, an American news magazine
made Menderes and the urban reconstruction cover: “What Constantine made,
Menderes will remake!”®^"* This news were extensively reported in the Turkish dailies
under the title of “Hayirkar Bombardiman” (bombardment for good), that meant for the
well-being of the city, with the connotation of creativity of destruction brought by
modernisation. Newspapers wrote that Time magazine was paying homage to urban
reconstruction in I s t a n b u l . S o o n ,

in January 1958, Menderes was on Time

magazine’s cover. Time’s cover presenting Menderes as the greatest Turkish
statesman after Atatürk became a populist topic to write for the Turkish dailies under
the title “Kapaktaki Devlet adami Menderes” (the statesman on the cover).®^® Menderes
was presented in front of an Ottoman sword and a Turkish flag, visualising the
dominant two themes of the decade. Havadis focused on the narration of the Time
magazine, quoting "the glasting energy of Turkey and our Prime Minister.” Both the
politicians and the Turkish press wanted to present the urban modernisation to the
Western Europe and the USA. In fact, against the increasing complaints of Istanbulites
for the urban demolitions, that the American newspapers/reviews acknowledged the
Rebuilding of Istanbul was seen as success of the DP government and PM Menderes.
In this context, in the caricatures, Menderes was visualised with an Ottoman sword In
his hand, and cutting the Gordian knot, representing problematic Istanbul.®®^ This was
Menderes seen as the only one who could resolve the urban problems of the city by his
radical approach.
It was within this official discourse that the motto of “showing the Ottoman heritage of
magnificent Istanbul” should be once more considered. The claim of favouring Islam by
the DP had never been reflected into the built environment that much. The urban
clearance started up in various spots to open up large avenues and squares with the
533Havadis, 11.11.1958.
534Time. 15.08.1957.
535 Havadis, 17.08.1957.
536Time, 31.01.1958.
537 Havadis, 24.01.58.
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motto of cleaning up the surroundings of Ottoman monuments. The newspapers’
headlines gave broad description of this clearance of the surroundings of Sinan’s
master-pieces, announcing afterwards that it had “European appearance,” and thus,
“razing” became the most popular way of describing Istanbul’s urban reconstruction,
with a connotation of “getting rid of a d i r t i n e s s . I n this respect, “old” and “un
maintained” buildings of the historical peninsula merited to be “razed,” constituting the
basic discourse of the DP members and newspapers. It was the continuous visual
representation of old traditional neighbourhoods with “m iserable” look that made the
legitimisation of massive urban clearance in Istanbul (FIG .5.1).^^®

Fig.5.1. Traditional neighbourhoods in the historical peninsula by Ara Güler in 1955.
Nothing else visualised better legitimisation of the urban clearance in Istanbul
between 1956 and 1960.

During the massive urban demolitions, Banarli wrote:
“Istanbul is the city of our civilisation, and of our national architecture or conquest
architecture. To keep the city in its Roman form is not patriotism. Seljuks and Ottomans
exalted the country with monuments. Now, these are presented to the nation and the world
with roads. Is there any harm in

In the annual reports, the rhetoric was based on the com parison with the past: “ In
1949,

seven

m osques

were

renovated

whereas

in

1957,

85

mosques

were

renovated.
In the 1950s, m aster-pieces were chosen for preservation, which is consistent with
urban modernisation. The preservation concept of the period was based on the
538 Cumhuriyet, Hürriyet and Havadis, from September 1956,1957; see Havadis, 05.08.1957, 26.06.1957.
539 Havadis, 25.10.1956 and 08.12.1956.
5^° Nihad Sami Benarli, “Istanbul’un Imari", Havadis, 20.11.1957.
541 Istanbul’un Kitabi, 129.
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clearance of surroundings of the monuments. There was almost no interest in
vernacular architecture, even not in international arena. Vernacular architecture was
thought old, and establishing a barrier in the way of modernisation that has to be
removed. Old houses/neighbourhoods represented the under-development In terms of
ownership, the preservation of monuments were easier as they belonged to the state or
the General Directorate of Foundations. However, the examples of the vernacular
architecture belonged to the individuals, required additional funding since individuals
did not want to invest in their own property and expect funding from the state.
While this study is not denying that, it is also suggesting that the selection of Ottoman
works of art for preservation meant something else in the context of the Turkish politics
in the 1950s. Preservation had close links with the modernisation concept of the period,
revealing the strong wish of establishing a closer link with the Ottoman past of the
country as well as Islam. The selected monuments were not only master pieces but
also the symbols of a specific message - a political priority given to Ottomans and
Islam. The annual reports and newspapers indicate that “showing mosques,” and
“beautifying and restoring mosques” were in fact purposeful steps of the political
agenda, and used for giving symbolic messages both to the masses for the claim of
votes in the following elections and in the establishment of closer links with the Middle
Eastern countries.
In short, Prost’s recommendation on the preservation of Ottoman monuments in 1937
was shifted into the making visible the Ottoman religious complexes surrounded by a
populist discourse of Ottomanism and Isiamism.

However, this was another

contradictory policy. Within the rhetoric of Ottomanism and "showing the mosques”, as
partly mentioned in the archival research at Aksaray in Chapter 4, Ottoman master
pieces were demolished during the construction of the network of roads as well.^^
(APPENDIX 4)

5.2.3. Housing Complexes for the Middle Class; Making the Little America In
Turkey
Supported by industrial and technical developments as well as capital power, the
middle class became a leading group not only for the emergence of a liberal society but
also for shaping cities in the West. In the western cities, there had been close links
between the emergence of the capitalism and development of urban services, and this
is directly reflected in the new built environment.

542 Behçet Ünsal, a member of the Higher Preservation committee, gave in his report of 1960 a detailed list and
schematic maps prepared according to the official applications for demolitions; “Istanbul’un Iman ve Eski Eser
Kaybi”. Güzel Sanatlar Akademisi Dergisi, 8-60.
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In the context of the Turkish politics of the mid-20'^ century, the economic
developments gained wider meanings and implications. Surrounded by the discourse
of the

free world

and Keynesian economy

(production, foreign investment,

consumption), marketing a city as a national and international space was in practice
similarly to the ones in the European and American contexts. Istanbul witnessed the
transformation of urban identity bringing diversity and contradiction. In terms of
commodity, better service, improvement of the urban life-services were observed. In
terms of participation to the urban life, Istanbul became open for the first time to all its
citizens, and people from nationwide. So that masses met a new life style, a new way
of living. With the process of modernisation, not only the urban identity but also the
individuality had changed in Istanbul.
Similarly, the transformation of the economic policies were physically reflected into the
daily life, municipal services, investments. In this context, the aspiration of the making
the Little America soon combined with the emergence of housing complexes in suburb
was represented as the ideal home in Istanbul likewise the one in the Western Europe.
In fact, the ideal home was politically presented as “the locus of the middle class
identity and culture since the beginning of the 19*^ Century and the early 20*^ Century.
The notion of the ideal home became part of the distinction of the white-collar groups in
the Western w o r l d , a s well as in the postWWII era:
“Cultural spaces as emblematic of the middle class - family and neighbourhood - were
translated into the physical space of mass-produced suburbs and transposed on
television ."^

Ôncü compares between the residential developments of the 1990s in Istanbul to the
one in the 1950s in the North American cities, and indicates that the myth of “the ideal
home travels across cultural borders to Istanbul.”®^® However, the roots of the myth of
the ideal home dominating the politics of space as well as the politics of identity existed
in the post-WWII era in Istanbul to pursue a new, modem, and, in particular, better Wfe,
different from the traditional one. So, in Istanbul, large-scale residential areas, built for
middle class families, were presented as the main achievement of the Turkish
urbanisation process and the making of the Turkish bourgeoisie, reflecting the spirit of
the era in the urban space. In other words, the^ new suburbs - garden city type became the physical appearance of the economic and social policy based on the
making of a Turkish middle class. In this respect, the middle class housing complexes
in urban

suburbs

(such

as

Levent,

Atakoy,

Ko§uyolu,

Zincirlikuyu,

Etiler,

Küçükçekmece) were the emphasis of the agenda in the 1950s (FIG.5.2). Political and
543 Ayçe Ôncü, ‘The Myth of the "Ideal Home" Travels across cultural borders to Istanbul,” Space, Culture and
Power, Ôncü and Weyland, eds. London: Zed Books, 1997:56-72, here 60.
544ôncü, 60.
545Ôncü, 60.
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urban modernisers believed that low-density American-type suburb was the way to
create a middle class in Turkey. Presented with the motto of American dream by the
press and politicians, upper middle class residential areas such as Levent and Atakoy
were seen as instruments to create a Turkish bourgeoisie by the moderniser policy
maker (see Chapter 6).
Although housing was one of the main municipal targets in the beginning, Istanbul’s
growing lack of social housing remained almost untouched - except for a couple of
examples: Rami Houses at the Golden Horn, built in a couple of months surrounded
with a nationalistic discourse due to the emigration of Bulgarians of Turkish Muslim
origin from Bulgaria to Turkey; Workers’ Houses at Koçuyolu at the Anatolian side, and
Zincirlikuyu. For the increasing problem of housing shortage as an essential problem
due to the immigration to Istanbul as mentioned in Chapter 4, private Housing
Associations were established to construct "proper examples of new architecture and a
new life” in Istanbul, in urban peripheries in particular, represented by schematic
drawings constituted the house myth in Turkey. In this context, advertisements in
magazines and daily news

revealed

how new modern houses and new life styles were

made for the main aspiration for the Turkish society by an effective marketing strategy.
The architectural vocabulary of clean and hygienic houses, with modern facades that
was used in the early republican era, were presented as a brand new vocabulary to
symbolise the spirit of the 1950s and the DP government. These visualised the
aspiration of being the Little America with a new life style and a new space. Old
traditional houses/neighbourhoods represented the past. It became so popular and
excepted by the public to such an extend that there was not a day that newspapers did
not publish advertisement of a bank giving a house with garden or a flat in the lottery
open for its clients who open an account. Banks used the image of “new life” and “ideal
home” for attracting clients (FIG.5.3). In this context, “beautiful, clean, and hygienic”
atmosphere of “modem houses” for the Istanbulites were the basic representation of
the new life style in Istanbul. Therefore the myth of house became a fictive and abstract
representation revealing social aspiration for a new life style. Accordingly, “new life”
should be accompanied by the American or western goods or products in the new
home, with the motto of “do what Americans do” (FIG.5.4).®"® And the new life style can
only be completed by an imported car or a speedboat, visualising a prosper and happy
life in abstract drawings (FIG.5.5.) Even courier services were set up to carry these
products to the other cities.^^ The nationalistic mood of citizens which can be
explained with the motto of “citizen, use national product, and save money”^® of the

546 Civils servants in Ankara started to buy refrigerator and oven from the American diplomats returning to the USA;
from the memories of my family.
547 Cumhuriyet, 27.11.1951.
548 Cumhuriyet, 12.12.1930.
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early republican years had been turned into consumerism which was represented by
purchasing western products and imported goods of better quality they used to have.
Moreover, the prosperous future was reflected in a new modern environm ent such as
the Hilton Hotel and the Municipality Palace which were the exam ples of the HighModernist approach in Istanbul. The Hilton Hotel, a symbol of American investm ent and
development of tourism and business with the indication of new liberal econom ic policy,
also a political message against the Soviets in the bi-polarised WWII.^'^^ Newspapers
and annual albums visualised this significant change from the beginning of the
construction in April 1951 to its end in May 1955, and a honorary citizenship of Istanbul
rewarded to Conrad Hilton in June 1955 symbolises the political agenda (FIG .5.6).^^°
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Fig.5.2. “New architecture for the prosper future:”
housing complex at Zincirlikuyu, designed by
Turgut Cansever at the northern part of Istanbul,
1952.
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Fig.5.3. Advertisement of Türkiye l§ Bankasi (Turkish work bank): the ideal hom e distributed by
the bank to their clients by the monthly lottery; the add usually include detailed description of the
house and the location, where a garden was a must. The schematic drawing represented a
fictive future with the upper middle class values.

549 Annabel Jane Wharton, Building the Cold War, Hilton International Hotels and Modern Architecture. Chicago: The
University of Chicago Press, 2001:1-11,13-38.
550 Cumhuriyet. 17.05.1955; 11.06.1955; Istanbul Albümü, 1951.
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f '
Fig.5.6. Model of the Hilton Hotel was attractive for Istanbulites.

In the visual representation and their texts, Istanbul was (re)shaped to (re)define a new
environm ental im age and a new life style for the citizens. In the 1950s, what was
extraordinary idea in the Turkish case was that the belief by building the spatial
features of m iddle-class America, a middle class would come into existence.

5.3. QUANTITATIVE COMPARISON OF THE REBUILDING OF ISTANBUL
The most emphasised political rhetoric was the comparative description of the DP’s
achievement with the activities of CHP in quantitative terminology, such as finance
(money spent), dimension (material used), and time (quickness/rapidity). The most
important feature in the description of the DP’s achievements was the com parison of
the two periods. The DP achievements of a couple of years were always compared
with the ones spent/used in twenty-seven years of one party era. The use of
quantitative figures was another way of reflecting the spirit of the period and the
policies of the DP.

5.3.1. Budget Spent: more financial investment for Istanbul
In each occasion, the annual budget of the Istanbul Municipality was em phasised with
an overwhelming discourse in quantitative terms, and even represented with diagram s
or exaggerated illustrations showing the comparison between what the DP achieved in
a couple of years of governance comparing and the twenty-seven year of governance
of CHP.^^^ Any governm ental/m unicipal investment - costly infra-structures in particular,
like energy and w ater supply systems - were represented with powerful visualisation
tools, surrounded by a discourse of the “money spent” (FIG .5.7). Also com parisons
between Istanbul and Ankara in the headlines as the main part of the political discourse
to stress the rhetoric of neglect of Istanbul in the previous era. M ayor-G overnor Gokay

551 Hürriyet, 06.03.1955.
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compared Ankara and Istanbul and said that spending for Ankara had been grossly
paid by Istanbulites in a speech on 25 October 1954;
“Although Istanbul has not been the administrative centre, it has been the centre of science,
art and commerce. For Ankara, T LIbn was spent in 30 years. Spending TLIOm annually for
Turkey’s biggest city does not constitute a problem. The national income was provided by
,,552
Istanbulite tax payers.

Governor G okay’s speeches or press conferences gave comparative accounts of two
consecutive periods. He always mentioned the budget and spending as a strong proof
of the governmental and municipal achievements in I s t a n b u l . M o r e o v e r , Istanbul’un

Kitabi visualised

the

com parative

budget

spent

for

expropriations

and

urban

reconstruction: “Between 1923 and 1949, the Istanbul Municipality spent 19,987,33 TL
in 26 years; whereas between 1950-1957, it spent 86,807,787 for roads and bridges. It
is 4,5 larger than the previous period,” and similarly,

“the governorship spent

15,470,700 and 46,061,544 respectively. It is three times of the previous period.
During the expropriations, 25,845,246 TL paid between 1923 and 1949 had risen to
335,464,245 between 1950 and 1957, which is 13 times larger than the previous period
(FIG .5.8)."""
Table 5.1. Expenditure fo r roads and bridges by CHP and DP
Yearly
Period totals

%

averages

1923-1949

%

1950-1957

change

1923-1949

1950-1957

change

Municipality

19,987,330

86,807,787

334%

768,743

12,401,112

1513%

Expenditure of the Governorship

15,470,700

46,061,544

198%

595,027

6,580,221

1006%

Payments during expropiations

25,845,246

335,464,245

1198%

994,048

47,923,464

4721%

Expenditure of the Istanbul

According to Table 5.1, expenditure of the Istanbul municipality increased by 334% in
total during the period 1923-1949 and 1950-1957. This translates to an increase of
approximately 1500% on a yearly basis during the same periods. This helped the
representation of the governm ental achievement.

6 m illi

6 misif

„57:;i72MllY6N j
Fig.5.7. “Money Spent” is also represented by the increase of credits given to citizens in
agriculture, industry and construction, symbolising the investments and increase of job.
552 Cumhuriyet, 25.11.1954.
553 Gokay’s speech of 25.10.1954 and of 15.03.1955; Fahrettin Kerim Gokay’in Konu§ma!an, 187; 235.
554 Istanbul'un Kitabi, 28, 48.
555 istanbul'un Kitabi, 127.
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Fig.5.8. Schematic representation
m oney sp en t for roads between 1923-1950 and 19501957: “the budget spent between 1950 and 1957 is 4,5 times larger than the budget of the one
party era for works.”

5.3.2. Dimensions and Material Used
The main political approach was broad representation of the new infra-structures with
advertisements on the newspapers. T u rke y’s map w as often schem atically visualised
to present new dams, plants. For this, even Istanbulite journalists were taken for a trip
to the eastern part of Turkey to present the achievem ents and targets of the DP
government up to: “Istanbulite journalists visited the country’s 15,000km length new
roads between Iskenderun (a harbour city on the Mediterranean coast) and Erzurum (a
city in the eastern part) constructed since 1946. The road line will reach 23,000km .at
the end of nine y e a r s . E x t e n d i n g the national road network nationwide was set as a

national concern, and regularly presented to the audience in nationwide.
A caricature published in those days speaks itself about the mood of the period:
civilisation, represented as a sportive young man with a flame at his hand, wishing to
go to the Eastern part of the country, but he could not pass over mountains. He
556 Cumhuriyet, 11.10.1950.
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desperately asked himself: “ How to go? There is no road!”^^^ The discourse of the
1930/1940s was based on the attainment of the contem porary civilisation in terms of
cultural and educational fields, whereas in the 1950s, the new network of roads as a
physical achievem ent became the symbol of the civilised country (see section 5.).
In this context, costly investm ents accelerated all over the country and Istanbul was no
exception. Not only the budget and spending but also other quantitative measures such
as length, width, depth and volume of the concrete, the amount of iron and steel used
to describe the achievements. Photographic and schem atic representations of the
construction sites in Istanbul had been often used by newspapers and even official
publications. “Cem ent of 25cm ,” was used as a catch-phrase to identify with the

Turkish modernisation. The impressive construction machines (imported from the west
through Marshall Aid and American credits) were also in the focus of the DP’s rhetoric.
(FIG.5.9)
“During the execution of 50 to 60m wide cement-asphalt roads, 9 to 30m wide secondary
roads and streets were taken under significant consideration. The new network of roads
will resolve the traffic problem. This area, which was left to its destination, has won a new
image by means of the urban reconstruction.”^^®

The dimension and material used exemplified the governm ental achievement in the
1950s.

M illv t C add«>inin K * n i| t if i SO m e tre d ir. Ik ! ym nind* 7,5 mr
m *( r t scnifliihndo 2
kA ldinm i bulunan bu <«dd«n(n or*
ta tin d « k i r c f u j * fa x in ti yolunwn fvn iÿlig i 7 n ittrod ir. Bu r tfS *
jw n ik i yanmda vo ro fQ jl* k a td m m U r aranrvda 14 t r m«tr«Hk
ik i (ra fik jrolu vard rr k*, 3,5 a r m atrelik 4 «r |crtU» aynim tfU r
T« Her |« rH btr vaaitanm rmha^xa
im kânt wglamaklm dir
va bôylaca 4 oto ytn ya n a yol alabilaaeklir

FIG.5.9. Construction site of M ille t new machines dominate the site. The road of 50m wide was
meant to be the urban gate towards the West. Although the real number of vehicles was lower,
the drawing emphasises the car dominating the built environment, a main feature of the Turkish
modernisation

557 Cumhuriyet, 13.02.1952.
558 istanbul'un Kitabi, 29-30.
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5.3.3. Rapidity of Time
Sennett indicates that with the technological and industrial development, the
emergence of experience of speed as a peculiar aspect of modern Western society
was introduced which had not exist in the modern societies of the 19*^ Century.®®®
Similarly,

Berman combines the

issue of “quickness” with “brutality,” in the

modernisation process and affirms these aspects as main part of “destructive
creativity.”®®®Rapidity, effective productivity by the use of new technology and imported
equipments were the basic terms of the official discourse reflecting modernisation
concept of the era in Turkey. Terminating costly infrastructures (the construction of
plants, dams and the network of roads) in a “couple of months” and starting new ones
nationwide became of primary importance. The Menderes government was in a
specific hurry in achieving what it promised to masses of the country. The concept of
“rapidity of time” might be easily found in the execution of Atatürk’s secularising
reforms (there were a series of legendary stories in the memoir’s of his colleagues,
describing him trying to achieve the radical cultural reform in a couple of months such
as the conversion of the alphabet from Arabic into Turkish). In the 1950s, the concept
of rapidity was applied to costly infrastructure. The news often emphasised the
deadline of construction, indicating the atmosphere of rapitidy: “The water supply
problem will be resolved in three months” or “terminating a tower in eight days with a
new construction method” were at the headlines.®®^ This was a period where the
physical appearance of the infra-structures meant the successful political achievement
both in the international and domestic arenas. In other words, the making of visibility of
urban space dominated the municipal and national political agenda in the decade. The
rapidity, on the one hand, is understandable in order to achieve the modernisation
process and attain the free world, which is constituted (the Western European
countries and the USA for Turkey). The costly and heavily infrastructures became the
best physical proof of this ideal. On the other hand, what was accomplished was the
political tool against the opposition parties in the domestic politics.
The rapidity played a major role in Menderes’s taking decision of starting up the urban
reconstruction in Istanbul. According to Akyurek, the slowness of the revision process
between 1951 and 1956 had created a reactive approach andTiad boosted the concept
of “the need rapidity in action”.®®^ The Prime Minister could not be patient enough to
wait until the accomplishment of the construction drawings and its alteration
programme. Rapidity was not only found in the implementation of heavy infrastructures

559Richard Sennett, Flesh and Stone: The Body and the City in Western Civilisation. London: Faber & Faber, 1994.
550Berman, 100.
551Cumhuriyet, 22.09.1950; Hürriyet, 22.04.1955.
552Akyûrek, interview.
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and roads but also in the preparation of legislative procedures. To prepare an effective
legislative system for urban demolitions had always been Prost’s dream. In his letters,
Prost also recommended the preparation of legal acts to provide the expropriation for
the urban reconstruction in Istanbul. Despite its one party power, CHP could not
accomplish the legal means for expropriation. In 1956, the Menderes government
prepared a couple of new acts for urban reconstruction, facilitating expropriation and
demolition. A new Act of Reconstruction (act no 6785) was passed by the National
Assembly on 16 July 1956, “providing flexibility for urban planners to make plans
conforming to the character and structure of each city, and possibility of the
implementation of development laws outside of the municipal boundar i es. Anot her
important act concerned expropriation, passed on 8 September 1956 (Act no 6850):
the municipal council would make the decision to expropriate which would then be
approved by the governor in provinces, and by sub-prefect in districts. Value of the real
estate was to be determined by committees appointed by the municipal council.
Following these acts, another show of rapidity was the beginning of massive urban
demolitions in two weeks under Menderes’s guidance.
The budget spent, dimensions and material used, and the rapidity of time were
quantitatively presented and schematically visualised to tell the governmental
achievements to the audience internally and externally.

5.4. THE MAKING OF A NEGATIVE STREOTYPE: Yassiada Davalan, 14.09.196015.09.1961
On 27 May 1960, a military coup d’etat took place in Turkey, and Menderes and his
fellow DP members were jailed at Yassiada, which is an island in Istanbul.®®^ The
military government, Milli Birlik Komitesi (the Committee of National Unity) appointed a
specific court for trial, Ydksek Adalet Divam (the Higher Court of Justice), composed of
a group of civil judges and prosecutors as well as Ydksek Soru§turma Kurulu (the
Higher Committee of Investigation), a group of thirty people investigating for
accusations with a specific act of 18 June 1960. Following an investigation period of
five months against the DP members, the trial, known as Yassiada Davalan (Yassiada
Trial), started on 14 September 1960. There were nineteen different accusations
against the DP government and party members. The main accusations were:
Anti-constitutional governmental activities (pressure against the opposition
parties and a number of attacks against Inônü, the opposition leader - socalled Topkapi, Kayseri and Çanakkale events);

For details see Tekeli, 1992:42-43.
^ For the Turkish military and coups, see Hale, 2000:122-123, 163-164; also his The Turkish Army in Politics,
1960-1973,” Finkel and Sirman, 1990:53-77.
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Forcing people to be the member of the DP group the so-called vatan cephesi
(the patrie front);
Anti-constitutional pressure against the press - especially the attacks against
the newspaper Demokrat Izmir)-,
A couple of economic and political corruption;
The events of 6-7 September 1955;
The expropriations in Istanbul;
The students demonstrations against the government where police attacked
them in Istanbul and Ankara in April 1960.^®®
The verdict was given on 15 September 1961, and Menderes along with two of his
ministers sentenced to death by hanhing. The two ministers were hanged on the
following day, and after an unsuccessful attempt of suicide, Menderes was executed on
17 September 1961. It was the trial and its verdict, in Hale’s words, which “caused
more division and bitterness in Turkey than any other which it had taken.”®®®Later on,
the execution of Menderes and his fellow ministers made martyrs o f democracy. Old
Turkish people still remember the broadcasting from the trial for eleven months, and
how subjective the atmosphere was, and how reactionary people became.®®^ Because
of the controversial conditions of the trial and the following tragic events at the end, the
decade became a taboo issue to talk about, and it has always been difficult to
argue/comment on the 1950s not only on the economic, political issues but also on the
urban reconstruction of Istanbul, and it had been extremely difficult to cover the era and
to find the whole data on the trial.
It was the so-called expropriation case that constituted the main issue for the urban
reconstruction of Istanbul, where PM Menderes, his former ministers Haluk Saman,
Hayrettin Erkmen, Medeni Berk, and Emin Kalafat; former Istanbul governors Mümtaz
Tarhan (29.11.1957-11.05.1958), Etem Yetkiner (14.05.1958-24.12.1958), former
Istanbul mayor Kemal Aygün (25.12.1958-27.05.1960); former Izmir governor Kemal
Hadimli (deputy for Istanbul 12.07.1957-05.10.1957) were accused.
The expropriation trial as evidence, for this was the historical moment when it first
became an issue to determine who was responsible. And in a way, it was this event,
the trial that has set the agenda for all the subsequent discussions; the need to
establish whether Menderes was or was not personally and directly responsible for the
565 This accusation would be more than enough to prove the DP party’s policies as anti-constitutional; however, the
investigation team exaggerated the issue, and tried to use anything against Menderes to make him seen ugly. Thus,
a couple of subjective cases, like the dog case, the baby case, and the Barbara case, that would convert the trial into
a tragicomedy, and instead of making the former PM seen guilty, cases ended up to reveal the sentimental
attachment of people to Menderes; from the memories of my family.
566 Hale, 1990:64.
567 From the mémoires of my family.
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programme of reconstruction always reflects back to the way the period of his
premiership is to be regarded. The trial was really where the historical story began. It
is undoubtedly one of the main sources of evidence for the issue of responsibility on
the agencies in the Rebuilding of Istanbul. It reveals crucial questions of what is the
connection between the revision period between 1950 and 1956 and the urban
reconstruction between 1956-1960. It also explained what happened in this period of
reconstruction, helps to describe both the aims and the process of the urban
reconstruction as a whole in the 1950s. The official document of the trial, where
Menderes was presented as “public enemy” gave a completely negative account of the
urban demolitions and the expropriation process. Although one-sidedness of the
available evidence makes it extremely difficult to assemble a comprehensive account
of the process of urban re-development, the documents of the trial present the
responsible agencies in the urban reconstruction (Menderes as well as the Turkish
bureaucrats, foreign experts, and engineers), clarify the aim of establishing a symbolic
centre in the Eastern Mediterranean region, and describe the ad-hoc process without
coordination.
The accusations of the expropriation trial were classified into four groups.
The discrimination of the individual right, consequently, anti-constitutional
policies - also the corruption of expropriation was connected to this item;
The sale of the lands to l§çi Sigortalan Kurumu (Workers’ Insurance
Company) following the expropriations-demolitions and advance payments
out of municipal budget, and corruption;
Thirdly, the demolition of the buildings of Zirai Donatim Kurumu (Institution of
Agricultural Equipment) at Be§iktaç; corruption in the expropriation decision,
the orientation-alignment of road.
The Atakoy Houses and its road (Kennedy Caddesi) both the construction
and alignment.
The legal basis of accusation was the illegal transfer of money among public agencies.
In fact, Menderes’s involvement was not only representative nor symbolic. He activated
all governmental sources and made possible the financial transfer from public agencies
to the Istanbul Municipality, for expropriation and road construction, in particular. It was
Menderes who pushed and squeezed all possibilities for expenses out of budget.
Consequently, the prosecutor demanded for 5-15 years of maximum sentence. All
accused played not guilty. At the end, except Menderes and Aygün, all were released.
Considered expropriations and urban cleaning as the “physical event/appareance of
the anti-constitutional policies,” cases of Menderes and Aygün were connected with the
main trial of anti-constitutional activities.
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During the accusation, instead of afore mentioned legal part, the populist negative
discourse ruled the trial. Accordingly, whatever written in the newspapers, or whatever
said amongst people were used as evidence against Menderes. Even witnesses
revealed whatever they read in the newspapers, or said that “they heard that or that...”,
“they believed that or that...” In this process, first of all, Menderes was accused of
personally starting urban reconstruction in September 1956, and playing “the head
architect” or "Istanbul’s second conqueror,” thus taking over the authority of the
municipality:
“With the consideration of the urban reconstruction conducted by the Istanbul Municipality
insufficient, former PM Menderes publicly declared in the press conference of September
1956 in Liman Restoran (the Harbour restaurant) that the work [urban reconstruction] would
be taken care by the government. Consequently, he started to be interested personally in
the urban reconstruction, and expropriations.”
Governor Gokay, Menderes’s biggest supporter in time, and who made the Istanbul
Municipality offered the Prime Minister the honorary citizenship, said: “expropriation
works were normally conducted. But suddenly, the work was radically changed/shifted
its direction” by his interference following Menderes’s trip to Tehran, where “he adopted
the ambitious idea of urban reconstruction in the city of Istanbul, and adopted the
environmental image of the Middle Eastern city for imperial capital. ” Against this claim,
Menderes mentioned that the urban reconstruction was for modernisation and
beautification of the city proper to a powerful centre in the Eastern Mediterranean.
Secondly, Menderes was accused of using military troops in the urban demolitions.
Thirdly, Menderes’s regular visits and activities were used against him, and presented
as “oppression-suppression of the municipal power,” and in the context of
“dictatorship.” Menderes affirmed:
“Wherever I went, I was interested in the municipal works and urban reconstruction. Even,
they [municipalities] invited me to be interested in [these issues]. For the national urban
reconstruction, in order to get financial and technical help from the government, all
municipalities had asked for help from me, and I worked with them.”
Fourthly, Menderes was accused of having appointed a counsellor as his immediate
representative, sending directives and interfering to the local authority.
“In order to conduct/govern works according to-his directives and wishes, he appointed the
counsellor of the Minister of the Internal Affairs, Dilaver Argun to Istanbul as well as the
head inspector Mümtaz Naymen to help him in Istanbul. They are responsible of some
demolitions, official procedures and the sell of some lands with personal orders and
directives off the regulations.”
In the trial Menderes’s activities, directives, recommendations were considered illegal
causing “individual and public damage” according to the Article 74 of the constitution.
^ One should remember the flattering rhetoric of "paçam en iyi mimar sizslniz” {pa§am- Ottoman general - you are
the best architect) often used by the members of the Revision Committee, mainly Aru and Onat; 0zde§, interview.
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and against the Act of 6830. Fifthly, the trail and witnesses claimed that “there was no
plan.” Governors-mayors blamed Menderes for not having a master plan, and argued
that he behaved like the architect-planner of the city. Menderes revealed that Frost's
Plan was used as the master plan, and that it was revised by Turkish architects and
planners between 1951 and 1956, and when works improved, partial plans-projects of
construction were prepared by Hogg, Piccinato, and some Turkish experts in the
Municipality. He always denied the claim of “there was no plan,” and even described it
using Frost’s rhetoric.
A striking event of the expropriation trial was that all the mayors and governors who
worked with him (except Kemal Aygun, 167-168) denied any sort of responsibility, and
indicated Menderes as the main responsible of urban demolitions and the network of
roads. After each witness, Menderes announced that “all decisions were taken
together,” and that “all signed the decisions.” Against Menderes’s rejection, Judge
Salim Baçol concluded that it was Menderes who forced them sign official papers as a
prime minister.
Menderes denied the structure of the accusation from the very beginning. He revealed
that the municipal budget was insufficient not only for urban reconstruction but also for
urban demolitions and added:
“One should consider the urban reconstruction with the expropriation. Urban reconstruction
without expropriations is out of question.”
The Judge claimed that the main issue was not Menderes’s personal interference and
the rapidity of the process; but the main issue was the discrimination of constitution,
legal regulations, procedures. The Judge declared:
“Money for expropriation needed to be legally found in the Municipality. And the
expropriation should be done according to laws. In the act, principle is written: the payment
of compensation, sending information to the official address; then the approval; finally
demolition. The case is that with the transfer of the money from public agencies to the
Istanbul Municipality, the expropriation was accomplished without obeying written rules,
and buildings were demolished before the transfer of money.”
The Yassiada Trial clearly described the aim, the team, and the process. By the trial,
Menderes was not only conformed as guilty, but a strong negative image was created
which accused him responsible for the urban demolitions and for the illegal transfer of
budget between municipal and public agencies. The discussions also indicated that
there was a big team of people behind the decisions and applications, who all
welcomed the Rebuilding of Istanbul. Another important output of the trial was that the
Rebuilding of Istanbul was an ad-hoc and un-planned, daily basis coordinated process
for which Frost’s Flan had been presented by Menderes as the basis for the most of
the urban works. More importantly, discussions clearly introduced that the Rebuilding
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of Istanbul was a long-term ambitious project, to create a modern city and a regional
power for t^e developing Turkey in the mid-20^ century.

5.4.1. Responsible Agencies
Between 1951 and 1956, the Turkish members of the Temporary and Permanent
Revision Committees were the main powerful body over the urban issues of Istanbul.
But, pointing out the person or the agency that was primarily responsible for the
process of urban reconstruction between 1956 and 1960 has always been a hot topic
for scholars. On the one hand, the Rebuilding of Istanbul has always been identified
with Menderes, for good and bad. It was Menderes’s party that intended Istanbul to be
once more the core of the internal and international politics, and the cultural and
economic centre. On the other hand, although the symbolic leader of the Rebuilding of
Istanbul was Menderes himself, the team (consisting of a number of foreign and
Turkish experts, bureaucrats, technocrats that he often quoted during the trial) shared
responsibility and played a major role in the process. This team can be classified in
three groups.
The first group was formed as a design team under the Directorate of Reconstruction
{imar dairesi), directed by Faruk Akçer and his deputy Ertugrul Mente§e (who later
became the director). Mente§e's writings and reports show extreme similarities with
Frost’s rhetoric and ideas, and one observes the reflection of these similarities in
Menderes’s speeches as well.^®® Menteçe’s ideas on urbanism, with a powerful
network of large roads adapted from Frost’s Flan, were visualised in the schematic
drawing published in Istanbul’un Kitabi (FIG.5.10). However, these drawings, where the
pattern was not indicated, were just schematic orientation and conceptual sketches for
a future town planning in Istanbul, integrating three geographical regions. But they
could not be taken as the basis of a proper urban planning project. Apparently, these
were not based on a process of research - on urban density nor the urban structure
and traditional pattern.
The directorate was meant to coordinate urban reconstruction of Istanbul. However, its
authority was divided between several different offices. Hans Hogg, a German planner
who was invited irr~the beginning of 1956, was responsible for preparing the
construction plans from the preliminary plans prepared by the Revision Committee.
Beside this department headed by Hand Hogg, there was another department
responsible for the same issue in the Directorate of Reconstruction. The municipality

569 Mente§e, “Istanbul'un Imari” (urban reconstruction of Istanbul), Arkitekt, vol 24, 1955:27-38; “Imar Planlari,"
(urban reconstruction plans), Mimarlik, no issue number on the copy, 1949:42-50; “Urbanisme, Istanbul, le Rapport
de la Section Turque de L’UIA”, Report submitted to the annual conference of UIA, May 1954; Arkitekt, vol.22,
1954:76-78.
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also commissioned some private architecturai-planning offices to produce some of the
construction plans to cope with high demand of construction.
The second group was formed in 1958 reporting to the Bank of Provinces following
increasing criticism against the urban demolitions and the slowness of the execution
process (the bank was commissioned for the preparation of a number of maps in the
revision period as well).®^\ An Italian planner, Luigi Piccinato, was in this group with a
group of Turkish experts, Mithat Yenen, Cevat Erbel (from the Bank of Provinces) and
Faruk Akçer (from the Directorate of Reconstruction). These Turkish experts in the first
two groups had also been members or advisors in the revision process between 1950
and 1956.
The third group was the engineers of the General Directorate of Highways, who were
responsible both for the execution of the projects and the control of the construction.
The role of the foreign experts in the first two groups between 1956 and 1960, Hogg
and Piccinato, has always been a crucial topic of discussion amongst architectural and
urban historians, who argue that the invitation of foreign experts was for the
legitimisation of the radical urban demolitions, when the criticism had started,
particularly from the opposite party CHP, and stressed that “there had been no plan to
f o l l o w . T h e Menderes government invited foreign experts, and presented them as
leading figures in the reconstruction process to confront these criticisms. Ironically, by
doing this, they followed the same steps as the former government had done which the
DP had criticised.
However, these claims do not match with information that can be obtained from the
daily newspapers that two foreign planners were invited at the very beginning of the
process, before the start of criticisms, when Menderes decided to accomplish the urban
reconstruction. Following the revision process with a Turkish team, the political power
wanted to start an execution with foreign experts. Hogg was invited in August 1956,
before the official start of the urban demolitions,®^^ and six months after he had visited
Istanbul, In January 1957, Hogg was commissioned as town-planning counsellor by the
Istanbul mayorship-governorship to lead the urban reconstruction.®^'*

57° Aru, Eldem and 0zde§, interviews; also Gokay’s press conference of 09.12.1953, Fahrettin Kerim Gokay’in
Konu§malan, 106; the documents of the Trial.
571 Gokay, speeches.
572A.Boysan, B.Boysan and Kuban, interviews; Kuban, 1994:389-392.
573 In August 1956, during his Istanbul visit, Hans Hogg, a German urban designer and Munich’s former town
architect declared: “Istanbul was saved from laziness*; his declaration of the reconstruction of Istanbul “would need
more time” was at the headlines of the Turkish dailies, 08.08.1956.
574Cumhuriyet, 18.01.1957.
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The re-invitation of Prost in March 1957 was used for the justification of urban
demolitions by the government and municipality.®^® Prost came in summer 1957. The
government and municipality

represented his visit and homage on the urban

work extensively in the newspapers. And the reports gave the impression that he
endorsed the Menderes government.
Luigi Piccinato, an Italian urban planner, was invited by the Istanbul Municipality in
1958 and worked until 1960. Despite the difficulty of making urban reconstruction in the
historical city of Istanbul, Piccinato mentioned that “Istanbul had three opportunities:
“First of all, its geographic location; secondly, modern expropriation acts; and finally,
the prime minister’s great goals.”®^®This declaration, similarly to the Frost’s one, was
extensively reported in the dailies, in particular in Havadis. The very same Turkish
dailies which had criticised the employment of foreign experts, and defended the
necessity of commissioning Turkish planners and architects just a couple of years
before made a U-turn and support foreign expertise, contradicting the theme of
Turkishness at the beginning.
Whether Hogg’s presence was simply to legitimise the execution process - this is
arguable for had been invited prior to the start of the programme. But Prost too had
been invited as a political tool yet was without question effective in directing the
development of Istanbul. And Piccinato was commissioned when political and public
criticism increased against the expropriations and urban demolitions.
Two planners, Luigi Piccinato and Hans Hogg were responsible for the construction
drawing of Frost’s revised plan, and also schematic plans of network of roads
published in Mente§e’s articles and Istanbul’un Kitabi (FIG.5.10). One might argue that
planners were there to update the schematic drawing into an architectural and urban
vocabulary. A significant feature of the design process and works carried out was that
both Hogg and Piccinato had separate planning offices in Istanbul, Hogg at the
municipality at Saraçhane, Piccinato in the Bank of Provinces at Elmadag. The physical
separation was reflected with the lack of coordination and collaboration for the
construction works, and caused the duality in design decision.®^ Both planners acted
as direct agents but in different offices. More vehemently, the Directorate of
Reconstruction commissioned architects and planners whenever there was a need for
construction plan.®^® Because all offices worked separately, and because there was not
an effective and rational programme, the lack of co-ordination occurred both in the

575 Cumhuriyet and Havadis, 01.03.1957.
576 Havadis, 09.01.1957.
577Am, Eldem and Ozde§, Interviews.
578 Havadis, 21.02.1957,29.06.1957, and 22.12.1957.
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preparation of altération-construction plans.®^® The physical separation of the offices
became also the main reason for the criticism of several scholars and architects that
there was no co-ordination and programme in the alteration process. They think that
the planning process, rather than preceding reconstruction followed.
Although foreign expertise had been the way of know-how transfer from western
Europe since the mid-19^^ century and in the setting up of the nation-state, in the
1950s, it had always been engineers who played an important and crucial role in the
Turkish modernisation process. Considering the lack of industrial development and
technology in the Ottoman era, engineers accepted themselves as the driving force for
the development in the nation-state.^®^ If ITU in Istanbul and METU in Ankara
(established in the 1950s with the support from Marshall Aid) were the pioneers in the
engineering education, the General Directorate of Highways was the institution for the
execution of the governmental dream, the new network of roads nationwide as well as
in Istanbul.
The Directorate was founded to operate as a governmental organisation of the Ministry
of Public Work and Settlement on 1 March 1950 (the Act of 11.02.1950, no.5539). The
role of the directorate was to construct motorways, state roads and provincial roads in
accordance with the standards to meet the increasing transport needs and to provide
safety and comfort on highway transport. Its duties were to determine networks of
motorways and to prepare the standards and technical specifications for road design,
construction, maintenance.®®^ The Directorate was established under the guidance of
the USA, and the Turkish civil engineers were trained in the USA in the beginning of
the 1950s that made possible the administrative and technological know-how
transfer.®®® These engineers, equipped with the new technology and construction
machines, which were bought either by Marshall Aid or American credits, build a
nationwide road network in Turkey.®®^ The change of construction method created a
radical revolution in the 1950s: from horse to lorries, from manual equipment to
mechanised construction.

5^9Aru, Eldem and 0zde§, interviews.
^ Cansever, Ôzdeç, Angel, Aru, and A.Boysan as the witnesses of the process, and later Tekeli, Kuban, and
B.Boysan.
581 See the speech of rector Emin Onat, professor at the faculty of architecture, in the inauguration ceremony of ITU.
Cumhuriyet, 23.10.1951. Professors became dominant in modemisation. Onat himself was a member of the revision
committee of Frost’s plan, and very close to PM Menderes; at the end, he was elected as a member of the National
Assembly from the DP.
582General Directorate of Highways, www.karayollari.gov.tr
583 Cahit Yavgin, civil engineer and the director of the First Region (mainly Istanbul) at the General Directorate of
Highways between 1952 and 1962, interview; Nafiz Akyürek who was an engineer at the construction site of the
Barbares Boulevard.
584Yavgin and Akyürek, interviews.
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Schematic drawings don’t reflect the urban pattern or the topography. The scale
and dimensions were exaggerated; a major change of Frost’s Plan was at
Vatan Boulevard, which was initially proposed as a botanic park in the master
plan of 1937 (no 8).

Fig.5.10.8 Road sketches for the historical peninsula
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On the Anatolian side,
Major east-west connections
were constructed;
since this was relatively a
new built environment,
the urban demolitions
were not massive

Fjg.5.10.b Road sketches for Beyoglu and Anatolian side
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Consequently, the Directorate became a model of efficiency, of an effective
modernising authority - unlike most other agencies of the time in Turkey. With the
populist terminology of the decade, “the most recent-modern technology” was applied
and the length of roads was increased from 18350 km in the early republican years
increased to 60,000 in 1960.^®^ Although in the early republican years, the priority was
given to the execution of railway system, in the 1950s, the execution of roads became
the focus of the political agenda. A striking feature of the political discourse was the
confrontation of the network of railways, erected in the one party era, as the symbol of
Soviet Russia and the network of roads of the DP era as the symbol of "democratic,
free world,” (the Western/American block of the Cold war era).®®® In practice, small and
hidden villages were reached and governmental services could be brought to the
masses at the peripheries. Having been the national concern, the network of roads
made visible the motto of bringing civilisation, centuries long dream. As a result,
masses were able to explore the outside w o r l d . I n other words, the new road system
opened up the sealed system of neighbourhoods.
In short, the Directorate had been the symbolic institution for the implementation of a
network of roads with a new technology and new equipment all over the country. It was
this institution above all that transformed Marshall Aid into a built reality in the new era.
Apart from opening up the country, it is also important to mention the military
significance of roads. Within this atmosphere, the image of engineer became important
not only for the government but also for people.®®® It was their success in creating the
national network of roads that would make engineers a very favourable group close to
Menderes, who would appoint them for the making of the Rebuilding of Istanbul in the
second half of the decade. As a result, carrying out the execution of the works, it was
the engineering team from the General Directorate of Highways that directed the
bulldozers. In other words, because engineers were very important in the building of
highways nationwide, they became very influential on Istanbul’s urban reconstruction
and/or destruction, despite the fact that the municipal streets were not officially part of
the duties of the directorate. Cahit Yavgin, the director of the Regional Directorate of
the institution in Istanbul, confirmed that the directorate did not want to take
responsibility for the city roads, but could not refuse the direct order of Menderes.®®®
Consequently, the urban reconstruction in Istanbul became one of its main tasks. As a
result, the full resources of the directorate were available for Istanbul’s roads by the
585www.karayollari.gov.tr
^ Yavgin and Akyürek, interviews.
587Zürcher, 235-236.
588 In the mid-20“' century, Turkish families were looking for a mOhendis bey for their daughter to organise an
arranged marriage. MOhendis bey (sir engineer) became the symbolic profession for the eligible bachelor not only
among masses but also in the Turkish movies, where the leading actor had often been an engineer.
589Yavgin, interview.
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direct order of Menderes. Yavgin says that he did not want regular personal contact
with the Prime Minister, and that he appointed an engineer, Galip Cerser, to liase with
Menderes, and to coordinate the programme.®®®

5.4.2. Representation of ad-hoc Process without planning
It was a crucial timing that when Turkey had started to experience permanent highinflation, when debt increased, and foreign investments that had been envisaged could
no longer be attracted, Menderes took the leadership in Istanbul, and developed a
overwhelming interest in the city. It is in this economically difficult situation that
Menderes declared his ambitious aims for Istanbul in a press conference of September
1956, stressing Turkey’s capability of undertaking projects even during national
problems, and directly started up the urban demolitions escorted by military troops in
the core of the historical peninsula:
“We could not get US$300m from Americans. Moreover, two years were dry (or we
suffered two years of drought); and this year’s harvest had not been a very good one either.
Furthermore, we may even have to import wheat. Nevertheless, Turkey’s possibilities have
improved. She might be self-sufficient to herself. We are going through a difficult period as
government. But we don’t have any obstacles (there are no impediments ahead). We are
undertaking all these projects in an era when it has been asserted that the state and the
government’s executive power have gone bankrupt’’®®^
As seen above, Menderes combined the economic issues, the foreign debt, the
agricultural problems and Istanbul’s urban issues in a populist rhetoric. In this
economically difficult situation he aimed at proving the power of his government and
state nationwide and abroad. Moreover, Menderes described his aims as the
development of traffic, an effective road system connecting squares, erecting imposing
buildings, and preservation and presentation of Ottoman monuments:
“It is not possible to leave Istanbul’s streets as they are, that have been patterned for
carriage- horse chariot, and that traffic when the city was inhabited by 700,000 people.
Problem nodes are Aksaray, Beyazit, Eminônü, Karakôy, Tophane, Taksim, where traffic
congestion at all hours of the day cause loss of time are to be rearranged, and these
squares are to be renovated and reorganised.
The avenues that connect these squares constituting the urban skeleton are to be
developed as well. The city is going to be joined from suburb to suburb. As it is not possible
to conceive a city without beautiful and imposing squares that all urban centres are going to
be developed, and will be surrounded by large buildings as befitting Istanbul’s fame.
The bridge will be moved in order to fit the axis of the new square [Yeni Mosque and
Eminônü]. An imposing avenue will be opened leading to Suleymaniye Mosque. This 70
meter road, as wide as the distance between minarets, will provide a majestic perspective
vista of the mosque... The Bosphorus road will be improved. It is important to welcome
travellers from Europe via highway from Trakya or from Yesilkoy airport and lead them to
the city by a first class road, and prevent both friend and foe from entering Istanbul through
an area resembling a backward medieval town... Besides squares, roads, and imposing
buildings, we need monuments in Istanbul’s reconstruction. Statues of our ancestors will be
the sign of our appreciation of the value and merits of our past.”®®^
590Yavgin, interview.
591 Hürriyet, Cumhuriyet, 24.09.1956; and “Sayin Ba§vekil Basina Geni§ Izahat Verdi”.
592 Hürriyet, Cumhuriyet, 24.09.1956; and “Sayin Ba§vekil Basina Geni§ Izahat Verdi”.
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It is obvious that Menderes was keen for a better traffic circulation for Istanbul.
Resolving the traffic problem and beautifying the city were the basic features of his
concept for Istanbul. Significant in addition was his stress upon the preservation of
Ottoman monuments, particularly as a means of attracting foreign tourists visiting the
city. What is interesting here that his discourse on specific points of the city indicated
that he not only knew the central city well, but also the various resolutions proposed by
Prost and by the Revision Committee.
It was when the criticism of the opposition party and public complaints against the
massive urban demolitions and expropriations started that the Prime Minister declared;
“Istanbul’s reconstruction was taken from time to time under consideration, and some
efforts were made to answer some needs. However, this [reconstruction] was delayed due
to the need for big money and time. For this reason, Istanbul’s reconstruction has only
recently started. For the success of this urban reconstruction, it is necessary that
Istanbulites, who are conscious citizens, should find it sympathetic and should accept it.
Thanks God, the inhabitants approve this movement [urban reconstruction of Istanbul] very

much.’’®®^
Both the daily newspapers and official publications extensively reported Menderes’s
personal involvement for the Rebuilding of Istanbul. When the execution started,
Menderes had a spare room in the municipality building in Istanbul. When he was not
visiting a foreign country, he started to spend much of his time in the city, not in the
capital. One may argue that for him, Istanbul was the real capital. His regular visits
abroad and the urban reconstruction in Istanbul marched hand in hand. Menderes was
one day in Baghdad, another day in Tehran, then in Islamabad and Kabul, then
Belgrade. The other week, following his visits to Paris and London, he was back in his
room at the municipality. Pictures showing his visits to the construction sites, early in
the morning, followed by a group of architects, planners, engineers and officers, and
showed him talking with them, but basically “giving directives’’ to them.^^ (FIG.5.11)
0zde§ and Soylemezoglu remember Menderes “indicating directions of roads with his
arm,” and making “comments at several critical points” at the historical peninsula, and
causing demolitions: “I want to see sea from this point,” or “I want to see this mosque
[Suleymaniye] from this point.”®®®Similarly, Istanbul’un Kitabi mentioned that "the Prime
Minister is involved in each step otbroad urban reconstruction of Istanbul, and inspects
himself the applications of his directives on site.”®®®
Ertugrul Oktem, the head of the History Research Foundation, described his first
meeting with Menderes in summer 1956 very early in the morning at Eminônü, a

593 Hürriyet, 29.09.1956.
594Am, 0zde§, Yavgin, Akyürek, interviews.
595 From Menderes; Ôzdeç, interview; and Kemali Soylemezoglu, lecture in ITU, 1995.
596 Istanbul’un Kitabi, 19.
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couple of months before the start of the urban dem olitions. Before the sunrise, a few
young policemen, seeing a stranger staring old buildings at the sea-front, alerted the
police department at the historical peninsula, it was no one else but Menderes himself
who wanted to visit the city without letting the governorship know. At the end,
Menderes, his driver, a couple of policemen, together, had an early simple breakfast
composed of tea and pastry. The Prime Minister made them look at the buildings and
asked what they saw there. With the answer of “buildings,” he smiled and added that
there was nothing but sea and a large square. Following the crucial demolitions, the
area would be soon the large Eminônü square by the sea front, and constitute a main
topic of accusation for the financial corruption during the expropriation.

Fig.5.11. Menderes’s regular visits at the construction
reconstruction

sites and briefings on urban
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Nafiz Akyürek, a civil engineer of the team responsible of the execution of the Barbaros
Boulevard, mentioned Menderes’s obsession with straight lines and giving directives as
“this location is going to be like this or that. This road is going to pass by here or
there... This street is going to be more straight, and that place is going to be seen from
here.” Akyürek added the description of the Yildiz and Be§ikta§ districts with
Menderes’s famous rhetoric of “miserable neighbourhood:”
“The Yildiz road was miserable; it was curved. Menderes himself radically changed the
whole Be§ikta§ area. The expropriation was accomplished with Menderes’s directives.”

In fact, in order not to loose time when visiting construction sites, Menderes was having
his breakfast consisted of cheese and olives at the very same time with the workers
and engineers. He was as part of the construction team enlarging the road with big
machines and pouring the cement, and checking whether its depth was really 25cm or
not. Akyürek affirmed that Menderes was responsible of the plan: “he made the plan to
be prepared/designed and made it executed. Sometimes, what was built was
demolished, and rebuilt again by his directives.
In short, all the professional experts remember the Prime Minister regularly visiting the
construction sites to check improvements very early in the morning, having briefings,
talking with workers, and giving directives to the engineers and experts at the site. As
rnentioned earlier, the most striking difference between memories of architectsplanners and engineers was that architects-planners remember Menderes mainly
causing urban demolitions, and consequently destruction in the city of Istanbul, but the
engineers commemorate him as the remover of the miserable neighbourhoods, and the
creator of an effective network of roads in the very same city.
Governor Gokay affirmed that the application of the urban plan “courageously started
everywhere in the city with the governmental shift.”®®®The construction of the new main
roads all started together. But it could be accomplished with daily changes on
construction sites®®® [i.e., it was not a matter of finishing one before starting the next].
Thus, every little detail of the reconstruction process stepped forward at the same time.
And, daily improvement was extensively reported to the audience not only in Istanbul
but nationwide, focusing on the historical peninsula and the new European road London Asphalt - and the Karakôy square and new complexes on the sea-front at the
Beyoglu side. In this rapid process, the urban demolitions and expropriations marched
hand in hand at the very same time.

597Akyürek, interview.
598 Havadis, 25.10.1956 and 08.12.1956.
599Akyürek, interview.
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With the new acts, expropriation became much easier comparing to the former years.
Only with the support of the expropriation acts, Menderes started up the urban
demolitions without the construction projects (for the execution of an urban plan, one
needs first of all a rational application programme in terms of timing, feasibility, teams,
detailed projects; there was nothing in this respect except the new acts). The urban
clearance was the front-page news to give. Bulldozers became the main landmark in
the city of Istanbul (FIG.5.12).
Apart from the supportive narration of what was going on the city, often pictures of
models, schematic drawings, and sections were published to describe the urban
clearance and the construction works. What is interesting in the publications of the
decade that these mainly published in the daily newspapers instead of annual reports,
official publications. Newspapers used a series of architectural sketches to give a clear
idea of the future built environment. A brief study of daily newspapers Hürriyet,
Cumhuriyet, and Havadis reveals that there was a constant stream of proposals, and
municipality workers would start digging up a street completed only a year ago, and
that the activity appeared to consist of digging a number of holes, and partially filling
them up again. The newspapers archive gave the impression that rapid and heroic
alteration was seen as the first order of the day. It was as if what mattered was the
process, not the result, and the crucial thing was to keep moving. Projects completed a
year ago were being handled for a second time. Decisions were particularly ad-hoc,
they changed on a day to day b a s i s . E v e n sometimes, in the light of a new design
proposal, the accomplished construction was demolished and re-constructed according
to the new project -e.g. §i§li.®°^
In Istanbul, from mid-1956 to late 1957, the historical peninsula, the sea-front areas
both in the peninsula and European part were smashed. It was only on 14 February
1957, after five months of the beginning of expropriations and construction works,
Havadis wrote that a four-year alteration programme was prepared, and that the
municipal council’s committee started to work on this:
“Main lines were prepared by the Directorate of Reconstruction, and approved by Professor
Hôgg. The construction plan would be decided by the Reconstruction committee [Hôgg’s
office and team] in the following years. Urban reconstruction will continue without any
break, and basic principles will be decided by the municipality's reconstruction experts. The
continuity of this programme is due to the govemmental finance. For several places in the
city, reconstruction plans and preliminary projects were prepared. The application of the
reconstruction programme will be continued in all regions and neighbourhoods. Thus, in a
very short time, Istanbul’s appearance will be modernised.”®®^

GOOAkyürek, interview.
001 Eldem, interview.
002Havadis, 14.02.1957.
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Istanbul’un Kitabi was an explicit presentation of the urban reconstruction upon the
creation of new roads. It intended to make people to see what happened in Istanbul,
and what the old city and the new city were.
"How can we forget the beauty of the nature, of magnificent ancestral monuments? How
can we neglect two million people’s requirements? Is it correct to leave Istanbul with
neighbourhoods of ugly and old buildings? Can we be proud of Istanbul in terms of urban
conditions? With which squares could we be in the civilisation arena?’’®°^
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Fig.5.12a. Urban demolitions were concentrated on the sqüares and the sürroündings of the
Ottoman mosques at first, then split up to the whole inhabited area

603 Istanbul'un Kitabi, 6.
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Then, it defined the built environment of the historical city by informal adjectives,
such as “old, unformed, deformed, unshapeless” and phrases like “out of standard”,
giving a very negative impression of the traditional neighbourhoods. After presenting
the old city, the book declared that this city “could not be left alone”, and that it
“could not be neglected anymore”:
“The city should achieve the magnificent state that it deserves to be. Human aesthetic and
urban art should participate to the beauty of Istanbul. The city has been a love for any Turk,
because it has got a piece from our memories, our beloved ones, history and dreams. Like
any love, we need to feed this. Therefore, it is necessary to rebuild Istanbul.”^'*

From the very beginning it was not a rational way of dealing with the execution. First of
all, there was not an established and discussed programme nor construction plans.
The lack of a long-term alteration programme characterised the process of construction
works. Secondly, there was an ambitious attempt of achieving all projects at the very
same time. The official publications and interviews reveal the fact that works were
started all over the city at once, rather than starting with a single road, and
concentrating

upon completing that. Combined with the existence of various

architectural and planning offices and lack of coordination, the ambition project was
nothing but chaotic and ad-hoc.
In the mid-1950s, the projected scale of the new network of roads exceeded the
Istanbul Municipality’s technical and monetary capacity. Sales of the municipal land
and buildings were not sufficient to provide the necessary financial resource. Thus, the
central state took over all responsibilities and decisions: money was transferred from
the central government, and technical equipment and staff were taken from the
General Directorate of Highways.®®^ The engineers recommended modem highway
building techniques and standards in a 2,700-year-old city. Moreover according to Aru
and Ziyaoglu, engineers were also responsible from the geometric standards, strait
lines and large dimensions.®®® “the city has a hunchback, let’s straighten it”®®^ was the
motto of engineers and constitutedthe main approach, attributing “the obsession of the
Prime Minister and of the planners with straight lines” to the engineers’ influence.
Regarding to the official publications, 7,289 buildings were demolished in order to
make roads in straight lines. It is arguable whether it was the fault of engineers, or it
was the main ideological and pragmatic approach of the decade both in Turkey and in
the World. The engineers only made the ambitious targets of the government, civil
servants, and professional modernisers visible to the audience.

604 Istanbul'un Kitabi, 6.
605Yavgin, interview.
606Tekeli, 1992:44; Aru, interview.
607 Ziyaoglu, 1971:462.
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An essential difference between the revision period and the construction of works was
in representation of responsibility, in order words, the shift of responsibility from Turkish
architects and planners to foreign planners. In the former eras, with the surrounding
rhetoric of Turkishness, professors, planners, architects became very influential in the
representation of the decade; foreign expertise (Abercrombie, SOM, French firms) was
shadowed. In the latter one, Hogg and Piccinato were on the headlines. In both of the
periods, engineers’ rhetoric and role were influential. High-ranked Turkish bureaucrats /
technocrats working in the Directorate of Urban Reconstruction of the Istanbul
Municipality, the Bank of Provinces, even the Real Estate Credit Bank, and the
Directorate of the Highways had responsibilities as well. Although shadowed, the
Turkish professional and bureaucratic elite shared the responsibility in decisions and
guiding lines.
The official story gives clues about the construction of works that started all over the
city at once without a long-term programme nor coordination, and reveals ad-hoc
transformations during the construction works. With the analysis of the trial documents,
it is possible to describe how far Menderes was responsible in the Rebuilding of
Istanbul, and how far the responsibility was shared by various public agencies.
Although Menderes was identified with the whole process, there was a team of Turkish
and foreign planners, and Turkish bureaucrats and engineers who took important role
in the urban clearance and construction works.
Chapter 4 argued that the network of roads was not so much for circulation, free
movement of vehicles, but really so as to ensure that nothing remains hidden within
mahalle, dominated by the power of Imam. The Prost Plan meant the representation of
administrative, social and legal, secularisation into the urban arena. However in the
1950s, the secularising policy was shifted into the national concern represented by the
powerful visual image of the network of roads. Following the revision of the Prost Plan,
as seen in the trial documents, it was Adnan Menderes’s press conference of
September 1956 that constituted a landmark in the urban reconstruction in Istanbul.
Soon all municipal and governmental resources, even the military help were given to
the execution in the name of the Rebuilding of Istanbul. Under the so-called
coordination of Directorate of Reconstruction at the Istanbul Municipality, and with the
personal involvement of the Prime Minister himself, surrounded by a Turkish and
foreign team of experts and bureaucrats, the whole city was converted into a
construction site between 1956 and 1960.
The representation of the Rebuilding of Istanbul was based on a series of official
publications with a similar rhetoric. A brief analysis of the published material and a
series of interviews reveals that the DP claimed to create a new era of dynamic and
194

tremendous change both in Istanbul and Turkey, and aimed at making a Little America
in Turkey. Despite the rhetoric of sudden change and a shift towards westernisation
(with the connotation of Americanisation), the discourse of Turkishness-OttomanismIslamism became more and more dominant. And as a result, Ottoman works of arts mosques, in particular - became of primary importance. Within the representation of the
shift, the quantitative difference from the twenty-seven year one-party era was always
pointed out in terms of money spent, material used in the short time of the DP
governance.
To tell the story of the urban reconstruction in the city of Istanbul is, in fact, unveiling its
many layers and revealing their contradictory features, and responding to the cultural
work of representations of urban space, which offer us specific and visual practices for
approaching the spatiality of the city. In this chapter the difficulty is lack of alternative
evidence. Having established the features of the official version of events in the
representation, the next chapter goes on to give as careful and thorough account as it
can of what reconstruction works actually happened. The following case studies will
describe the physical and social transformation of Istanbul at the end of the 1950s.
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"Has the sea-front road been accomplished?
W e planned to realise many other works; I never expected this (the military c o u f ^
Adnan Menderes at Yassiada

CHAPTER 6.

PHYSICAL TRANSFORMATION OF THE URBAN PATTERN
in ISTANBUL: Case Studies

The Master Plan of 1937 intended to establish general guidelines for the evolution of
the city.

Integrating old Istanbul into the new one via the boulevards with a

strong interest in municipal hygiene, Prost imagined a modern city. His project was not
only the first master plan of the imperial city but also “the first and biggest meeting of
the city with the destructive face of the modernity project”. T h e years between 1933
and 1960 marked a period of ambitious aspirations of planners and administration for
the city. Atatürk, Inônü, as well as Kirdar took a personal interest in the urban
development, but it was Menderes’s works that carried Prost’s plan to its largest scale
as governmental achievement (FIG.6.1). Following the 1940s, Menderes inspired by
his predecessors intentions, accomplished the most comprehensive urban works ever
experienced in Turkey. In other words, Prost’s plan and its application programme of
the 1940s including its revision were the most expensive and largest urban renewal
project ever attempted in Turkey, presenting the destructiveness of the creativity.
The most crucial aspect of the urban reconstruction in the 1940s and the 1950s was
that neither Prost nor the Revision Committee never completed the application plans.
And in both periods, the planning of Istanbul and the application process reflected the
dominant influence of the central government.
From 1939 onwards, when Prost’s plan was officially approved, state’s investment
remodelled the city as a direct physical reflection of secularising reforms. Because of
limitations in financial resources, government planning efforts tended to focus on
limited, relatively short-term projects responding to immediate needs, rather than on
comprehensive long-term planning. Cleaning, embellishing and creating roads
surroundings the monuments remained the main investment in the beginning.®^®
Drastic renovations in the traditional urban pattern had been proposed in the name of
traffic circulation, slum clearance, and modern design, Istanbul of the 1940s had been
far from revolutionised. The historical peninsula had remained remarkably stable in
physical form, despite the most rapid change occurring in the upper middle class
districts at Maçka, §i§li, Cihangir, Ayaspa§a. In 1943, President Inônü demanded for
the preparation of a long-term application planning for the master plan.®^^ In addition to

This was the first question Menderes asked his lawyer Burhan Apaydin, regardless of the fact that he was
condemned to die; interview with Apaydin at TV TURK, 12.11.02.
609 Tekeli. 2002:76; Tanyeli, 1998:109-113, here 110-111.
610

Güzelle§en Istanbul.

611 GQzelle§en Istanbul; and Cumhuriyet Devrinde Istanbul.
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programmes of street improvement, enlargement, there were attempts to improve
sanitation and housing conditions within the city, and to consolidate and expand
transportation system. Subsequently, expropriation had proceeded slowly between
1939 and 1955. In terms of construction, the creation of extensive espaces libres
characterised the 1940s, where inner roads were renovated and enlarged until 1955.
From 1956 onwards, with the new expropriation acts and after the revision of Prost’s
plan, the main urban axes were built, causing massive urban demolitions entailed by
the new roads, constituting the most controversial aspect of Menderes’s works.
Although Prost’s plan

proved to be too ambitious to implement completely,

various schemes were proposed for Istanbul, far exceeding his concepts in scope and
destructiveness during the construction. The urban needs in Istanbul were rapidly
changing, but new suggestions focused on the enlargement of the main axes
penetrating into the heart of the city. Large boulevards and cars visualised the concept
of Turkish modernisation in the 1950s. Highways and car-based pattern of urban
development wsj-e in progress. As the car age advanced, it became a system of
enlarged roads cutting through the traditional neighbourhoods.
In terms of architecture, High-Modernist examples dominated the city such as the
Hilton Hotel, the Municipal Palace and the middle class housing areas. Traditional
business zones were radically changed as well. However, it was the network of large
roads connecting espaces libres that made the transformation of the whole urban
pattern. With a series of various ideological representational layers, the network of
roads, first of all, caused massive demolitions of the miserable old buildings, together
with the emigration and immigration in the city, (re)shaped the urban demography.
Secondly, the network of roads connected Prost’s secularising squares and showed
the Ottoman mosques, then linked middle class housing complexes of the urban
periphery as the ideal home to the historical centre, as well as it integrated business
and industrial zones, constituting the physical reflection of the motto of creating a
millionaire per neighbourhood and the making of the Little America in Turkey. Finally,
the network of roads became the physical appearance of the motto of “making the
traffic flow like water” in Istanbul-Turkey. The above mentioned approaches made the
various layers of the decade visible in the space of Istanbul to its inhabitants and made
possible the (re)making of the city.
The dominant aspect of Prost’s plan was the network of roads to facilitate traffic
circulation and insert the existing street pattern into a unified system.
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Fig.6.1. Executed roads, the 1940s
Executed roads, the 1950s
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Implemented constructions
In the historical peninsula, the network of roads connected the enlarged squares
towards the Byzantine gates of the city. The main east-west axis Divanyolu was
enlarged, partial dem olitions of the Firuzaga Mosque, a num ber of old buildings along
the road were done. Partial street improvement and enlargem ent were done. In the
1950s, Simke§hane, the first Ottoman factory of coin, and the old medrese (religious
school) were cut. An Ottoman bath was demolished as well as a num ber of old
buildings,

mainly tim ber ones along the alignment towards the W est.

For the

construction of the sea-front road, the sea was filled up and a limited num ber of timber
buildings and city walls were partially demolished (see section 6.1). The Atatürk
Boulevard where the Municipality Palace was constructed reached the Marmara sea
front (FIG.6.2). Prost’s roads changed the physical pattern beyond recognition, and
(re)connected the city to its Greco-Roman period. Squares were enlarged, the
surroundings of m onum ents were cleaned up. Eminônü-Sirkeci, the core public open
space of the historical peninsula, was the focus of the urban reconstruction in both
periods. And the square was enlarged, and its nearby

mosque, Yeni Cam/, was

showed off in the 1940s. However, in the Menderes period, all old buildings at the sea
front of the Golden Horn were completely demolished, and the Em inônü-Sirkeci square
has reached its largest dimensions. Sarayburnu was (re)arranged as a park in the
Prost period and combined with the Kennedy avenue in the late 1950s. Moreover, at
the periphery, the Istanbul-Edirne Road, connecting the historical peninsula to Europe,
was converted from a narrow road to a highway (FIG.6.3).

Fig.6.2. Atatürk Boulevard and the new Municipality Palace
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Fig.6.3. New Istanbul-Edirne Road

In the northern part of the Golden Horn - the Europeanised part of the city - at the
Karakoy square, old buildings were demolished, and the square was enlarged in the
Prost and Menderes periods (FIG .6.4). A main road connected the Karakoy Square
towards the North through the west-bank of the Bosphorus. This old street was partly
enlarged in the Prost era, and a theatre, which was a part of an O ttoman palace, was
demolished as well. However, the radical demolitions and a new layout occurred during
the Menderes’s works. Subsequently, on the axis, the Sail Pazari complex, main naval
depots, were constructed, radically changing the urban pattern (FIG .6.5).®^^ During its
construction,

some

O ttoman

buildings,

part of the

Dolm abahçe

complex were

demolished. Moreover, the Bosphorus road on the European side was enlarged and
improved in the 1940s. But, in the 1950s, it reached the end of the Bosphorus causing
urban demolitions. On the way Bosphorus west-bank road, the Be§ikta§ square was
built in the Prost’s period, with the monument erected in 1942. However, it became a
part of the road network when Bosphorus west bank road connected to the Barbares
Boulevard in the 1950s. The boulevard was built to provide access to Levent, a new
residential area in the North, and caused massive dem olitions and changed the urban
pattern radically (see section 6.2). Furthermore, Frost's axis connecting Taksim to
§i§li, surrounded by hotels and buildings blocks was term inated (FIG .6.6).

612 Professor Altan Oke argues that this complex had undeclared military purposes; it was projected for
accommodating a large American troop in case of a Soviet attack. Cansever indicates that Menderes opposed the
project for a long time; interviews.
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Fig.6.4. Karakôy sq. before and after the demolitions
Top: Raimondo d’Aronco’s Art Nouveau Mosque
is demolished as well as 19“" century stone buildings
Below: the square is so enlarged that it lost its aspects
in terms of spatial arrangement
and became a problematic junction point instead of being
a public open space
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Fig.6.6. New Taksim - $i§li Road
In the Asiatic part, the Üsküdar and Kadikoy squares were of the primary importance in
both periods. Moreover, Fenerbahçe and Moda were improved as middle class
housing areas. In the 1950s, an effective traffic connection between Kadikoy and
Üsküdar was established, and the harbour complex connected to the eastern railway
system was built (FIG .6.7). The main street starting at the Kadikoy Square and lying
towards the East, Bagdat Avenue, was enlarged and com pleted in the decade
reaching the city gate. In the meantime, Ottoman tim ber and m asonry sum m er houses
by this avenue were converted into three to four storey apartm ent buildings by the
inhabitants.

Fig.6.7. New Harbour complex, Asiatic side, the late 1950s. The location of the main import
harbour is finally found since 1937
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Urban Analysis
In terms of analysis of the urban arena, on the one hand, for the physical reflection on
various layers of representation, Bozdogan and Keyder indicate the Hilton Hotel as the
architectural symbol of the politics and economics in the 1950s.®^^ On the other hand,
some other scholars like Tekeli focus on the economic development in a larger
context, and introduce the transformation of urban pattern in the business-commercialindustrial areas of the city, and their rapid transformations. They support their case by
stressing on the historical cores, such as Eminônü-Sirkeci in the historical peninsula,
Karakoy-Sali Pazari-Tophane in the Beyoglu district, and the new areas in the north of
the city such as the Büyükdere avenue, the continuity of the Barbares Boulevard at
Levent.®^'* Tekeli also adds a number of spots along the bank of the Bosphorus and
indicates Kadikoy at the Anatolian side as an emerging centre, as well as the
emergence of gecekondus (squatters).®^® Similarly, there is a number of intensive
researches on the squatters areas, in particular, in the urban peripheries resulting to
rapid irregular urban growth.®^® Moreover, as mentioned in Chapter 1, former studies
by Kuban, Tekeli, Boysan introduce works done during the Menderes period in terms
of massive demolitions. In particular, Boysan points out Vatan and Millet avenues and
Keyder indicates the Atatürk boulevard. Some other scholars focus on the new middle
class housing areas such as Atakoy-Levent in terms of modern architecture and
modern urban planning principles and economics.®^^ These above mentioned studies
reflect only partial representation of the layers In the decade, i.e. emerging middle
class, and its new architectural language, the increase of immigration as well as
gecekondu settlements. But there was no attempt at all combining the network of
roads with the residential areas.
This chapter shows how the network of large roads transformed the traditional urban
pattern in the social and physical terms, and how it made various contradicting layers
of Turkish modernisation visible. It discusses what really happened in the urban
structure by the implementation of large avenues that caused a crucial change in the
built environment, and reveals the radical effect of the network on the physical and
cultural identity of the ethnic religious neighbourhoods following the migration in and
out of the city. In other words. Chapter 6 presents today's conditions of the ethnic
religious districts, their deterioration and homogenisation, and despite this, the survival
of the mixed life style. Middle class housing complexes in the urban periphery
Bozdogan, 1997; Keyder, 1999:10-11.
einekeli, 1992:53-57.
615Tekeli, 1992:53-57.
616 Arda Inceogiu, “Evin Aniami ve Kentllle§me süreçleri." (meaning of home and processes of urbanization), Ph.D.
thesis, ITU.
617See for instance the most recent study by Gülçin Pulat Gokmen and Yurdanur Dülgerogiu Yüksel, 'Time Change,
and Modernity: Tale of a Settlement in Istanbul," presented at Housing Cultures, Convergence and Diversity, The
International Research Conference, European Network for Housing Research (ENHR), 1-5 July 2002, University of
Vienna.
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connected by the network of roads to the urban centre is also introduced by focusing
firstly on the constructed project, i.e., the finished urban artefact as an evidence in
Summersonian terms. Two case studies on two boulevards. Barbares and Kennedy,
and their old and new residential areas that they connect to each other, are presented
in this Chapter (FIG.6.8). Although it was Vatan and Millet, causing the massive urban
demolitions that were identified with the urban reconstruction as studied in Chapter 4,
the roles of Barbares Boulevard and the Kennedy Road are not well-known within the
Rebuilding of Istanbul, and these boulevards do not constitute the main part of
Menderes’s works in the public image due to their relatively late accomplishment.
However, Kennedy and Barbares are exemplary in connecting ethnic religious districts
to recently developed housing areas, and radically changing spontaneously developed
urban structure with their crucial execution.
Kennedy, named after USA President John F. Kennedy, is the east-west Marmara sea
front road, connecting the historical peninsula towards the new residential area close to
the airport. Having caused partial demolitions in the historical peninsula, Kennedy
isolated the traditional neighbourhoods, such as Kadirga-Kumkapi, one of the oldest
Armenian-Greek neighbourhoods, from the sea and redefined the cityscape of 2,700
years. Fol l owi ng Prost’s zoning, in the second half of the 1950s, Luigi Piccinato, was
commissioned to project another upper middle class residential area at Atakoy, named
after the founder president and connected to the historical peninsula by the new
Kennedy Avenue.
Barbares, named after Barbares Hayrettin, a famous Fleet Admiral of Ottoman Navy in
the early 16^ century, starts from Be§ikta§, an imperial residence area, hosting seven
Ottoman Sultans and mixed ethnic group of technocrats and their families. In the
republican era, the district hosted Atatürk between 1927 and 1938. In fact, nowhere
else in Istanbul has both Prost’s and Menderes’s stamps been more obvious than in
Be§ikta§. In the district, the Barbares Boulevard divided the urban pattern into two
parts and connected it to a new middle class housing area, Levent, located in the
northern part of Istanbul. In the late 1940s, the Istanbul Municipality commissioned
several Turkish architects to design a housing complex, and, in the 1950s, supported
the continuity of its construction connected to Be§ikta§ by means of the Barbaros
Boulevard.

618 Kadirga means small boat in Greek. Kontoscalion, the old name of Kumkapi means small quay. The district has
been a topic of interests for several studies at ITU: a summer school vi/ith the theme of Continuity and Development
in Istanbul was organized by a group of architects induding myself (1993); Professor Ferhan Yürekii’s architectural
design studio (4®' semester) did a workshop with students from the University of New Castle (1994).
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In the late 1950s,
the Inhabited area in Istanbul
is enlarged
The city is integrated
by the new inner boulevards
(shown in yellow)
and the sea-front roads
(shown in red)
The Taksim Gezi Park remains
as the main public open space
of the city
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Fig.6.8. Case Study area: boulevards connecting the old city to new housing complexes
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These boulevards were selected as case studies because of their architectural aspects
(and /or failures), their role in the urban clearance, and the representational meanings
attributed to them. First of all, in terms of architecture, these large and the so-called
most modern boulevards were crucial constructions, causing partial urban demolitions,
changing the natural topography of the existing pattern, and radically re-defining the
built environment in terms of physical aspects. Although they were main urban axes,
their beginning and ending points became problematic within the architectural and
urban definition of the urban ax/s.®^® Secondly, visually framing the migration in and out
of the city, these roads not only reflected the physical changes of the urban pattern,
but also witnessed the social transformation. As a result, turning into a commercial and
touristic zone, Beçiktaç and Kadirga-Kumkapi lost their dominant residential character.
Moreover, Kadirga-Kumkapi istarted hosting the recent immigrants due to the relatively
lower rents. The social structure of the environment has changed. Thirdly, roads
became the main connection between the old and the new. they do not only frame old
life style and new life style in Istanbul but also made them visible. Both Barbaros and
Kennedy connect traditional ethnic religious districts with miserable look to the new
middle class housing areas, always presented as the symbol of the making of the
Turkish middle class in Turkey. Finally, these areas/boulevards became part of the
accusation of PM Menderes in the Yassiada Trial. In the making of the negative
stereotype of the era and showing Menderes as responsible of whatever happened in
Istanbul (and in Turkey), these boulevards and their districts (Atakoy, and its sea-shore
road; demolitions at Be§ikta§) became part of the evidence against Menderes in the
military t r i a l . I t was these boulevards that helped to (re)shape the people’s vision for
and/or against Menderes.
Chapter 6 aims at describing the new built environment at the end of the 1950s.
Focusing on the main boulevards, it provides an account of what physical changes
occurred in the Rebuilding of Istanbul after the master plan of Henri Prost and its
revision. The story of the network of roads is important to understand what the
traditional urban pattern was and how the new network radically and extraordinarily
transformed the pre-existing built environment in social and physical terms.
Section 6.1 presents the Kennedy Avenue. Kadirga-Kumkapi, one of the Armenian
neighbourhoods on the Marmara sea-front was chosen for the study. Following the
historical layout of the traditional neighbourhood, the transformation of its urban
identity by the construction of the large avenue is introduced by a comparative analysis
619 See GH Baker, Design Strategies in Architecture. London: Van Nostrand Reinhold, 1989; DKF Ching,
Architecture: Form Space - Order. New York: Van Nostrand, 1979; and Kevin Lynch, The image of the City,
Cambridge: MIT Press, 1960.
620The official document of the Yassiada Trial.
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based on photographs and maps, revealing its social structure in the past and today.
Moreover, a two-step interview of the inhabitants of sixteen historical houses located in
26 plots (practically 47 households) is given. Summarising inhabitants' daily life and
present day conditions, social conditions and future plans, interviews describe the
rapid rural immigration towards Istanbul and the emigration of Armenians towards
European cities and their removal to upper income residential areas in Istanbul. Finally,
the new middle class residential area at Atakoy, first zoned by Henri Prost and then
designed by Luigi Piccinato is briefly presented.
Section 6.2 analyses Barbaros Bulvari. Following a historical layout of Be§ikta§, an
upper class mixed district, the section reveals that the old royal settlement became the
core arena for the implementation of Prost’s Plan in the 1930s and 1940s, and its
revised version in the second half of the 1950s. Moreover, the enlargement and the
construction of the boulevard by the municipality (Hogg and Mente§e) causing the
radical physical change following the urban demolitions is given. Finally, Aru’s Levent,
the first housing complex in Istanbul, as the ending spot of the boulevard is presented.
The aim of the case studies is to investigate the results of the rapid urban change, and
to reveal social conditions, and urban and architectural characteristics of the old and
new built environment in Istanbul. The description of the radical transformation in the
traditional urban pattern and urban identity, and the introduction of the new
environmental image may clarify, first of all, the continuity of Prost’s Plan; secondly,
the shift of its perception between the CHP and the DP eras. Two case studies offer a
better understanding of the Rebuilding of Istanbul, and give clues on Turkish
modernisation in general.
It is important to mention that case studies do not offer the same systematic layout,
consisted of various methods describing what happened in the city. In order to present
the past and the future of the city, case studies focus on both the ethnic-religious
neighbourhoods and the recently implemented built environment. The two case studies
combine visual material (city’s maps focusing on the network of roads constructed
between 1956 and 1960; photographs; postcards), a limited number of interviews with
present-and former inhabitants, as well as professional modernisers (architects, urban
planners, technocrats and engineers). In order to reveal physical and social features of
the traditional urban pattern, two case studies apply various methods: the historical
analysis®^^ and a brief chronological evolution of the urban pattern, the comparison of
Descriptions of three Ottoman authors have been primary references on the social and urban structure of the
imperial capital in their eras. Eremya Çelebi Kômürciyan described Istanbul of the 17“' century in 2053 poetical
verses. Istanbul Tarihl: XVII Asirda Istanbul (The History of Istanbul: Istanbul in the 17“' century), Istanbul: Eren,
(1952) 1988. Similarly, Evliya Çelebi describ^ the 17“' century Istanbul in Seyahatname, I, Istanbul, 1976; for the
18“' century, see PG Inciciyan in 18.Yuzyilda Istanbul (1976).
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the past and present in terms of social and physical experience. Moreover, the case
study on the Kennedy Road offers an architectural survey including a limited number of
interviews with households in the Armenian district, surrounding the Armenian
Patriarch.
An enlarged and better documented analysis for squares as well as the historical
peninsula, the Eminônü-Karakôy-Tophane-Beçikta§ axis and the Bosphorus, in
particular, the Anatolian side, may provide the whole and clearer picture of the urban
works. Moreover, in these areas, additional interviews may be done for a better
explanation of the urban transformation in Istanbul. The following analyses of the
urban pattern are only a partial attempt revealing some crucial features of the
Rebuilding of Istanbul, and results seem provisional.
The group leaves its traces in space and space is part of the group’s identity
Maurice Halbwachs, La Mémoire Collective. Paris; Universitaires de France, 1950:58

6.1. KENNEDY ROAD: from KADIRGA-KUMKAPI to ATAKOY, connecting an
ethnic religious neighbourhood to the Turkish bourgeoisie
In 1937, with the master plan, Prost aimed at connecting the historical core to the
modern housing areas via a large avenue, accompanied by a chic promenade along
the sea-shore, which was meant to be a “Parisian promenade" where “men and
women could come together.”®^^ In the mid-20^ century. The Kennedy Road, the large
sea-front avenue constructed by filling the sea, constituted one of the core projects of
Menderes’s works. Although it did not cause massive urban demolitions as it happened
for the case of Vatan and Millet, Kennedy Road, connecting the historical peninsula to
new residential areas close to the airport, changed the traditional cityscape. In this
respect, the large sea-front road made visible the difference between the old and the
new in Istanbul that were represented respectively in this case study with KadirgaKumkapi, a former Armenian neighbourhood that survived the urban demolitions, and
Atakoy, a new middle class housing complex.
The Kadirga-Kumkapi district, constituting the south coastline of the historical
peninsula, had been an important military and commercial harbour region during the
Byzantine period.®^^ When the ancient harbour was filled up, new residential
settlements were formed. It has been one of the oldest Armenian ethnic-religious
district in Istanbul due to the relocation policy of Sultan Mehmet II after the conquest of
the city. The district has been hosting the Armenian Patriarch since the mid-16*^

Prost, note 18.
“ 3 Inciciyan, 8, 52, 66, 84; Kadirga-Kumkapi is accepted as a single harbour area, Kontoskalion-Sophieir, some
mention two separate harbours, Kontoskalion (Kumkapi) and Sophien or Lulianus (Kadirga); see Wolfrang MullerWiener, Bildlexikon Zur Topografie Istanbuls, Tubingen: Verlag Emst Wasmuth, 1977:62-63.
622
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century.®^"^ The Golden Horn, the natural bay at the North of the historical peninsula,
gained importance in the mid-16^ century, a new arsenal had been built up. Thus the
Kadirga-Kumkapi harbour lost the attraction it had in the Byzantine era. In 1748, the
harbour was partly filled up, and the area mainly became a residential area for the
Armenian ethnic minority as well as agricultural gardens. As a result of the physical
development in centuries, the Kadirga-Kumkapi harbour area became one of the
liveliest residential districts in Istanbul, famous by their traditional restaurant-bars,
surrounded by about six Greek churches and by houses with garden^for more than
thousand Armenian f a m i l i e s . T h e rest of the inhabitants were mainly fishermen
families.
During the régularisations of the 19*^ century, the district had partial parcelling.®^® After
the establishment of the nation-state in 1923, Istanbul as well as the Kadirga-Kumkapi
district were able to maintain the multi-cultural character. In the mid-20^^ century,
following the departure of a large number of non-Muslim families from the district
because of a number of events as part of the Turkification project, described in
Chapter 4, the deserted old timber and stone houses were put up for rent for people who recently
immigrated from the rural areas to Istanbul. Therefore, Kadirga-Kumkapi mainly
became a district for the new comers due to lower rents.
In this respect, the Kennedy Road has played a crucial role in this traditional district.
First of all, the traditional silhouette of the ancient city based on an urban image of the
interaction of city walls with sea is broken. During the execution partial antique and
Byzantine city walls and a certain number of timber and stone houses were
demolished (there is no study showing the actual number of the demolished privately
owned buildings) (FIG.6.9,10). Secondly, in terms of architecture, the road was
constructed at a higher level •tti'^the urban settlement filling up the sea. In this respect,
the high-dense coastline road, combined with the railway constructed during the reign
of Sultan Abddlaziz (1861-1876) along the sea, made a barrier between the housing
area and the sea. Consequently, the large road broke the interaction with the sea, and
redefined the interrelation of the sea with the residential area. The plan clearly
indicates the radical change (FIG.6.11). Thirdly, and more importantly, like the case at
Aksaray, the social structure was affected by the migration in and out of the city. The
old district absorbed a large number of immigrants, having an important result on
architecture: immigrants divided and subdivided the existing traditional houses into
small rooms suitable for one or two people to live in. The migration, the partial urban
G24 In 1461, Sultan Mehmet II appointed the Armenian archbishop of Bursa to Istanbul and set up the Armenian
Patriarch as a counter religious power balancing the Greek one; Kômürciyan, 73,80-81; Inalcik, 1998:247-271.
Kômürciyan, 2-3.
626Pinon, 1996:48-53.
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demolitions, and the implementation of the Kennedy Road, collectively contributed to
the transformation of the urban pattern and the change of the demographic structure in
the Kadirga-Kumkapi district. A multi-cultural, multi-faith neighbourhood became
dominated by Turks.

Fig.6.9.a. Lighthouse at Ahirkapi in the historical peninsula, c1900 and c1960
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6.9.b. View of a Greek neighbourhood in the sea-front, c1900.
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As the photographs depict, the Kennedy Road had been one of the most crucial
implementation on the sea-bank of the historical peninsula, connecting the traditional
residential areas towards the airport and new middle class housing complexes. For a
long time,jit remained uninhabited, and served as a playground for children living in the
nearby ethnic religious neighbourhoods. On the one hand, the Kennedy Road radically
changed the traditional urban silhouette, the interaction of city walls with the sea. On
the other hand, two to four storeys timber houses on the sea-front were demolished.
Their un-maintenance and oldness were the basis of the political discourse in the
modernisation. The construction of the sea-front road changed the existing traditional
relation.
In the broad descriptions of the old inhabitants, the cultural identity of the area was
mostly defined by the close relationship with the sea. Boysan emphasises the radical
change in the lively and dynamic urban daily life as well as how the native fishermen
became distanced from their work-space.®^^ Similarly, Aydinlik, who is Muslim and a
former inhabitant of the neighbourhood, lived side by side with Armenians and Greeks
in the 1940s, declared:
“In those days, the sea was not filled up. There were so many small cafes {kahvehane) and
restaurant-bars {meyhane) on the sea. It was great to contemplate the return of fishermen
in the evening. Children were playing on the sea shore. In the summer nights, when there
was the full moon, it was exciting to be on the coastline. People could swim and enjoy
themselves.”

In this respect, scholars reveal the “physical and cultural transition” in the area as well
as indicate the transition from “a water city,” a primary characteristic of the urban
identity, towards an “inner city”, and mention the close relation of physical deterioration
and the social change.®^® However, Inceoglu describes the demolition of the miserable
look of the neighbourhood as an urban achievement.®^® For a more systematic
understanding of the social and physical effects of the Kennedy Avenue on the
inhabitants, a set of interviews was conducted at Kadirga-Kumkapi.

6.1.1. Survey: interviews with inhabitants of the Kumkapi-Kadirga district
In 1995, sixteen stone buildings with architectural features of the traditional house
maintaining their facade quality were chosen for a social investigation of the district,®®^
and interviews were conducted in these sixteen dwellings with the tenant and/or the
G27 A. Boysan, interview.
Semiramis Aydinlik “Kadirga, Kaburga Street,” Istanbul, issue 26,1993:49-63.
G29 A.GÜI, A.K1I1Ç, Ô. Sonmez, “Istanbul’un KImlik Sorununda Sir Ba§ka Boyuf (another dimension In the city image of
Istanbul), Istanbul, issue 5, 1993:109-112; and Y.Clnal, Z.Yenen, Z,Merey-Enlil, “Istanbul'un Kimlik Degi§imi”
(Istanbul’s identity change), Istanbul, issue 5,1993:119-128.
G30 Inceoglu, interview.
16 buildings were chosen for an architectural survey entitled “A Historical Area in Istanbul,” by H.YürekIi, LAkpmar,
D.Dilekçi, B.Suda, A.Çener.
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owner of the property aiming at describing architectural features of the plan layouts
and the new interior additions and divisions. Between 1998 and 2000, a second stage
of interviews was conducted in the same buildings with a new set of questions, in
particular, ethnic and religious ones.®^^ The following section presents social conditions
and the architectural qualities of sixteen stone houses. (FIG.6.12) (APPENDIXE 5)
In the district, there are basically two different groups of historical houses, timber or
stone houses, designed as row-houses in the district, mainly dating from late 19'^
century (after the biggest fire of Istanbul in 1865) and the beginning of the 20‘^ century.
The one-family architectural plan has been changed by the mis-use of the existing
buildings (especially over-crowded families, and as a result loosing its spatial integrity
by divisions), and the new buildings with low quality. The stone buildings studied are
part of the urban structure based on row-houses implemented according to a grid
layout in the late 19*^ century. Their narrow stone facades present the characteristic
ornamentation of their era, mainly built by Greeks and Armenians, who were the
primary craftsmen in the

Ottoman era, especially for the masonry building

construction.®^^ The houses present a more open-life style as their windows at the
ground level, when compared with samples of houses in Anatolia, that reflect a more
introvert life-style at the entrance level.Usually, few steps guide one to the double
door entrance of the house. The doors show a mixture of material, based on timber,
iron and glass. Behind them, an entrance hall welcomes and orientates people towards
the upper floor through a narrow timber stair. Most of the time, the window is
accompanied by a fer-forgé security panel, an iron master-piece. The window
dimension is a traditional with width to height ratio of %, used all over the country.
Unfortunately, most of the timber houses have not been maintained well and some of
them were burnt down. Some bigger ones, which were later converted into orientalpicturesque hotels, constitute the exceptions. Aiming at a long-term analysis, stone
buildings were chosen for their relatively longer life.
In sixteen stone houses, twenty-six plots are located. And within these plots, due to the
informal partition, there were forty-seven households. In the first stage of the
interviews, five occupiers could not be found. In the second stage, except three
households, which were not inhabited, forty-four interviews were conducted.

Interviews were conducted by myself and Ômer Kanipak.
Yiicel, 1996:299; Kuban, “Ev Mimarisi”, Dûnden Bugüne Istanbul Ans., Istanbul: Tarih Vakfi, 1994a:227-234; here
233-234.
634Yucel, 1996:300; Kuban, 1994a:229-234.
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Inhabitants of households can be roughly divided into two groups: Armenians and
Muslim immigrants. First of all, there is a native group of inhabitants, mainly old
Istanbulite Armenians, consisting the minority of the district nowadays. Secondly, there
are immigrants from the rural Anatolian areas who immigrated with their large families
as a group from the same village. Out of 47 households, eight were Armenian (1 ^ %')
among whom there were two Armenian craftsmen with a better income level, who were
the owner of the house they lived. One family of Greek origin, own their house as well.
Another house, owned by an Armenian family, was let to immigrants. In this district,
Armenians usually live as tenants in the properties mostly owned by the Armenian
Patriarch. There are mostly old, low income and poorly educated people, who did not
want to leave their native environment. They witnessed the departure of the upper
income Armenian families who had left the neighbourhood for better areas in Istanbul
or their emigration to Europe since the 1940s. Even though only the character and the
uniqueness of theneighbourhood hold them in the area, those people of Armenian
origin do not intend to leave the area where they were born.
Contrary to the affection of the native Armenians for the Kadirga-Kumkapi district, the
immigrants from the Anatolia do not feel attached to the neighbourhood since they
were not attracted to the physical environment they presently live in. The most
important difference between the locals and new comers was their feelings towards the
settlement. The immigrants from Anatolia were mostly from the eastern provinces of
Turkey (Malatya, Elazig, Kastamonu, Mardin, Batman and Tokat), which indicates
cultural diversity of the district. These families came to the city hoping for a better life
with a steady job. Usually, young and single, followed with the others who immigrated
with their families. Those families who were immigrated from the same village prefer to
live either in the same building or in a close neighbourhood. This has been the result of
close family ties and local relations of the rural Turkish community. They showed a
direct and close relation with the community they were born in. This constitutes typical
example of chain migration that describes the nature of migration for Turkey.®^® They
did not want to build their squatter in the periphery, and preferred to be with their
relatives or people from their town of origin who immigrated earlier to this district. Apart
from this, the rent level and life hasi^een relatively cheaper than any other parts in the
city. The immigrants mainly worked in the low paid service sector. Some of them were
salesmen with carts or craftsmen, with a low educational level. The second generation
went to the school. The families who immigrated in the 1960s and 1970s could buy the
houses they live in. They partly rent their houses. They tried to maintain their own
house in good conditions. Some relatively upper Income families could afford to move

635Erder, 1999:166-167.
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out to new and modern residential areas in Istanbul (Bakirkoy and Zeytinburnu,
residential areas of the 1960s and 1970s that were developed along the Kennedy
Road close to Atakoy). Their places were quickly taken by new families from rural
areas. This has been a district of the recently immigrated one. Immigrants, in general,
stayed in this area for limited time until they save some money to effort properties in
modern districts like previous immigrants. Thus, they did not spend any money for
maintenance of the historical buildings they rent. In some cases, when there were
more than one family in one house, they made some extensions like a toilet and a
kitchen to accommodate more than one family under the same roof. All those additions
and separations were constructed in the most primitive way available.
The newly migrated people found themselves in built environment completely different
and in a life style quite strange to them. Consequently, new comers intended to leave
Kadirga-Kumkapi as soon as they earn enough money to rent a better apartment flat in
a better built environment (Zeytinburnu, Bakirkoy, and Kadikoy, middle class
residential areas). The building blocks in these relatively new middle class districts
represented the modern living style and civilised life style for them. Immigrants did not
enjoy the traditional homes, nor the traditional neighbourhood. The main concern is
that new comers had the difficulty of establishing close neighbourhood relations with
the old Armenian inhabitants. It takes time to establish good neighbourhood relations
as the early comers could develop neighbourhood relations with Armenians. For
instance, Mehmet Mercanoglu, who came from Malatya in 1954 and started up the
neighbourhood store at the entrance level of his house in 1967, described the old days
of Kumkapi:
“Those streets were full of Greek and Armenian families. They were honest people. In
those days, living here was something. Nowadays, we cannot live here easily. There are
new comers all the time. Neighbourhood relations are not anymore like the old days.”®^
Moreover, isolation of the groups turned out to be an essential problem. Recently
immigrated conservative Sunni families have established no relation with Alevi families
from Tunceli. Both sides had strong negative stereotypes against each other. In
addition to such prejudice against each other, all immigrants had similar prejudices
against the touristic restaurants and bars of the district, and they complain of tourists
and noisy restaurants that serve alcohol.
From 1995 to 1998, and from 1998 to 2000, out of 47 households, 31 immigrant
families (65.9 %) managed to move out, and, their places were quickly taken over by
the new comers from rural areas. 4 houses remained uninhabited following the move
of the previous householders. The houses remained un-maintained, and some would
G36 Interview conducted in October 1999.
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be soon demolished. Moreover, the earthquake of 1999 pushed the economic situation
for worse. The lively restaurant area was almost empty. It was hardly possible to
observe tourists.
Today, the neighbourhood urban pattern is still alive: the un-maintained, old, miserable
looking ethnic religious houses could resist the radical changes of the 1950s. But their
interior could not remain the same; partition walls were constructed, changing the
interior plans of the one-family houses; nowadays, 3 or 4 households exist in buildings.
Following the migration in and out of the city, the social structure has changed: a big
number of Armenians left the neighbourhood, and it hosted a large number of the
Muslim immigrants from rural Anatolia (which is still the case).
Such a historical overview shows that with the destruction of the sea front by the high
way in the mid-20‘^ century, the district lost not only its traditional relation with the sea,
but also its traditional functions (cafes-restaurants) on the water front. The railway of
the late 19*^ century and the high-way of the 1950s, built between the sea and the
settlements, damaged the ancient urban walls of the area, which disappeared as a
result of the interruption.
In the late 1990s, land reclamation was realised along the shore of the Marmara Sea
about 50m in width. On this recently filled area, some sportive (basketball, volleyball)
fields, fish markets and boat-houses were constructed for the shopping and
recreational uses. Consequently, the residential area became more and more distant
from the sea.
Having been located into the inner part of the residential district, the new restaurantcafe area, mainly formed by the buildings converted from houses, disturbs the
inhabitants with its touristic character and noise until late in the night. Today, buildings
are mostly in poor conditions. They suffer from the years of abuse. The basic problem
is that their inhabitants are not financially powerful to maintain those houses in good
conditions. The housing loan is given to construct new houses; repairs and renovation [
works are not subsidised by the governmental and local authorities. The change of this I
policy might help to enhance the physical qualities of buildings in the historical areas ■
such Kadirga-Kumkapi.
'—1
Urban reconstruction, which was more than welcomed in the 1950s pretended to be
completely a new execution, however, it was the continuity of Prost’s concepts.

j

Metropolitan cities witnessed major economic, social and urban changes in Western
Europe as well as in developing countries, such as Turkey. The new network of wide
roads and the immigration of its non-Muslim population towards Europe deprived
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Istanbul of its cosmopolitan aura starting from the mid-1950s. Migration in and out of
the city, urban demolitions, combined with the implementation of the Kennedy Road,
converted the Kadirga-Kumkapi district from a multi-cultural, spontaneously developed
urban pattern into a more unified, homogenous, national metropolis with immigrants
from Anatolia. This rapid social change is soon reflected into the physical one. The
Kadirga-Kumkapi district exemplifies this.

6.1.2. Atakoy, a Middle Class Housing Complex
Atakoy, partly constructed in the end of the 1950s, constituted the image of a modern,
new life style in Istanbul. The new residential suburb, close to the airport, combined
with the aspiration of the making of the Little America in Turkey, represented the
visualisation of the making the ideal home for the middle class in the imperial city.
(FIG.6.13)
In the mid-20"^ century, the municipality-governorship decided for the making of a
housing complex combined with the tourism complexes at the Marmara sea-front. In
Prost’s Plan, the sea-front areas close to the airport were indicated as zones of
housing and tourism. Already in the 1930s and 1940s, upper middle class houses with
garden were built along the Marmara sea-front at Ye§ilkoy and Bakirkoy.
Luigi Piccinato designed the site project of 12,000 dwellings, consisted of nine sub
neighbourhoods. Their architecture was designed by various Turkish architects and
constructed from 1958 to the mid-1990s.
Represented as a major part in the national progress, the aim of the housing
development was indicated as to “make people love their own city as their home.”®^^
Consisted of various types of flats, the housing complex was meant to create “a new
life possessing the characteristics of both luxurious housing complex and country side”
in Istanbul.®®®
The natural greenery, located between Bakirkoy and Yesilkoy, was connected to the
city centre via the Marmara sea-front road, Kennedy, the so-called European railway in
the south, and the so-called European Road or London Asphalt (with the connotation
of new material used in the city) in the north. A railway station and a pier were also
planned for future developmets. The connection to Europe was emphasised as a
marketing strategy by Emiak Kredi Bankasi (Real Estate Credit Bank, established in
1946 to build mass-housings, in other words to provide low interest credit for citizens
as part of a long-term programme to address housing shortage).®®®
Mente§e, “Atakoy Sites! Hakkinda Rapor,” (report on Atakoy) Arkitekt, vol.26,1958:79-82; here 81.
Mente§e, 79.
Real Estate Credit Bank of Turkey, 1946-1962. Real Estate Credit Bank of Turkey, c.1963, no page number.
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The project, covering an area of 400 hectares, consisted of various housing sections,
included two primary schools and recreational areas at indoors and outdoors (a
sportive centre, a cultural centre, children playground, and a zoo) as well as a yacht
club, harbour complex, camping, motels and hotels, beach complex, and cafes located
at the sea-front connected to the housing area by subways.®"*® The 2.5km long sea
front area was meant to be “the most modern beach and leisure centre for Istanbulites
and tourists.”®"*^ In other words, these “were designed for the leisure of the inhabitants
and visitors from abroad.”®"*^
Although the old Istanbulites considered the complex as “§ehir diçi” (out of the city with
the cannotation of periphery) , A t a k o y became an attractive exemplary housing
settlement with its leisure, sportive and educational centres. One of the most important
results was the increase of the land value of the district. With Real Estate Credit
Bank’s loan, most of the flats were sold to, in particular, bureaucrats, doctors,
businessmen, in a short time.®"*"* The bank established a preferable system for people
who had a steady job. Represented as the modern housing, Atakoy provided a more
comfortable life comparing to three-storey timber house:
"It was easier to clean the flat, easier to heat it, and it was much more comfortable to live
in. It provided an atmosphere with people from your own education and social status. But
the most important thing, Atakoy provided sportive and cultural activities for children and
young people. And the primary school was located within the housing area."®^®

The housing complex has defined a new life style with a secure, clean, and beautiful
built environment with a series of activities within the settlement itself, that made it
attractive for the inhabitants. The new built environment simply symbolised the true
meaning of modern and new life style in Istanbul. Subsequently, the Atakoy housing
complex visualised the making of a middle class in Turkey.

G40Menteçe, 1958:82.
Menteçe, 1958:82.
642 Real Estate Credit Bank of Turkey, 1946-1962.
643 From the memories of my family.
644 From the memories of my family.
645 Nazife Akyurek, a housewife who lived in the complex between 1964 and 1982.
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6.2. BARBAROS BULVARI: from Be§ikta§ to Levent
In the second half of the 1950s, the construction of Barbaros Bulvari, the north-south
axis in the European part of the city, connecting Be§ikta§ to Levent, an upper middle
class residential area (started to be developed in the late 1940s and the 1950s)
constituted one of the most controversial and most discussed implementation in
Menderes’s works. Starting from Be§ikta§, the boulevard cut the historical urban
pattern into two parts, and led the urban development towards north (contrary to the
traditional east-west growth). The boulevard was not derived from Prost’s Plan; it was
projected by Hogg to reach Levent, the new suburb located in the north at the top of
the slopes of the Bosphorus - the one Prost opposed in the second half of the 1940s.
In the 18*^^ century, Be§iktaç, nicknamed as Has Semt or Pay-/ Taht (Ottoman
adjectives reminding the imperial character), had been the summer residence of the
Ottoman fam ily.^ Following the departure of the Ottoman family from the Topkapi
Palace of the historical peninsula to Be§ikta§ in 1826, the summer palaces had been
enlarged and the new ones had been constructed in the district. Concurrently, urban
issues - urban reconstruction, hygiene - had emerged and first urban demolitions had
been implemented. In the republican era, the district, once more, became politically
distinctive. Having visited Istanbul for the first time in 1927, Atatürk used the Dolmabahçe
Palace as his Istanbul residence

until his death in 1938. Be§ikta§ preserved its palace

complexes and compact residential pattern of high-rank officers and bureaucrats
surrounding the palaces.
An important demographic feature of Be§ikta§ is that the district had always been a
mixed district, where Armenians, Greeks, Jews and Turks lived side by side,
constituting a rich social and cultural mosaic.^^ Towards the end of the 19^ century,
the mixed demographic structure still existed, where, although Muslims were the
largest group by their total numbers, Greeks and Armenians, and then foreigners
constituted the majority of the municipal population. From the early republican years to
1965, inhabitants witnessed the departure of their non-Muslim neighbours as described
in Chapter 4. In 1930, the Be§ikta§ district became an independent municipal area,
with 50,000 inhabitants.®^® The population increased from 54,761 to 73,432 between
1935 and 1950;®^® and it became 84,698 in 1955 and 93,647 in 1960, and finally
107,442 in 1965.

See Selim Somçag, “18.Yüzyildan Günùmüze Beçiktaç" (Beçikta^, since the 18“' century till today), Dünden

Bugüne Istanbul Ansiklopedisi, vol.2,1994:163-164.
G47Kômürciyan, 40.
G48Kemal Tayfur, “Be§ikta?’in Bugûnü" (Be§ikta§’ Today), Istanbul, issue 15,1995:108-111.
649 Nuri Akbayar (ed), ‘"Giriç: Konum, Yonetsel Yapi, NQfus* (Introduction: location, administrative structure,
population), Dünden Bugüne Be§ikta§ (Be§ikta§ from yesterday to today), Istanbul: Beçikta§ Municipality, 1998.
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In terms of architecture, three to four storey-tim ber or stone houses surrounded the
patchwork like structure of narrow streets. In the 1930s and 1940s, the traditional life
style of neighbourhood, where inhabitants closely knew each other, still existed, and
ethnic groups were living side by side as relatives in the introvert traditional residential

area.®^°
The urban and architectural pattern may be given by a simple comparison of maps and
photographs reflecting a clearer idea of its radical urban transform ation from tim ber
and stone row buildings, their storeys, the narrow and spontaneous street pattern,
large gardens, the location of palaces and kiosks into a new built environment
dominated by a boulevard and its buildings-blocks. These illustrations clarify the
compact residential pattern of the district, and the network of its narrow streets and
large gardens. Until the late 1960s, the urban structure was characterised by the sea
front palace complex, the narrow main east-west street parallel to the sea, the network
of narrow streets and cul-de-sacs, gardens, the pier, the tram garage, some religious
complexes and residences (FIG .6.14,15,16).

I

Fig.6.14. Map of Beçikta§, 1924

G50 A. Boysan, Tayman, interviews.
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A photograph from the beginning of the 20 century depicts Be§ikta§ with its quay and
naval station. Having had a pier and quay, surrounded by two to three storey-buildings,
the general panoramic view reveals the close relation of the settlement with the sea.
The picture also indicates the rich topographic structure of the district, where, at the
background, the slopes are green, and the Taçkiçla military hospital is in the
panoramic view. One has a strong environmental image of the interaction of the district
with the Marmara sea and the Bosphorus. In the urban schemata, the quay and the
maritime station predominated with their surrounding three to four storeys timber and
stone buildings in a large greenery (FIG.6.17).

S

Fig.6.17. Be§ikta§, c l 950
uttoman bath of Be§ikta§ before demolition, c l 950.
Be§ikta§ quay surrounded by characteristic three or four-storey stone buildings, c l 940
The historical urban pattern of the Be§ikta§ District
I ne
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The narrowness of the street and the un-maintained old buildings create the general
poor impression of the region. Traditional two-storey buildings have a store at the
entrance and the house at the upper floor.
Illustrations depict the historical environmental image of Be§ikta§, and the physical
urban transformation of the mid-20*^ century. One observes that Be§ikta§, where
residences were surrounded by large gardens, was not as compact the historical
peninsula. The service and religious buildings were emphasised in the topographical
physical pattern, enriched by hills and valleys, presented an attractive environmental
image of the place. These urban features and the close interrelationship with the sea
constituted a typical characteristic of the Bosphorus village. Having presented the twoto-three-storey timber buildings of Be§ikta§, and the Sinan Mosque in the background,
the traditional pavement, the tramway system, and the road relation, and some
pedestrians, these also present the daily life of the district in the mid-1950s. Traditional
buildings, and some Ottoman monuments would soon be destroyed and sacrificed for
the modernisation of the decade.
Beçikta§ had been the central district for the implementation of Frost's plan and its
revision. Subsequently, no other district in Istanbul reflects the secularising concept of
the master plan better. Aiming at the making of a new living style in the new built
environment, secularising reforms were physically reflected in urban field, surrounded
by emerging modern architecture. Thus, existing roads were enlarged, new parks and
playgrounds were constructed at Be§ikta§. Espaces libres took the primary place,
converting the imperial gardens and cemeteries into parks and playgrounds, and the
palaces and kiosks into museums. With Frost’s plan, direct physical appearance
became obvious first in Maçka, Ni§anta§i, Te§vikiye, and Abbasaga, middle class
residential areas, where several fields and small scale cemeteries were converted into
recreational areas for children. In addition, based on Frost’s Flan, roads were partly
constructed and secondary roads were completed in the 1940s and the Bosphorus
road was renovated.®®^ Between 1938-1939, buildings surrounding the Barbaros
Hayrettin Fa§a tomb were demolished, and the place was named as the Barbaros
Fark, and the Barbaros monument was built in the square.®®^ Apart from these partial
works, Taksim and its continuity the Inônü promenade (Taksim Gezi Fark), of Frost's
plan became the largest espaces libres in all public works, and constituted the primary
character of the works carried out in the decade. (FIG.6.18)

651 Gi)zelle§en Istdnbul.
652Cumhuhyet Devrinde Istanbul.
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Fig.6.18. Aerial photograph showing the Inônü Promenade of the midi940s. The stadium has
become the core of national celebrations. And, the Hilton Hotel is located at the top of the park

From Taksim to Be§ikta§, Prost proposed one of his major works in the middle of the
city surrounded by modern buildings aiming at “the making the Bois de Boulogne of
Paris” in the imperial city.®^^ The proposal was to enlarge Taksim Square surrounding
the Atatürk sculpture as a junction point of the main boulevards, and to combine this
with a wide area of greenery towards the sea.®®"' This major intervention to create
espaces libres was Prost’s project for a cultural and sportive area around the Inônü
Promenade, including a theatre, a congress centre, an open air concert hall,
exhibitions halls, social centres, a centre for sports games, stores and cafes.®®® Having
been the main sportive complex of the park, the later added stadium fulfilled the main
aim of a secular public open space in the middle of the most European part of
Istanbul. The stadium creates a major architectural structure in the built environment of
Be§ikta§. Its interaction with the sea and the greenery and the existing historical
buildings has presented an interesting topic of discussion for the professionals with its
new architectural vocabulary symbolising High-Modernist architecture of the decade.®®®
In the beginning of the 1950s, it was nowhere else but the top of the park was chosen
G53 Prost, note 16.
G54 Prost, note 27.
Prost, note 16,19, 27.
G56 Kuban, Bozdogan, Tekeli, A. Boysan, interviews.
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for the construction of the Hilton Hotel, as a political instrument representing the Little
America as a stamp in the Cold War.

657

In fact, Prost wrote that the development and the enlargement of the Taksim area was
“the key in urban reconstruction of the district.”®^®The significance of the park may be
explained by, first of all, the choice of its location in the westernised part of the city,
which is also the core of three geographical regions in Istanbul. Secondly, it constituted
the largest greenery of the master plan. More significantly, the design surrounded the
Atatürk sculpture, put in 1926 as the first figurative sculpture in a Muslim country that
made Taksim “an ideological symbol of the Republic.”®®^ The design of Taksim was
meant to host national celebrations as well as the main public demonstrations. In the
design, Prost projected the demolition of the military complex at Taksim to create an
open space as well as the Armenian cemetery for erecting a series of modern and
attractive buildings in the periphery of the park, although he was careful in the
preservation of Ottoman heritage.®®® With the same purpose, Prost recommended the
removal of the military school at Harbiye on the main road connecting Taksim, but that
was rejected, and it was later converted into a military museum.
The Taksim Gezi Park and its modern buildings did not simply mean recreational
areas, but symbolised the state power and designated “a new way of living for
citizens”®®^ as well as a “demonstration of the nation-state towards foreigners”;®®^ public
space became a meeting place and new activity area for Istanbulites and the key
project for the urban reconstruction of the city.®®® The area has become an. urban
cultural centre where the Istanbul International Festival, the Istanbul Jazz Festival and
other primary cultural events are held, and was where the World Summit Habitat II was
held in 1996.®®^ Inônü Promenade became a new republican arena where peoples of
the city could meet. Not only symbolically, but also financially the Inônü Promenade
became a prestigious area. The buildings surrounding the park had the highest real
estate value in the city.
In the mid-1950s, Prost’s Plan functioned as the basis for the urban demolitions and
construction works carried out.®®® Barbaros Bulvari,

projected by Hôgg and

implemented by road engineers in the Menderes era, had been one of the most radical

Wharton, 13-38.
Prost, note 27.
G59Hasan Bülent Kahraman, “Meydanlarin Biblolan” (ornaments of the squares), Radikal, 21.02.02.
GGoProst, note 16.
Prost, note 19.
G62Prost, note 16.
683 Prost, note 27.
664Akpinar and Aydinli, 2002.
665 The trial document.
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works of the decade destroying

not only the

historical,

imperial and religious

infrastructures, but also the environmental image of Be§ikta§.®®®
First of all, in terms of architecture, a radical change in the built environm ent may be
also explained in term s of the architectural analysis of Ching-Baker-Lynch. According
to them, the following issues need to be explored, namely where was the beginning or
the end of the axis; how was it connected to the place and main east-west axis. The
analysis of the boulevard as an urban axis shows that it has no beginning, no end, no
sense of continuity, no relation with topography. In this respect, the Be§ikta§ square
was a junction point of two main roads (north-south and east-west axes), and hosts the
pier (FIG.6.19). More severely, the boulevard was constructed in a

s te e p

slope cutting

the urban pattern into two parts. Having had a heavy traffic, the Barbaros Boulevard
constituted a physical boundary for the inhabitants in the middle of the settlement
(FIG .6.20).®®^ The junction of the Barbaros Boulevard with the Be§ikta§ square caused
one of the most difficult traffic problems in Istanbul. Furtherm ore, the Barbaros
Boulevard

not only enlarged the existing imperial street but also changed the urban

orientation towards the north of the city, supporting the middle class residential area,
whose construction started in the late 1940s.

Fig.6.19. Map of Beçikta§ (1994) indicating the dominance of the Barbaros Boulevard on the
urban pattern; its junction point with the sea-front has remained problematic, that causes traffic
problems
G6G For the terminology on the built environment, see Kevin Lynch, The Image o f the City, Cambridge: MIT Press,
1960; Christian Norberg-Schulz, Genius Loci, New York: Rizzoli, 1984; and The Concept o f Dwelling, New York:
Rizzoli, 1985.
GG7 laym an and A.Boysan, interviews.
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Secondly, the transform ation was not only visual, but also social. The traditional urban
pattern,

cut into two

parts,

was transform ed

with the

urban

dem olitions

and

construction works o f the 1950s. The boulevard turned into the main connection to the
northern part of the city, and hosted a series of new activities, em erging commercial
and business ones in particular, located in six to eight storey office buildings alongside
the road. Residents had to move out and many apartment building-blocks were built in
the empty plots of the dem olished timber houses, and the population as well as pricesland value grew enorm ously (FIG .6.21).
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Fig.6.21. View of the Barbaros Boulevard, Beçikta§, c.1960 and the mid-1990s

Tayman, A. Boysan, N. Inceoglu, interviews; also see Güner Ener, “Has Semt: Be§ikta§,” Istanbul, issue 15,
1995:100-107.
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During the urban demolitions and implementation of the project, the Barbaros
Boulevard was not the main centre of public attention. It was given a secondary place
on the daily newspapers after the Vatan and Millet Avenues in the historical peninsula
that constituted the core of the archival research in Chapter 4.
However, photographs give a clear idea of the new built environment, and the impact
of the boulevard over the historical urban pattern. The plan of Be§ikta§ and
photographs present the new urban structure defined by the east-west sea-front road
Dolmabahçe and the north-south axis of Barbaros Bulvari. The boulevard constituted a
radical urban axis between the sea-shore and the northern part of the city, and opened
the upper hills to inhabitation. There was not a well-defined beginning in terms of
architecture. It needed a square, a better connection with the sea-front road. However,
their connection remained problematic and caused severe traffic and circulation
problems in the decades to come.
Furthermore, the imperial complexes and their surrounding gardens were still dominant
in the urban pattern, and presented a distinctive historical atmosphere within the
district. The imperial theatre, the Ottoman bath, school were demolished as well as
some examples of timber-stone vernacular civil architecture. Stores surrounding the
quay area were torn down. Despite this, the sea-front panoramic view of Be§ikta§ and
Ortakoy presents the traditional silhouette, and the dominance of the imperial garden
at the top of the hill are obvious. Moreover, the open slopes of Be§ikta§ of the 1950s
became full of the six-to-eight storey apartment building-blocks, in international style,
converted into office buildings. In this district, as the international style in architecture
was in progress, visionary proposals for inserting high-rise building blocks into the city
continued to appear. The architectural evolution of the city was thus reflected in
stylistic change. The simplification of International style dominated the era.
The neighbourhood soon lost its imperial identity and residential character. At the sea
front, the new filled area and the new terrace were densely and actively used.
Photographs also depict the transformation of the open slopes of greenery into a
densely populated area. Although the structure of the inhabited area was emphasised
by the density of the building-blocks, the traditional silhouette-and the greenery
compose an attractive public open space for Be§ikta§.
The construction of the Barbaros Boulevard resembles with the modernisation process
of the western context, where the rapid process of implementations and land
speculation forced people to abandon their homes/ neighbourhoods they felt attached.
What distinguishes the cases of Be§ikta§ and Barbaros from other examples can be
classified into three groups. Firstly, in terms of significance, Be§ikta§ hosted the most
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important symbol of the republic, Taksim-Gezi Park, as the making the visualisation of
secularisation. Secondly, the demographic structure has transformed from ethnic
religious into homogeneous and unified. Fourthly, the demolitions in the district
became one of the crucial topics in the trial, and made Menderes

guilty.

As shown the district witnessed the urban transformation by secularising parks,
children playgrounds, sportive fields cultural complexes in the 1930s and the 1940s,
and, “quick, pragmatic, functional national” concern and “most modern application” in
the 1950s. Their combination changed the urban structure beyond recognition.

6.2.1. The Making of The Turkish Bourgeoisie: the Levent Houses
The 1950s hosted the emergence of the aspiration of the making a little America and
creating a millionaire per neighbourhood, visualised by the implementation of
haussmanian boulevards and middle class residential areas. Presented as the most
exemplary mass-housing in Turkey, the Levent Houses were the first garden city in
Istanbul, and part of the American Dream^^^
The Levent Houses were a project of long-term collaboration between the Istanbul
Municipality and Real Estate Credit Bank. In the late 1940s, the bank, for its first
housing project, bought a land of 150ha at Levent, where Ottoman /events (navy
soldiers) used to use for the military t ra in in g .P r o s t opposed the first masse housing
complex of the city in the northern part of the Istanbul. He thought that the complex
that could orientate the urban development towards the north, instead of its traditional
orientation of east-west. Prost’s criticism for the choice of the Levent axis was due to
the fact that such a high-dense housing area would cause urban growth towards the
north of Istanbul and the demolition of the Bosphorus. But the governorshipmunicipality as well as the Bank preferred to use the unconstructed land at the
north.®^^
In the late 1940s, for the construction of the first housing complex of the city, Wagner’s
population projection of the late 1930s, indicating a decreasing population for Istanbul,
was taken as the point of departure. As a result, the location of housing in the north of
the city was not seen as a danger by the Municipality for the urban growth.®^^
Apart from this, as the location was at the urban periphery, and often described as
being “out of the city” by citizens of Istanbul, one may think that “nobody could come
here nor buy homes’’.®^® Despite these speculative arguments, the bank easily sold all
GG9Am, interview.
®70Am, interview: also Tekeli, 1992:61.
Am, 0zde§, Interviews.
G72Wagner, report of 1936; 0zde§, Interview.
Am, 0zde§, Interviews.
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of the buildings in a couple of years.®^'* At the beginning, a research by the Real Estate
Credit Bank indicated that “the preference was for the detached houses with gardens
and later changed to two storey-houses in row, and finally switched to the multi-storey
housing blocks.”®^®The first three complexes exemplify this.
Between 1947 and 1958, different sections of the Levent houses were designed and
constructed by various teams. The first project had 411 dwelling units, the second 319,
the third 277, and finally, the fourth one 367, and in total 1374 units. Consequently, the
construction started in 1949 and completed in 1958 (FIG.6.22).®^®
The first and the fourth Levent were designed by Rebii Gorbon, an architect, and
Kemal Ahmet Aru, a planner, both commissioned by the Real Estate Credit Bank. The
second and third parts were derived from Aru’s sketches and constructed when he was
abroad for a sabbatical.®^^
The First Levent Houses (1946-1949) was “based on an Unwinian garden-city image of
one and two storeys.”®^® It did not have an axial planning but a design formed by
houses grouped around the green squares. The designs created a perspective with a
spatial image to the Levent Street, which was connected to Büyükdere road, the
continuity of the Barbaros Boulevard. The central square included a market area, a
cinema, some two-storey houses, having a store at the street level. The Mosque was
situated at the north of the corhplex. Houses had various plan types of flats (from three
up to six room-flats). Some of them had their own garages or stores downstairs at the
ground level. Aru affirms:
“Levent was the first garden city experience in Istanbul. A social house of two storeys, with
garden was the primary image. The plan layout was based on the basic necessities.”®^*
As the Atakoy example, the Real Estate Credit Bank could easily sell the houses by
the loan system. The main problem was that houses were not sold in plot, and that
everyone could make some additions to the buildings in the span of time.

G74Am, Ôzdeç, interviews.
675Real Estate Credit Bank, 1946-1963.
676Am, interview: Tekeli, 1992:61.
677Am, interview.
678Am, interview.
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The Fourth Levent Houses (1956-1957) has been considered as an “exemplary
project” for a housing complex in Istanbul.®®^ The programme of housing was based on
mixed demographic regions for the first time in Turkey. And it comprises a collection of
houses in various shapes and sizes and for various types of families (three or fourstorey-buildings for families of three or four members, houses with gardens for families
with two or three children, high-rise buildings for families without children). In this
project, apartment blocks were added to the housing complex with the emergence of a
new architectural vocabulary dominating the following decades to come. Having been
situated at the highest level of the site, the high-rise buildings (35m of height) had an
imposing effect on its silhouette. The modern planning (rational design, zoning,
functionalism) and modern design principles (sun angles, ventilation, greenery, etc.)
were observed in Levent.

Private garden and garage were part of the design and

became symbolic elements in the marketing. Furthermore, in the Fourth Levent
Houses, the additions could not be done as the owner only possessed the land that the
house was built.
An important feature was that the process was based on effective co-ordination among
planners, architects and the constructors,®®^ which could not be witnessed in the whole
urban renewals in Istanbul.
Another feature was the marketing strategy. In the late 1950s, the easy accessibility
from the Barbaros Boulevard, opened by the personal interest of Menderes soon made
the Levent complex located at the top of the hill, a favourite residential area of Istanbul
for the upper middle and the upper classes, in Tekeli words, “a prestige location in the
housing market.”®®^ As an important result of the marketing strategy, the houses and
flats could be quickly sold. The quality of the built environment made Levent an
attractive residential area, with the image of ideal home, offering a new life style to the
inhabitants.
However, this was a limited planning unlike tl}e extensive reconstruction programs of
the Western Europe. Although the aim was to create a social housing complex for the
middle class, this ended up an upper class area. Doctors, academicians, civil servants
were the first buyers, but as the maintenance costs increased, most of them had to sell
their flats.®®® In this process, the high-rise slab blocks were used in the speculative
apartment boom of the following decade. In this respect, the black market of land use
became predominant in the following decades. At the end, Levent ended up being a
land speculation area. And the whole area became a business region.
G80Aru, interview.
G81Aru, interview.
682Tekeli, 1992:61.
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The Beçikta§ district witnessed Prost’s urbanism based on espaces libres in the 1940s
and Menderes’s works based on large boulevards in the 1950s. The case indicates the
shift of urbanisation model between decades in Istanbul. In this context, the Taksim
Gezi Park can be considered as the visualisation of secularisation. And the Barbaros
Boulevard connecting Be§ikta§ to Levent Houses can be accepted as the physical
appearance of the Turkish politics and economics of the decade as well as the
significance of the emergence of the middle class in Istanbul.
The case study indicates the continuity of Prost’s Plan. The 1940s were emphasised
by the executions of the public open spaces in the name of secularisation, and the
1950s by the large roads in the name of making the traffic flow like water and upper
middle class resid^ntiahareasln the name of the making a Turkish bourgeoisie. Two
case studies, using different methods, described the large boulevards connecting the
miserable ethnic religious neighbourhoods to the modern middle class housing areas.
On the one hand, the decentralist ideas of the Garden City movement led planners to
advocate the creation of new housing settlements at the urban periphery. The new
housing areas were intended merely as well-planned middle class housing projects
within commuting distance of the centre. Terrace houses and three-to-five storey
apartment houses, and sometimes tower blocks characterised these developments,
visualising a new life style in Istanbul and in Turkey. On the other hand, as the
traditional districts, Kadirga-Kumkapi and Be§ikta§ witnessed the radical physical and
social change of the city, and their urban character was transformed. Both Kennedy
and Barbaros Boulevards, causing urban demolitions, changed the physical structure
of the ethnic religious neighbourhoods as well as traditional urban pattern and
cityscape. First of all, they caused the physical change and framed the social
transformation. Secondly, they both witnessed the emergence of demographic change,
from a cosmopolitan into a Turkish one. Thirdly, they both connected the old to the
new, the residential areas of the emerging Turkish middle class.

G83 Inceoglu, interview.
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CHAPTER 7

CONCLUSION

In order to explain chronologically urbanisation of Istanbul from 1937 to 1960, this
thesis initially put forward three main arguments. First of all, I claimed that there was a
continuity of Prost’s Plan in the above mentioned dates. Although from 1950 onwards,
the phase presented under the direction of Turkish experts surrounded by a theme of
Turkishness, there was continuity between Prost’s proposals and principles and works
carried out under Menderes. Secondly, I argued that the motive for the urban
reconstruction of Istanbul comes from the desire of to assert Turkish regional
leadership in the Eastern Mediterranean. Thirdly, I claimed that the form of Prost’s Plan
and the urban reconstruction carried out under Menderes closely resembled to
Western European and American town planning models, and indeed were largely
derived from them, nonetheless that within the Turkish context they took on specifically
Turkish meanings. The works carried out under Prost allowed the politics of
secularisation pursued by the Republic to be made visible in the city. Over the works
carried out during Menderes’s premiership, there has been a controversy as to whether
these were part of a policy of creating a distinctively Turkish form of modernity, that
included the weakening of the power of the ethnic minorities, traditionally forming the
largest part of Istanbul’s population.
In the thesis, Prost’s Plan was analysed through its rhetoric in the report and its notes
as well as the background of the French designer, and the DP period through the
official publications of the 1950s, which had been prepared with an exaggerated
discourse of modernisation of the decade.
Chapter 2 introduced that during the Turkish setting-up, foreign designers and planners
assumed a primary role, first in the making of Ankara, then in the urban reconstruction
of Anatolian cities, to visualise the secularising reforms adopted from the West,
indicating hence the civilisation level aimed to attain. In the pre-Prost period, although
the proclamation of Ankara as the new capital deprived the old imperial city from its
commercial and administrative seats, from 1930 onwards, following the new acts of
urbanisation, the Turkish nation-state started investing in Istanbul with a series of
urbanisation projects.
Chapter 3 described that Henri Prost, personally invited by Atatürk, designed the first
master plan for the former capital in 1937, with a theme of embellissement, depicting a
powerful network of Haussmanian boulevards and espaces libres. It had been partly
implemented following its approval in 1939. In the context of the Turkish politics of the
1930s, Prost’s re-organisation of urban space made the legal and administrative
reforms visible and open to be experienced in a way that nothing else could. What was
done might have had features of the Western European city-beautiful type of that
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period: but, at the same time, it fulfilled ideological purposes. Neither the term nor the
space concept existed in pre-republican Islamic society, where women and men were
religiously separated in the public arena. In the 1930s, Prost’s espaces libres not only
described a certain public open space, but also introduced a new spatial notion into
Turkish society. In other words, one witnessed the emergence of a new architectural
typology. It is possible to interpret several aspects of the Master Plan in terms of the
Turkish secular revolution. Different ways of using public space with new esplanades,
promenades, and boulevards encouraged men and women to mix freely together. Not
only did Prost use republican rhetoric in his report and letters, but his design also
possessed the ideological assumptions of the new state in choices concerning the
arrangement of space. In this respect, Prost played one of the most crucial roles in
Turkish urbanisation, reflecting the aims of the nation-state - secularisation of every
possible field - in his design.
Chapter 4 introduced the transition from a single party system to a multi-partite, and
presented Istanbul as a symbolic centre inwards and outwards as presented in the
Municipal and Governmental programmes, the addresses of the President, the Prime
Minister and Governor exemplified this in Chapter 4 and Chapter 5. To accept
Menderes’s works only as an image taken from the Middle East and as a part of “public
relation strategy” inwards would be a careless conclusion to draw. It allowed the
visualisation of a more ambitious aim: Menderes’s works accomplished Prost’s Plan in
a larger scale with the motive for the reconstruction of Istanbul coming from a desire to
assert Turkish leadership in the Eastern Mediterranean.
The symbolic centre also witnessed the emergence of a series of contradictory aspects
of Turkish modernisation process, i.e., Turkification, Ottomanism, Islamism as well as
liberal market economy and Americanisation-westernisation, etc. In this context, the
evolution of Istanbul had been marked by a continuous inward movement of population
coming from Anatolia. Starting from the end of the 1940s, city boundaries were
extended to the historical lines in the east-west direction as well as to the north forming
a new urban settlement. In the 1950s, an inflow of one to two millions in a decade
intensified the housing shortage within the city. The constant rise of land values in the
inner districts impelled the recently immigrated people toward the historical peninsula
or peripheries. The new inhabitants of the historical peninsula found themselves
socially isolated, exploited by the city. In this respect, the migration in and out of the
city, combined with the massive urban demolitions contributed the transformation of
Istanbul from a multi-faith and multi-cultural city into a homogeneous one.
My archival research at Aksaray investigated the possibility of applying the concept of
Turkification in the urban field using the cadastral archives. It as an experiment in the
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application of this concept in a different field than the one it was originally intended for.
The archival research indicated that out of 799, 30 owners were non-Muslims. This
shows that urban demolitions did not purposefully aimed at Turkification of
neighbourhoods in the historical peninsula. Using new research from cadastral records,
the thesis shows that there is no evidence that building demolitions or the creation of
new streets favoured Turkish nationals, or disadvantaged ethnic minorities.
The urban planning in the 1940s has often been criticised as a beautification project,
and the one in the 1950s was accepted as the product of Menderes. This study shows
that Prost’s Plan and Menderes’s works mean more than this. In the mid-20*^ century,
the meaning of Prost’s Plan and its perception have shifted into something else, or at
least it was represented as a new plan in a new period. Menderes’s works do not
simply mean modernisation based on a western model - city beautiful type or the
adoption of the American model in the Middle East. Marked by the presence of various
contradictory layers, migration in and out of the city and massive urban demolitions
(re)shaped, (re)defined, (re)mapped the traditional urban pattern of the imperial city
beyond recognition, and played a crucial role in the making of a more Turkish, more
homogenous metropolis in terms of demography and urban identity.
Chapter 5 introduced the urbanisation concept of the 1950s, and the shift of visibility of
the projects. Prost’s Plan had been implemented until 1956 partly. A revision was
carried out by Turkish experts between 1951 and 1956. From 1956 onwards, PM
Menderes took a personal initiative in the city and led expropriations, massive urban
demolitions and construction of roads. In this sense, Istanbul became the core of the
destructive modernisation by urban demolitions and implementation of the network of
roads and infra-structures. Combined with a series of contradictory layers, Turkish
modernisation seemed to bring an end the “miserable look” of the traditional
neighbourhoods, and in effect to radically change the urban identity from a “neglected,
dirty, pathetic” atmosphere into a “civilised, modern city”.
The official material appears to define the urban field as having been subject of a
sudden and dynamic change, which happened in the one in the politics and economics.
Tremendous change and difference were the emphasis of official materials. The
analysis of these documents helped to tell how the rebuilding of Istanbul was
represented in the 1950s. The thesis classified the emphasised difference according to
the reflection of the contradictory layers presented in Chapter 4 to urban and
architectural fields and their quantitative comparison with the ones in the 1930s and
1940s.
On the one hand, first of all, Prost’s decommissioning was surrounded by a theme of
Turkishness despite the continuity of the role of foreign experts in urbanisation. The
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transition to a multi-party political system also marked the emergence of government
organised

middle

class

housing

developments,

and,

more

importantly,

the

implementation of the network of roads and the urban clearance. Secondly,
Ottomanism blended with Islamism was reflected in the choice of preservation of
monuments, specifically mosques. Despite the emphasis of the Ottoman past and
Islamic culture, thirdly, the making of the Little America in Turkey became dominant
rhetoric. Government organised middle class housing complexes visualised this.
On the other hand, the on-going works were presented in terms of money spent,
material used, and rapidity of time, proving the governmental achievements to the
citizens.
In Turkey, architects, planners and historians regret Menderes’s methods and the
degree to which he imposed his personality and ambitions on the city. While some
have accepted the rapid growth as inevitable, others have strictly criticised Menderes
and regretted the transformation of a city that had preserved its architectural and urban
heritage for 2,700 years. Menderes is remembered as the man who made the
boulevards. He imposed a network of roads on the city, destroyed quarters, created
new neighbourhoods and redefined the old ones. The basic question the Turkish
experts ask is whether Menderes ruined or modernised the city. In this respect, the
Yassiada Trial reveals crucial questions of what is the connection between the revision
period between 1950 and 1956 and the urban reconstruction between 1956-1960. It
also explains what happened in this period of reconstruction, and helps to describe
both the aims and the process of the urban reconstruction as a whole in the 1950s. The
documents of the trial present the responsible agencies in the urban reconstruction
(Menderes as well as the Turkish bureaucrats, foreign experts, and engineers), clarify
the aim of establishing a symbolic centre in the Eastern Mediterranean region, and
describe the ad-hoc process without coordination nor planning.
Chapter 6 described the urban artifact to tell what really happened in Istanbul at the
end of the 1950s by two case studies depicting the transformation of the urban pattern.
The network of roads constituted the main investment in the Rebuilding of Istanbul, and
was at the core of both the official rhetoric and the political agenda, as a direct physical
expression of the Turkish politics and economics of the decade. Soon, the Highmodernist or International Style building blocks constructed along the recently built
large boulevards defined a new built environment. The erection of a series of buildingblocks along large thoroughfares constituted, an alienation in the urban and social
structure, because the new costly architectural and urban infra-structures were derived
neither from the traditional nor national culture nor from a radical critique of
architectural and urban issues. They directly reflected the contradictory features of the
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decade: no planning, no coordination, no team work, no transparency, but imposition,
rapidity, brutality, destruction, and ad-hoc process, with Istanbulites suffering the
radical urban transformation and its physical and social consequences. Chapter 5
showed that the representation of the city exemplified the new built environment; but
also the urban artifact itself is capable to depict the aspects of the 1940s and 1950s,
indicating the existence of contradictory layers of the Turkish politics and society. In the
historical peninsula, the neighbourhoods lost their ethnic character and became more
and more Turkish. The case studies at Kadirga-Kumkapi and Be§ikta§ exemplified this.
With the new network of boulevards, the neighbourhoods could not retain their
autonomous character anymore. But, the enclosed world of the old neighbourhoods
was thus definitely broken in the 1950s. For the first time in the republican era, by the
end of the decade, the city became more integrated and open to all citizens and new
comers, and another kind of heterogeneity since emerged.
In the light of described events, cadastral research and case studies, this thesis
supported the initial three arguments: there was a continuity of Prost’s Plan in the
urban modernisations of the 1940s and 1950s; that Menderes’s works aimed at making
Istanbul a symbolic centre of Turkey and Eastern Mediterranean; and that there was a
shift of perception of Prost’s Plan from the 1940s to the 1950s, and that in the context
of politics of these decades, the Master Plan of 1937 took Turkish meanings.
Further R esearch

In the Prostian years, the biggest difficulty was based on finding Prost’s writings, notes
(letters) and drawings, presented in separated report, notes and plans, and it became
complicated to grasp the content of the design with the limited number of notes in the
archives in Istanbul. There are more than 500 notes at L’Académie d’Achitecture
without essential classification. When classified and open to public, these documents
may be basis for rhetorical reading in further research on Prost and his Istanbul plan.
Another basic difficulty was that the representation of urban reconstruction in the 1950s
was in part all exercise in ideological persuasion, and the data was mainly subjective.
Although case studies and archival research at Aksaray provided data to shed-light the
rebuilding of Istanbul, an archival research covering the whole urban demolitions may
indicate a clearer picture. Further research may focus on the demolitions along the
shoreline of the Marmara and the Bosphorus and the ones in the Eminônü-BalikpazariHanlar, Karakoy and Tophane-Sali Pazari area analysing the ownership.
Following the military coup of 1960, the Chamber of Architects became more
influential, and the principle of a long-term regional planning was adopted. The
formation of a regional planning policy in 1963 was evidenced in a series of studies and
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governmental competitions. However, the city remained without a master plan, and the
concepts of Prost’s Plan continued to influence the following decades. The works
carried out under Mayor Bedrettin Dalan in the mid-1980s exemplifies this. Prost’s
Tarlaba§i Boulevard at Beyoglu, connecting it to the historical peninsula as well as the
boulevards along the Golden Horn, causing massive urban demolitions of historical
buildings and urban pattern, were built.
The approach outlined in this study should be replicated in urban demolitions in a wider
area as well as in the Dalan period at Tarlaba§i and Golden Horn in order to shed light
Turkish urbanisation process. In this respect, the demolitions of the 19th century
buildings by Armenian or Greek craftsmen were welcomed by Islamist and nationalistic
groups based on rhetoric of “reconquest of the city”. Although anthropological studies
have started on the issue of Turkification, archival research of ownership covering
these areas may shedlight any possible connection between urban demolitions and the
so-called Turkification project in the economic and political fields.
The demolitions of the mid-1980s may be analysed within the context of Prost’s Plan,
and this may unveil some other aspects of Prost’s Plan in the context of Turkish politics
and give clues on Turkish modernisation in general.
In terms of urban development in the historical inhabited centre, Prost’s proposals
guided some municipal actions: the coal depots at the Kuruçe§me-Be§ikta§
neighbourhood on the Bosphorus were moved to the periphery. Accordingly, Prost’s
Taksim Gezi Park, still the main public open space of the city, was also renovated, and
opened with a new name, Demokrasi Parki (The Democracy Park). In the centre, the
building height in the historical peninsula was controlled by stringent regulation
proposed by Prost, providing the continuity of the traditional townscape of past
centuries. So, at the centre, Istanbul still seems a great and beautiful city, with a
silhouette which remained intact, attracting tourists as well as rural peasants. And the
city of Istanbul has remained not only the largest metropolitan centre of the Turkish
state but also an unrivalled focus of political, economic and cultural life.
Contradictory layers of Turkish politics are still present on the urban pattern, and the
rhetoric is still based on the neglect of the city in the previous decades. Traffic, housing
shortage, squatters, and illegal and unplanned developments in a city of 10 million of
population still constitute crucial problems. But the system has become more
transparent, the city has master plans and several ambitious projections based on
teamwork, coordination and scientific researches for the future. These may constitute
the topic of further steps on the urban history of Istanbul.
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APPENDIX 1 Population Tables
Table 2.1. Approxim ate numbers showing religious groups of Istanbul, 1886
Religious
Group

Female

Male

Total

% 0f
total

Muslim

13,658

16,797

30,455

43.1%

Greek

8,789

12,433

21,222

30.1%

Armenian

3,717

4,838

8,555

12.1%

Bulgarian

50

171

221

Catholic

515

491

1,006

Protestant

-

-

Latin

5

6

11

0.0%

Foreigners

1,580

2,966

4,546

6.4%

unknow

-

-

-

6.5%

Total

30,672

39,935

70,607

100%

0.3%
1.4%
0.0%

Table 2.2. Population of Istanbul, 1844 - 1935
Year

Ottoman

Istanbul *i
(1st)

1st
Non-Muslim

1844

356,653

1885
1914
1922

875,575

*2

approx. 450,000

909,978
710,286

1924
1927

500,000

690,857
806,863'

13,648,270

approx. 240,000

(*) including villages in the periphery
1.
2.

For 1935, Martin Wagner indicates a population of 833,414 in Istanbul Havalesinin Plani," Ari(itetd, 1936:301-306
Keyder, 1999:10

Table 2.3. Population of Turkey and Istanbul, 1935 - 1965
Year

Turkey

Istanbul
(ist)

Istanbul
Muslim
664,937

1st
Jewish

1st
Christian

1st
other

1935

16,157,450

883,599

169,512

47,434

12,965

1945
1955
1960
1965

18,790,174

1,078,399

880,166

148,196

49,452

12,582

24,964,763

1,533,822

1,353,122

142,424

36,914

2,746

27,754,820

1,882,092

1,693,488

151,364

35,485

2,572

31,391,421

2,293,823

2,133,179

127,351

30,831

14,661

Table.4.1 Istanbul: Structure of Population according to sexes and birth places
Birth place! -vlwAIstanbul
T
M
^Another
IC ity
Turkey

1935
502,449
215,708
286,741
228,847

F
T
M
■

159,238
69,611-'
731,296

I
M
F

Another
Country

I
iM

: :

!F X
Unknown

T
M
F

Total

T: Total

xT'-

1945

;:
530,023
252,850

&
: 1 9 5 0 , 4 1 # ^ 1955
697,555
617,189
348,797
295,771 ■

277,173
1403,256
;

W

321,418
,

411,378

1960
•

' :

374,944
356,353

414,434

484,284

590,216

152,303
82,399:
69,904
-

145,120
:;:|74,649
170,471
-

134,425
69,260
65:165

167,656
85,656 T.
' < 82,000 6,904

-

-

M

883,599. 4 1 .1,078,399 ' V
593,494:4 :,i-:457;343l

F

426.256.

484,90$

1,166,477= /Cv..1,533,822615,308*
858,56$
551*169

675;257

515,845
rj!321,735
1,649,156
909,800
739,356
' 223,969
113.434

. " 110:535 :
8,967
4,896
4,071

J.-: ' &
940,570
458,418
482,152
1,123,010:

. 837,580

248:512. . . . 420,249
162,866 ? 2 4 1 , 4 5 8 .
1,359,262
1,028,567
769,046
544,283

3,863
3,041

1965

417,621

348,758
661,707

1137,261
933,279
518,845

3,485
1,765
1,720

#
811,576
393,955

-

669:710
453,-300
2,063,580
1,128,128
935,452
227,867:
U 4 .4 3 4
.113,433
2,376
1,338
1,038

■ - . 1,882,092
’
1,028,13Qr

2 293 8 2 #

• 853,962*

1049 9 2 #

1 2 4 39 0 m

F: female M: male
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Table.4.1. Percentages in Istanbul’s and national population
% increase
Istanbul

1935

M

Another

Another

1960

1965

16.35%

15.89%

17.93%

12.95%

16.36%
15.45%

F

-3.34%

15.96%

8.51%

T

.'.'7 6 2 1 %

2.01 C

60.85%

26.58%

r i ü

m

'

34.08%

22 75%

2983%
40.89%

F

97.18%

18.65% '

48.26% '

33.25%

T

27.62%

10.21%

32.15%

21.33%

25.13%

41.30%

18 30%

24 03%
26.52%

38.38%

4.90%

F

16.30%

16.85%

21.87%

25.27%

T

4.72%

-7.37%

24.72%

33.59%

1.74%

-9 41%

-7.22%

23.67%

32.43%

0.88%

0.81%

-7.53%

F
T

F
Total

1955
13.02%

19.75%

Country

Unknown

16.97%

17.22%

City

Turkey

1950

1945

T

25.83%

34.80%

2.62%

98.11%

29.88%

-73.50%

118.87%

26.74%

-72.67%
-74.50%

76.80%

33.87%

8.17%

31.49%

22.71%

21,88%

2977%

3.68%

39.53%

19.75%

20.99%

13.76%

13.67%

22.51%

26.46%

22.95%

T

22.05%

M
F

.

The birth of Istanbul born citizens remain more or less the same.
However, the percentage of people who were born in other cities always
increased since 1945, and constituted the majority in total population.
The sudden increase of people who were born in other country
indicates the emigration from Bulgaria to Turkey, and their settlement in
Istanbul.
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APPENDIX 2:
SUMMARY OF PROSTS REPORT AND ITS NOTES
1. CLASSIFICATION OF FROST’S PLAN OF 1937 I REPORT, SECTION I & II
no

CONTENT

A

Galata harbour

B

Sarayburnu harbour

C

Removal of the Galata
Bridge towards west
Ataturk Bridge
Golden Horn
its alteration for the
development of the
commercial and
industrial activities

D
E

F

G

lintemational station on
south of the Ataturk
Boulevard, Yenikapi
Sirkeci station

H

Yenikapi international
station and harbour

1

L

Bazaar
its conservation and
conversion into a
modem style
Development of the
University between
Beyazit and Sehzade
mosques at the histoical
peninsula
Yenibahce espaces
libres
Espaces libres

M

J

DETAIL

its enlargement and its accessibility only by
lorries and cars
its removal; the depots would be under the
esplanade
creation of two squares at the beginnings

construction of wide commercial roads on the
sea shore for the lorries on the historical
peninsula side: the development of the food
industry / commerce / fishery/ vegetable-fruits on
the Beyoglu districticonstruction of a wide quay
between two bridges for the public.
ferry connection towards the Asiatic side,
Haydarpasa.
it would only serve the electric local trains and
temporarily the cargo train coming to the
Sarayburnu harbour
contruction allows the development of the
modem harbour
same structure
it will be surrounded by wide boulevards and
parks

reference to
letter
work done or
not
note 20
executed
note 20
partly executed
note 26
executed
executed
note 7
note 4 and 25
partly executed

note 4
note 23
unexecuted
unexecuted

un-executed

note 14
executed

this area will posses the most hygienic conditions
the university square will be a great youth park
for students and for the administration buildings
national library will be implemented close to this
area
botanic park, zoo, cultural park in the city walls

executed

sportive activities

partly executed

Yenibahce district

hippodrome out of the city walls

note 10
un-executed

N

Airport

it is under the study

O

Beaches at Florya

P

Archaeological park

between Sarayburnu and Little Hagia Sophia

R

Conservation of primary
monuments and sites

S

Squares and public
buildings

Saraybumu: its survival by means of the
demolition of the parasite buildings
city walls on water front: their conservation
according their arcealogical value
city walls on Golden Horn: conservation of the
most special ones, permitting the development of
the industry
interior city walls: limitation of construction for
500m.
Great republican square at hippodrome for the
celebration of the national days.
Construction of the monument of the republic.

K

unexecuted

note 17 and 24
executed
unexecuted
but totally
conserved
executed

executed
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Square no.6 (Beyazit): the conservation of the
victory arch
Square no. 19: the junction of Ataturk boulevard
and Fevzipasa avenue.
Square no.20: the junction of Istanbul-London
boulevard and the boulevard no. 13.
the esplanade of the intemational station
contemplating the Marmara sea.
Taksim Square: cultural and sportive activities,
bus and car parks.
T

partly executed

Development of
hospitals and schools

SUB SECTIONS

CONTENT

DETAIL

NOTE

principles of the
reconstruction

right side of Golden
Horn (historical
peninsula)

information for
success' of the work:
expropriation,
recreational areas,
boulevards

partly executed

left side of Golden
Horn (Beyoglu)

New Road network

modem techniques
wide roads/ auto-routes
(opportunity of speed)
as the main structure of
the city
the new image of the
republic

Harbour

Galata
Golden Horn
Sarayburnu
promenades
Bosphorus

transportation

immediate development
economic and rational
development
stablishment of a new
network of roads for the
modem transportation
as the most immediate
work
Ataturk Boulevard
Ataturk Bridge
a new connection
towards Taksim (over
British consulate; by its
expropriation)
works no.172

didactic aspect of
the master plan

success of the
primary works

description of
works' execution

enlargement of roads for
hygiene.
Expropriation and new
buildings
new housing areas
road on the Bosphorus slopes
road on the Bosphorus sea
front
Taksim square
Galata harbour
analysis of the demolitions in
neighbourhoods
expropriation for the economic,
industrial and commercial
development
immediate execution
by viaducts and
bridges
economic analysis
beauty fame of the city
urban aesthetic
removal of industrial
area on Bosphorus
depots and docks at Golden
Horn
new modem harbour with the
railway connection
hygienic housing
expropriation
European countries
urban topography would allow
this project by means of
bridges and viaducts
comparison with the Paris
master plan
feasibility of the plan
legibility of the application

enlargement of roads
expropriation
border of roads
Hippodrome
parks

executed

partly executed

note 20
partly executed

partly executed

partly executed

executed

note 31
executed
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works no.3 /4

Eminonu square

work no.5

bazaar area
roads on historical peninsula
enlargement of roads
parking

work no.6

university square
at Beyazit
food -fruits depots and bazaar
arcades on roads
new roads for the lorries
(vegetables-fruits), their
junction, a new square
industrial road on Golden Horn
conservation of city walls

work no.7
work no.8

work no.9

work no. 14

boulevard connecting the
Galata bridge towards the sea
Harbour at Yenikapi
Sarayburnu esplanade
arcealogical park
road connecting the Ataturk
boulevard to Yedikule road
(city walls)
main road towards airport and
Florya as on the water front.
Patrie Road and square
60m. among buildings
tourism road

work no. 15

tourism road

work no. 16

road between Ataturk bridge
and the Fatih mosque
touristic road connecting the
Sehzade mosque to the Fatih
mosque
connecting the Ataturk bridge
with the Suleymaniye complexV
Bozdogan kemeri
Kirazlimescit
a square on the Ataturk
boulevard

work no. 10

work no. 11

work no. 12
work no. 13

work no. 17

work no. 18

work no. 19

work no.20

work no.21
work no.22
work no.23
work no.24

work no.25

description of works

A. B, C. D, E

H. H1

espaces libres

a square at the junction of the
London avenue with roads
no. 12 and 13
ramp towards the Ataturk
boulevard
fire area will be later studied
connection of the cultural park
with the square no.19
square in the Topkapi: castles
and cemeteries, new openings
on the city walls
London-Edime road,
enlargement, a new road to
the older one
reconstruction of those places
according to the modem
principles
road no. 12 passes by the most
convenient point between
Edirnekapi and Topkapi
recreational areas for cultural

note 4
executed
executed

executed
executed
executed

partly
later

executed

executed
executed

unexecuted
executed

executed
executed

executed
executed

executed

executed

executed

executed
?
?
executed

executed

executed

executed

executed
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and sportive activities

Squares 1-4
82. S3
S4, S5, 86, S7
S14
SI
Eminonu Square

Demolition of the parasite
buildings around monuments
International station at the end

Ataturk promenade

Golden Horn

Beyoglu district

work no.2
work no.3, 11, 12

work no.4
work no.5
work no.6
work no. 14

work no.7
work no.8
work no.17 and 19

work no.18
free spaces

road
connections
and
enlargement
expropriation
road on Bosphorus
connection of the Galata
Bridge to Taksim
arrangement of the Cihangir
area
Siraselviler
secondary road connecting the
Ataturk bridge
ramp between Dolmabahce
and Taksim
road connecting the lower and
higher levels of the park no.2
the arrangement of the quay
between two bridges on the
Golden Horn
road between Kasimpasa and
Galata
road on Kasimpasa
secondary roads for the
hygiene of Kasimpasa
public transportation in the
Kasimpasa area

park no.1
park no.2

squares

SI
82
83, 84, 85, 86

executed
un-executed
partly
in
the
eighties
executed
completed in the
eighties
executed
executed

executed
executed
executed
partly executed

executed
executed
executed

executed
un- executed
see note on the
enlargement of
the city
executed
partly executed

2. NOTES OF THE REPORT: PROST’s LETTERS
no

DATE

1
2

24.10.1936

3

24.10.1936

FUNCTION OR ZONE

DETAILS

partial operation
partial operation: the road connecting the Ataturk
Bridge to Pera
Operation partial: Galata harbour, station of maritime
lines

one page
executed
three pages
executed

4

25.10.1936

5
6
7

8

20.11.1936

Railway
Historical peninsula, Galata
Uskudar

four pages

Workshop with the Chamber of Commerce October
1936
Golden Horn

two pages

Aaerial danger: passive defence and urbanisation

partly executed

difficulty of
construction on three
pages
partly executed
six pages
267

9
10

22.11.1936

Horse races/ Yenibahce
Youth camp

11

22.11.1936

Bosphorus and the industry

12

23.11.1936

Military school at Harbiye
its removal

two pages
partly executed
three pages
partly executed
two pages
executed

13
14

25.11.1936

15

10.12.1936

16

10.12.1936

17

20.07.1937

executed

Bazaar and the urbanisation
old commercial area/ conservation
At Meydani; Hagia Sophia, Sultan Ahmet, historical
buildings
Place of Republic

three pages

Taksim/Macka, removal of the Armenian cemetery

two pages

New neighbourhoods
Florya, a new district
recreational and sportive complexes
modern technical equipment for the drainage and
sewer.

executed

four pages

18
19
20

20.08.1937

International Harbour/ European part
Galata, Sirkeci, Kurucesme

21

10.08.1937

22

10.08.1937

Florya
beaches, youth park
hotels, camping
Connection of two continents by a bridge
location, feasibility

23

10.08.1936

Connection of two continent

24

12.08.1937

25

1937

Florya
Historic remains in the district
conservation
Golden Hom and the extension of the harbour

26

1937

Galata Bridge
its removal, squares at the entrances

27
28

1937

Sea-front road on the Bosphorus

29

no date

Development of the shores at the Bosphorus
habitation/ depots of fuel/ plants

30

no date

Tourism and hotels
a new district close to airport; Florya

31

1937

Architecture: portic and houses/ apartments at
Beyoglu

32

1937

Modern technical needs
Urban heating and the hot water

un- executed

Executed

partly later executed
six pages
executed
five pages
executed in the
1970s
executed in the
seventies
two pages
executed
two pages
executed
executed

one page
executed
six pages
partly executed
four pages
executed
three pages
limited execution
two pages
partly executed

33
34

1937

Network of roads and the urbanisation of Istanbul

three pages

35

1937

Asiatic side

executed
two pages
executed
268

36

37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47

1937

Temporary and permanent expositions
demolition of the Ciragan Palace
Taksim

two pages

Military hospital
Interview with the director; its removal

two pages
un-executed

Removal of the military medicine school

unexecuted

unexecuted

-

27.6.1938
-

12.1938
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APPENDIX 3 Archival research: ownership at Aksaray
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Mahalle

Sheet

Island

Plot

Sqm

Use

Str

Owner

Decision

Dates

Abdurrahman Raif

Exp,

22/12/1944

Vezirzade A. Ali Bey Foundation

Exp,

09/05/1945

Exp,

09/09/1943
28/05/1943

Baba Hasan Alemi Sehzade Basi

1
2

158

941

1

1314

158

941

3

1844

3

158

941

4

68

i+ 9
h

4

158

941

5

56

h

Ahmet Sukru Durcan

Exp,

5

158

941

59

h

Exp,

158

941

7

62

h

Hayriye Murside Okmen
Satilmis's daughter Feride

1944

6

6

Exp,

13/03/1944

7

158

941

8

1360

h

Treasury

Exp,

29/09/1955

8

162

946

9

2751

h+g

Emine Saffet Gokhan + shrd,

Exp,

18/07/1955

9

162

946

1713

I

U,

02/02/1937

162

946

10
11
12

565

h + g + s (3 )

Exp, (I)

05/07/1955

240

I

D,
Mnp,

05/12/1955

10
11
12

162

Mnp,
Muammer Sensoz + shrd,
Mukaddes Zeliha Serife Guran +shrd.

hing

Halil Kacar

162

13
14

752

13

258

h (2)

Halil Ziya Ozdemirel

14

162

15

50

h

15

162

16

16

162

17

208

I

Durcan Karabul

Exp,

10/05/1962

17

167

929

14

87

I

Ayse Semiha

Mnp,

28/12/1956

18
19

167

930

406

h+g

167

179

h

167

930
930
930

3
4

148

167

60

167

930

5

224

h+g

23

167

930

6

273

h

24

167
167

930
930

7

280

8

12

I
f

20
21
22
25
26

162

1
2

167

930

27

167

930

28

167

930

11
12

29

167

930

30

930

31

167
167

32

167

33
34
35

Mehmet Burhaneddin's daughter Mesadet

D.
Mnp,

16/01/1968

Fatma Ismet Yamaz Turgay

Mnp

17/11/1937

Exp,

h

Fatma Zehra Buyukunal
Yusuf Ziyaoglu

20/01/1943
28/04/1943

h

Fatma Arslanell

Exp,

19/05/1943

Mehmet Sukru Gokcek

Mnp.

01/02/1943

Mehmet’s daughter Leyla

Exp,

09/03/1944

Hasan Uz

Mnp,

20/10/1943

Exp, (R)

23/09/1943

D,

22/01/1958

Exp,

Mnp, 1937

576

h+g

Ibrahim's daughter Kevser

3711

stable

Mnp, 1937

3.5

f

Mnp, 1937

13

76

h

Mehmet All's daughter Hatice

Exp,

16/05/1946

14

48

I

Mnp. 1937

22/01/1958

930

15

50

h

Besim's son Mehmet

D,
Mnp,

930

16

34

I

Bahattin's son Fethi

Mnp,

02/07/1944

167

930

17

119

h+g

Hayri's daughter Bedriye + shrd,

Mnp,

22/01/1958

167

930

18

164

h (2)+ g

Halil Balkan

Mnp,

27/09/1943

167

930

19

48

Yusuf Ziyaoglu_____________________

Exp.

08/06/1943

9

16/08/1955

Mahalle

Sheet

Island

Plot

Sqm

Use

Str

36

167

930

20

558

h+g

t

37

167

930

21

44

-

Mnp. 1937

38

167

931

1

2797

h+g

-

Ahmet Talat Sever

Mnp.

14/06/1943

39

167

931

2

289

h+g

t

Hatice Sunal

Mnp.

29/02/1943

40
41

167

931

h+g

t

Hacer Cevirgen +shrd.

931

3
4

155

167

80

h+g

t

Ismail Bahattin Zat

42

167

931

5

34

h+g

t

43

167

931

6

46

h+g

t

44
45

167

931

7

34

h+g

t

Bayram Demiralp

Mnp.

21/05/1946

167

931

8

58

h+g

t

Zuhal Selma

Mnp.

05/06/1947

46

167

931

9

67

h+g

t

Atimet Ozyuruk

Mnp.

06/06/1946

47

167

931

10

91

h+g

Ali Orhaneddin

Mnp.

08/07/1949

48

167

931

11

62

h+g

Sakire Mizrak

Mnp.

10/12/1947

49

167

931

12

94

h (2) + g

t

Mehmet's son Mustafa

Mnp.

29/07/1946

50

167

931

13

36

h

t

Ismail Hakki

Mnp.

10/07/1946

51

167

931

14

37

h

t

Ismail Sukru Tezyener

Mnp.

01/04/1946
15/05/1946

1

Owner
Ethem's daughter Nebibe Hacer

Decision

Dates

Exp.

27/05/1943

D.

22/01/1958

Mnp.

18/07/1946

Mnp. (T)

05/04/1955

Rasim Ekmen

Mnp.

28/09/1954

Ferhat Ersoy

Exp. (R)

04/09/1946

52

167

931

15

195

h

t

Omer Hulusi

Mnp.

53

167

931

173

h

t

Mehmet Ali Tarakci

Mnp.

17/10/1946

54

167

931

16
17

151

h

t

Vahit Coskun

Mnp.

31/07/1947

55

167

939

1

42

h

t

Fatma Meliha Biyikoglu

Exp.

1943

56

167

939

2

66

h

t

Enver + shrd.

Exp.

1943

57

167

939

3

28

h

t

Zeliha Bogruoglu

Exp.

1943

58

167

939

4

152

h

t

Ahmet Sakir

Exp.

1943

59

167

939

5

80

h

t

Naciye Dalkilic

Exp.

1943

60

167

939

6

212

h

t

-

61

167

940

6

566

h

t

Fatma Suphiye

Exp.

62

167

940

7

-

-

-

-

exist

63

167

940

8 '

-

-

-

.

exist

64

167

940

9

-

-

-

-

65

167

940

10

67

h

t

Hamide

66

167

940

11

97

h

t

67

167

940

12;

48

h

68

167

940

13 '

44

69

167

940

14

70

167

940

15

,

D.
22/06/1964

exist
Exp. (R)

1943

Mehmet Nurettin Askin

Exp.

1943

t

Ismail Cakif+ shrd.

Exp.

1946

h

t

Fatma Ustunsoz

Exp.

1943

109

1

-

Rustu's daughter Belkis

Exp.

1943

418

1

-

Fatma Munewer

Exp.

-

Mahalle

.3

Sheet

Island

Plot

Sqm

Use

Str

Decision

Dates

71

167

940

16

172

h+g

m

Hacer Lutfiye Gonenc

Exp,

1942

72
73
74
75

167
167
167
167

940
940
940
940

17
18
19
20

120
62
329
137

h

m

Ali Fuat Batur + shrd.

Exp.

h

m
-

Fahir’s daughter Aliye
Ahmet Kenan +shrd.

Exp.

1943
1943

Mnp,

-

Emine Nahide Alacam

Exp.

76

167

940

21

44

-

Tahsin +Sara

Exp.

1962

77

167

940

22

133

-

Azmi's son Cemil+shrd.

Mnp.

22/12/1944

78
79
80
81
82

167
167
167
167
167

940
940
940
940

23
24
25
26

386
386
64
176

h+g

m

Hakki Ar

Mnp.

h+g

m

Saffet Or

Mnp.

-

Mehmet Hakki Ornar

Mnp,

31/05/1945
12/05/1944
12/05/1944

h+g

m

Ali H. Gunter

Exp.

940

26

176

h+g

m

Ali Haydar Gunter

Mnp.

83

167

940

27

118

Ayse Feriser

Exp.

-

84

167

940

27

118

Ayse Feriser

Mnp.

26/02/1955

85
86
87
88

167
167
167
167

940
940
940
940

28
29
30
31

122
46
42
124

1
1
1

Cemalettin Eygi

Exp.

Sakire Evren

Exp.

CHP

Mnp,

89

167

940

32

142

90

167

940

33

•

91
92
93
94

167
167
167
167

940
940
940
940

35
36
37

-

95

167

940

39

44

96

167

943

28

161

97
98
99
100

15
29

-

101

167
167
168
168
168

102

168

103

168

929

104
105

168
168

929

929
929
929
929

929

34

1
2

3

.

143
846
74

4

• 82
67

5
6
7

831
929

68

1
1
1
1

1

h+g

.
-

t

h
h
h
h
1
h

Exp. (R)

02/08/1965

.
.

U.
D.

,

-

Exp.

Mnp. + CHP

Gen. Dir. of Foundations

1
1
1
1

16/07/1948

20/09/1955
21/08/1945
18/12/1953
03/11/1980

Tahire Zuhre Aktar

medrese

h+g

Owner

Mnp,
Salih’s daughter Hamide + shrd.

08/12/1959

-

.

Exp.

19/08/1949

Had Huseyin Cevikoz

Exp.

12/01/1956

Ismail Felatu

Mnp.

Had Huseyin Cevikoz

Exp.

Foundations +Turhan Fosfor

Exp.

28/12/1955
12/01/1956
03/08/1945
14/10/1949

t
t
t

Ayse Sadet

Exp.

Mustafa Zaim

Exp.

t

Hatice Nazire

Exp.

20/09/1945
29/08/1944

t

Mehmet TevfikZeyrek

Exp.

29/03/1948

Muzaffer Izgi + shrd.

Exp.

Serife Ayse

Exp.

11/06/1943
11/10/1955

t

Mahalle

Sheet

Sqm

Use

327

I

1073

mosque + room

Oruc Gazi Ismail Aga Foundation, 1937

Mnp,

04/06/1975

52

h

Muzaffer Izgi

Mnp,

30/12/1942

203

h (2)

Muzaffer Izgi

Mnp,

30/12/1942

h

Mefimet's daughter Remziye+ shrd.

Exp,

20/01/1944

I

Samahat + shrd.

Mnp, - U.

28/12/1945

58

I

Gov, (1934), Beden Terbiyesi (1974)

54

h

Mehmet Fuat

Exp,

15/07/1947

60

h

Huseyin Muammer Tumer

Exp,

h

18/05/1948

99

Exp,

17/10/1949

180

h

Exp.

17/10/1949

173

h +g

2930

271

121

str

Owner_______________________

Decision

Mustafa Erdur

Dates
04/11/1936

«

Ahmed Sukru

Exp,

11/08/1948

h

Hasan Nail Guzel

Exp,

h

04/12/1957

Fatma Belkis

f

Mnp,

Mnp,

h

Huseyin's daughter Saadet

Mnp.

27/01/1949

h

Hatice Pervis

Mnp,

26/10/1949

Mehmet Zerrif

Exp,

01/09/1949

Exp, (R)

314

I

Abdullah Husrev

Exp,

27/01/1949

250

h

Mehmed Kemalettin

Exp.

27/09/1949

4019

mansion

Exp, (R)

29/01/1945

I. Pasaogullari, Huseyin & Abbas Hilmi Kavalali

250

Ahmet Bilge

Exp,

20/10/1949

283

Omer Ungan

Mnp,

18/06/1945

348

Vesile Cevirgen

Exp,

14/08/1940

83

Ahmet Bilge

Exp.

20/10/1949

262

Ayla +shrd,

Exp, (T)

66

03/09/1949

Muzeyyen Semer

Exp,

30/09/1948

19

Mehmet Kadri

Exp,

31/04/1949

205

Mehmet Kadri

Exp,

19/09/1949

20

Ahmet's son Celal

Exp,

11/08/1948

15

Ahmet's son Celal

Mnp,

11/08/1948

Anastasya Ganapulos

11

Exp.

22/07/1948^

Abdulkerim's son Kemalettin

Mnp,

22/11/1948

19

Ahmet Mehmet

Exp,

11/02/1949

Mahalle
141

Sheet

Island

Plot

Sqm

Use

Str

942

13

641

h +s

t

Decision

Dates

Ahmet’s son Cela!

Exp.

17/08/1949

Owner

142

942

14

375

h + s(3) +g

t

Hatice Meliha Gurkay

Exp.

13/03/1946

143

942

15

16

s

m

Hatice Meliha

25/04/1946

144

942

16

s

m

25/04/1946

942

17

su terazisi

Hatice Meliha
Mnp.

Exp.

145

20
1

Exp.

146

942

18

266

h +8

m

Mehmet N. Dursun

17

f

23/02/1948

943

m?

Istanbul

Mnp.

148

943

1
2

Exp.

147

3

su terazisi

Istanbul

Mnp.

149

943

3

35

I

Mnp.

Mnp,

07/09/1937

150

943

4

543

school

Gov.

Exp.

05/08/1953

151

5

135

h +g

152

943
943

6

125

h

Muhiddin's son Burhaneddin
Eyup's daughter Remziye

Exp.
Exp.

04/04/1956
09/02/1956

153

943

7

140

h

Senf s son Mustafa

08/07/1943

943

8

Mnp.

154

285

h+g

Hasip’s son Zeynullah

Mnp.

26/06/1943

155

943

9

285

h + g + s (3 )

Selim Zeki Turel

24/04/1951

156

943

285

h - .s ( 2)

Mehmed Tevfik

Exp.

04/05/1944

157

943

Mehmed Tevfik

Exp.

04/05/1944

943

333
18

h

158

10
11
12

Exp. (T)

f

Mnp., 09/12/1928

159

943

13

1161

bath + s ( 6)

Maida Ulken

Exp.

25/05/1945

160

943

14

14

s

Fatma Cemile + shrd.

Exp.

11/08/1943

161

943

15

17.5

s

Sevket's son Yahya Rasim

Exp.

162

943

16

35

cemetery

163
164

943

17

40

943^.

18

166

943"

167

943

168

943

169

944

170
171

944

172
173

#113-

944

20
21
22
1
2

Mnp., cadastral registry

17/06/1943
31/08/1937

Selim Zeki Turel

Exp.

1931

Salim's daughter Sevim + shrd.

Exp.

03/03/1943

Sacide Kisbu + Abdullah’s daughter Nesrin + shrd.

Exp. (T)

30/03/1956

Muhiddin’s son Burhaneddin

Exp. (T)

04/04/1956

Mehmet Ali Turhan

Exp. (T)

18/04/1955

Exp,

05/11/1954

53

I

28

s (3) + room

109

Police

93

h

Kahraman 0. Canoglu

Exp.

08/10/1942

42

h

Ali Faik Aksekili

Mnp.

03/11/1942

Treasury, 1928

80

h

Huseyin's daughter Nigar + shrd.

Exp.

20/05/1943

944

3
4

104

h

Fazli Sitki Cansever

Exp.

16/10/1942

944

5

75

h

Mehmed Nafi

174

944

6

78

h

Mehmet Ali’s daughter Gulsum

14/06/1943

944

7

68

Exp.

175

h

Emine Nurcan

Exp.

29/09/1959

Mahalle

Sheet

Island

Plot

Sqm

Use

Str

Decision

Dates

176

198

944

8

105

h

t

Hammet All

Exp.

04/11/1941

177

198

944

9

25

h

t

Osman’s son Rifat

Mnp.

08/01/1943

178

198

944

10

123

h

t

Makbule Unver + shrd.

Exp.

179

198

944

11

63

h

t

Emine Hacer Kabadayi

Exp. (R)

18/01/1943
.

180

198

944

11

63

h

t

Emine H. Kabadayi

Exp.

16/10/1942

181

198

944

12.

60

h

t

Lutfi's daugther Munire + shrd.

Mnp.

16/10/1942

182

198

944

13

70

h

t

Mensure Akalin

Mnp.

19/10/1942

183

198

944

14

41

h

m

Riza Aypak

Exp.

02/09/1943

184

198

944

15

61

h

m

Emine Naime

Exp. (T)

13/10/1943

185

198

944

16

74

h

Fatma Nermin

Mnp.

14/06/1943

186

198

945

1

195

1

m
-

Fatma ihsan + shrd.

Mnp.

21/06/1944
05/07/1941

Owner

187

198

945

2

228

h

t

Mahmut Yeker

Exp.

188

198

945

3

155

h

t

Ahmet M. Ozcan

Mnp.

16/09/1942

189

198

945

4

125

h

t

Hatice Hacer+ shrd.

Mnp.

30/09/1942

190

198

945

5

118

Abdulkerim’s son Kemaleddin

Exp.

198

945

6

113

h+g
h

t

191

t

Mustafa Nail Ozder

Exp.

27/05/1943
02/05/1944

192

198

945

7

333

h+g

t

Ahmet Kolat

Exp.

15/03/1943

193

198

945

8

52

1

-

Mehmet Kamil’s son Muharrem +shrd.

26/07/1949

194

198

945

9

270

1

-

Ismail + Dervis Mustafa Foundation

Exp.
-

23/09/1937

195

198

945

10

35

-

-

Ibrahim Gelik

Exp.

01/02/1943

198

198

946

5

120

1

-

Halil’s son Cemal

Exp.

18/09/1946

197

198

946

6

50

h

m

Sevki’s son Kazim +shrd.

Mnp.

09/01/1956

198

198

946

7

48

h

m

Ibrahim Bilgen

Exp. (T)

18/08/1961

199

198

946

8

55

h

t

Ayse Yazicioglu

Exp.

26/03/1954

200

198

946

21

1949

-

-

Mustafa Neyir

Exp.

11/04/1956

201

198

946

,3 .4

1

-

Ali L. Aygun

U.

1938

38
.

Fatih Cakiraga

a

202

214

863

203

214

863

204

214

205

214

206

9
11

273

mosque
h

-

Cakiraga Foundation, 17/01/1940

Exp.

13/01/1970

88

t

Adile Ozcan Gunay

Exp.

03/01/1957

863

12

59

h

m

Cemile Ozyasar + shrd.

Exp.

03/01/1957

863

13

50

h

-

Mustafa Uyar

Exp.

03/01/1957

214

863

14

53

s

t

Dursun Guney

Exp.

03/01/1957

207

214

863

15

29

s

t

Mehmet Guzel

Exp. (T)

03/01/1957

208

214

863

16

415

h + s ( 2)

-

Cemile Ozyasar + shrd.

Exp.

03/01/1957

Mahalle
209

Sheet
214

Island

Plot

Sqm

Use

Str

863

17

60

s + room

m

,

Owner

Decision

Dates

Rifat Edrem +shrd.

Exp.

03/01/1957
03/01/1957

210

214

863

18

38

h +s

m

Fatma A. Fosfor(1939)

Exp.

211

214

863

19

20

s + room (2)

m

Ayse V. Pimak

Exp.

03/01/1957

212

214

863

20

14

s

-

Ahmet Poyraz+shrd.

Exp.

03/01/1957

213

214

863

21

14

s

m

Meliha Ortian + shrd.

Exp.

03/01/1957

214

214

863

22

16

s

Gulfere Yiidirim +shrd.

Exp.

214

863

23

68

Ibrahim H, Goncu

Exp.

216

14/08/1951

214

863

24

25

Mehmet S. Unsoy

U.

217

16/08/1961

214

863

25

112

10/01/1957

218

214

863

25

112

1
1
1
1

03/01/1957

215

Mnp. (1940)

Exp.

Mnp. (1940)

D.

219

214

863

26

63

1

Mnp. (1940)

Exp.

220

214

863

26

63

1

Mnp. (1940)

D.

221

214

863

27

174

1

Nuriye Akcay

Exp.

222

214

863

28

-

f

Gen. Dir. of Foundations

Exp.

.

m?

10/01/1957
03/09/1957

Gureba Husevin Aqa

3

223

183

894

1

98

1

-

Sukru Ertek

Exp. (R)

27/09/1957

224

183

894

2

115

•

SeyyideF. Nasibe+shrd.

Exp. (R)

1955

225

183

894

3 '

72

1+9
h+g

t

Abbas Sirri

Exp.-U.

1941

226

183

894

12

86

h+g

t

YasarAcmaz

Exp.

07/03/1958

227

183

894

13

98

h+g

m

Husnu +shrd.

Exp.

1957

228

183

894

14

185

h+g

t

Melek R. Okturk + shrd.

Exp.

09/08/1957

-

229

183

894

15

209

1

-

Mehmet Ali savci

Exp.

1957

230

183

894

16

125

h+g

t

Ali E. Ulucam

Exp.

1957

231

183

894

17

81

apart

m

Halil Basaran

Exp. (R)

1957

232

183

894

18

61

h +1

-

Exp.

03/09/1957

233

183

894

19

58

h

m

Muharrem Dilek
.

234

183

894

20

21

h

m

Veslle Ersoy

Exp.

1957

235

183

894

21

48

h+g

t

Ibrahim's daughter Safiye

Exp.

1957

U.

.

236

185

881

3

134

0

m

Mnp.

237

185

881

4

90

h+g

t

Izzet’s daughter Saniye

238

185

881

5

128

1+ barrack (h?)

t

Tevfik Togay + Fuat Eren

239

185

6

70

barrack (h?)

t?

240

185

881
881

8

90

-

-

Mehmet Ziyaeddin Aka
Mehmet Nuri

Exp.- U.

09/08/1956

241

185

881

9

22

s+room

m

Tan Akillioglu

Exp.

20/04/1955

242

185

881

10

18

s+ room

m

Emine S. Sarica

Exp.

13/06/1955

Exp.

1958

Exp. (R)

06/09/1957

Mnp.

18/10/1957

U.

Mahalle

Sheet

Island

Plot

Sqm

Use

Str

Decision

Dates

16

s

t

Mehmet Hulusi

22

Exp.

28/03/1956

s + room

m

Mehmet Nuri Aka

Exp.

09/08/1956

f

m

Mnp.

Exp.

s + room

m?

Mehmet Cil

Exp.

Fatma Ulviye

Exp.

25/09/1955

Fatma Ulviye

Exp.

03/06/1969

m

Aziz Kuruloglu

Exp.

04/03/1958

m

Ahmed Salahattin Imre

Exp.

31/03/1955

Vedia Ercin

Exp.

1957

Nuzhet Gonderen

Exp.

15/10/1957

I

Ayten A, Cud + shrd.

Exp.

18/10/1957

h+g

Ayten A. Cud + shrd.

Exp.

243

185

244

185

11
12

245

185

13

246

185

14

40

247

185

15

42

1

248

185

30

h +s

m

249

185

16
17

18

s + room

250

185

18

318

h+g+s

251

185

19

100

garage + depot

m?

252

185

14

h +s

253
254

185

20
21
22

8
66

255

185
185

23

16

h

256

185

24

30

s + room

257

185

25

44

I + barrack (h?)

258

185

26

412

260

185

261
262

88

Owner______________

25/08/1957

Rukkiye Erenler

Exp.

23/08/1957
1957

A hm ets. Besler + shrd.

Exp.

1957

t?

Ahmet Tevfik's daughter

Exp.

1957

apart

m

Ahmet Evein + shrd.

Exp.

06/08/1957

Kirkor Erkara

Exp.

h+g

t

Devris Narin

Exp.

04/12/1959 w
1957

Hatice Tayyibe+ shrd.

Exp.

28/03/1958

apart

m?

Musa Kazim Aydas +shrd.

Exp.

l242%:
28

100

185

29

192

185

30

16

263

185

31

104

h

Husamettin’s daughter Huriye

Exp.

264

185

32

172

h +g

Zehra YontTuncay

Exp.

1957

265

185

33

182

h(2)

Nazire Kafadar

D.

17/04/1945

18/10/1957

266

185

34

84

h

Tevfik Togay + shrd.

Exp.

1957

267

185
185

35

60

h

Exp.

882

Mehmet Vasfi Gurer

Exp.

1957
29/03/1957

185

882

286
16

h + s (2 )

269

1
2

Seyit Mehmet Vabanovali

s

Husnu Tuncbiiek + shrd.

U.

11/03/1955

270

185

882

3

135

h

Husnu Tuncbiiek + shrd.

U.

271

185

882

4

59

s

Bahattin Erguvenc

Exp.

1957

272

185

882

5

18

s

Ayse Oz

26/03/1958

273
274

185

882

6

Exp.

Mehmet Burhaneddin

882

7

292
130

h +g

185

h+g

Semsettin Derman

275

185

882

34

h

276

185

882

32

h

268

Exp. (R)

1957

Exp.

08/08/1958

Mehmet Ziya Yazgan

Exp.

08/08/1957

Esma Cam

Exp.

03/07/1957

Sheet

Island

Plot

Sqm

Use

277

Mahalle

185

882

10

39

h

278

185

882

11

29

h

279

185

882

12

43

h

280

185

882

13

37

h

281

185

882

14

56

282

185

882

15

180

283

185

883

3

24

s

284

185

883

4

28

h+s

285

185

883

5

16

s

286

185

883

31

h

t

287

185

883

6
7

42

h

288

185

883

8

85

289

185

883

9

290

185

883

291

185

292

185

293
294

Str

Owner

Decision

Dates

Recap's daughter Muzeyyen

Exp.

26/09/1958

t

Turhan Emerce

Exp.

06/08/1957

Exp.

1957

t

Nuriye Ozaltin
Alaattin Adayan

Exp.

1957

h

t

Omeril Faruk

Exp.

1957

h

t

Mehmet Yanik + shrd.

Exp.

06/08/1957

Ziya Gokyildiz

Exp. (T)

12/02/1962

Mehmet E. Erdogmus

Exp. (R)

02/07/1969

Ahmet Adnan Erim

Exp.

08/10/1957

Fatma Pariak+Yiidiz Ali

Exp.

23/08/1957

t

Mahir Guneyli

Exp.

1957

h

t

Mehmet Tevfik Uysaler

Exp.

1957

44

h

t

Firdevs Zoriuer

Exp.

1957

10

86

h+g

t

Fatma Atik

Exp.

02/08/1957

883

11

95

Mehmet Ziyaettin + shrd.

D.

-

12

44

h (2)
apart+s

t

883

m

Sukru Sahinkaya + shrd.

Exp.

19/07/1957

185

883

13

57

h

t

Fatma Halide Acikkalp

Exp.

1957

185

883

14

47

h

t

Mehmet E. Ersavas

Exp.

30/07/1957

295

185

883

15

54

h

t

Mehmet C. Altinkepce

Exp.

1957

296

185

883

16

44

apart

m

Kurtulus Aycetin +shrd.

Exp.

1957

297

185

883

17

80

h + s (2)

-

Ahmet S. Inceoglu

Exp.

1957

298

185

883

18

18

f

m?

299
300

185
185

883
883

19
20

18

s

-

6

s

301

185

883

.21

8

s

.

Gen. Dir. Of Foundations

-

-

Besim Ozergin

Exp.

1957

t

Nadire Fiste

Exp.

1957

m

Fatma Ozergin

Exp.

1957

Inebey
302

200

853

1

119

apart

m

Munir A, Sayanci, 1938

Exp.

09/08/1957

303
304

200
200

853

102
117

h
apart

-

Osman's daughter Halide, 1938

Exp.

27/08/1957

853

2
3

m

Hadiye Turkoglu

Exp.

13/09/1957

305

200

853

4

215

apart+ 3 (2)

m?

Nazmi Alkanat

Exp.

20/08/1957

306

200

853

5

14

1

Exp.

03/07/1958

200

853

6

327

1

-

Mustafa Doganci

307

Mustafa Doganci

Exp. (T)

-

308

200

853

7

1886

building

m

Treasury

Exp.

19/10/1959

309

200

853

8

153

apart

m?

Mehmet H. Gokmenli

Exp.

29/11/1957

Mahalle

Sheet

Island

Plot

Sqm

Use

Str

310

200

853

9

117

h+g

m

311

200

853

10

56

Mesut Kami Oilman

U.

1954

200

853

11

44

m

Mesut Kami Oilman

U.

11/10/1954

313

200

853

12

30

s
s
s

m

312

m

Mesut Kami Oilman

U.

24/05/1954

314

200

853

13

58

h+s + g

m

Mehmet Saglik

Exp.

27/09/1957

315

200

853

14

39

h+s

m

Mesut K, Oilmen

Exp.

27/09/1957

316

200

853

15

166

h + han

Naciye Tinaztepe

U.

-

317

853
853

16
17

-

-

318

200
200

m
-

3

-

U.
-

-

319

200

853

18

29
27

Naciye Tinaztepe
CHP, 1938

8

-

CHP, 1938

Exp.

.

320

200

853

19

29

■

CHP, 1938

Exp.

-

321

200

853

20

28

S
3

-

CHP, 1938

Exp.

-

322

200

853

21

32

3

-

CHP, 1938

Exp.

-

323
324

200

853

22

52

3 (2) + room

-

Mehmet Sadik Platin

Exp. (R)

13/08/1957

200

853

23

Mehmet Sadik Platin

k : 200 StS

T

40

3

39

s + room

-

Owner
Emine S. Aybar

Decision

Dates

Exp.

23/07/1957

-

Exp. (R)

13/08/1957

Mihal Kalayci (Greece), 29/08/1938

Exp.

19/07/1957
16/08/1957

326

200

853

25

69

3 + room

-

Ismail Orhan + Hatice Birik

Exp.

327

200

853

26

96

3 + apart

m

Hasan Platin + shrd.

Exp.

1963

328

200

853

27

74

3 + apart

m

Ismail Iseri

Exp. (T)

28/08/1961

329

200

853

28

121

s (2)

-

Sedat Ertan + shrd.

Exp.

04/03/1958

330

200

853

17

3

-

Mehmet S. Platin + shrd.

Exp.

13/08/1957

331

200

853

29
30

174

h +3

m

Nimet Meric

Exp.

04/10/1957

332

200

853

31

137

apart

m

Salim Caliskan

Exp.

13/08/1957

333

200

853

32

113

bakery

m

Mustafa Oogan

Exp.

28/09/1961

334

200

853

33

222

3

m

Bank of Foundations

U.

1956

335

200

853

34

30

3

m

Bank of Foundations

U.

1956

336
337

200
200

853
853

35

3

m

Bank of Foundations

U.

36

30
793

tomb

m?

Pertevniyal Valide Sultan Foundation

Exp. (R)

1956
14/01/1969

338

200

853

37

189

Gen. Oir. of Post & Telecommunication (PTT)

U.

27/05/1949

200

853

38

92

1
1

-

339

-

Gen. Dir. of Post & Telecommunication (PTT)

U.

1949

340

200

853

39

104

apart+ 3

m?

Exp.

15/08/1957

341

200

853

40

153

Zekeriya Yiidirim + shrd.

Exp.

06/09/1957

200

854

1

170

1
1

-

342

-

Zeki Pekbey + shrd.

Exp. (R)

02/02/1944

343
344

200

854

2

151

apart+ 33 (2)

m?

Feride Sofcu + shrd.

Exp.

19/07/1957

854

3

44

s(2)

m

Rukiye Muazzez

Exp.

24/01/1962

^"57- '

sW h

m

Bilaza V. Cilcef+ Apostol Cilcil, 1938

Ibrahim Ethem Eralp

D.

1943 ■

Sheet

Island

346

Mahalle

200

854

347

200

348

200

349

Sqm

Use

84

apart+ s (3)

854

99

854

232

200

854

173

350

200

854

101

351

200

352

200

854
854

52
41

353

200
200
200
200
200
200
200
200
200
200
200

854
854

122
68

854

354
355
356
357
358
359
360
361
362
363

Plot

Str

Owner

Decision

Dates

Mehmet Ali Sarican

Exp,

30/07/1957

h+s

Turan Sinanoglu

Exp,

06/08/1957

8(3)

Halil Hikmet Ulken

s(3)
I

D,

10/10/1950

Fatma Platin

Exp,

06/08/1957

Feyyaz + Mnp. +shrd.

Exp,
Exp,
Exp,

06/01/1965

Mnp, 1939
Mnp, 1939
Mnp, 1939

Exp,

03/01/1957

Treasury, 1939

Exp,

22/11/1952

57

Mnp,

Exp,

03/01/1957

854

259
291

Exp,
Exp,

854

155

Mehmet Selim Cevat Berksun
Mnp, 1939
Mnp, + G ov,, 1947

03/01/1957

854

Exp,

03/01/1957

854

41

Mnp, 1939

Exp,

03/01/1957

856

95

Gen, Dir, Of Public Works

Exp, (exist)

10/01/1957

856

142

Gen, Dir, Of Public Works

Exp,

10/01/1957

856

136

Gen, Dir, Of Public Works

Exp,

10/01/1957

856

106

Gen, Dir, Of Public Works

Exp,

10/01/1957

Mnp, +Exp,

09/09/1969

Mnp, + Abdulkerim’s daughter Cemile

Exp,

03/01/1957

Gen, Dir, Of Foundations

Exp,

03/01/1957

Gen, Dir, Of Foundations

Exp,

03/01/1957

Gen, Dir, Of Foundations

Exp,

03/01/1957

Gen, Dir, Of Foundations

Exp,

03/01/1957

I

Treasury+f-i. Parsunoqlu, I, Serkisyan+shrd,

03/01/1957
03/01/1957

03/01/1957

Inebey Ordu Caddesi
854

19

653

854

34

Mehmet Salih Topcam, 1939

58

Mnp, 12/04/1939

58

Mnp, 12/04/1939

855

20
21
22
1
2

371

200
200
200
200
200
200
200

855

3

41

372

200

855

4

247

cemetery

373

855

5

123

school

374

200
200

855

6

190

t

Servet Sonmez, 16/11/1938

Exp,

08/11/1957

375

200

7

234

t

Emin Lamia Gulmezogullari

Exp,

03/11/1959

365
366
367
368
369
370

854
854
855

l i
855

10

Mehmet Salim Topcam, 04/12/1944

s ( 2)+ g

117

16

X 2 6 7 ".
45

su terazisi
m?
m?

h + s (2)

Ziya Yaltiram + Dimosten Iscan + shrd,

D,

Ü'i'S-,'#;

Maryanti C. Aroglu + Yani & Yosif Iscan

Exp,

03/01/1957

Hatice Sabahat + shrd, + Mnp, + Gov,

Exp,

03/01/1957

Mahalle

Sheet

Island

Plot

Sqm

200

855

11

2001

380

200

855

12

48

381

200

855

13

124

379

382

200

855

14

34

383

200

855

15

73

384

200

855

16

385

200

855

386

200

855

Use
1
1
1

Str

Owner

Decision

Dates

-

Mnp., 1939

Exp.

03/01/1957

-

Treasury

Exp.

03/01/1957

-

Mnp.

Exp.

03/01/1957

Mnp.

m?
-

Treasury, 1973

Exp.
-

03/01/1957

36

1
1

-

Mnp.

Mnp.

01/09/1955

17

30

1

-

Treasury

Exp.

03/01/1957

18

63

1

-

G ov.. 20/09/1947

Exp.

03/01/1957

03/01/1957

Keci Hatun Hafiz Galip
387

225

1104

5

94

h

t

Mustafa's son Ibrahim

Exp.

13/06/1958

388

225

1104

6

88

h

I

Ekrem Erkoc

Exp.

05/02/1962

389

225

1104

7

43

h

t

Omar’s daughter Halide

Exp.

07/10/1958

Exp.

21/05/1943

Kecihatun

;

390

214

864

1

76

h

t

Nurettin’s daughter Nahide +shrd.

391

214

864

2

346

1

-

Mnp., 14/03/1950

392

214

864

19

36

h +s

m

Osman Erucar

393

214

864

20

52

h+s

-

394

214

864

21

117

h+s

-

395

214

864

22.

102

h

D,

28/08/1950

Exp.

03/01/1957

Zeklye Onur+shrd.

Exp.

03/01/1957

Mahmut Refik Basar

Exp.

03/01/1957

t

RaifeZahireAyral+shrd.

Exp.

03/01/1957

396

214

864

23

3

1

-

Ibrahim Akkaya

Exp.

03/01/1957

397

214

864

24

1

-

Ibrahim Akkaya + shrd.

Exp.

03/01/1957

398

214

864

33

160
57

Seher Tinaz + shrd.

Exp.

03/05/1943

214

864

34

91

1
1

-

399

-

hospital

U.

-

400

214

872

1

84

police

m

Treasury

Exp.

22/11/1939

401

214

872

2

102

s

m

Neriman Kiziltan

Exp. (R)

15/02/1957

402

214

872

3

-

•

-

-

Exp. (T)

-

403
404

214

872

4

-

-

-

-

Exp. (T)

-

214

872

5

424

s+garage

-

Zubeyde Daglaroglu

Exp.

18/06/1957

405

214

872

6

154

h + s (3)

m

Ahmet Tahir Yuceturk

Exp.

17/11/1959

406

214

872

7

180

1

Charity-Foundation + Necile Gurel+shrd.

Exp.

27/04/1957

407

214

872

8

146

h

Eyup Erguven

Exp.

12/11/1956

408

214

872

9

108

h

Azize Suhendan Yener + shrd.

Exp. (T)

23/02/1957

409

214

872

10

549

h

410
411

214

872

350

1

214

872

12

846

h+g

t
t

Mehmet Nuri

Exp,

10/07/1955

Bekir Uyguner

Exp.

17/12/1955

Zekiye Sozmenoguiiarindan + shrd.

Exp.

23/11/1955

Mahalle

s

Sheet

Island

Plof

Sqm

Use

Str

Decision

Dates

412

214

872

13

h+g

t

Refia Ata lay

Exp.

413
414

214

872

14

426
541

t

Hasan S. Kucuksandlkci

Exp.

214

872

15

304

h+g
h

19/04/1957
29/03/1957

t

KadriyeS. Orhon +shrd.

Exp.

22/10/1957

415

214

872

16

146

h

-

Saime Eroi + shrd.

Exp.

17/05/1957

416

214

872

17

142

h

-

Ahmet R. Artam

Exp.

15/06/1959

417

214

872

18

124

h+g

t

Husniye Uysal

Exp.

07/05/1959

418

214

872

19

139

t

Mehmet Semsettin

Exp.

14/04/1959

419

214

872

20

493

h+g
1

-

Mehmet Semsettin

Exp.

25/06/1957

420

214

872

21

514

h+g

-

Ahmet's son Kamil, 17/01/1940

Exp.

23/02/1957

421

214

872

22

40

h+s

-

Behiye Miras

Exp.

19/06/1957

422

214

872

22

40

h+s

-

Behiye Miras

Exp.

09/03/1957

423

214

872

22

40

h+s

m

Behiye Miras

Exp.

16/10/1957

424

214

872

23

12

s

m

Nigar Durukan

Exp.

15/01/1957

425

214

872

24

12

s

m

Mustafa's son Hatem +shrd.

Exp.

21/04/1959

426
427

214

872

25

52

s

m

Kazim Tekay +shrd.

Exp.

07/12/1956

214

872

26

18

s (2)

Ibrahim M, Cetingoz

Exp.

01/02/1957

428

214

872

27

16

s

M. Tevfik Sabahyildizi

Exp.

16/11/1956

429

214

872

28

50

1

Gen. Dir. Of Foundations

Exp. (R)

23/06/1961

Owner

430

214

872

29

16

s

Mebrure Ozcelik

Exp.

07/04/1959

431

218

820

2

675

h

Nurettin Gokmen

Exp.

06/06/1958

432

218

820

3

75

h

m

NiyazI Varol + shrd.

Exp.

04/12/1957

433

218

820

4

580

h

t

Hasan Pakten + shrd.

Exp.

11/03/1958

434

218

870

1

> 2769

school

m

Gov. 19/02/1940

U.

03/08/1962

435

218

870

3

72

cemetery

-

Mnp. 08/04/1940

Exp.

.

436

218

870

4

-

-

-

Mehmet K. Carsafoglu

Exp.

.

437

218

871

2

106

offices

m?

Osman Saip Ozkaya

Exp.

exist

438

218

871

'4

128

apart

m?

Mustafa Yazici + shrd.

Exp.

.

439

218

871

6

56

apart

m

Nurettin E. Caferoglu

Exp.

-

440

218

871

9

54

-

-

Cevat Erten +shrd.

Exp.

441

218

874

1

29

f

m

Mnp. 01/04/1940

Exp.

442

218

874

2

319

h (2 )+ s (3)

m

FeyzullahVala+shrd.

Exp.

10/02/1960

443

218

874

3

136

h

t

Abdullatif Ozbay

Mnp.

15/04/1954
10/09/1964

444

218

874

4

82

1

-

Muzaffer Turan +shrd.

U.

445

218

874

5

-

-

-

Muzaffer Turan +shrd.

Exp.

446

218

874

6

-

-

-

Muzaffer Turan +shrd.

Exp.

447

218

874

13

-

h

t

Sabahat Celiker + shrd.

Exp. (T)

02/06/1950

448

218

874

20

-

h

t

Fatma Tundag

Exp.

09/05/1958

Mahalle

Sheet

Island

Plot

449

218

874

21

450

218

874

23

451

218

874

24

452

218

874

25

453
454

218

874

218

874

26
27

455

218

874

456

218

874

457

218

458

218

459

218

874

460
461
462

218

874

218
218

874
874

38
39

463

218

874

40

Sqm

Use

str

h

t

103

apart

m?

272

h

t

733

mosque

m

47

s

m

h (2) + s ( 2)

28

560
124

h

29

662

bath

874

30

88

h

874

31

39

h

32

64

37'

47
47

Owner_________________

Decision

Dates

Hayriye Onur

Exp.

14/03/1958

Mehmet N. Sokmen

Exp.

12/05/1958

Abdullatif Sozmen

Exp.

09/05/1958

Sermend Cavus Foundation, 1940

Exp.

01/02/1977

Hafiza Nuriye
Hatice Guvengur +shrd.

Exp.
Exp.

23/02/1957
12/04/1957

t

Emine B, Ozevren +shrd.

Exp.

15/02/1957

m

Charity-Foundation

Exp.

21/03/1957

t

Orhan S.Turhanoglu

U.

02/03/1968

t

Orhan S.Turhanoglu

U.

02/03/1968

h

t

Orhan S.Turhanoglu

U.

02/03/1968

h

t

Necmiye Alsac

Exp.

18/01/1957

m
m

Ibrahim E. Ulupinar + shrd.
Irfan T. Denever + shrd.

Exp.

18/01/1957

337

s
h + s (4)

96

h+s

m

Nazife Ugural, 4/12/1939

Exp.

18/01/1957

Exp. (T)

03/03/1964

464

218

874

42

33

h

Sevbiye Betin

Exp.

07/05/1957

465

218

874

43

45

h

Raif Tumen

Exp.

11/01/1957

466

218

874

44

3

18/06/1957

874
874

45

16

468

218
218

46

22

Sadrazam Esbak Yusuf Foundation
Mnp.

Exp.

467

s
I
s

Saime Bedia Ciggin

469

218

875

7

470

218

875

471

218

1101

472

218

1101

8
1
2

473

218

1101

474

218

1101

3
4

475

218

1101

476

218

1101

477

218

478

218

479
480

Exp.

28/07/1959

Red Crescent

Mnp. Exist

09/06/1956

Red Crescent

Mnp. Exist

-

Exp. (T)

30/06/1955
21/02/1940

190

Mehmet H. Guran +shrd.

550

Ahmet's son Mustafa

Exp.

62

Necati Yazan + shrd.

Exp.

18/04/1955

38

Seher Kaplanoglu

Mnp.

29/08/1953

5

29

Selim's son Irfan Sey

6

42

Hayriye Emel

1101

7

52

Halil Ibrahim Ozen

1101

8

54

Mustafa Sezer

D.

218

1101

9

49

Serife Femur

04/05/1955

218

1101

10

Exp. (R)

50

Mehmet R. Takalay

Exp.

05/05/1955

481
482

218

1101

12

483

218

1101

13

484

218

1101

14

MazoTurak

Exp.

10/06/1955

Exp, (T)

01/06/1955

Exp. (T)

20/10/1967^

Mustafa Mutlu

Exp.

22/09/1964

29

Zubeyde Saydut

Exp.

18/04/1955

38

Kamil Dispence________________

Exp.

18/04/1955

Mahalle

Sheet

Island

Plot

Sqm

Use

Str

485

218

1101

15

32

h

t

486

218

1101

16

34

h

t

Mehmet Sait Okur + shrd.

487

1101
1101

17

488

218
218

46
156

h
h

t

Safiye Edit
Ibrahim Yesildaglar

489

218

1101

19

40

h

t

Sulhiye Ersoy

490

218

1101

20

60

1
1

Seyh Mehmet N. Foundation, 1940

-

Ahmet's son Munir

18

Owner
Recep K. Demircioglu +shrd.

Ihsan Mehmet Ide

Decision

Dates

Exp.

16/03/1954

Exp.

23/12/1954

Exp. (T)
Exp.

26/05/1955
17/03/1955

Exp.

12/05/1955

Exp. (T)

22/11/1960

Exp.

02/07/1955
.

491

218

1101

21

327

492

218

1101

22

-

493

218

1101

23

-

f

494

218

1101

24

549

s

t

Emine InayetEngiz + shrd.

495

140
372

h
h

t
t

Bedia Ciggin

Mnp.
-

S u rey y a's son Fikret + shrd.

Exp.

'

D.
.

Mnp.

496
497

218
218

1101
1101

218

1101

25
26
27

136

h(2) + s(4)

498

218

1101

28

210

h

499

218

1101

29

136

1

500

218

1101

30

70

h

501
502

218
218

1101
1101

31
32

170
43

1

503

225

1103

1

292

504

225

1103

2

256

h

505

225

1103

13

199

h

506

225

1104

1

136

h (2)

507

225

1104

2

225

1104

3 •

91
244

h

508

h

t
t

509

225

1104

4

196

apart + s

m?

m .3 66::::
-

-

GivannaKastelli + shrd., 1936
-

.
18/02/1954
16/12/1964
07/07/1954

Ergun Ucanay +shrd.

Exp.

11/02/1956

t

Huseyin Manioglu +shrd.

Exp.

26/05/1955

Sermet Cavus Foundation, 1940

Mnp.

15/03/1955

t

Ayse Ozsener

Exp.

18/04/1955

h

t

Sahin Yilmaz
Sahin Yilmaz

Exp.
Exp.

29/04/1955
18/10/1955

h

t

Emine M. Ilguy+shrd.

Exp.

03/04/1961

Rezzan Yucel+shrd.

Exp.

21/08/1959

Ibrahim M. Cetingoz

Exp.

10/06/1958

Adil Alpsezgin

Exp.

06/06/1958

Mehmet A. Aksoy

Exp.

20/06/1958

Memnune Tamay
-

Exp.

30/05/1958

Exp.

09/06/1958

D.
Exp.

23/02/1952
-

t

Mimar Kernel
# 1#
511

117

622

2

512

117

622

-

-

Exp.

-

117

622

3
4

-

513

-

-

-

Exp.

-

514

117

622

5

-

-

-

Exp.

-

515

117

622

6

126

h + s (2)

Sadiye Sokoilu

Exp.

17/05/1957

516

117

622

7

80

1

Ismail Hakki Bald

Exp.

02/04/1957

517

117

622

8

30

s

Ismail S. Cakiroglu + Mahruki + A.

Exp.

518

117

622

9

471

1+ barrack (h?)

15/03/1962
23/02/1962

Hatice Mediha Aysen

Stavrldis

... . E m

Sheet

Island

Plot

Sqm

Decision

Dates

519

Mahalle

117

622

10

29

Emine Sener

Exp.

25/06/1957

520
521

117

622
622

14

46

17/05/1957

15

166

Found. Admin. + Ha3bi'3 daughter Sidika
Mehmet Ali Yigit

Exp.

117

Exp.

24/04/1957

522

117

622

16

287

Exp.

18/06/1957

523

117

M3

1

185

Use

117

623

3

526

117

624

2

527

117
117

624

528

624

529

117

530

47

Owner

Mehmet Remzi's daughter + Hatice Urus
h+s 3
ii!? . bakery + room

525

Str

Hatice Tav
m?

Agop's son Bodros

Exp. (R)

18/02/1957

Exp.

03/09/1957

h

m

Hatice Tav

Exp. (R)

18/02/1957

cemetery + tomb

m?

Gov.

U.

06/11/1975

3

h

U.

06/11/1975

mescit

t
m?

Gov.

4

Gov.

U.

06/11/1975

624

5

medrese

m?

Gov.

U.

06/11/1975

117

624

6

room

Gov.

Exp. (I)

08/10/1940

531

117

624

7

43

532

117

624

8

86

533
534

117
117

624
624

9

8.5
12.5

535

117

624

536

117

624

537

117

538

117

539
540

h

t

Mehmet Ali Aral

Exp.

19/02/1957

h
h

Cemile Verdi Yermen

Exp.
Exp.

28/05/1957
08/03/1957

s

t
m
m

Exp.

08/03/1957

Mustafa Sedat Arbag
Rifat Eserova

10
11
12

■11.5

s

t

Emine Saniye Turac

11

s

t

B. Aga Foundation + Gen. Dir. of Foundations, 1971

624

13

163

15
16

15

s

m

117

624
624

18.5

3

117

624

17

96

s

541

117

624

18

16

h

542

117

624

19

428

apart+ s (2)

543

117

624

117

624

307

545

117

624

20
21
22

135

544
546

117

624

23

14

547

190

747

1

Exp.

18/06/1957
08/05/1974

M. Zeki's daughter Munevver

Exp. (R)

29/11/1974

m

Emine Mirat Ergoren
Mehmet Emin Covac + shrd.

Exp.
Exp.

08/02/1957
09/04/1957

m

Serife Yilmaz + shrd.

Exp.

08/03/1957

Saka Ergil +shrd.

Exp.

12/04/1957

m

Hayrullah Ozal +shrd.

Exp.

07/02/1957

h

m

Nebile Ide

Exp.

01/02/1957

h

m

Ismail Gavusoglu

D.

1962

Fahri Nur

U.

1967

Exp.

08/02/1957
17/07/1967

3

Emine Mirat Ergoren

fire

Mnp. 16/08/1943____________________________

D.

Murat Pasa
548

215

1091

549

215

1091

6
11

550
551

215
215

1091
1091

21

16

76

h

t

102

apart

m?

39
119

s
h+s+g

m
t

Cemal

Exp.

1957

Zehra Fantazi
Celalettin Guven
Kevser Erkartal

Exp.

23/08/1957

Exp.
Exp.

03/05/1960
20/08/1957

Sheet

Island

Plot

Sqm

Use

Str

Decision

Dates

552

Mahalle

215

1091

1

78

h +g

t

Fatma Aru

Exp,

1957

553

215

1091

23

116

h+g

t

Semiha + shrd.

Exp.

1957

554

215

1093

16

h

t

Exp. (T)

01/08/1958

555

215

556

215

557

215

558

215

559

215

560

215

561

215

5

562

215

563
564

215
215

6
10

565

215

566

215

567

11
12
1
2
880

66
1

Owner

f

m?

Gen. Dir. Of Foundations

mosque

m?

Murad Pasa Foundation

23.5

h+s

m

Kadri Rasit Yildiran

Exp

1951

28

s + room

Mehmed Ir

Exp

18/04/1959

3

18

s

t

Ali TalatTumaiar

Exp

18/04/1959

4

19

s

m

Ali Kancal

Exp

22/07/1959

2153

bath + room

m?

Seher Yilmaz

Exp

19/03/1958

176

h +g

t

Suleyman R. Pakman

Exp

18/04/1959

60

s + room

318

h +g

Selcuk Rasim Akunal
Muammer Ugur + shrd.

Exp

15

t
t

1956
27/06/1958
1957

Exp

16

152

h (2)+ g

t

Mehmet S. Yolcuk

Exp

18

144

apart

m?

Mehmet V. Zobu

Exp

13/08/1957

215

19

230

h +g

t

Mehmet E. Evlat

Exp

22/05/1959

112

h

t

Sevki Gunderen

Exp

17/09/1957

130

h

t

Sevki Gunderen

Exp

13/09/1957

100

I

Ali Fuat + shrd.

Exp

07/03/1958

880

568

215

569

215

570

215

20
21
22

571

215

23

44

I

Gulfer Alpay

Exp

20/09/1952

572

215

24

60

I

Ali Fuat + shrd.

Exp

07/03/1958

573

215

25

223

I

Gulfem Alpay

Exp

20/09/1957

574

215

26

97

h+g

Gulfem Alpay

Exp

20/09/1957

575

215

27

53

h

t

Akif Sezgin

Exp

19/07/1957

576
577

215
215

880
880

28

h
h

t
t-m

Osman Kilic

29

48
75

Firdevs Col + shrd.

Exp
Exp

26/07/1957

578

215

880

30

72

h

t

Faika Ozdeniz

Exp

1957

579

215

32

62

h

t

Sukriye Sefik

Exp

16/07/1957
19/07/1957

580

33

h +g

34# ^'51%-^
215

35

144

16/07/1957

t

Hadiye Yalpakkaya

Exp

t

ishak’s daughter Fatma Erzan + shrd.

Exp

1957

Inayet Sevengil

Exp

Halide Akkayan +shrd.
NesetYeter

Exp

06/08/1957
16/07/1957

215

880

156

215

880

36
37

h +g
h

145

apart

t
t
m

Exp

27/09/1957

215

880

38

125

h+g

t

Mehmet Kamil Ister

Exp

19/07/1957

39

75

h +g

t

Sehimi Ulukonakci

_Ex£

16/07/1957

215

Mahalle

Sheet

Sqm

Use

587

215

51

h +g

Mehmet Akay

Exp.

1957

588

215

57

h+g

Seher Ozkan

Exp,

04/08/1957

589

215

58

h +g

Mehmet R.Tahalay

1957

215

68

Exp.

590

h

Recep Erenman

Exp.

13/09/1957

592

215

57

I t room i
h

D. Sitanidis + M. Nurettin Tamkani
Rifat Ozlen

Exp.
Exp.

09/08/1957

62

h +g

04/04/1958

593

215

594

215

595

215

596
597
598

Island

Plot

Str

Owner____________________

Decision

Dates

1957

Refik 0. Tas

Exp.

h

Bedriye Senyurt + shrd.

Exp.

15/03/1946

30

s

Habip H. Kuru

Exp.

02/08/1957

215
215
215

273

h+g

100

Fatma M. Karsan

I

64

h

Hasan Sevim + shrd.
Atxjullah's daughter Ayse

Exp.
Exp.
Exp.

23/06/1958
1957

599

215

60

h

Huseyin Ozozen

Exp.

08/10/1957

600

215

186

I

Salih S. Dogan + shrd.

Exp.

16/08/1957

601

215

h +g

Sabiha G. Ozemek

Exp.

04/11/1957

602

^215

96

Asiye Melek

Exp.

15/01/1954

Prince Ibrahim (Egypt)
Mustafa Uyar

Exp.
Exp.

21/10/1958

398

18/10/1957

1953

604

215

15

s

605

215

44

s + room

Mehmet Hikmet Obay

Exp.

03/08/1960

606

215

40

h+s

Hilmi Gulsecen

Exp.

30/07/1957

607

215

24

h + s (2)

Adalet Koiveren

Exp.

30/05/1958

608

215

36

h

Prince Said Murat Pasa Atik Foundation

Exp.

29/07/1954

609

215

h+g

Nedime Irzik

Exp.

18/03/1958

610

215

90
104

I

Mahmut Arpali

Exp,

23/06/1958

611

215

146

I

Mahmut Arpali

Exp.

23/06/1958

612

215

162

I

Hasan Sevimli + shrd.

Exp.

27/03/1948

613

215

80

h (2) + s

Hayriye Onur

Exp. (T)

04/10/1956

614

215

78

apart

Aysen Kutcali

Exp. (R)

11/03/1952

615

166
176

Exp.

19/04/1957

Fatma F. Ozkural

Exp.

617

215

72

h+g
h +9
I

Sueda

616

215
215

Serife Paltaci

Exp.

08/04/1969
02/08/1957

618

215

50

h

Mehmet Demirkan

Exp.

20/09/1957

619

215

96

h+s+q

Sukriye Pekustun_____________

Exp.

24/12/1956

Mahalle

Sheet

Island

Plot

Sqm

Use

Decision

Dates

620

215

9

258

h+g

Ahmed Rustu

Exp. (R)

07/11/1956

621

215

48

80

h +g

Muammer Yavas

Exp. (R)

1957

622

60
14

13
224

s

Hatice H, Teksoz

623

215
215

I

Hayrunisa Pekcicek

Exp. (R)
Mnp. +Exp.

06/11/1956

624

215

2

44

h+g

Exp.

16/08/1957

625

215

3

82

h+g

Lutfu Sen

Exp.

16/08/1957

626

215

4

128

h+g

Sabahat Tuzun

Exp.

1957

627

215

125

h +g

215
215

h +g
h +g

20/07/1957
1957

8

42
161

Emine H. Halime
Cemil Zoriu

Exp.

628
629

5
7

630

215

9

84

h+g

631

215

10

110

h+g

632

215

12

92

633

215

13

100

634

215

14

187

' 17i e227t

Str

Owner

1957

Hasan Nad + shrd,

Exp.
Exp.

Mehmet Y. Demir + shrd.

Exp.

17/09/1957

m

Sadiye Gursu

Exp.

17/09/1957

h+g

t

Sabiha Bagdat

Exp.

1957

h+g

t
m?

Fatma Vedia Oflas
Mehmet N, Karamagra

Exp.

09/08/1957

Exp.

1957

m

Nikoli Evrenog

Exp.

16/03/1962

30/07/1957

h+g,.Y

t

Fatma N. Sevejan

Exp.

1958

637

215

18

102

h+s

t

Sukriye Seyran

Exp.

1957

638

215

19

56

h +g

t

Nafia Koyluoglu

Exp.

1957

639

215

20

119

h

t

Hasan Erisken + shrd.

Exp.

1957

640
641

215

22

145

h+s+g

t

Exp.

16/08/1957

24

17

s

m

Exp.

03/05/1960

642

215
215

Ali Siddik Tuzun
Celalettin Guven

1

148

h+g

t

Saime Aydeniz

1957

643

215

2

36

h

Exp.

t

Huseyin S. Basaran

Exp.

1957

644

215

3

94

h

t

OmerS, Zengin +shrd.

Exp.

06/09/1957

645

215

4

646

215

6

647
648

215
215

649
650
651
652

48

h +g

7

158
174

apart
apart

8

109

215

10

215

11

215
215

653

215

14

654

215

15

215

t

Galip Ozcanli + shrd.

m?

Exp.

1957

Hilal Kizilkaya +shrd.

apart

m
m

Hilal Kizilkaya + shrd.
Asim Aykin

Exp.
Exp.
Exp.

10/03/1958
10/03/1958
20/08/1957

113

apart

m

Mehmet Sani Anil

Exp.

1957

172

h (2) + g

Fatma Karakullukcu

Exp.

1957

12

129

Nehibe Benqi

Exp.

1957

93

h+g
h

t

13

Exp.

13/05/1958

232
158

h+g
apart+ s (3)

t
m

Nuri Aknar

Exp.

1957

Ahmed's daughter Saziye + shrd.

Exp.

17/09/1957

barrack (h?) +g

m

Ivan Nis

Exp.

1957

'^5 ^ 157'^-

t

Mahalle

&

Sheet

Island

Plot

Sqm

Use

Str

656

215

1093

9

119

1

-

Owner
Hanife Aktekin

657

216

1143

52

112

apart

m

658

216

1143

53

112

apart

659

216

1143

54

156.5

apart

Decision

Dates

D.

-

Muharrem Ekmekcioglu

Exp.

16/07/1957

m

Kadriye Uz

Exp.

1957

m

Hasan Uz

Exp.

1957

660

216

1143

55

314.1

apart

m

Hasan E. Tugay+ Hatice P. Tugay

Exp.

1957

661

216

1143

56

269

apart

m

216

1143

57

249

apart

m

Exp.
Exp.

1957

662

Kadriye Uz
Hasan Uz

663

216

1143

58

189

apart

m

Mehmet K. Gurkan

Exp.

1957

664

216

1143

59

213

apart

m

Mehmet H. Salur

Exp,

09/05/1957

665

216

1143

60

90

apart

m

Ahmet’s daughter Husniye

Exp.

1957

666

216

1143

61

82

apart

m

Kamil Sahiloglu

Exp.

23/07/1957

667

216

1143

63

79

apart

m

Recep Tanacar

Exp.

1957

668

216

1143

65

89

apart

m

Vedia Cetinbas

Exp.

1957

669

216

1143

66

126

apart

m

Husamettin S. Kancal

Exp.

20/08/1957

670

216

1143

67

170

1(parceled?)

-

Mustafa Haker

Exp.

1957

671

216

1143

68

176

apart

m

Salih H. Zirh

Exp.

1957

1957

672

216

1143

69

178

apart

m

RaifeTuncelli

Exp.

1957

673

216

1143

70

112

apart

m

Ismail Cardak

Exp.

09/08/1957

674

216

1143

71

112

apart

m

Mehmet A. Gulay

Exp.

1957

675

216

1143

72

112

apart

m

Ahmet Kav

Exp.

1957

676

216

1143

18 ,

323.5

h

m

Osman's daughter Nazire

Exp.

1957

677

216

1143

19

253.5

h+g

m

Mehmet S. Engindiller

Exp.

1957

678

216

1143

20

263

h

t

Ibrahim’s daughter Hatice

Exp.

1958

679

216

1143

22

155

h

t

Hatice Meliha Ergun

Exp.

1958

680

216

1143

23

1150

h

t

Fatma S. Yucesan + shrd.

Exp.

1957

681

216

1143

24

171

h

t

Mehmet H. Kulluce

Exp.

1957

682

216

1143

25

176

h

t

Dilaver Uzunsu

Exp.

1957

683

216

1143

26

153.5

h

t

Nuri Guleryuz + shrd.

Exp.

1958

684

216

1143

27

74.5

h

t

Haydar Uluceviz

Exp.

1957

685

216

1143

28

64

h

t

Necmiye Ozensoy

Exp.

1957

686

216

1143

29

167

h

t

Sidika Konakci+shrd.

Exp.

1957

687

216

1143

30

205

h

t

Osman’s daughter Hayriye

Exp.

1957

688

216

1143

31

221.5

h

t

Ketkuzade Abdullah + Mehmet Ef. Foundation

Exp.

1957

689

216

1143

32

86.5

h

t

Nimet Ozdemir

Exp.

1957

690

216

1143

33

62

h

t

Ayse Sadiye Talas

Exp.

1957

Sheet

Island

Plot

Sqm

Use

Decision

Dates

691

216

1143

34

59.5

h

Nurettin Abay

Exp,

1957

692

216

1143

35

59

h

Nurettin Abay

Exp.

1957

693
694

216

36
37

35.5

Mustafa's daughter Gulsum
Serif Adali

Exp.

1957

695

216
216

1143
1143
1143

696

216

1957
1957
1957

697

216

698

Mahalle

Str

Owner________________

38

93.5
153.5

1143

39'

146.5

h
h
h
h

Mustafa I. Imset

Exp.
Exp.
Exp.

1143

40

92.5

h

Seyide Koseoglu

Exp.

1957

216

1143

41

207

h

Bedri Ozkazanci

Exp.

1957

699

216

1143

42

459.5

h

Mustafa F, Beslen +shrd.

Exp.

1957

700

216

1143

43

529

h

Nail Arman +shrd.

Exp.

1957

701

216

1143

44

63

h

Merzuka Gur

Exp.

1957

702

216

1143

45

66

h

Ahmet Kurkcuoglu

Exp.

1957

703

216

1143

47

506

h

Mehmet T. Bildirener

Exp.

1958

704

216

1143

64

75

apart

Mustafa S. Tanul

Exp. (R)

08/09/1953

705

216

1094(2101)

2

312

h+g

Mehmet S. Baser

Exp.

1957

706

216

1094(2101)

3

72

h+g

Bahire Akbilek

Exp.

03/09/1957

707

216
216

1094(2101)

4

86

Exp.

1957

1094(2101)

5

90

h+g
h

Kevser Ozbas

708

Exp.

23/08/1973

709

216

1094(2101)

78

h+g

Hafize + Cevher Aga Foundation

Exp.

710

217

876

6
2

Cevher Aga Foundation

60

711

217

876

7

68

712

217

876

9

26

h+s

713

217

876

5

288

h

714

217

876

6

460

h

715

217

876

4

74

h +s

Exp.

1956

716

217

876

8

Pembe Celikkiran

74

h

Emine N. Ureten

Exp.

24/09/1956

717

217

876

3

74

h+s

Hatice Cebeoglu

1957

217

877

1

Exp.

718

166

Ismail Kucuk

Exp.

22/05/1957

719

877
877

3

238

Mehmet Yapar

Exp.

1957

720

217
217

h+g
I

29

96

h

Meliha Orhan

Exp.

30/05/1958

721

217

877

30

80

h

Ayse Sidika Ucak

Exp.

11/01/1957

722

217

877

31

68

h+g

Emine Kurt

Exp.

18/04/1959

723

217

877

7

147

Mukaddes Oiler

exist

724

217

877

9

exist

725

217

877

10

exist

Zekeriya Ohri + shrd.

Ibrahim Zihni +shrd.
Exp.
Emine K. Emircan

28/08/1959
03/01/1964
04/02/1955

Exp.

18/01/1955

Mehmet Bedi

Exp. (T)

Firdevs Ozyurugun +shrd.

Exp. (T)

26/08/1956
1960

Sheet

Island

Plot

726

Mahalle

217

877

727
728

217
217

877
877

11
12

729

217

730

217

731
732

Sqm

Use

Str

Owner

Decision

Dates

exist

877

13
4

285

h+g

877

5

299

I

217

877

227

h+g

217

877

2
6

272

I

733

217

877

571

734

217

879

735

217

736
737

164

s (2)
h + s (5)

879

8
1
2

1124

h + g + s (4)

217

879

3

62

217

879

4

93

738

217

879

5

739

217

879

9

740

217

879

10

741
742

217
217

879
879

743

217

744

217

745
746

Esref F, Akatli +shrd.

exist
exist
Exp. (T)

04/04/1962

Mnp. + Emine Kerime

Exp.

11/03/1954

Sukru Doner

Exp. (R)

17/11/1970

Mnp.

Exp. (R)

28/03/1954

Tevfik F. Ekeman +shrd.

Exp. (R)

24/12/1952

Esma Guven

Exp.

19/02/1960

Ahmet S. Semer

Exp.

07/02/1960

3(2)

Suieyman S. Solen

Exp.

1957

3(2)

Musa Avsar

102

Exp.

28/01/1960

h+g

Mehmet S. Atasayar

Exp.

23/10/1956

44

3

Mehmet Yilmaz

Exp.

24/02/1956

1+3

Mehmet Yilmaz

h +9

Exp.
Exp.

21/02/1956

11

175
156

12

98

Ayse M. Baseren

Exp.

12/10/1956
11/01/1957

879

6•

h+g

38

h+g

Neciyullah N. ilemin

Exp. (R)

22/11/1956

879

7

22

s

Neciyullah N. Ilemin

Exp. (R)

22/11/1956

217

879

13

67

h + s (2)

217

879

36

3

Fatma S, Barin

Mnp.

11/07/1967

Bash Ayolan______

Exp.

20/01/1955

Tavsantasi
747

135

625

1

25

room

748

135

625

2

22

3

749

135

625

3

14

3

750

135

625

4

12

room

Bekir Tansoy

Exp

18/10/1957

751

135

625

5

11

room

Exp

752

135

625

6

Mehmet Halit Becen + shrd.

32

room

Selahattin + Alaattin +shrd.

Exp

14/04/1958
25/10/1957

prod. Unit

Ahmet Necati Baharoglu +shrd.

Exp

30/12/1958

prod. U n it/

Eleni Ayanoglu + shrd.

Exp

15/04/1958^

Dursun Kolcu

Exp

15/10/1957

Ayse Gulnev Boysan

Exp

12/12/1958

_Ex£

18/10/1957

7^

7

102
#'66#

755

135

625

9

25

3

756

135

625

10

21

3 + room (2)

757

135

625

11

18

3

exist
Found, Admin. 1934

exist
exist

Bekir Tansoy______________

Mahalle

Sheet

Island

Plot

Sqm

Use

625

12

16

han

13

135^

bakery

50
' 17

-

Str

han

:

Owner

Decision

Dates

Cater Sadik's son Abdulselami

Exp.

28/09/1959

Fatma Saime + shrd.

Exp.

15/02/1957

Kirkor Engolkiran

Exp.

17/09/1957

Ahmet H. Saracoglu

Exp.

08/02/1957

625

15

18

625

16
17

9

s

Found. Admin, 1934

Exp.

20/10/1961

625

712

courtyard

Common courtyard

625

18

7

^ cella^

Found. Admin.

exist
Exp.

20/10/1961

19
20

'M' room’‘l | {

Varkan's son Agopyan, 1934

Exp.

15/10/1957

'625

' + Ibrahim Halil (Egypt)

Exp.

21/05/1957

625

^ 2 f '
21

21

625

■- î

room i

20

Kadri Altinisik

Exp.

12/02/1957

Leon Agopyan, 1934

Exp.

15/10/1957 :#

23
26
27

21

Leon Agopyan +shrd.

Exp.

16/02/1963 .;

Armenak Armanli

07/03/1958

28

33

Fatma N. Ordem?
Huseyin Sadi +shrd.

exist
Exp.
Exp.

02/06/1958

Ibrahim Halil (Egypt)+shrd.

Exp.

05/11/1957 .4

i

21
20

' 30
#31

:

room :

Arusyak Armanli

Exp.

< -2 5 ^

room

Leon Agopyan

Exp.

02/08/1967

25-

room
room
room

Erdogan Baskurt + Armenak Armanli + shrd.
Muzaffer Ozak
Omer F. Arel

Exp.
Exp.
Exp.

05/11/1957 %

40
20

35
36
m

■

-

- 'room

34

38

room
room
room

1 7 ÏÏÏ
r 21

% 32

20

room

m :
21

room •.,

exist

room

#mi''room..T
625

-

21

- '2 2

: 625'

s

Armenak Armanli+snra.

exist

Mustafa Ozer

Exp.

Armenak Armanli + shrd.

Exp.
Exp. (R)

07/12/1957
06/12/1957
-

04/03/1960
16/02/1963#
13/02/1962

40

22

room

Husnu Ozturk + shrd.

41

21

roorn

Sabri Mescioglu

Exp.

22/03/1957

room

Leon Agopyan

Exp.

15/10/1957
19/07/1957

625

5 .C
43

20

room

Mustafa Ozer

Exp.

625

44'

7

room

Found. Admin.

Exp.

10/06/1958

Leon Agopyan

Exp.

15/10/1957

Found. Admin.
Found. Admin.

Exp.
Exp.

15/09/1961

Rewan + Leon's son Kosti + shrd.

Exp.

08/02/1957

Cavit Ozturk

Exp.

26/06/1957

S
625

3
46

2.5

625

49

10

625

51

17

cellar

;'
s

-

Mahalle

Sheet

Island

Plot

^'52

w

Sqm

Use

Str

Decision

Dates

32

s

m

Akile Kuyucu +Aram Engelkiran +shrd.

Owner

Exp.

17/09/1957
16/07/1959

794

135

625

53

9

s

m

Necdet Fercan

Exp.

795

135

625

54

12

s

m

Feriha Baldogan

Exp.

19/07/1957

796

135

625

55

14

s

m

Mehmet S. Ortay + shrd.

Exp.

16/05/1957

797

135

625

56

16

s

798

135

625

57

20

r'%'135^

‘ room

m

Mahmudu Evvel Foundation, 1934

Exp.

-

m

MelahatTursan

Exp.

19/01/1960

m

Arusyak Armanli

exist

Abbreviations
Apart.
Exp.
F
G
H
L
M
Mnp.
S
Str.
T

Apartment
Expropriation
Fountain
Garden
House
Land
Masonry
Municipality, with the connotation of “real estate or land bought by the Municipality”
School
' Structure
Timber

Mescit

small mosque

Index for the table
In the registry notebooks, Expropriation was shown with various descriptions and words in Turkish:
Istimlak
Yola istimlak
Yola kalb
Belediyeye satis
Belediye aldi
Yol gecti
Yola gitti
Yola verildi

The highlight of the whole line
designates the ownership
of a non-Muslim
The highlight of the name line
designates the possibility of
a non-Muslim or Muslim ownership
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3c Demolition of Ottoman works at Aksaray
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cad.
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r

A

P

D

Tiw c i W i d maps <wre oPglnilly diatm In scale 1/500. Tlwsa are now
approximately 1/2000.
Ttw road network was schematically indicated In possiWe different versions Py
colourtui pendis.
Doe to the archive conditions, their quality is un-malntalned. In many spots, It
waslmposslhletoreadlhemap.
A crosscheck with the list of ownershp indicates that the expropriations
coveted not only the main road axes. Put also the close traditional envlmnment.
The non-Muslim ownership was concentrated on SImkesltane and Hasan Pasa
Han, the old commercial buildings that were 'cut' by the Ordu road.
The analysis also shows that the expropriation dedslon does not obligatorily

3a Cadastral Maps of ownership,
schematically showing roads, the 1930s -1940s
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APPENDIX 4

....

Demolition of Ottoman works of art:

a. Historical Peninsula
b. Karakôy-Doimabahçe, 1956-1959

&

APPENDIX ,4a Demolition of Ottoman works of art: Historical Peninsula
1956-1959
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These schematic maps were originally drawn In scale 1/5000. They were
published In the magazine of the Academy of Fine Arts, and their scale was
slightly transformed. They are now In scale 1/10000.
The black coloured ones Indicate the demolished, and the grey ones show the
survived Ottoman pieces.
These Ottoman works were only officially classified ones by the Higher
Preservation Committee following the application to the board.
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APPENDIX 4b Demolition of Ottoman works of art: Karakôy-Doimabahçe,
1956-1959

3b Recent cadastral maps, 1/2000

These cadastral maps (in scale 1/2000) describe the contemporary ownership
and the road network is schematically drawn. They are drawn by computer, and
are originally colourful
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